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NOW YOU CAN HAVE THE WORLD IN YOUR POCKET TOO 
Now, anyone accustomed to carrying 
their style with them can also carry their 
modem — the amazing new NetComm 
Pocket Modem® 
It's not much bigger than a cigarette 
pack. Yet it's packed with big modem 
features including auto dial, auto answer 
and auto disconnect. You can 
communicate with a wide range of 
information services, bulletin boards and  

data bases at 300/300, 1200/75 and 
1200/1200 bps. It supports both CCITT 
and Bell standards, so you can use it 
anywhere in the world! 
The Pocket Modem plugs straight into 
the serial port of your PC, and can run 
from mains power or its own internal 
battery. The Premium model includes a 
plug-pak, rechargeable NiCad battery 
circuit and powerful communications  

software suitable for IBM PC's and 
compatibles. 
There are special models to suit 
Commodore 64/128 and Amiga 
computers, and a range of 
communications software options for 
Apple IIGS and Macintosh. 
The NetComm Pocket Modem — Why 
not add portable communications to 
your portable computing? 

NetComm (Aust) Pty Ltd • NSW: PO Box 284 Pymble NSW 2073 Tel: (02) 888 5533 Telex: AA27488MODEMS Keylink: 6007:DNC002 Viatel: 
288855330. Vic. 94 River Street South Yarra 3141 Tel: (03) 241 0534. aid. Suite 6 Level 11 AMP Place 10 Eagle Street Brisbane 4000 Tel: 

(07) 229 7376. WA: St Martin's Tower 44 Georges Tce Perth Tel: (09) 220 3407 
® Pocket Modem is a registered trademark of NetComm (Aust) Pty Ltd NE002 



Extra-wide, easy-to-
find Return key. 
IBM changed sizes 
again by shrinking their 
Return key. 

Positive-tactile, 
firm-feel 
keys. 

Dedicated 
Function Con-
trol keys. 

12 Function 
keys for 
increased 
automatic 
operation. 

Caps, Num and Separate 
Scroll Lock dedicated 
indicator lights. Numeric Pad 
IBM has no lights with enlarged 
on their XT. Enter key, four 

Arithmetic 
Function keys. 

   

Two Ctrl and 
Alt keys for 
ambidextrous 
access  

Isolated 
Escape key.  

Enlarged 
Shift keys 

  

  

   

   

ATADESK'S 
T 0-101 ENHANCED KEYBOARD 

Switch-
selectable 
compatibility 
with IBM, PC, 
XT, AT, and all 
compatibles. 
IBM's new 
Enhanced 
Keyboard runs 
only on their 
new XT's, ATs 
and ignores 
their installed 
base which 
probably in-
cludes you. 

Switch allows you 
to swap position of 
Ctrl and Caps lock. 
IBM moved Ctrl to 
bottom row, you have 
no choice! 

Separate 
Cursor and 
Screen Control 
keys.  I 

Borland's Turbo Lightning FREE 

for the 10 million PC users IBM just ignored! 
IBM just announced their new 
redesigned "standard" keyboard for per-
sonal computers. There's only one problem: 
it won't work on your IBM computer if it 
was purchased prior to June 1986 or on any 
PC compatible purchased at any time! 
Not to worry. Our new Turbo-101 Enhanced 
Keyboard gives you the layout and en-
hancements of the IBM with some logical 
improvements (see above photo). And it 
works on your existing PC, XT, AT, PCjr, 
AT&T, Epson and virtually all compatibles! 

Get Borland's Turbo Lightning 
For FREE! 
To really turbocharge 
your productivity, we are 
including, free-of-charge, 
Borland's red-hot Turbo 
Lightning software with 
each keyboard. Now, 
when using SideKick, WordPerfect, Micro-
soft Word, 1-2-3 or most popular programs, 
our Turbo-101 Keyboard will check your 
spelling as you type, gives you instant 
access to Random House's 80,000-word 
Concise Dictionary and 60,000-word 
Thesaurus and much, much more! 

"lightning's good enough to make 
programmers and users cheer, executives 
of other software companies weep," says 
Jim Seymour of PC Week. Sold separately, 
Turbo Lightning retails for $99.95! 

0144 iketelitZtive 

datadesk  
INTERNATIONAL 

7650 Ham!! Avenue 
Van Nuys, California 91406 (818) 780-1673 
Turbo-101 is a trademark of DalaDesk International. Turbo Lightning is a 
trademark of Borland International. IBM and IBM AT are registered trade-
marks of International Business Machines, Inc. 

'Price does not include adaptor cables required by certain 
compatibles • A limited offer — price subject to change without 
notification. 

The Turbo-101 is the best data entry tool 
since the pencil! 
For users of spreadsheets like 1-2-3, the 
Turbo-101's separate cursor controls and 
numeric keypad makes entering numeric 
data into cells and moving from cell to cell 
as natural as moving your fingers. And for 
word-processing, the `Selectric' typewriter 
layout makes the Turbo-101 as easy to 
use as a pencil; and with the extra large 
Enter, Shift & Control Keys, you'll make so 
few mistakes, you won't even need an 
eraser! 

SPECIAL OFFER! 
ONLY 290&  Software

I  both Keyboard FO  

Includes 30-day money back 
guarantee and 2 year full warranty. 
To prove that we don't Ignore you 
or your pocketbook, you get our 
Turbo-101 Enhanced Keyboard and 
Borland's Turbo Lightning for an 
astounding $290.00*. No, you didn't 
read it wrong. During this amazing 
Introductory Offer  you get both 
keyboard and software for less 
than most software programs 
by themselves! Now, if you're 
still feeling ignored, you can 
always do what you-know-who 
wants you to  do...and buy 
a new computer to get their 
keyboard! 

Distributed by: 

Com putec Pty.Ltd. 
269 Auburn Road 
Hawthorn Vic 3122 
In Melbourne Call 
882 1326 
Outside Melbourne 
Area (008) 33 1005  

Up to now, DataDesk international may be one of 
the best kept  secrets, but here's what's being said 
about our first end-user  Keyboard/Borland 
software bundle: 
"Who Can Pass up a Deal? 
Department. Talk about an 
aggressive product!" 
John C. Dvorak, 
InfoWorld Mar 86 

"It solves all of the problems 
exhibited by their regular 
PC/XT keyboard... it's a 
great bargain!" 
PC Productivity Digest 
May 86 

"DataDesk Intl. bas designed 
a sturdy and handsome key-
board that has tactile re-
sponse... is the hardware 
bargain of the year" says 
Charles Humble, Oregonian 
Jan 86 

"The best part of the key-
board is the way it feels. It's 
ideal! And fast. I've never 
worked on a keyboard with 
a nicer touch." 
Business Computer Digest 
Aug 86 
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"It's a good keyboard. Good 
feel: the keys have tactile 
feedback. No mush at all. 
This is about as good a key-
board deal as you're likely 
to find.../ have absolutely no 
hesitation in recommend-
ing the Model PC8700." 
Jerry Pournelle, 
Byte Magazine Sept. 86 

'This keyboard is neat to 
type on  and feels solid. It 
has tactile feedback keys.../ 
can type much faster on it." 
Test Drive Scorecard: 
DataDesk-I0 Key Tronics-9 
Teleconnect Magazine 
May 86 
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001 	r  Now this is a computer ! 
President means to lead or preside over, now you will see why . 

Introducing the 
President 386 VS 
Vertical Server" 

"milEn• so 

3 YEAR 
FULL 

WARRANTY 

80386 processor 16 
80387 slot 
Turbo mode switch 
4 Megabyte Ram 
1 x 32 bit slot (386) 
2 x 8 bit slots (PC) 
5 x 16 bit slots (AT) 
71 megabyte voice coil hard disk 
60 megabyte streaming tape 
2 x 3.5 720k disk drives 
1 x 5.25 1.2 m disk drive 
MS-Dos 3.3 & Unix operating system 

or 20 Mhz 
Standard features: 
EGA Monitor 
PEGA Video card 
270 watt power supply 
Sturdy Metal Case 
101 Keyboard 
Key lock 
Real time clock 
Adjustable feet 
Indicator lights 
8 x Serial ports 
2 x Parallel ports 
1 x110 port 

The President Vertical Server" is a new breed of high power stand alone or 
file Serving computer for a local network, fully featured with fast processor super 
(rolls royce) Micropolis'" voice coil hard disk, ports and Ega monitor with 101 
keyboard. Try it and you will be convinced. 

SYDNEY (02) 4762700 MELBOURNE (03) 3470555 BRISBANE (07) 8462228 
CANBERRA (062) 804804 ADELAIDE (08) 2313063 FACTORY (075) 374788 



  

EDITORIAL 

   

Apple of the corporate eye 

I
t looks like the jury has finally returned a verdict in 
the case of Apple's 'toy' computers versus the cor-
porate world — and Apple gets to say 'I told you 
so'. Despite the toy image, the price and the long-
time lack of the 'right' business oriented software, 

the Macintosh has broken through in the corporate 
market and looks like soaring to new heights. Big 
companies — even the ever-so-straight guaranteed 
IBM accountancy types — are ordering Macs by the 
thousand. Now that the 'right' software has arrived 
(in the form of spreadsheets like Excel) they're flock-
ing to the ever-so-easy-to-use graphics based Mac 
purely because it's quicker and easier to master. Sim-
ple economics plays a big part: they know it takes 
days, weeks (or forever) for their people to start using 
MS-DOS machines effectively. 

In the meantime, the employee is unproductive and 
perhaps even costs the company dearly in cost inten-
sive training from outside suppliers. Put Macs in and 
they can be productive within a day. And they'll be 
happier about the move to new technology, because 
the Mac is far less threatening. The Mac's new-found 
'IBM compatibility' is part of the reason for its final 
breakthrough — yet I'll bet you haven't heard of any-
one using it. The ability to claim compatibility is far 
more important to Apple than the reality of using it ;  
it's there so the corporate buyers can tick it off the 
purchase decision checklist. 

It's the corporate security blanket Apple needed .  
But the corporations aren't buying it for its compat-
ibility, because the IBM look is exactly what they are 
trying to get away from. I can well understand it.  

I shrink at the thought of a novice friend entering 
computing via the IBM path, because it's just too 
clumsy and difficult. When they ask my advice, I feel 
like convincing them they don't need a computer at 
all because I don't need the pleading and confused 
phone calls. If they ask advice on buying a Mac, how-
ever, I encourage them. I can handle the proud, 'look 
what I've done' phone calls. A typical example oc-
curred recently while I was holidaying and my bulle-   

tin board suffered a lightning hit to the modem. My 
almost computer literate brother-in-law went to the 
house for me, and I had to long distance talk him 
through checking a few things on the IBM style ma-
chine. 

I talked for almost an hour, walking him through 
step-by-step, character-by-character. It was hard work 
for both of us. Yet after I hung up the phone, he 
switched my Macintosh on and was able to work it 
straight away, without any talk-through or even 
manuals. He had never used one before, yet was able 
to run applications from the hard disk and even find, 
insert and use a floppy. Could you imagine anyone 
who has never seen an IBM-style machine finding the 
floppy drive, let along knowing what to do to run a 
program from it? 

Recently I've been using the Mac more and more 
because the graphics and desktop publishing soft-
ware for it is just so good. After the pain of getting PC 
software to talk to a Linotron PostScript typesetter, 
for example, it was a shock to discover the Mac didn't 
even need to be told what it was printing to — it just 
handled it all automatically. Graphics programs like 
Cricket Draw, Adobe Illustrator and the new Aldus 
Freehand are amazing. Hypercard is a real break-
through. And 'traditional' software like database 
packages are coming up better than ever on the Mac. 
I haven't yet had a serious play with it (where is that 
man who promised one for review?), but 4th Dimen-
sion looked at first glance like a better iatabase 
development tool than anything I've seen on the PC. 
Software innovation abounds in the Mac arena, while 
in the PC marketplace, despite the potentially richer 
rewards, it's nearly always a game of catch-up. Most 
new PC software is 'nice'; new Mac software is usually 
at least fascinating and most often exciting. Don't tell 
my friends, but I'm even starting to think a Mac II 
with a big, fast drive and a big screen should be my 
next corporate purchase. 

MATT WHELAN 
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Microsoft 
Chart $460 Project 4.0 $599 
C Compiler 5D $799 Quick Basic 4 $149 
Cobol Compiler $1099 Quick C $149 
Flight Simulator $89 Windows 2D $179 
Fortran Compiler $799 Windows 386 $295 
Macro-Assembler $279 Windows/Mouse $329 
Pascal Compiler $499 Word 4.0 $649 
PC Excel $750 Word 4/Mouse $799 
PC Works $295 Xenix Word $999 

* All prices include sales tax and 
full factory warranty 

* Australia-wide delivery extra. 
* Phone us first for any item. 
* Special government list-phone. 
* Dealer enquiries welcome. 
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All prices subject to availability E & OE. 

PCW 802 

IBM Hardware 
Hardcard 40mb Plus 
Hercules Incolor Card 
Logitech Mouse Serial C7 
Microsoft Mouse 
Paradise AutoSwitch EGA 480 
Hyperformance 12.5mhz 
Hyperam PC/XT 2.0mb/512 Kb 
Hyperam AT 2.0mb/512 Kb 
Hyperace 286 Plus 
Hyper 512 
Intel 80287 
and much more . . . 

Programmer's Corner 
Borland 	Database ibolbox 	$69 

Editor Toolbox 	$69 
Eureka 	 $139 
Graphix Toolbox 	$69 
Gameworks 	 $69 
Numerical Method 

	
$139 

Prolog 	 $129 
Prolog Toolbox 	$129 
Quattro 	 $295 
Reflex 	 $189 
Reflex Workshop 	$99 
Sidekick ncp 	$109 
Superkey 	 $139 
Turbo Basic 	 $119 
Turbo C 1.5 
	

$149 
Turbo Lightning 	$119 
Turbo Pascal 4.0 
	

$149 
TUrbo Thtor 	 $29 
Word Wizard 
	

$99 
Blaise 	C Tools + 	 $349 

C Async Manager 
	$379 

Meta Window + 	$639 
Turbo Async+ 	$299 
T-Debug 	 $189 
Turbo Extender 	$199 
Turbo Magic 	$299 
Turbo Power Tools + 	$299 
Turbo Power Analysis $229 
Turbo Window C 
	

$299 
Norton 	Advance Utilities 	$199 

Commander 	 $99 
Editor 	 $199 
Utilities 4.0 
	

$139 
Dan Bricklan Demo II 
	

$399 
Brief 2.0 
	

$369 
Large library of programs. .. 	Phone 

$1695 
$499 
$179 
$249 
$499 

$1695 
$649 
$869 
$649 
$249 
$399 

Phone 

"The Australia-wide mail-order 

software and board supplier for 

computer professionals . . ." 

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

             

Ventura 1.1 
$1299 

Fox Base 2.0 
$539 

EGA Paint 
$149 

Quattro 
$295 

Specials 
Turbo Pascal 4 

$149 

PC Excel 
$750 

Duet 
$139 

Gem Pres. Team 
$ 749 

Rub° Pascal 
Toolboxes 

$69 

IBM Software 
Ability Plus $399 
AT Liberty $179 
Autoaketch $139 
Bookmark 1.2 $199 
Brooklyn Bridge $229 
By Line $499 
Carbon Copy 4 $390 
Clipper $870 
Copy II PC $89 
Copywrite $89 
Crosstalk Mk4 $399 
CrossiTalk XVI $199 
Cruise Control $69 
Dac Easy Accounting V2.0 $199 
dBXL $299 
dBase ill Pius $849 
Derision Cad 3D $599 
Desqview 2 $199 
DF Manager $99 
Disk Technican + $179 
Dos Merge 286 Unix $399 
DR Halo II $99 
Drafix 1 A- $495 
DS Backup -4 $169 
DS Recover 579 
Duet $139 
Easy Extra $179 
EGA Paint Rix 2005 $149 
Fastback $199 
First Choice $269 
First Publisher $179 
Formtool 2 $249 
Fox Base + 2.0 $539 
Foxbase Unlimited Runtime $649 
Framework!! $969 
Gateway V3 $99 
Gem Collection $179 
Gem Desktop Publisher $495 
Graph-in-Box 2 $199 
Halo DPE $379 
Harvard Graphics $629 
Harvard Project Manager II $769 
Hot 4.0 $239 
icontrol 2.3 $99 
instaplan $199 
interactive Easyllow $289 
Javelin Pius $429 
Lap link $229 
Le Print Ext $649 

Lotus 1-2-3 $629 
Lotus Hal $249 
Lotus Metro $99 
Mace Utilities 4.1 $159 
Magic Mirror $149 
Magician 3 $399 
Mathcad 2.0 $499 
Memory Mate $109 
Mirror $99 
Mouse Perfect $99 
Multlmate Advantage!! $695 
Note-it $99 
Pagemaker $1650 
PC Moe 386 $399 
PC Scheme $179 
PC Toole Deluxe $139 
PC Tutorial $79 
Polyboost $149 
Pop-up Desk Set 4 $129 
PrintQ $189 
Print Shop $99 
Prodesign II $525 
Publishers Paintbrush $425 
0 & A $579 
Odosil $99 
Quicksilver $699 
Quick Sliver/dBXL $895 
Rbase System V $1149 
Sideways $129 
Smartkey $109 
Smart Note II $149 
Software Carousel $139 
SPF-PC 2.0 $379 
Stats 2 $299 
Superbase -I $249 
Super Calc IV $499 
Symphony 1.2 $930 
TimeL $679 
'Recker $129 
IVpaquick 5 $99 
11.vin $149 
Upstart $99 
VP Planner $129 
VP info $139 
Ventura Publisher 1.1 $1299 
WordPerfect 4.2 $595 
Wordstar 2000 +3.0 $499 
Wordstar Pro 4.0 $460 
X-71-es $115 
X-nee pro $189 
and much more . . . Phone 

Programs Plus 
Tr- (08) 326 1313 

8/230 South Rd, Morphett Vale, SA 5162 
PO Box 80, Morphett Vale, SA 5162 

Fax: (08) 326 1644 



HOWARD A. KARTEN 

A viral infection 

The virus is mis- and non-information. 
This is by no means the first time it's 

appeared, and it won't be the last. Per-
haps we can start to combat it and re-
lated viruses, here. 

Recently, several publications in the 
US have carried horror stories about the 
evils of a 'software virus' allegedly going 
around. The virus is said to work in the 
following way: the first thing it does, 
when activated, is to 'reproduce' itself, 
either by inserting itself into some por-
tion of the operating system code stored 
in RAM or by writing a copy of itself into 
another executable program Then, it 
lurks until some specified event has oc-
curred — for example, until a certain 
date has passed, or until the software of 
which it is a part has executed a speci-
fied number of times. After it's triggered, 
it goes into what could be called 'viru-
lent' mode, erasing files, perhaps doing 
even nastier things such as cross-linking 
files or randomly rewriting sections of 
files. This is actually not the worst-case 
scenario. But since there are children in 
the audience tonight, I don't want to 
elaborate on the more baroque aspects 
of virus construction and implementa-
tion.) 

This scenario is certainly feasable; any 
moderately competent programmer 
could do it, and there was an interesting, 
detailed article about it a few years ago 
in the respected US academic science 
publication Scientific American. Varia-
tions on this prank, in slightly different 
form, are widely believed to have been 
carried out several times on mainframes. 
The famous 'Cookie Monster' that 
plagued computers at the famed (for its 
academic excellence, as well as its hack-
ers) Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology here a few years ago, is an exam-
ple. Cookie Monster (allegedly) repli-
cated itself throughout memory of the 
target computer, and randomly flashed 
the message 'Gimme cookie' upon the 
system operator's console. Until the 
operator caught on that he had to reply 
'cookie', the thing would replicate and  

ask with increasing frequency, until it ei-
ther got a cookie, or brought the system 
to a halt. 

There's only one small problem with 
the virus scenario for micros. To use a 
word much favoured by the Al folks, it's 
extremely difficult to obtain instantia-
tion; that is, to get a real life instance of 
a victim who can say 'Yes, it happened 
to me.' I posted notices on several 
widely accessed bulletin boards here (for 
example, one operated by the Boston 
Computer Society, another operated by 
Byte magazine) looking for victims. Al-
though I got a few replies, not one was 
even able to say 'Contact so-and-so who 
was a victim.' (This would have been the 
famous 'friend-of-a-friend' phenomenon 

Cookie Monster . . . 
randomly flashed the 

message 'Gimme cookie' 

common to Urban Myths, such as the 
Choking Doberman and the Disappearing 
Child chronicled recently by US writer 
Jan Brunvand.) Several of those replying 
took pains to reassure me of the reality 
of the phenomenon, though. 

There do seem to be some real life in-
stances of viruses and other nasty epi-
sodes. Recently when I interviewed a 
bloke who probably can legitimately 
claim to be an expert, I asked him, 'How 
many cases of viruses have you seen 
with your own eyes'. The answer was 
four — over a period of four years. (The 
reason why this story is so beloved by 
reporters and editors — even the New 
York Times and Wall Street Journal car-
ried scare stories about it — is a little 
too complex to go into here.) 

Since capitalism detests a vacuum, it's 
predictable that software should have 
appeared claiming to detect and/or neu-
tralise these viruses. Although some of 
this software may be effective, there is  

no guaranteed way to detect a virus in 
advance Let's repeat that: no guaranteed 
way to detect a virus in advance, al-
though there are several commonsense 
steps everyone can use to virtually elimi-
nate the risk of viruses. First, remember 
that acquiring software has some simi-
larities to dalliance and to poker — you 
want to know who you're dealing with 
This means that you want to practise, to 
coin a phrase, Safe Software. There are 
only two sources for Safe Software: that 
sold by vendors, complete with shrink-
wrap packaging, and from established 
freeware/shareware distributors dealing 
with software from established sources 
(for example, ButtonWare). If a friend of-
fers you a copy of some software, make 
sure you know where and how he or she 
got it. The computer virus can't be cured 
by penicillin. 

Any normal human being will find 
times when it will seem safe to break 
this rule. (We humans can be quite 
adept at fooling ourselves.) This leads to 
Rule 2: when you do run software of un-
known provenance, always run it using 
duplicate copies of precious data —
preferably, files which have been copied 
to new disks and which are the only files 
on those disks. And it wouldn't hurt to 
put a file protect tab on the disk holding 
the program. (After all, in most cases, it 
doesn't make much sense that a pro-
gram should want to write on its own 
disk.) Rule 2A is never run this kind of 
software on a machine containing a hard 
disk. 

Rule 3 is when you do run question-
able software, always reboot afterwards. 
Rule 4 is that there is no way any 'bomb 
detector' software can be foolproof in 
detecting lurking viruses or time bombs. 
(Believe me, I know what I'm talking 
about. As a mainframe programmer, I 
did my share of pranks, and I can think 
of several easy ways to camouflage a 
virus or bomb.) Finally, for those who 
really want to practise safe paranoia, it 
wouldn't hurt, when using potentially 
questionable software, to boot up with a 
date far into the future — say, 1 / 1 /9 5 El 
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MICRO SALES 
PERSONAL COMPUTING FOR BUSINESS 

VEGA 
VGA 

$64 
INC. TAX 

SOFTWARE 

LOTUS SOFTWARE 
Lotus 1-2-3 $590 
Symphony $959 
Lotus HAL $215 
Freelance Plus $699 
Manuscript $699 

SPREADSHEETS 
Quattro $270 
Lotus 1-2-3 $590 
Excel $745 
Silk  $215 

DATABASES 
DBase III Plus $799 
Paradox II $989 
Fox Base call 
Reflex $199 
RBase System $1055 
SBT Accounting module $645 

WORD PROCESSORS 
Word Perfect $450 
MultiMate Adv II $690 
MicroSoft Word V4 $670 
Wordstar Prof. 4  $439 

MICROSOFT PRODUCTS 
Word V4 $670 
Mouse $215 
Windows 386 call 
Windows/Mouse call 
Project $595 
Works $299 
Chart $425 
Compilers call 
Excel $745 

INTEGRATED 
Framework II $960 
Symphony $959 
1:1/1A $485 
Smart Series call 

BORLAND 
Quattro $270 
Turbo Pascal V.4 $133 
Turbo Prolog $133 
Turbo Basic $133 
Turbo C $133 
Turbo Lightning $133 
Sidekick Plus call 
Eureka call 
Reflex $199 
Jumbo Pack V4 call 
Turbo Database Toolbox V4 $133 
Turbo Editor Toolbox V4 $133 
Turbo Prolog Toolbox $133 
Num. Methods Toolbox $133 

COMMUNICATIONS 
Crosstalk XVI call 
Supercom V3 0 $155 

GRAPHICS 
Freelance Plus $699 
Harvard Graphics $535 
Magician call 
Prodesign II $499 

UTILITIES 
Norton Utilities $130 
Norton Advanced $215 
Norton Commander $120 
Xtree Pro call 
DS Backup Plus $175 
Typequick $79 
PC Tutorial $89 
Mace Ver 41 $180 
Sideways $135 
Print 0 $199 
Printworks $129 
Little Black Disk $65 
Disk Technician call 

SYSTEM UNITS 
Wyse PC+ Wyse 2108 
Wyse 2112 Wyse 2214 
Wyse 3216 
Kaypro 2861 Kaypro 3861 
NEC Powermate Epson Ax 
Call for a configuration to meet your needs 

DELIVERY  UP TC"kg 

3  FREE DELIVERY FOR PURCHASES OVER $1,000 
ANYWHERE IN AUSTRALIA FOR $8.00 

PRICES ARE CORRECT AT THE TIME OF PRINTING 
BUT ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE AND STOCK AVAILABILITY 



Epson LX 800 ca 
Epson FX 1000 ca 
Epson EX 800 ca 
Epson EX 1000 ca 
Epson LQ 2500 ca 
Epson SO 2500 ca 
Epson GO 3500 ca 

CALL US WITH YOUR BEST 
PRICE FOR ANY 

PRODUCT NOT LISTED 

ALL MICRO SALES PRODUCTS 
• ARE THE LATEST RELEASED 

VERSIONS 
• ARE SOURCED FROM THE 

OFFICIAL AUSTRALIAN 
DISTRIBUTORS 

• COME WITH FULL WARRANTY 
AND GUARANTEED SUPPORT 

• PRICES INCLUDE SALES TAX 
• COME WITH FREE HOT-LINE 

MICRO SALES SUPPORT. 

(02) 281 3377 

MICRO SALES 
PERSONAL COMPUTING FOR BUSINESS 
HARDWARE NEC 

NEC 
P5 $1699 
P6 $850 

NEC P7 $1050 
NETCOMM MODEMS NEC P2200 $699 

Brother 1724L $1280 
Modem 3+12 call Toshiba P321 SL call 
Smart 1200 SA $645 P341 SL Toshiba call 
Smart 2400 SA $825 P351 SL Toshiba call 
Smart 123 SA $859 NB 2415 call Star 
Smart 1234 SA $1040 NX 1000 500 Star 
PC in Modem $365 NX 15 650 Star 
In Modem 1200A $520 NB 15 call Star 
In Modem 2400A $724 DL 2400 call Fujitsu 
In Modem 123A $660 8ppm Laser Call Star 
In Modem 1234A $860 Laser $3599 Ultra 
Automodem 12/12 call Silentwriter Laser $4460 NEC 
Automodem 24/24 call 

TAPE UNITS Automodem 123 call 
Automodem 1234 call 
Pocket Modem call Cipher 25MB External call 

Archive 60MB External S1399 
Archive 40MB Internal 5750 

DISK DRIVES 
Seagate 20MB W/- Controller $515 CARDS & CHIPS Seagate 30MB W/- Controller $575 
Miniscribe 20MB W/- Controller call Hyperace 286 Plus 10MHZ PC/XT S649 
Miniscribe 30MB W/- Controller call AT EMS 512Kb HypeRAM S849 
Miniscribe 44MB Voice Coil 1/2HEIGHT $1195 286 Super Plus 12MHZ Hyperace call 
Plus HardCard 20MB $1150 386XT call Quad 
Plus HardCard 40MB call nte Above Board PC S550 

nte Above Board 286 S835 

MONITORS nte 
Hyperformance 12.5MHZ 1 MB RAM 

Inboard PC/386 
PC/XT __S1650 

S1700 
NEC Multisync II $1175 me 

nte 
me 
nte 
me 
ntel 
nte 

8087 S259 
ADI 12" Mono $188 8087/2 S365 
ADI 14" Mono $239 80287 S379 
ADI PX 22 EGA $859 80287/8 S599 
Taxan Monitors call 80287/10 S679 
TVM MD II call 80387/16 $1199 

80387/20 $1775 
Vega Deluxe $490 

PRINTERS including cable Vega VGA $649 

NEC 
MULTISYNC 

II 

1175 
INC. TAX 

SEAGATE 
30MB 

ONWTRITOHLLER 

$575 
INC TAX 

1ST FLOOR 579 HARRIS ST (CNR MACARTHUR ST) ULTIMO 2007. FAX 2813920 



Basic System 
What you want, as you want It... 
'Baby AT Motherboard: With 8 expansions slots, 
back-up battery, speaker, manual and all IC's 
except RAM. Cat X-1000 $799 
Heavy Duty Case: 
Just 430mm square steel case covered in 
quality bone crinkle finish. It's predrilled and 
complete with hinged lid. Cat X-1005 '175 
200W Power Supply: 
More than enough for full expansion. Cat X-1010 139 
Keyboards: 
84 Key 'IBM' Format — Cat X-3820 

Disk Controllers: 
Floppy Controller — Up to 4 x 360K or 1.2Mb 
drives. Cat X-2014 

Disk Drives: 
1.2 Floppy Disk Drive — Complete with cables. 
Cat X-2200 
Memory: 
Fast (120ns) top quality 41256 RAM chips. 9 
required per 256K bank — Cat Z-9313 

All for only sl 83855 
Just add the display card and monitor of your choice 
Also available: 
Plug-In Cards: 

CGA & Parallel Printer — Cat X-2010 
MGA & Parallel Printer — Cat X-8141 
EGA with Hercules Compatibility — Cat X-2013 
Serial/Parallel/Games Port Card — Cat X-2012 

101 key Expanded Style Keyboard — with direction 
keys and extra function keys — Cat X-3821 
Hard/floppy Controller — Handles 2 of each 
hard/floppy drives. Cat X-2008 
20Mb Hard Disk — Complete with cables. 
Cat X-2203 
Special price for 18 or more 41256 RAM chips — 

29 

29 

169 

$9855 

29 
'149 
$399 
'139 
'149 
$349 
'695 

$995 ea 

Build Yourself an AT 
Compatible Computer 
and Save $$$! 

You CAN have a true 'AT' format computer with ALL 
the power and ALL the performance you've always 
wanted! 

You'll save hundreds of $$$ (thousands even) on 
off-the-shelf models and you don't need to be an 
electronics genius — in fact, you don't even have to 
know how to solder! 

The DSE 'Baby AT' kit computer makes it easy! It's 
the modular computer system that let's you build your 
own 80286 computer as and when you need (and can 
afford) it. 

It's designed so each module just slips into place 
(everything fits without drilling, filing or soldering!) and 
each module comes with all connecting leads, easy to 
follow instructions and 12 months warranty. 

You'll get an AT compatible computer with 
lightning fast 6, 8, 10 & 12MHz clock speeds, up to 1Mb 
RAM, real time clock, 200 watt power supply, 8 expansion 
slots, 1.2Mb floppy disk drive, your choice of hard drives 
and much, much more! 

We've done all the work, now all you have to do is 
— Get It Together! 

DICKeSMITH 
ELECTRONICS  
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Expert computer systems 

Dave is a ranger in the Kakadu National 
Park. He often begins his day with a 

conversation like this — 
Dave: G'day. 
Screen: G'day Dave, how can I help you? 
Dave: What do you reckon the scorch 
height would be if a fire broke out here 
today? 
Screen: What season are we in? 
Dave: Hot season. 
Screen: Where are you? 
Dave: In the Kay I land system. 
Screen: What's the wind strength? 
Dave: Moderate. 
Screen: Okay. A bushfire now would burn 
with flames two to three metres high and 
scorch the vegetation ten to twelve metres 
high. 

Dave is using an expert computer pro-
gram called Fires to predict likely bushfire 
behaviour in the park. Fires is one of the 
expert systems now operating in Australia 
and described in a new technology report 
prepared for the Prime Minister, Bob 
Hawke. 

The report, called 'Computerised Assist-
ants: New Tools for Society', urges im-
mediate expansion of Australian research 
into expert systems. It says that while ex-
pert systems are still in their development 
stages worldwide, Australia has the 
chance to race ahead capturing valuable 
overseas contracts. 

Just how do expert systems work? Basi-
cally they are an offshoot from research 
into artificial intelligence. The Japanese, in 
particular, have spent billions on design-
ing artificial intelligence programs, with 
little success. However, knowledge based 
systems are one useful result of this re-
search. 

Expert programs are divided into two 
parts. The first part is a knowledge in a 
specific field — for example, steel making. 
The second part of the program is called 
an inference engine and tries to gather ac-
curate conclusions with knowledge from 
the data base plus information from the 
user. Many of these systems will help 
make decisions when, for example, a com-
plex set of rules or specifications is in-   

volved. Expert programs can sometimes 
manage whole systems as with factory 
production schedules or telephone net-
works. 

The Prime Minister's Technology Report 
does, however, mention some drawbacks 
with expert systems. 

Because of the many hours needed for 
design they are expensive to make. An-
other criticism concerns the narrow uses 
for expert systems. Far from being really 
expert they are often found where only low 
levels of skill are needed. 

Also, an expert system cannot always 
tell if a problem is outside its area of 
knowledge. It may provide a totally inap-
propriate answer. 

The report, called 
'Computerised 

Assistants: New Tools 
for Society', urges 

immediate expansion of 
Australian research into 

expert systems. 

In discussing marketing, the Technology 
Report says there are two ways to sell ex-
pert systems. Firstly as shells and sec-
ondly as problem solving tools. 

A shell is a knowledge based system set 
up without the knowledge. After buying 
the program the user adds his or her ex-
pert knowledge to the shell. A different 
knowledge system can be built up from a 
shell designed for another reason. 

For example, the CSIRO Fires program 
was built in stages from a medical expert 
system called Mycin. CSIRO developed 
three extra shells from this using two fifth 
generation languages. 

The Americans are keen on using expert 
systems for problem solving. The artificial  

intelligence lobby is pushing hard for 
commercial development. 

Applications the Americans see as mar-
kets are: medical diagnosis, advice on the 
law for managers (including precedents in 
common law), advice on government 
regulations for clerks, checking specifica-
tions and standards, advising on faults 
and repairs, costing work from plans, 
monitoring energy used in large buildings 
and advice on buying and selling stocks 
and shares. 

Saving time is another area for expert 
systems. For instance, the Architecture 
Faculty at Sydney University has built an 
expert building design system This pre-
pares house plans while noting which 
rooms should go next to each other and 
their ideal relative sizes. 

In the US, Ford has an expert system 
which monitors robots used on car assem-
bly lines. The system diagnoses any faults 
in the robots. 

The report says an expert system can 
help eliminate mistakes. For instance, in 
the building industry engineers often mis-
interpret the Australian Standards for 
wind and other loads on structures. The 
standards, 3,500 in all, are currently being 
written into an expert system. The CSIRO 
Division of Building Research is working 
with the Standards Association of Austra-
lia on the project. 

The Japanese are experimenting with a 
medical system called appropriately Doc-
tors. For example, a patient arriving at 
hospital with a headache gives informa-
tion to Doctors. The data includes per-
sonal details and symptoms. Doctors then 
tells the patient which doctor to see. 

The doctor calls up the information just 
fed into the program which then presents 
a preliminary diagnosis. The patient con-
sults with the doctor then answers more 
detailed questions for the computer. 
Sometimes Doctors offers alternative 
diagnoses. 

In view of the overseas push into fifth 
generation computers the report recom-
mends more money for Australian univer-
sity research into expert systems. Some 
trial expert systems should also be de- 
veloped for the Public Service. 0 
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Figure 1. The Acorn Archimedes is a fascinating machine that gives a sampling of the 
possible future path of personal computing. 

PERSONAL COMPUTER OF THE YEAR' 

PERSONAL COMPUTER 
OF THE YEAR 

Fun, fun, fun! Yes, it's Personal Computer of the Year 
time again at YC - a time when we get to collect 

together all the nicest hardware and software from the 
past year and play to our hearts' content. 

pour computarib 
6TH ANNUAL 
PERSONAL 
COMPUTER 
OF THE YEAR AWARDS 

I • 9 • 8 • 8 

wHILE WE WERE playing, we 
nearly forgot the hard bit. We 
also have to make a decision 
for you — but you'll just have 

to wait until we've exhausted ourselves, 
collapsed from an overdose of enjoyment. 
How does the best game of the year run on 
a PS/2 Model 80? (We'll get to the busi-
ness software next, I promise). Can a Mac 
II with eight megabytes of memory and six 
giant high-resolution colour monitors at-
tached really be used to play six different 
games at once? 

These are the mind-numbing, critical 
questions we have to ask at this time of 
year. And we dedicate all our working day 
to finding the answers, for you 

The First Shock 

There was something of a panic around 
the office when we first sat down to 

analyse the contenders for PC of the Year 
this time around: while the quality of the 
potential finalists wasn't in question, the 
quantity was well down on previous years. 
Were there really that few top-notch ma-
chines launched in the past calendar year? 

The answer — no matter how hard we 
searched for that brilliant design that 
might have just slipped our minds — was 
yes, there was only a handful of notable 
releases. Never mind, we decided, that 
would leave us more time to play with (or 
judge, if you must) them.  

We turned up five finalists for our short 
list, the smallest number in the five-year 
history of the awards: Acorn's Archi-
medes, Apple's Macintosh II, Compaq's 
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PERSONAL COMPUTER OF THE YEAR 

Portable 386, IBM's PS/2 series, and 
Toshiba's T5I00. 

Software was a little easier, with several 
products standing out of the crowd. But 
while getting started on the Software 
Product of the Year may have been sim-
pler, judging certainly won't be. 

Further confirmation of the Apple 
Macintosh's rising status in the 'real 
world' comes with the selection of four 
Mac products as finalists — 50 percent of 
the field. Hypercard, Excel, Adobe Illustra-
tor and Cricket Draw carry the Apple flag 
into the finals against the weight of the 
IBM world. 

They're up against some solid competi-
tion in the form of the Norton Guides, 
Norton's Advanced Utilities, Turbo C and 
Ventura Publisher. 

Australia didn't do much last year. Nor 
did the Australian computer industry. The 
hardware section of our special commen-
dations is dominated by a rash of 
modems, split by Hypertec's memory 
cards for the PS/2 range, while in the soft-
ware area we're still scratching our heads 
— we have a couple of products to look at, 
but are still wondering whether the locals 
are doing their releases under the Official 
Secrets Act. 

The Contenders 

Here's a quick run-down on the con-
_Lenders for this, our Sixth Annual Per-

sonal Computer of the Year awards: 
Acorn Archimedes: Still so new it falls into 
the 'nice, but what can you do with it?' 
category, the Archimedes is nevertheless a 
fascinating machine that gives us a sam-
pling of the possible future path of per-
sonal computing. 

Its major claim to fame is the use of a 
RISC (Reduced Instruction Set) chip which 
the benchmarks claim gives it superior 
performance to the Compaq 386 The fact 
it runs advanced 3D 'action' graphics —
and its window management program —
under interpreted BASIC lends real cred-
ibility to the performance claims. 
Apple Macintosh II: The 'open' Mac ar-
rived at just the right time to help the 
opening of the floodgates into the busi-
ness world. The Mac II and the Mac SE's 
potential IBM compatibility is close to ir-
relevant in reality (who would want to run 
that ugly IBM software on such a capable-
in-its-own-right machine?) but has made 
a big difference to the corporate world. 

The combination of this capability and 
a maturing of Mac business software has 
finally answered the question of whether 
Apple can be a 'mainstream' supplier as 

Figure 2. Toshiba's quality and engineering 
excellence has given it dominance in the 
laptop market, and the T5100 is the ultimate 
expression of that theme. 

uk 

well. The immense power and open archi-
tecture of the Mac II has provided a real 
alternative to the OS/2 world others would 
have us believe is destined to be our fu-
ture. 
Compaq Portable 386: Could Compaq take 
it out two years in a row? The reigning 
champ has combined the technologies of 
two former PCs of the Year into one excit-
ing little box, packing more power into a 
take-it-with-you than we would have 
thought possible when portables first 
made it to our shortlist three years ago. 

A fully kitted-out Portable 386 is a mini-
computer in a lunchbox — and the Com-
paq design is so neatly integrated it puts 
most machines, regardless of size, to 
shame. 
Toshiba T5I 00: The Toshiba achieves the 
same mixing of technologies boasted by 
the Compaq, but in an even more 'com-
pressed' package. Toshiba's quality and 
engineering excellence has justly given it 
dominance in the laptop market, and the 
T5100 is the ultimate expression of the 
theme. 

Figure 3. The Compaq Portable 386 is a 
combination of the technologies of two former 
PCOTY winners. 

Figure 4. The immense power and open 
architecture of the Apple Macintosh II has 
provided a real alternative to the OS/2 
world. 
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Figure 5. The field for the Australian Hardware Commendation is dominated by a rash of 
modems, split by Hypertec's memory expansion cards for the PS/2. Shown here is the 
Hyperam 50/60 which comes with 2 megabytes of memory, expandable to 8 Mbyte. 

PERSONAL COMPUTER OF THE YEAR 

pour computarlb 
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SOFTWARE PRODUCT 
OF THE YEAR 
Soft Sell 

The software contenders (broken up 
into IBM and Mac camps here, but for 

no significant reason) are: 
Ventura Publisher: Last year's Software 
Product of the Year, PageMaker for the 
Mac, picked up its title because it created 
a new market — one that is growing at an 
incredible rate. 

Ventura Publisher did the same for the 
IBM world and, not content to settle for 
simply moving the technology to a new 
hardware environment, created new defi-
nitions for desktop publishing along the 
way. Ventura's powerful new features for 
handling of long documents, manuscripts, 
manuals and so on have changed the face 
of desktop publishing. No new software —
even from the pioneer, Aldus — will be 
considered complete unless it adopts 
some or all of Ventura 'power features'. 
Norton Advanced Utilities: Who doesn't 
have Norton's to help them out of a jam? 
(Ah, but how many of you have the manu- 
al, too 	?) The utilities are an indispen- 
sable part of PC computing, and the ex-
tensions, improvements and additions to 
the latest version makes it a solid con-
tender for the title. 

Utility software like this often gets over-
looked in award considerations — it's just 
'part of the furniture'. However, it's a 
product which 'saves lives' (our own more 
than once) and really deserves to mix it 
with the more exciting applications soft-
ware.  

Norton Guides: In reality, the concept of 
the Norton Guides is little more than an 
extension of an innovative Australian 
package — past commendation winner PC 
Tutorial. The Guides, however, set a high 
standard in a mass market and provide fa-
cilities that give this class of software 
enormous ongoing potential. 

Basically the Norton Guides is a set of 
memory-resident help databases for 
popular programming languages. But, fur-
ther than that, they can be used as a pre-   

loader for the software in question so they 
are only in memory while needed, and 
they are 'smart' enough to give context-
sensitive help. 

And the next step is to use the supplied 
database compiler to design your own 
help systems, whether it be for your favou-
rite application or for something you have 
set up for other users 
Turbo C: The magic hand of Borland 
moves to the C Compiler market, bringing 
the price within reach of the masses and 
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Figure 6. Adobe Illustrator is one of the new 
generation of software — its capabilities are so 
stunning, so exciting that you want it even 
if your only need is to play with it. 
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Figure 7. Apple's Hypercard shows 
computers can be made to work like the 
'normal human' with random access rather 
than methodical work/thought patterns. 
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PERSONAL COMPUTER OF THE YEAR 

What does it take? 
WHAT DOES IT TAKE to become Per-
sonal Computer of the Year, anyway? 
Why do super-successful machines 
sometimes lose out to products which 
erld up selling in very small numbers? 

The award criteria introduced in 1983 
have not changed, but it's worth reiterat-
ing them (and our 'weighting' of the indi-
vidual items) here. 

The major criteria used in judging are: 
❑ Technical excellence in design, engi-
neering, and provision of advanced fea-
tures combining in its contribution to the 
advancement of the state of the art and 
influence on future trends. 
O Ergonomic design, in terms of both 
software and hardware. 
O User support, documentation and 
training. 
ID Value for money. 
El Performance. 
Now, according to us those items must 
be considered in quite a different light 
than they would be if you were making a 
purchase choice. What we're mainly look-
ing for in a Personal Computer of the 
Year is covered in the first point: ad-
vancement of the state of the art and in-
fluence on future trends. The final four 
points are secondary 

The reverse applies to everyday pur-
chasing decisions. 

We have to accept in our judging that 
advances cost money. They require new 
chips, new components, extra design ef-
forts. The first company to use the latest 
in processors pays dearly for the privilege 
— as a low-volume item it costs 10 times 
as much as it will a year later, and the 
support components to go with it are in 
the same boat. 

For that reason PC of the Year may not 
necessarily be the right machine for you 
to buy at the time — but you can usually 
bet on buying it — or something based on 
its innovation — a year or two later. 

the usability within reach of the less-than-
gurus. Turbo C has Borland's brilliant in-
tegrated environment, real power and 
speed, compatibility, an open interface to 
other 'standard' languages, and retails 
cheaply enough to bring all those 'like to 
give C a try' programmers out of the 
woodwork. 
Adobe Illustrator: Illustrator is one of 
those rare 'I gotta have it whether I need it 
or not' programs — its capabilities are just 
so stunning, so exciting that you want it 
even if your only need is to play with it. 

At least that's the way it looks to those 
of us in publishing, because it works such 
wonders with graphics and type — things 
that were impossible before, or just so  

hard you wouldn't bother trying. We see 
Illustrator (and Cricket Draw) as founders 
of another new generation of software —
not just an ally of desktop publishing, but 
an extension for it. 
Cricket Draw: Cricket Draw was the first of 
the 'understandable by humans' Post-
Script interface programs. The PostScript 
page description language incorporates 
features and power far beyond traditional 
typesetting, but taking advantage of it in 
the past was the domain of the program-
mers. Finding someone with artistic flair 
and programming expertise was never 
easy. 

Cricket Draw gives direct access to the 
power of PostScript for anyone who can 
handle the Mac user interface — which is 
just about anyone. Again, it's the sort of 
program even the non-artists have to have 
just to 'play' with graphics and type gen-
eration. 

Hypercard: A perhaps-revolutionary prod-
uct for the Apple Macintosh, Hypercard 
shows computers can be made to work 
more like the 'normal human' with ran-
dom access rather than methodical work/-
thought patterns. 

Hypercard is labeled by some as a solu-
tion looking for a problem, and by others 
as the next great breakthrough in personal 
computing Whichever way it turns out, it 
sure is a solid contender for our title. 
Microsoft Excel: We journalist types are 
always at war with 'bean counters' in the 
publishing industry, so we tend to dislike 
spreadsheets purely for what they repre-   

sent. But there's no getting away from the 
fact that Excel is a powerful and impres-
sive package that has done more than its 
fair share in turning the corporate tide in 
Apple's favour 

Excel's coming move to the PC world is 
a giant threat for market king Lotus 1-2-3, 
but it is so good that even today it is win-
ning them over, despite the hardwai 
change that such a move demands. 

And the Winner is . . . 

Well, now, you're just going to have to 
wait until the May issue. We still 

have those mind-numbing, critical ques-
tions to finish answering (besides, not all 
the games have turned up yet). 	❑ 
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Figure 1. The Multisync ll comes on a tilt and swivel base with the most used controls 
behind a flip down door on the panel under the screen. Note Lotus 1-2-3 with 132 columns 
and 44 rows. 
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MONITORS 
. . . are they worth looking into? 

Monochrome, CGA, EGA or VGA? What's the choice, asks Ewart Stronach? 

I

RECALL WITH clarity the total lack of 
clarity of my first monitor I bought it 
as part of a second hand package 
deal which consisted of a Dick Smith 

System 80 with a 'massive' 16 Kbytes of 
memory and cassette storage, for a mere 
$500, as advertised, 'monitor included'. I 
still have the monitor; it has been re-
converted to the black and white, Wool-
worths Special TV and appears no worse 
off for its brief excursion into the ranks 
of high technology. It's no great shakes 
as a TV but it did have some great 
shakes as a monitor So many great 
shakes in fact that I developed some 
sort of palsy trying to match my eye 
movement to the dancing of the screen. 

EGA demands a far 
better monitor and 

special software, but the 
result is superb. 

I would have killed for a green screen —
no need for colour in those heady days 
when, if a program worked, it was enough 
— no matter what it looked like I tried co-
loured plastic over the TV screen but it 
looked just like a TV screen with green 
plastic over it. I finally obtained a second 
hand green screen from a friend and dis-
covered the first law of monitors: some 
are better than others. 

And this was a better one. Why was this 
green screen not only greener but signifi-
cantly clearer? The main answer lies in the 
resolution. While the basic cathode ray 
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Figure 2. The 
Hardware Zoom 
of the EVA board 
allows single 
pixel edit(ng 
(shown on the 
Multisync 
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tube technology of a TV is the same as 
that in a computer monitor, there are a 
number of other factors which only prove 
that the right tool makes the job easier A 
typical good green screen monitor has the 
ability to display more dots per inch than 
a converted TV. The larger the number of 
dots displayed, and the smaller the dots, 
the clearer the picture or text display With 
monochrome, it is comparatively easy and 
fairly cheap to display a large number of 
small dots 

Thus I strode into the new, headache 
free world of comfortable graphics Did I 
learn from my mistakes? No. I graduated 
from the System 80 to another Dick Smith 
wonder, the Challenger, and promptly 
usurped the family portable colour TV. I 
cut into the video circuits and presto: my 
first colour monitor. If I had never seen a 
good monitor I could have gone on with 
this for some time. Fuzzy, indistinct, sub-
ject to every bit of interference in town, 
but definitely colour. Many of my pro-
grams displayed odd hues and a percent-
age didn't work at all, so finally I bit the 
bullet and invested in a genuine TVM, 
switch selectable, green, amber and co-
lour monitor. It has been a faithful friend 
and is still in daily use on my Lingo XT 
clone. 

EGA 

The TVM is a purpose built monitor for 
IBM CGA (Colour Graphics Adaptor) 

standard output. There are cheaper moni-
tors available, but most of the cheaper 
ones have a larger dot pitch, which is how 
the size of the individual dots of colour is 
described The TVM is capable of display-
ing 640 horizontal and 480 vertical dots, 
each 0.39 mm across. This dot pitch, when 
related to the band width capability of the 
monitor, is what finally decides how good 
the picture is. The 'NM scans a frequency 
of 14 MHz and the combination described 
above is capable of displaying anything 
the standard colour graphics card is capa-
ble of producing 

Then came EGA (Enhanced Graphics 
Adaptor). EGA demands a far better moni-
tor and special software, but the result is 
superb. EGA cards to drive the monitors 
have fallen in price dramatically in the 
past few months and what was the do-
main of serious commercial users has now 
fallen into the reach of humble home 
users. EGA monitors have a dot pitch as 
fine as 0.31 mm and as a minimum, are 
capable of scanning a frequency output of 
up to 18 MHz. This frequency output is 
generated by the colour card you have Figure 3. In EGA mode, the Thompson 4470D monitor offers the same resolution as the 
chosen and output above that capable of Multisync, as well as four text colours. 
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Figure 4. The EVA 480 graphics card comes with software drivers for the new Enhanced 
Graphics Mode to suit application like Lotus and Autocad. 
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acceptance by your monitor creates all 
sorts of problems. 

Many serious applications in business 
call for more than one graphics card in a 
single machine which necessitated chang-
ing monitors when you changed applica-
tions, until NEC produced the Multisync. 
As the name implies, the Multisync is 
capable of automatically sensing the out-
put of your video card and configuring it-
self to your needs. I married my new Mul-
tisync to a graphics card known as the EVA 
480, which came with the necessary soft-
ware to drive most of my applications 
such as Lotus or Autocad in the new En-
hanced Graphics Mode. The result is stun-
ning. Colour graphics as clear as mono, 
text fonts selectable from the keyboard 
and, with the exception of a few games, no 
compatibility problems. I was able to run 
exciting software such as The Magician in 
full colour for the first time and my cup 
runneth over! 

VGA 

Then some killjoy mentioned VGA. VGA 
uses analog signals rather than TTL, 

and is capable of displaying unlimited co-
lours — compared to the 64 colours of 
EGA or 16 colours of CGA. It also used to 
require a separate monitor or one which 
was switch selectable, with EGA as a mini-
mum capability. The NEC Multisync was 
switchable and the new Multisync II is 
auto sensing. I have just fitted a Vega VGA 
card to my ALR 286 AT clone and the re-   

sultant graphic display is magic. I do not 
intend reviewing the graphic card at this 
point as I have already found some com-
patibility problems with my existing soft-
ware, and am not yet familiar enough with 
its operation to overcome them, but what 
it says it does, it does brilliantly. 

VGA uses analog signals 
rather than TTL, and is 
capable of displaying 

unlimited colours . . . 

But back to the EGA, which is readily af-
fordable and has a fair amount of software 
available now. The EVA 480 card comes 
with a graphics drawing program called Dr 
Halo. Dr Halo allows onscreen design 
work, much the same as PC Paint or any of 
the many such programs available for the 
CGA or mono cards, but allows full use of 
the EGA capability. Not only are you able 
to design much finer graphics, but more 
colours may be displayed on your screen 
at one time. The EVA board also has a 
Hardware Zoom capability and editing of 
your masterpiece at pixel or single dot 
level becomes very easy. A section of the 
screen may be enlarged by simply press-
ing the page down button and magnifica-   

tion steps up each time it is pressed. So 
you don't want to be a latter day Da Vinci? 
The practical application of such resolu-
tion becomes apparent when the driver 
programs supplied with the video cards 
are used in conjunction with many com-
mercial programs. 

EGA and Lotus 

1n normal mode, Lotus is restricted to an 
80 column screen width with about 28 

lines down the page. Sure, it's easy to 
scroll through a spreadsheet, but how 
often would you like to be able to see, and 
read clearly, a much wider page? With 
EGA and suitable drivers, Lotus will dis-
play up to 132 columns and 44 rows. Dif-
ferent drivers offer the same sort of im-
provement to Cad packages such as Auto-
cad and desktop publishing programs like 
Ventura. All the graphics cards I have seen 
and tried so far have software drivers for 
most popular applications and concise in-
structions for setting each application up. 

So, which card, which monitor? It's not 
that easy. Economics play a certain role, 
although it seems clear that in this area 
that the more you pay, the more you get. 
CGA graphics, the lowest end of the colour 
spectrum, is wasted without an adequate 
monitor. You can get away with large 
graphic display programs with a cheap 
0.41 mm dot pitch monitor, but prolonged 
word processing or graphics work be-
comes very hard on the eyes. Normally, if 
word processing is your main application, 
you should stay with monochrome. Even 
with the switchable text display of a better 
quality 0.39 mm dot pitch monitor, it is 
not a patch on good monochrome. 

The 0.39 mm colour monitor is fine for 
most normal applications. I have typed 
thousands of words using my TVM and by 
selecting the background and foreground 
colours, have settled on typing white text 
on a blue background for clarity and com-
fort. Such a monitor will handle all possi-
ble output from a standard CGA card and 
is essential if you use a computer at home 
and want to run games for the kids (big or 
small). 

The move to EGA demands both a new 
drive card and a new monitor. Your choice 
of drive card is again dependent on appli-
cation and finances. The cheapest EGA 
card I have been offered is about $150 but 
it's EGA only and won't run programs de-
signed for CGA. The card should be able to 
handle anything up to its capability and 
the EVA 480 does this superbly. The EVA 
card is currently available for under $500 
retail and offers good value. The benefit of 
the EGA is first the ability to run programs 
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Figure 5. The Vega VGA board uses analog signals rather than TTL; it's capable of 
displaying unlimited colours — compared to the 64 colours of EGA or 16 of CGA. 
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designed for this resolution and second a 
clearer, cleaner display of your normal 
CGA output by virtue of the smaller dot 
pitch. Having obtained such a card, I now 
process my words with the same colours 
as before but the text is displayed in a 
mode called Thinfont which displays a 
text style like a fine typewriter print. The 
Multisync II offers a text display mode 
called paper white and 1 can opt to display 
my Thinfont as black type on off white 
background, the closest thing to typing on 
normal paper I have seen. 

The Thompson 4470D 

In its EGA mode, the Thompson 4470D 
monitor offers the same resolution and 

auto sensing of output as the Multisync 
but with no VGA capability. It also offers 
four text colours for normal text output: 
white, green, amber and blue. The Thomp-
son is a good looking monitor, supplied 
without a tilt and swivel base but raked 
backward at a comfortable angle, de-
signed to minimise reflections on the 
screen. The main operator controls are 
mounted on a ledge on the side of the 
monitor and allow adjustment of bright-
ness, background intensity and an on/off 
button. All other fine adjustments must 
be carried out through holes in the back 
panel using small plastic screwdrivers 
provided. This can be a drawback, as dif-
ferent display boards need adjustments in 
this area. It's a strong looking unit, weigh-
ing in at 10.8 kilograms (about 24 Ib) with 
a fairly standard 14 inch (35.5 cm) diago-
nal screen size. 

The Multisync II comes on a tilt and 
swivel base and the whole monitor has a 
rounder look about it than the Thompson. 
At 16 kgs (35 Ib), it is a lot heavier, but it 
has many more features. The most used 
controls are behind a flip down door on 
the front panel, under the screen. The ad-
justments are small knobs for vertical 
position, vertical size and horizontal posi-
tion, plus switches for horizontal size, text 
mode and text colour display. A large 
power button with an LED indicator is on 
the same plane but outside the flip panel. 
Contrast and brightness re adjusted by 
turn wheels which protrude under the 
front panel. 

Because of its wide ranging applica-
tions, there are many more switches and 
controls available on the back of the 
monitor. A Manual switch selects the IBM 
mode when off and when activated, the 
Multisync automatically adjusts itself to 
the scanning frequency, resolution and 
colour requirements of whatever graphics 
board you are using. When on, the user  

must manually select the mode (Grey/Co-
lour) and the number of colours needed 
by the graphics adaptor. The Mode switch 
selects either the grey scale or colour 
when Tri., signal is used and the Colour 
Mode Switch is for colour selection for 
non-IBM graphic adaptors. The Multisync 
can obviously be used in many applica-
tions other than PCs and derivatives. 

VGA applications 

VTGA applications, such as the Vega 
V card and the new IBM PS/2 Multi Co-

lour Graphics Array, output an analog sig-
nal rather than TTL. This signal usually 
has a different plug on the video board 
and an adaptor is supplied to marry your 
existing cable to this system. This plug 
adaptor is supplied standard with the 
Multisync II. 

There are plenty of other monitor and 
graphics card suppliers out there in con-
sumer land, all keen on selling you their 
product. This review started out as a look 
at the Multisync, branched out to the 
Thompson, and since starting my re-
search, I have been made aware of many 
other manufacturers. Flexscan offers a 
range of auto sensing monitors and 
Genoa Systems offers a range of VGA and 
EGA graphics boards. Flexscan also offers 
larger monitors, up to 16 inch (40 cm), and 
Multisync will soon have up to 23 inch (58 
cm) models. 

Finally, right now, which monitor? There 
is no doubt in my mind at all. If you hurry 
and get your hands on the superceded 
model Multisync, you will not be sorry. As 
this article goes to press, they are being 
offered at well under $1000. When you 
consider that they offer almost all the fa-
cilities of the Multisync II without the auto 
switching for VGA, they represent great 
value. If you miss out, save for the new 
Multisync II or settle for the Thompson if 
you see no future expansion of your needs 
into VGA. 0 

Product Details 
Product: NEC Multisync 
From: NEC Home Electronics Division, 
244 Beecroft Rd, Epping 2121 NSW 
(02) 868 1811 
Price: $1395 for Multisync II 14 inch 
model (previously referred to as the 
Multisync), 
$1995 for the Multisync Plus15 inch 
model, 
$4850 for the Multisync XL20 inch 
model. 
All prices untaxed. 

Product: Thompson 4470D 
Distributor: Peak Pacific, 93 York St, 
Sydney 2000 NSW 
(02) 290 1122 
Price: $995 taxed 
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Microsoft's Word Version 4 

This latest release of 
Microsoft's flagship word 

processor has gone 
straight to the top of John 

Hepworth's list . . . 

OVER THE PAST COUPLE of 
years, Microsoft Word has been 
high on every list of best selling 
and/or favourite word proces-

sors. If it did not top the list it was usually 
second, or at worst third. Microsoft Word 
Version 4 now takes over the baton, and 
makes major improvements to features, 
operation and speed. 

Microsoft Word has always been a 
powerful word processor, with stunning 
printer support and fantastic ability to 
make complex formatting easy. It is a 
good program to learn, with a very flat 
learning curve and an excellent tutorial on 
disk. New users can get started with only 
the most limited of basic training, and 
then add a skill at a time until all is mas-
tered 

The package 

The Microsoft Word package is a model 
of completeness. Inside the box come 

nine 51/4  inch floppies and five 31/2  inch 
floppies, for PS/2s and various laptops. 
Several well written, well presented and 
organised manuals are included. The main 
manual is written in a tutorial style, and 
has 498 pages in a ring binder. A 100 page 
spiral bound manual contains printer in-
formation, including details of prepara-
tion of custom printer definition files by 
users. The 220 page spiral bound refer-
ence manual lists all the possible corn-   

mands and their parameters, contains a 
listing of error messages that might be en-
countered, lists definitions of terminology 
common to DOS as well as terms exclu-
sive to Word, and gives details of file ex-
port and import. As important as these all 
are, most users will use two other little 
booklets much more. These are the 22 
page Fast Results with Microsoft Word — a 
Sampler and the 42 page Microsoft Word 
— Pocket Guide, a truly essential quick 
reference guide to the most common 
operations, keyboard functions and the 
command tree. Also in the package are 
keyboard templates for various keyboard 
layouts, and a three page 'roadmap', 
which shows how to get Microsoft Word 
installed and running. 

Getting started 

I
nstallation is easy, despite the number 
of disks in the package. On the 

utilities/setup disk is a program called 
SETUP EXE. Running it guides the user 
through the installation procedure First it 
interrogates the system and finds out how 
many hard disks there are, if any, and asks 
which drive should be used. The user is 
then asked to specify the subdirectory 
name on that drive. If it does not already 
exist, the subdirectory is created. SETUP 
then guides the user through the installa-
tion and prompts for disks to be inserted 
as required. 

Only in the case of the printer menu is it 
necessary for the user to make a choice, 
and one or more of the listed 91 printer 
definition files is installed. The user does 
not specify which video board is used, as 
Word is intelligent enough to read display 
adaptors and find out which one is pre-
sent. Boards supported include MDA, 
CGA, EGA, MCGA (PS/2 Model 30), VGA 
(PS/2 model 50, 60, 80 and so on), various 
Hercules boards, Olivetti, AT&T, Hewlett-
Packard Vectra, Ericsson and Toshiba 
T3100. 

The screen 

Word's traditional screen was loved by 
some, hated by others. Now both 

can have the screen looking the way they 
like. The default screen has a 19 line by 78 
character text area, with a 3 line menu 
area beneath it, and a double line border 
around the text area. It is possible to turn 
off the menu area and gain 3 extra lines of 
text, and also to turn off the screen bor-
ders and gain 2 more lines of text. 

There are many other options for the 
user who wants Word to be just so. Non 
printable characters, such as spaces, tabs 
and end of paragraph marks, can be dis-
played. Beeps occasionally used to attract 
the user's attention can be disabled. The 
text on screen can be displayed in text 
mode or graphics mode, with text using 
the hardware character generator for 
speed and graphics drawing all points of 
the character, allowing bolding, italics and 
other attributes to be seen. Many other 
such options are available. 

When the user quits Word the options 
are saved in the file MW.INI, and when 
Word is started the next time, it looks into 
the file and uses the previous options. 

Menus 

Microsoft Word 4 offers a plethora of 
ways that users can command it. 

Novices can use the menus, while experi-
enced users can use the function keys 
and/or speed formatting. The function 
keys are used alone, with Alt or Ctrl or 
Shift to give 40 possibilities with key-
boards with 10 function keys and 214 for 
keyboards with 12 function keys. Speed 
formatting is done by holding down the 
Alt key and pressing one or two keys in se-
quence before it is released. Style sheets 
are the last word in automating formatting 
and allow many items to be tagged and 
the formats to be set in one command. 

In the past, moving around a menu was 
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Figure 1. With high resolution video boards, additional lines and columns are displayed. 
Shown here is Word running under a Hercules board, displaying 43 lines and 90 columns. 
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not very intuitive. One used the tab key to 
move from option to option in a menu (or 
pressed a leading letter in some cases) 
and the space bar or cursor keys to select 
an action. Now the cursor keys can be 
used to move around the menu, and 
where a list of possible selections is re-
quired (such as a font size) pressing Fl 
shows a list of possibilities Word also of-
fers unparalleled support for a mouse. 
Moving the pointer to the menu area with 
the mouse and clicking a button selects 
an option. 

Loading and saving 

Microsoft Word uses options under 
the general menu heading of Trans-

fer for all file operations, including load-
ing and saving. While many other pack-
ages would use a File menu for these 
tasks, one gets used to the terminology 
very quickly. Word normally saves its files 
with character, paragraph and other for-
matting included, but it is possible to save 
the file as ASCII, with no embedded for-
matting and each paragraph being one 
long line, ready for another word pro-
cessor to reformat. A utility program is 
provided to translate from DCA (as used 
by DisplayWrite and such like) to Word 
and from Word to DCA. 

Select and do 

The basic design philosophy behind 
Word involves selecting an area of text 

and then acting on it. The selected text is 
highlighted, and then can be formatted, 
deleted, copied or moved There are a 
number of ways of selecting text. With a 
mouse, the pointer is moved onto one end 
of the area to be selected, the button is 
held down, the pointer moved to the other 
end of the block, and the button is 
released. 

With the keyboard, the cursor normally 
covers one character, and this is the de-
fault selection. The highlight can then be 
expanded in various ways. Pressing F7 se 
leets the previous word, F8 the next, Shift-
F7 the previous sentence, Shift-F8 the 
next. F9 selects the last paragraph, F 10 the 
next. Shift-F10 selects the whole docu-
ment, and Shift-F9 the current line. Want 
to select several words, sentences or para-
graphs? Press F6 to anchor one end of the 
block, then drag the other with the cursor 
or by pressing a function key several times 
as required 
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Figure 3. Word can have as many as eight windows on screen at a time. Here a file is in 
text mode in window 1 and is condensed to an outline in window 2. Window 3 is editing a 
second file. 
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Copying, deleting, inserting 
and moving 
A II word processors have the ability to 

ct on blocks of text. They can all copy 
a block, delete it, insert it and move it. 
Word does all of these, and more. It uses 
an area of memory called the scrap. Nor-
mally, to delete text, it is highlighted and 
then, by pressing Del, it is cut out and 
placed in the scrap. Text from the scrap is 
inserted into the document at the cursor 
when the Ins key is pressed, and the 
select/delete/insert sequence is used to 
move text. 

A block of text can be copied into a sec-
ond location while remaining at the first 
by highlighting it, pressing Esc to go to 
the menu and then choosing Copy. The 
default destination for copy is the scrap, 
from which Ins is used to insert it at the 
cursor, but the highlighted text can also 
be saved to a glossary, allowing standard 
words, paragraphs and so on to be saved 
and recreated in a document by typing the 
brief tag for each one and then pressing F3 
to expand it into the full text. 

The use of the Ins key to insert text from 
the scrap at the cursor location is one of 
the few remaining oddities in Word com-
pared to other packages (which tend to 
use the Ins key to toggle between over-   

write and insert modes) Word, instead, 
uses the F5 key to toggle between these 
modes and, while initially a little odd, it is 
something to which one rapidly becomes 
accustomed, and very quickly becomes 
the preferable way of doing things. 

Naturally, Word allows the user to 
search for text through a document, and 
can also do a global search-and-replace 
operation with or without operator confir-
mation. It can search for, or replace, white 
space, tabs, end of paragraph marks, page 
breaks and so on, as well as normal text. 

Formatting 

word can format characters, para-
graphs and one or more major sec-

tions of a document; 'divisions' in Word's 
terminology. 

Characters are formatted by highlight-
ing the relevant ones, and then using ei-
ther the menus, style sheets or a couple of 
keystrokes in speed formatting. Character 
formatting available includes font name, 
font size, bold, italic, underline, strike-
through, uppercase, small caps, double 
underline, normal/superscript/subscript, 
font name, font size, and so on. On graph-
ics screens all characteristics except font 
name and size appear as they would print 
— a bold italicised letter is thicker and 
leans to the right. 

Paragraphs are formatted by placing the 
cursor anywhere in the paragraph and 
using the menus, style sheets or speed 
formatting. More than one paragraph can 
be formatted simultaneously by highlight-
ing all of them, and then carrying out the 
formatting. 

Speed formatting now requires an ex-
planation. Placing a cursor anywhere on a 
paragraph and pressing Alt plus a key 
does a format operation Alt-I justifies the 
paragraph, Alt-N indents the left margin 
by one tab, Alt-M removes the indent from 
the left margin by one tab Alt-T creates a 
hanging indent, leaving the first line fur-
ther left than the other lines in the para-
graph. There are many others as well, and 
they are the key to using Word as a writing 
tool, allowing the user to easily and 
quickly get good looking output, with the 
word processor staying transparent and 
out of the way. 

Margins, column layout, headers, foot-
ers, page numbering and so on for whole 
documents, or chunks of documents, are 
set with Format Division. Again menus, 
style sheets or speed formatting can be 
used. 

Other formatting options are Tab (sets 
tabs in selected paragraphs), Border (al-
lows lines and boxes around paragraphs), 
Footnote, Running-head and Stylesheet. 

Printers 

Word's greatest strength is its fantas-
tic printer support. About 100 

drivers come on disk with the package and 
over 60 more are available on request 
from Microsoft. A utility program is in-
cluded so that users can either prepare a 
printer driver from scratch, or can adapt 
one for a similar printer, to their own. 
When formatting, the available fonts and 
their sizes are displayed. A different driver 
can be selected at any time with a couple 
of keystrokes. If the driver used to print a 
document is different to the one used to 
format it, Word automatically selects the 
nearest available fonts and uses them 

Other Features 

As mentioned before, Word comes with 
a truly excellent tutorial on disk It 

also has an excellent context sensitive 
help screen system, and if the details in 
the help screens are not enough, the user 
can jump to the appropriate part of the 
disk tutorial, if desired. The help is ac-
cessed either by pressing Alt and H at the 
same time, or by pressing Esc and then H. 

Word has a linedraw function which al-
lows a box to be drawn around paragraphs 
and for vertical and horizontal rules to be 
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Eicrosoft-Word.offers-fantastic control of- formatting,- and-
shows virtually all-of.it• except• character- size- and. exact-
character-shape-on-screen.- It• is- possible- to- mix- various-
eharaeter-sizesin-a-line,.and have different paragraphs,-some-
of-which-may-have-different-line-spacings, side- by side. 
pressing-010-3,-I-have-made-this-paragraph-justified.1 
1 

In-this-paragraph-I-have-indented-the-left-margin-by- use- 
of-the speed-formatting-key-010-H. Characters- may be- 
made.Italie.iy.hilllightimg-tkam and- pressing (410-1,- 
bold-ulth-010-B,Anbrlined-with.(Alt)-11, and- can be- 

superscript' or.fsbucript, -while other-attributes- can- be- 
allocated-and-can-be-seen-on.screen.1 
1 

(a)'. By-ase-of-(Alt)-T,.1.have.created.a.hangingindent.in 
this-paragraph. The-leading-line-of the-paragraph-starts 
one-tab-left-of the-body-of-the paragrapbcandilawe 
also-made-this-paragraph-ragged right. -Mote-the-dots- 
between- characters which- represent- hard- space characters,- 
the little arrow after-(a) which-represents a-tab,-and 
the reverse- character-which-represents the-end-of- 
paragraph-markerI 
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Figure 4. Paragraphs are formatted by placing the cursor anywhere in the paragraph and 
using the menus, style sheets or speed formatting. This screen shows some sample 
formatting with Alt key combinations. 
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added to tables. These functions use the 
IBM Hi-Bit characters and require a 
printer which uses the IBM Hi-Bit charac-
ter set, such as the IBM Graphics dot ma-
trix printer. 

Word can have as many as eight win-
dows on screen at a time, and these all 
can be used for different parts of the same 
document, or have a different document 
in each. Windows can be zoomed, and the 
sizes can be adjusted even when they are 
active. I often use two or three windows, 
but have rarely found a need for more. 

Style sheets 

Style sheets allow many characters, 
paragraphs or divisions to be tagged 

and tied an entry in a style sheet. Chang-
ing the entry in the style sheet then 
changes all appropriately tagged items in 
the text. 

Imagine that all your second level head-
ings are tagged H2, and the entry in the 
style sheet sets H2 as Helvetica 14 point. 
You print the document and decide that 
Helvetica 12 point would be more appro-
priate. You could go right through the 
document and change the formatting for 
each heading one at a time (quite a job in 
a 400 page document) or just go to the 
style sheet and define H2 as Helvetica 12 
point, whereupon all such tagged head-
ings are reformatted. Style sheet entries 
can be created wither from a menu or 'by 
example', highlighting text with the appro-
priate character, paragraph or division for-
mat and simply recording it to the style 
sheet. 

The glossary function is used to build 
up a document from standard paragraphs, 
or insert a few standard phrases in an 
otherwise unique letter, using only a cou-
ple of keystrokes. There are five standard 
entries, allowing insertion of the date or 
time that the document was written or 
printed, or of the page number. 

Spreadsheets and graphics 

The Library Link command allows the 
data from a Multiplan, Excel r Lotus 

spreadsheet to be imported into the docu-
ment. This actually places the data in the 
Word files, tagged with the name of the 
spreadsheet file and the range name or 
co-ordinates in that file. Subsequent up-
dates are made by selecting the area con-
taining the data from one or more spread-
sheets, and again asking for Library Link 
without specifying a file or range. All 
spreadsheet data in the selected area is 
then updated within the Word file. 

One of the claims for Word 4 is that of a 
great speed improvement over Word 3. All  

functions showed speed improvement, 
with some showing more than others. 
Speed improvements for scrolling and 
cursor movement are dramatic and wel-
come. In the past, I have found that the 
task that I most wanted to be faster was 
saving a file to disk, and Word 4 is nearly 
twice as fast as Word 3 at this. 

Reliability 
Thad absolutely no problems with Word 4 I 

the extended review problems, 
apart from the fact that it is rather sensi-
tive to some of the few TSR programs I 
tried. SideKick was okay, although the cur-
sor was not visible in the Notepad. Per-
sysf s Waitless Printing spooler worked 
fine, but Word did not like CtrlAlt at all. 
PrintO would not work with Word 4 under 
DOS 2.1 but was satisfactory under DOS 
3.3. DosEdit did not appear to cause any 
difficulties. 

Wish list 

Word 4 can print paragraphs side by 
side, can have snaking columns of 

text on a page and can mix line spacings 
on a page and character fonts in a line, but 
none of these are visible on screen except 
for character attributes like italics. The 
one feature I would like is the ability to  

zoom back and preview the layout of a 
whole page. Apart from this one item I 
cannot think of anything that I would like 
to add. 

If you have guessed from the above that 
I am fascinated by, even fanatical about, 
Word 4 then you won't be wrong. It offers 
the best combination of speed, power and 
flexibility of the many word processors 
that I have used or reviewed. It is very 
transparent when writing, staying out of 
the way and allowing the thoughts to flow 
straight from the writer through the key-
board to the file. It offers powerful, flexible 
and easy to use formatting, while the glos-
sary, style sheets and macros make it ideal 
in the corporate environment. The tutorial 
on disk is about the best I have ever seen, 
and the flat learning curve makes adding 
skills one at a time easy. ❑ 

Product Details 
Product: Microsoft Word Version 4 
From: Microsoft Pty Ltd, PO Box 95, 
Forestville 2087 NSW 
(02) 452 5088 
Price: $795 untaxed. 
Upgrades are available; contact Microsoft 
for details. 
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On the left is the superb Apple Macintosh, 

arguably, one of the world's finest business computers. 

The Apple Macintosh costs over three thousand 

five hundred dollars. 

On the right is the Atari ST Personal Computer. 

It has exactly the same brain as the Apple Mac 

(the Motorola 68000 processor) and, like the Mac, 

it has its own programs to handle word processing, 

spreadsheets, music composition (as used by many 

professionals), graphics, games and more. 

IMPORTANT FEATURES OF THE ATARI 520 ST * LATEST TECHNOLOGY, EASY TO USE *POWERFUL 16/32 BIT MOTOROLA 68000 PROCESSOR. * 512K RAM 

MEMORY * RF MODULATOR (PLUG INTO TV) * HARD DISK INTERFACE * THREE SOUND CHANNELS. IN BUILT MIDI * GEM MOUSE-BASED SCREEN 
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In fact, the Atari ST can handle hundreds of at only eight ninety nine dollars.* And you can add an 

varied and challenging programs such as Microsoft Atari mono monitor for just $399* or a high resolution 

Write, Word Perfect, Publishing Partner Professional, Atari colour monitor for just $679! 

Flight Simulator II, Superbase and Cyberpaint. Which makes the Atari ST, arguably, the world's 

Yet, complete with mouse, the 520 ST starts finest personal computer. 

MANAGEMENT WITH ICONS, WINDOWS AND DROP-DOWN MENUS. THE ST IS ALSO AVAILABLE AS 1040ST (1MEG) MEGA 2 (2 MEG) AND MEGA4 (4 MEG). 

'RECOMMENDED RETAIL. PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF PUBLICATION. APPLE DEVICE ed MACINTOSH ARE TRADEMARKS OF APPLE COMPUTER. 

Doorley Buchanan ATA 3003. 
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Figure I. The co-resident Norton Guides are called with Shift-Fl. The window pops 
up either the top or the bottom of the screen, depending on the location of the cursor. 
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The Norton Guides 
for programmers 

John Hepworth has found how to take the 'manual labour' out of programming . . . 

I

HATE MANUAL labour! Not only 
bending the back, lifting, sweating and 
cursing in the garden (or painting the 
outside of the house as I have just 

done!), but trying to find vital information 
in a language manual while writing a pro-
gram. No more will I have to suffer the 
search, for now I have online, pop-up 
manuals in the form of the Norton Guides 
for all the languages that I use most — 
Basica, QuickBasic, Turbo Basic, Turbo 
Pascal, Microsoft C, Turbo C and Microsoft 
Macro Assembler.  

Co-resident data 

The Norton Guides consist of a small 
co-resident program teamed to one or 

more database files on disk, one for each 
dialect of each language. Pressing Shift-FI 
pops up a window in either the top or bot-
tom half of the screen, depending on the 
location of the cursor. Very cleverly, it 
pops up away from the cursor, so that the 
bit of screen of most interest is left clear. 
The screen can be zoomed to full size and 
back at the press of the F9 key. 

The default configuration, including the 
name of the default database, is saved on 
disk in a NG.INI initialisation file. Later, if 
details need to be changed (including the 
active database), just select the options 
menu with the right/left cursor keys. The 
new options can be saved to disk as new 
defaults or just used for current session. 

Auto seek 

I
mmediately after the screen is popped 
up, one sees a list of commands, one per 

line, with a few words of description. The 
co-resident program attempts to deter-
mine if it can recognise the command 
under the cursor in the host program (I 
use the term command rather loosely to 
include statements, commands, functions,  

procedures, operators, reserved words and 
so on) and highlights the line containing 
that command in the Norton Guides data-
base. Pressing Enter then expands the 
entry to be anything from one to several 
screens long. At the top of the expanded 
screen appears the names of a few com-
mands with some significant relationship 
to the one selected. Moving a highlight to 
one of these and pressing Enter moves 
one to the expanded entry for that com-
mand. Escape always takes you back a 
level, eventually to the host program. 

The Norton Guides popped up in all  

editors and word processors I tried. With 
Microsoft Word, the host word processor 
had to be in character and not graphics 
mode, but this is of no significance. The 
autoseek feature worked well with all the 
editors built into the various interpreters 
and compilers, but could not determine 
the word under the cursor when working 
with some third party editors and just 
highlighted the top command in the list. 

Manual searches can be carried out by 
using the cursor and PgUp and PgDn keys 
to move the highlight to the command of 
interest. In addition, the Norton Guides 
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Figure 2. Any of the explanations can be Expanded from the opening screen. The half 
screen displays can all be expanded to full screen size with F9. 
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can search for a command Here, the user 
enters one or more leading characters of 
the command of interest and the Guides 
find the first one that matches. As all the 
listings are alphabetical, this will be either 
the one of interest or very close to it. 

The database 
rrie quality of the database files is what 

makes an electronic manual worth-
while, and with the Norton Guides they 
vary from good to excellent. All the data-
bases available at present are of great use 
to experienced programmers; all are per-
haps even more use to the 'middle rank-
ing' programmer. For the novice in a 
particular language they vary. 

The C databases are impressive, with 
the Turbo C database being a thoughtfully 
revised version of the reference guide part 
of the Borland manual. It has excellent 
sample code and programs to show ex-
actly how a function should be used, and 
the #include and other directives re-
quired. The Pascal database and Masm 
database are very good. 

The Masm database has fantastic 
amounts of information on mnemonics, 
interrupts and functions. The databases 
for Basic are very good and quite useful, 
but a little more terse than the C data-
bases. They showed concisely and clearly 
the syntax and parameters for each com-   

mand, but required a little more thought 
by the user than did the information in the 
other databases. 

The databases contain an astonishing 
amount of information. The Assembler 
database is 597,407 bytes, the Basic data-
bases are from 232,182 bytes to 266,106 
bytes, the C databases are 526,775 bytes 
and 528,186 bytes, while the Turbo Pascal 
database is 361,913 bytes. Each database 
comes on a separate disk, and the C and 
Assembler databases are in the form of 
self-unpacking archive files using a variant 
of PKARC, so each fits on a 360 kilobyte 
floppy disk. 

Write your own 
*The database files are in a compressed 
I form, not in plain language and so 

modification of them by the user is not 
possible. Yet, the tools are provided to 
create appropriate databases of one's 
own, and compress them (the manual 
calls it compile, but it is a pseudo compile 
at best). Just the thing for all those user 
written functions in C and functions and 
procedures in Pascal. 

The speed of searches through the data-
base is amazing. While the Norton Guides 
program is resident, the database is on 
the hard disk. The size of the database 
files precludes their use on an all floppy 
system, but most serious programmers  

using a compiler would find working with-
out a hard disk near impossible. On my 
4.77 MHz PC with a hard disk the informa-
tion flashed up on screen nearly instanta-
neously. Not only is the program able to 
search efficiently, but the screen handling 
is also very fast and effective. 

The Guides come with a very clear and 
concise 60 page manual, 13 pages of 
which give details on running the pro-
gram. The remaining pages are a tutorial 
and reference on writing one's own data-
bases.  

Availability 

The Norton Guides are packaged with 
the co-resident program and one or 

more databases in the package. The Basic 
package has databases for Basica, Quick-
.Basic 3.0 and Turbo Basic 1_0 — all in the 
one package. The C package has both Mi-
crosoft C 4.0 and Turbo C 1.0. The Assem-
bler pack has Masm 4.0, while the Turbo 
Pascal pack is for version 3.0. There are 
two 'bundled' packs, C plus Assembler or 
Turbo Pascal plus Assembler. 

While I was reviewing the packs, new 
language versions were released for 
Quickbasic, Masm, Turbo Pascal and OS/2. 
While no plans for upgrades to the Guides 
databases have been announced, they are 
sure to come along with databases for 
new languages, and in the meantime most 
of the languages have much in common 
between their new and older versions. 

Conclusion 

The fertile brain of Peter Norton, and 
the gifted team that he has gathered 

around him, have come up with another 
winner. I found the Guides indispensable 
with C, excellent in Pascal and Assembler. 
Even in Basic where they shine less 
brightly, they reminded me of commands 
that otherwise I might have overlooked 
and which improved my code. CI 

Product Details 
Product: Norton Guides 
From: Peter Norton Computing 
Distributor: PC Extras, PO Box K9, 
Haymarket 2000 NSW 
(02) 319 2155 
Price: $185 for Guides program 
plus one database — Assembler 
(Masm 4.0), Basic (Basica, QuickBasic 
3.0, Turbo Basic 1.0), C (Microsoft C 4.0, 
Turbo C 1.0), Turbo Pascal 3.0, OS/2. 
$303 for Guides program plus two 
databases.  
All prices taxed. 
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ELECTRONIC MAIL 
AND YOUR SECURITY 

NO BLANKETS HERE! 

I
F YOU'RE USING electronic mail or 
thinking about subscribing to a sys-
tem, security might not be your first 
concern, but perhaps it should be 

You'll soon realise that having your mail-
box stored in a large computer in one of 
our nation's capitals, can be a security 
worry. 

Users of this communications facility 
will tell you that a casual relationship de-
velops between subscribers; it's similar to 
the atmosphere on Bulletin Boards. Elec-
tronic mail is not a formal medium and 
letters tend to be open, friendly and often 
surprisingly frank. 

A casual criticism or a personal remark 
that might once have been made over the 
phone, is often downloaded on electronic 
mail. The problem is that an electronic 
database records the comment; the phone 
did not. 

No wonder, then, that these two em-
ployees regularly exchanged gossip and 
criticised their boss in private. . . at least, 
they thought their comments were private 
until they discovered that they had been 
circulated to every member of the board 

Irangate, so we read, was first discov-
ered by electronic mail tapping. Bob 
Hawke's attempts to assure us that the 
Australia Card database would somehow 
be sacrosanct, have failed against the 
growing voice of civil libertarians. To be 
realistic, every system has its Achilles' 
heel. 

Here, we'll look at electronic mail, citing 
examples from the system the two em-
ployees were using — Telememo (and its 
new identity — Keylink — a marriage of 
Telecom's Telememo and OTC's Minerva) 
and discuss the security problems with 
electronic mail in general.  

In Sydney last year, a 
computer company 

decided to retrench two 
employees. After the 

decision had been made 
(but not implemented), 

their boss accessed 
their private electronic 

mailboxes and read 
correspondence between 

them. 
What he read upset him 

so much that he 
forwarded copies of it to 
members of the Board of 
Directors and threatened 

legal action because of 
the comments they had 

made about him. 
Later, the boss realised 
he had over reacted and 

quickly retracted his 
threat. He thought that 

was the end of the story, 
but he had opened a can 
of worms and revealed 

interesting flaws in 
electronic mail security 
right here in Australia. 

Security measures 
Keylink is a fine example of a well 

lanned and implemented electronic 
mail system. Like many other systems, it 
is not without security — if an incorrect 
password is keyed three times a user is 
thrown out of the system, and each time 
users log on, their last access time is 
shown on screen. 

All users of Keylink devise their own 
password and can (and should) change it 
regularly. This is achieved once the user 
has logged on, quite simply by keying in 
the old password and then entering the 
new one twice (for verification). If you se-
lect a password like love, sex, sesame, 
open, or your spouse's name or car's 
model then you are inviting someone to 
break in. 

The Sydney pair however, did not have 
predictable passwords, nor did their boss 
have to spend hours guessing. As a Sys-
tem Manager, he simply logged onto the 
system, changed their passwords and then 
read their mail. 

He was confident in doing this without 
being found out because his next step was 
to take them off the system. System Man-
agers have special privileges Indepen-
dently of OTC and Telecom they can add 
or remove users to their company ac-
count; they also have access to the mail-
boxes of all those using the company ac-
count. 

Moral and legal questions 
'The question here revolves not so much 
1 around the security of a particular sys-
tem (there is always a possibility that 
someone may be able to break into your 
account, no matter what system), but the 
integrity of those administering it. 

We all take for granted that our mail will 
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arrive in our letter boxes, in a reasonable 
condition, and definitely intact. That is be-
cause we have legislation covering the 
conveyers of our mail, which ensures that 
our privacy is upheld and that our articles 
are treated with respect 

Seldom do you hear of the local Post 
Master setting fire to a bag of mail. How-
ever, there is no such legislation covering 
the newer electronic mail. It is very much 
up to the System Administrator, who, as in 
the Sydney case, can be any employee ap-
pointed by the boss, or in fact the boss. It 
is a responsible position, which no one 
would take lightly, but it is open to abuse. 

Therefore the system is really only as 
good as the company, and there was 
something ever-so-slightly rotten in this 
'State of Denmark', as the two employees 
found out. 

Did the boss have the right to read their 
mail? Because no legal precedent has 
been set, we cannot theorise how he 
would stand if sued by the employees for 
invasion of privacy. However, what he did 
was no different to opening up the mail 
box at the front of their homes and run-
ning off with the day's mail. 

The problem with computer crime of 
any nature, is that it seldom involves a 
physical act. Pulling on a mask and carry-
ing out an armed hold-up feels quite dif-
ferent to breaking into a bank's computer 
system via your PC and transferring funds 
into your own account. Both acts are 
equally criminal, but armchair crime does-
n't feel quite so criminal. 

An argument could be made that the 
employees were using company time and 
money to carry out private correspond-
ence and because he was paying for it, the 
boss had a right to read their correspond-
ence. But it would probably fall down in a 
court of law. In an ordinary situation, an 
invasion of privacy case would not be up-
turned simply because private mail was 
written on company letterhead or sent 
through the company internal mail sys-
tem. (We would be very interested in com-
ments from those who may be familiar with 
the legal implications of the incident de-
scribed here, and from electronic mail users 
who have had similar experiences.) 

Employees' Rights 

W ithin the company, there was a tacit 
understanding that internal and ex-

ternal company mail (the type requiring 
envelopes and stamps) could be read and 
opened. Phone conversations, however, 
were not tapped and the Sydney couple  

argue that they were not informed, when 
first logged onto the Telememo/Keylink 
system, that, even under the rather ex-
treme situation cited above, their elec-
tronic mail could be read. They believe 
that it is imperative that employees are 
told of this, for it seems there is no legal 
compunction to do so. 

We would be very 
interested in comments 
from those who may be 
familiar with the legal 
implications of the 

incident described here, 
and from electronic mail 

users who have had 
similar experiences. 

Electronic mail is such a new medium 
that the ground rules are still being 
thrashed out. It must be pointed out that 
the onus is not on the service provider to 
lay down the law as to how the system can 
be used, and obviously in this case, 
abused. We have legislation covering us 
for correspondence conveyed by Austral-
ia Post, but not by its 'electronic cousin'. 

Another worry by the Sydney couple 
was that if the boss could read their mail, 
perhaps he could also edit it without their 
knowledge. This is in fact not possible. 
Once a message is sent, it cannot be re-
called, edited and sent again, even by the 
original author. 

Many employees are logged on quickly 
with only a superficial knowledge of the 
system. The two Sydney employees say 
they had to learn as they went along. This 
is a pity, because Keylink includes an 
added security device which should be 
used by all subscribers when they want to 
indulge in a little scandal between them-
selves or to discuss something of critical 
import. This is the ability to password pro-
tect individual messages. It is strongly 
recommended and ensures protection 
from the most ardent hacker (or for a 
touch of the dramatics — spy!) except 
again in the case of the System Adminis-
trator. It seems, nothing is sacred from 
him or her. 

Purging is also imperative. However, 
even though you can automatically purge 
all your mail once read, this does not 
mean that the person you are sending to 
is necessarily as thorough. The boss was 
able to pick up both employees' corre-
spondence from the one mailbox because, 
as Telememo was defined for these two by 
the System Administrator, it would auto-
matically copy the sender's own corre-
spondence. (Telememo can be tailored in 
this way by the System Administrator so 
that a user may have copies automatically 
sent to themselves, or not, as the case 
may be.) 

Legal evidence 

F inally, there is the question of whether 
the boss could have sued his employ-

ees on the grounds of what he had discov-
ered in their mail. 

Again there is no legal precedent yet 
and so we can only theorise. In the Sydney 
case the material was 'not particularly sig-
nificant', but had it been details of a 
planned murder or terrorist attempt then 
it might have got to court Had it done so, 
could it have been proved that it was actu-
ally sent by the employees, given the boss' 
ability to enter their mailbox and change 
their passwords? 

It is not an easy case to solve. But think 
on it when your company takes the plunge 
and joins the increasing number of elec-
tronic mail subscribers. 

Five Security Tips For 
Subscribers 
I. Change your password regularly, 
2. Password protect all your messages, 
3. Purge everything immediately, 
4. If exchanging sensitive material ensure 
that the recipient purges all material, too, 
5. Include digits and symbols or even a 
space in your passwords. 

A brief note on Telememo, 
Minerva and Keylink. 
C ince the incident cited above tran-
Ospired, Telememo has been joined with 
Minerva to form one service called Key-
link. Telememo, as then administered in-
dependently by Telecom, was a public ac-
cess electronic mail service based on the 
Telemail software. Minerva, as was admin-
istered by OTC, was based on the Dialware 
communications software. The two sys-
tems are very similar and have been 
merged to create a more effective and all 
encompassing service — Keylink. 	❑ 
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DOS DIRTY TRICKS 

DOS DIRTY TRICKS 
. . . done dirt cheap! 

B
ASED ON an idea I had, lake has 
asked me to host a column of 'dirty 
tricks' for users of PC-DOS and MS-
DOS. This column is principally to 

document otherwise undocumented 'fea-
tures' of DOS. Little known ideas not well 
understood are also excellent candidates 
for publication. 

This column will be of 
interest to technically 

minded folks, with some 
familiarity with 

assembly-language 
programming. I am quite 

prepared to publish 
devious ideas concerning 

BAT files, or other 
aspects of using DOS. 

A word of warning to those who delight 
in using undocumented tricks: if you in-
clude them in your programs, it's very 
probable you have reduced its portability. 
It may prove unwise to use these tricks 
and ideas in commercial software. 

This column will be of interest to tech-
nically minded folks, with some familiarity 
with assembly-language programming. I 
am quite prepared to publish devious  

ideas concerning BAT files, or other 
aspects of using DOS. 

However, there are likely to be useful 
tips for those less technically capable 
from time to time, so have a look each 
month. And, if you don't see the kind of 
material you want being published, send 
in some ideas of your own There's every 
chance someone else will have related 
ideas following on from yours. 

To make it even more rewarding (what 
could be better than having something 
published?), published contributions will 
be paid for at the rate of one box of 10 
floppy disks for your own computer. So, 
when you send in your contributions, 
make sure we can read it easily (let your 
computer print it, preferably with a new 
ribbon), tell us who you are and where to 
find you (anonymous contributions won't 
be rewarded), and what kind of computer 
you have (PC, AT, NEC APC III or what-
ever). 

Of course, to receive these handsome 
rewards, your contributions must meet 
some standards of documentation — 
Legible — can't read it, can't use it. 
Tested — tell us the computer(s) it works 
on. 
Moderately entertaining — YC is read, in 
part, for entertainment (by at least one 
reader) 
Explain — how it works. 
Explain — (if you can) how the trick might 
be useful. 

Clyde Smith-Stubbs from Hitech (you 
know, Hitech-C and so on) in Queensland 
have kindly offered the floppies. 

lake would be most pleased if you send 
your contributions in on the YC Bulletin  

Board, (02) 669 1385, or on one of the 
floppy disk formats he can read (see Con-
tributions on disk on the Services page for 
details). And I won't be very keen on typ-
ing the ideas in if they come in on scraps 
of paper just so I can test them, either. 

Speaking of testing, I wish to try these 
dirty tricks out myself (as far as possible). 
At present, 1 can do so if they use standard 
DOS facilities ( BAT files, DEBUG and 
such), if they use Turbo Pascal, Turbo C, 
Digital Research's PUI -86 (anybody left 
using it?) and Microsoft's MASM. I don't 
have dBase, Lotus 1-2-3, or Symphony 

In my opening paragraph, I intimated I 
would host the column. That means that I 
will choose contributions from items sub-
mitted by readers which I think meet the 
criteria for publication. It also means that 
I won't be making all the contributions. It 
is essential for the survival of the column 
that readers contribute. While I know 
some of the tricks, I certainly don't know 
them all. 

A dirty trick 
Come time ago, when I was still resident 
Jin Canberra, I was talking about one 
thing and another with my good friend 
Clem Clarke, of Melbourne. He mentioned 
that Dr Dobbs had published a way of exe-
cuting DOS commands, including DIR and 
SET and such, from Assembler programs. 
He couldn't remember exactly how it was 
done, so I had a look around low memory 
at the interrupt vector table. The vector for 
INT 2E seemed to be pointing a little 
higher than most, so I had a look at what it 
pointed to. Well, would you believe it: it 
looked very interesting and quite possibly 
useful. 

Many people know that you can use 
DOS EXEC function (INT 21h function 
48h) to run programs If you pass the pro-
gram name DIR COM or DIR.EXE, it does 
not work. However, if you use the call to 
invoke COMMAND.COM, with the pa-
rameter — 

"/CIDIR" 

Assembler John Summerfield is looking for 
undocumented features (or just plain dirty tricks) for MS 

and PC-DOS — and you could win a box of floppies. 
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The /C switch tells COMMAND to run 
the one command (DIR) and then termi-
nate. This works well for .EXE, .COM and 
.BAT commands, and also causes the di-
rectories specified with the PATH com-
mand to be searched, too. This directory-
path search is a function of COMMAND.-
COM, not of DOS. My DOS manual is un-
clear about this matter. 

This is quite a neat way of doing the job, 
is reasonably portable (it may not work if 
your system does not have COMMAND.-
COM, and nobody says you absolutely 
must have it: you merely require some 
command shell). If you haven't used this 
function, look it up in your manual now. 

Rather complicated, isn't it? There is a 
simpler way. Unfortunately, it's less than 
completely portable. It has been tested on 

A my Toshiba T3100 with MS-DOS 2.11, and 
with Clem's system running PC-DOS 3.2, 
and works fine. However, it doesn't work 
on my system using Toshiba's bundled 
MS-DOS 3.2. 

Listing I reveals the source code I sub-
mitted to MASM to demonstrate the feat. 
It's fairly straightforward. Remember, if 
you want to load and run another program 
you have to free some memory first, be-
cause DOS gives your program all it's got. 

The trick is to point SI to a command 
line containing a 1 byte length, the com-
mand itself, followed by a carriage return. 
You then issue INT 2Eh. 

Now, some warnings — 
a) Register contents are undefined upon 
return. It's wise to store your registers (ex-
cept SS, SP) on the stack before issuing 
INT 2E, and saving SS and SP in your code 
segment, too. Restore everything after the 
event. (This applies to the EXEC function, 
too). 
b) This does not work on MS-DOS 3.2 as 
supplied for my computer, so it's not port-
able  

ter, and there is no value in the environ-
ment, you could run a program to ask for 
one. And then use code like this to put it 
in the environment for the procedure to 
use later. Like the program ASK.COM that 
John Hepworth mentioned some time ago, 
but setting an environment variable rather 
than ERRORLEVEL. (Just don't expect it to 
work on a T3100 with MS-DOS 3.2.) 

Listing 2 is the BAT file I used to assem-
ble the program and create a COM file. 

1 called the source code DIRT001.ASM. 
Drive D is my RAM disk; it gets thrown 
away when I reboot the system. (MSLINK 
is the standard Microsoft linker. I renamed 
it to avoid confusion with others.) 

code 	segment 
	

'code' 
page 
	

120 
assume 	cs.code,ds.code 
org 
	

10011 
start 
	

label 
	

near 

comment 'free 
mov 
mov 
Int 

comment 'here tis' 
mov 	si,offset string 
int 	2Eh 
may 	ax,4c00h 
int 	21h 

string 	db 	3,'dir',13 
db 	12B dup (127) 

spare room 
glom 
	

label 
	

byte 
code 	ends 

end 
	

start 

masm dirt001,drdirt; 
ms I nk d dirt,d:dirt ;  
exe2bin d:dirt dirt.com 

Listing 3 is for those without an assem-
bler It was created by disassembling the 
file created by EXE2BIN with DEBUG and 
editing the output. If you create a file 
called DIRT containing these statements, 
and enter the command — 

"DEBUG <DIRT" 

you will get a file called DIRT.COM con-
taining the program. Don't enter the com-
ments. 

If you prefer, you can enter the com-
mands directly into DEBUG. The result 
will be the same. 0 

;leave 	some 

some memory' 
bx,(offset eom+15 — offset start) / 16 
ah,4Ah 
2111 

Listing 1. The source code submitted to MASM, demonstrating this month's dirty trick. 

Listing 2. The BAT file used to assemble the program and create a COM file. 

Running the program 

Since the idea is to demonstrate how to 
use INT 2E, not to provide an inher-

ently useful utility, it's very easy to run. 
lust enter the command DIRT with any pa-
rameters and switches you like: they will 
all be ignored. This program is logically 
equivalent to the DIR command, with no 
operands. 

How the idea could be useful 

W ith suitable alterations, this code 
can be used to do other useful 

things like set environment variables. You 
could use the idea in a BAT file. If the 
procedure is invoked without any parame-   

ndirt.com 
	

<---- give it a name 
al00 
	

<---- assemble code starting at location 100 
MOV 
	

BX,000A 
MOV 
	

AH,4A 
INT 
	

21 
MOV 
	

SI,0111 
INT 
	

2E 
MOV 
	

AX,4C00 
INT 
	

21 
<---- Blank line 

elll 03,64,69,72,00 
	

<---- Enter bytes starting at location 111 
rcx 
	

<---- Read register CX 
15 
	

<---- Set register CX (gives 
	

file size) 
<---- Write the file 
<---- Quit 

Listing 3. For those without an assembler — the listing was created by disassembling the 
file created by EXE2BIN with DEBUG and editing the output. 
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Accelerator Cards: Speed and Value 
Speed figures are consolidated results from 10 tests of 
CPU performance (See Accelerator Boards Special Report, 
December 1, 1988.) 

❑ Microspeed Fast 88 
D Microsoft Mach 10 

171 Univation Dream Board 
111 Orchid Turbo EGA 
D STEED Standard 286 

D Classic Speedpack 

D Orchid PC-Turbo 286e 
171 Breakthru 286-12 

REPRINTED FROM INFOWORLD, APRIL 27, 1987 

Increase in speed 
over the Intel 8088 

Cost per percentage 
increase in speed 

=MP 
13.11 

wad 
53.72 

11.71 

Think You Need an AT? 
Make Your IBM PC Faster Than an AT in Just 5 Minutes! 

"The Breakthru 286 performed flawlessly with every appli-
cation we hanckd it, including copy-proteded programs and 
nine memory-resident utilities at one" 

Stephen Manes, PC magazine 

"..the Breakthru 286 was the anti of choice" 
PC BusinesSoftwareview (Rated #1)  

"...Brazlahru 286 is a good value and a quality product backed 
by 

a SUPtert."  
Dan A. Griffin 
The Newsletter of the AutoCAD Use's Group 

"The PCSG Breakthru 286 achieved the best performance 
results of the caching boards tested." 

Ted Miredd, PC lech Journal (Rated NI) 

"The 12-MHz Breakthru 286-12 speedup beard is the fastest 
of those tested, but not the most expensive On a dollar per

basis, it could be calkd the cheapest boost amia-
ble for an XT" 

Mark Nblrit, InfdAixid (Rated #1) 

We are excited about our three speedup 
products. You probably know about our 
Lightning disk access speedup software 
that was awarded PC Magazine's Best of 
1986 award (see box). After the smashing 
success of Lightning, in late '86, we 

But, no speedup board cuts disk 
Beals time in half 

Lam can - FREE w/Breakthrui 
'lightning is almost mandatory...."  -

Steve Manes, PC Magazine 
Best of 86 review 

Loads wit the DOS - always ready as a baclground 
program to accelerate disk access. You do nothing 
- everything is automatic Programs that frequently ac-
cess the disk (hard or floppy) are made instantly up 
to 2 to 4 times faster. Uses a principle greatly enhanced 
from mainframe technology called caching. Fully ex-
ploits Above Board memory. 

UGHTTAVG is the standard against which 
all our competition measures tell because we achieve 
universal compatibility with other software. Data is 
never lost. Order LIGH1NIVG separately or get 
it free with your Breakthru 286 board.  

guaranteed the Breakthru 286 board to be 
literally the most advanced, fastest, most 
feature-rich board available. The runaway 
success it has enjoyed truly proved that 
assertion. Now we go ourselves one bet-
ter with the Breakthru 286-12. This new 
board has the dock speed cranked up from 
8 to 12 MHz for speeds up to 10.2 times 
faster than an IBM PC. It is 50% faster than 
an 8MHz IBM AT, and up to a whopping 
1,000% faster than a regular PC. 

HERE'S WHY THESE TWO BOARDS 
ARE SO SPECIAL. 

First, they install so easily. A half-slot 
card means you don't even have to give up 
a full slot. What's 
more, unlike 
competing 

products it works in the Compaq Portable 
and most dones. Fasy diagrams snow how 
you just place the card in an open slot, 
remove the original processor and connect 
a single cable. There is no software re-
quired. From that moment you are run-
ning faster than an AT. 

Second, they are advanced. The 
BREAKTHRU 286 replaces the CPU of the 
PC or XT with an 80286 microprocessor 
that is faster than the one found in the AT. 
Has a 80287 math coprocessor slot for 
numeric intensive applications. A 16K 
cache memory provides zero-wait-access 
to the most recently used code and data. 
Speed switching software allows you to 
drop back to a lower speed on the fly for 
timing sensitive applications. 

Third. you have fun compatibility. All ex-
isting system RAM, hardware, and 
peripheral cards can be used without soft-
ware modification. Our boards operate 
with LAN and mainframe communication 
products and conform to the Expanded 
Memory Specification (EMS). Software 
compatibility is virtually universal. 

Faster and smarter than an AT - PCSG 
guarantees it. 

Fourth, these are the best. There are 
several other boards on the speedup 
market. We at PCSG have compared 
them all, but there simply is no com-
parison. Many cards offer only a marginal 
speedup in spite of their claims and others 
are just poorly engineered. 

We are really excited about these prod-
ucts. PCSG makes the unabashed state-
ment that the BREAKTHRU 286 card 
represents more advanced technology 

than boards by Orchid, Quadram, P.C. 
Technologies, Phoenix...we could 

go on. Breakthru 286 is undis-
putedly the turbo board with 

the biggest bang for the 
buck. And we include 

FREE the ac-
claimed Lightning 

software. Caii today 
`''with your credit card or COD 

instructions and we will ship 
your card the very next day. 

LIGI-MVING" 

Think Again.  
DON'T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT. USE EITHER 

BREAKTHRU 286 SPEEDUP BOARD FOR 60 
DAYS. IF YOU ARE NOT TOTALLY SATISFIED 

SIMPLY RETURN IT FOR A FULL REFUND. 

TRvw\I  Co\ ulfri;  l[ki;TCifk.-t IP 
Peripheral Systems, 4 Campbell St., Artarmon, NSW 2065 Ph (02) 437 6255 



CTC Database Contains: 
Macquarie Dictionary 
Macquarie Thesaurus 
Macquarie Junior Dictionary 
Macquarie Junior Thesaurus 
• Macquarie Dictionary of Trees and 

Shrubs 
• Macquarie Book of Events 
• Macquarie History of Ideas 
Macquarie Dictionary of Motoring 
• Macquarie Dictionary of Cooking 
• People and Places 

• Economics & Finance 
• Australian Politics 
The Australian Encyclopaedia 
Grolier Universal Encyclopaedia 
Kirk-Othmer Encyclopaedia of 

Chemical Technology 
E.R.I.C. (Educational Resource 

Information Centre) 
Electronic Mail Service 
Electronic Bulletin Board 
• Educational Software 
* Computer Games 

This student has 
more knowledge at 
her fingertips than 
her teacher! 

Her teacher says she has a mind like a 
computer! Yet this student's real secret 
is her ability to electronically search 
our ENTIRE EDUCATIONAL 
DATABASE on her home computer. 

All available data, on any subject she 
keys in, will be assembled for her to 
review on-screen. Appropriate 
selections can then be stored on disk 
without infringing copyright! 

Later, she can edit theinformation and 
print her project or essay error free. 

It's simple with the CTC Database. 
Just call it up on any personal computer 
through an inexpensive telephone 
"modem". 

Then, for as little as 25 cents per  

minute, enjoy the full resources of the 
Macquarie Library. Plus The 
Australian and Grolier Universal 
Encyclopaedias. All with electronic 
search facility. 

There's more. Work can be 
electronically transmitted downline to 
any or all of CTC subscribers across 
Australia. The receiver can store, print 
or mark the work and send it back, 
instantly. 

Teachers and senior students can 
accelerate their knowledge through 
E.R.I.C., the Educational Resource 
Information Centre. 

Hopefully every student class teacher 
or correspondence teacher will enjoy  

this level of computerisation one day. 
Meanwhile, you definitely can. All you 
need is access to a PC, modem, and a 
low-cost subscription to the CTC 
Database. 

Our free colour brochure explains. Call 
CTC now on (008) 251308 from 
outside Sydney for the cost of a local 
call. In Sydney, call 2514066. 

Computer Telecommunications 
Corporation Limited 
11th Floor, 189 Kent Street, 
Sydney NSW 2000 Tel: (02) 2514066 

Schools Across Australia 

This School-based Bicentennial 
Initiative aims to create a 
National Computer Link between 
Australian schools so that ideas, 
resources and experiences can be 
shared. 

This link is hosted by CTC. 

'AVAILABLE 1988 
IMEMESMESSIMPS•111111 



FEATURE • AI 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
Giving a machine the power of sight . . . 

Tim Hartnell has been hypnotising his computer . . . 

THE MOST EXTREME stage of hyp-
nosis is called 'hyperaesthesias' in 
which negative visual hallucina-
tions are induced. That is, a subject 

is told he will be blind — and is. 
Machines live most of their lives in a 

state of near total hyperaesthesias. Al-
though computers generally carry out 
written instructions (such as programs) 
pretty well, and have some rudimentary 
hearing ability, electronic vision is still at 
the most primitive level. 

There are some exceptions. The barcode 
reader in the supermarket could be said to 
be a form of vision, but it is so specialised 
and limited that we can really leave it out 
of this discussion. Until a machine can 
see, it will only exist as part of a function-
ing unit of the world in a strangely limited 
way, like trying to run a marathon while 
swathed in thick, black cotton wool. 

lust as trying to make a machine 'think' 
has forced us to look very closely at just 
what we mean when we say that we think, 
so the need to give an intelligent machine 
the power of sight has forced us to look 
very closely at human perception — it is 
not as simple as it seems. 

To show how extreme are the problems 
to be solved before we have little 'clroids 
scuttling around, negotiating the world in 
a meaningful way, we'll look at just one 
example of how human perception acts. 

Spatial separation 
!The subject we'll examine is 'spatial 
1 separation' That is, how do we know 

— when looking at a group of objects, or a 
drawing of a group of objects — which 
lines belong to which object, and, if this is 
solved, which object lies in front of the 
others? 

Machines live most of 
their lives in a state of 

near total 
hyperaesthesias. 

To determine how a machine could 
'construct' a solid object from a series of 
lines, we'll look at a very simple image. 
This is much simpler than the visual ma-
terial which generally confronts you in life. 
You and I would have little difficulty in de-
scribing the object shown in Figure I as a 
cube, with six sides having straight edges 
of equal length. And, we make this as-
sumption even though only two of the 
sides are shown with straight edges. So a 
machine vision system would have to be 
able to deduce that although the sides are 
shown as irregular parallelograms, they 
are really straight-sided squares. 

Even this very simple object has prob-
lems. If I ask you to tell me whether side A 
or side B is at the front of the cube, your 
own very sophisticated visual system can 
become confused. (In fact, this cube pic-
ture is a classic visual illusion, known as 
the Necker Cube; psychologists often use 
illusions like this which 'trick' the visual 
system, in an attempt to discover how our 
visual apparatus works in more normal 
situations.) 

Although we may have problems deter-
mining which face is at the front, we do 
not have any trouble in seeing the grid of 
lines as representing a 'solid' object. Our 
minds can 'flesh out' a skeletal drawing so 
we see it as having a third dimension. 
What happens in our brains to do this, 
and how could we possibly give that abil-
ity to a machine? 

One program called See, created by 
Adolfo Guzman, can do this after a fash-
ion. Instead of trying to perceive an ar-
rangement of lines as a solid cube, See at-
tempts to determine which groups of lines 
belong together, and therefore are most 
likely to represent an object. See (the pro-
gram) concentrates on where lines meet: 
the corners, or vertices. It is able to recog-
nize most line drawings as representing 
particular flat-surfaced objects (or 'poly-
hedrons', as they are called). 

The builtin knowledge which See pos-
sesses is shown, in part, in Figure '2, in 
which Guzman's definitions of particular 
vertices are given Using these, See can ex-
amine a picture like that given in Figure 3, 
and determine how many objects exist in 
the picture. This is a significant achieve-
ment, especially if you try to work out 
what you do mentally to make the same 
decisions. 
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Figure 1. The Necker Cube is used by 
psychologists to 'trick' the visual system, in 
an attempt to discover how our visual 
apparatus works. 

Figure 2. Guzman's definitions of particular 
vertices — using these, the program See can 
examine a picture like that in Figure 4, and 
determine how many objects exist in the 
picture. 

A — Vertex where two lines meet. 
B — Three lines form angles smaller than 180 
degrees. 
C — Two lines collinear; other two on 
opposite sides. 

To identify objects, See not only has to 
recognise where boundaries exist, and 
how they link up to form 'solid objects', 
but has to be able to differentiate between 
the object and its background. To do this,  

See uses a subsidiary program called 
Background, which decides what is the 
foreground (the object) and what is the 
background (that which is not part of the 
object). 

In Artificial Intelligence and Natural Man 
(Harvester Press, 1977), Margaret Boden 
points out that 'Background implicitly 
tends to assume that bodies are convex, 
that objects do not have bites out of 
them' As the program often makes mis-
takes regarding whether a particular re-
gion in a picture is part of an object, or the 
background, it is often told this as part of 
its initial information. Boden continues: 
'See starts off, then, knowing which pic-
ture regions are background and what 
types of vertex are associated with each 
region Its task is to identify individual 
bodies ... it looks at each vertex in turn, 
asking if it provides evidence for placing 
links .. between regions that probably 
depict surfaces of the same 

The letter E 

'VP  

The letter P 

body ... 'then! it groups together regions 
linked by two or more strong links into 
'nuclei' ..' (pages 193-195). 

Although See goes some of the way to 
solving the problems of determining 
which lines belong to which object, it does 
not help particularly with the problem of 
determining which object is in front of an-
other 

We humans also have these problems. 
After a distance of around 15 feet, stereo-
scopic vision in humans (in which the two 
slightly different images produced by each 
idea are combined by the brain to give a 
three-dimensional effect) does not sepa-
rate close objects spatially. Despite this, 
we can usually tell where objects stand in 
relation to one another. Even a one-eyed 
person can do this with a fair degree of 
precision. 

Psychologists studying perception say, 
in this case, that we rely on 'monocular 
cues'. There are generally agreed to be 

The basic grid 

The letter A 

Figure 3. )t4 'night like to write a program which in 'read' writtcn let ers given u it c n a 
grid (like that here). The program could be told whic r squares on the grid are lined M' when 
a particular letter is written on the grid. 
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Figure 4. The program See can examine a 
picture like that shown here and determine 
how many objects exist in the picture. 

four of these. The first is 'superposition'. If 
part of one object obscures part of an-
other, the object doing the obscuring is 
assumed to be in front of the obscured 
one. Then there is 'relative size'; with ob-
jects of similar size to each other, the 
larger ones are closer. 'Height in field' is 
another monocular clue, when things 
which are towards the top of what we are 
looking at (such as mountain ranges when 
looking at a view) are believed further 
away than objects lower in the visual field. 

The final clue is gradient of texture', in 
which the further an object is away, the 
smoother it looks (such as the sea 'flatten-
ing out' as we look towards the horizon). 

Algorithms 

So, if we are to equip a machine with vi-
sion, along with all the other problems 

we need to solve, we would need to give it 
a series of 'how can I tell what is in front, 
and what's behind' algorithms. 

And this simple example does not take 
into account the really fundamental ques-
tions such as 'How do we represent a 
visual field electronically?'. If we decide to 
get the machine to scan the image in front 
of it, and then store the results of that 
scanning as a series of numbers repre-
senting, say, relative brightness, how do 
we turn this series of numbers into the 
knowledge of the object it represents; and 
how many such numbers are needed; and 
how can we process the enormous 
amounts of data present in even a simple 
image in a realistic time frame? 

When presented like this, the problem 
seems almost beyond solution. But man 
will no doubt find the answer in due  

course. There are many, many other prob-
lems, each of which are part of our ability 
to perceive, and each which must be given 
to a machine if it too can be taught to see 
as we do. 

From our discussion of the problems in-
volved in some aspects of vision which we 
carry out, generally, with little or no diffi-
culty, that to give a machine the power of 
sight is going to be a major, laborious pro-
cess. 

To give you even greater insight into the 
problems, you might like to write a pro-
gram which can 'read' written letters given 
to it on a grid (like that in Figure 4). The 
program could be told which squares on 
the grid are 'filled in' when a particular let-
ter is written on the grid. The program 
should be able to cope with poorly-written 
letters, and slightly different handwritings. 
In other words, it should not look for a 
perfect match between a 'template' held 
in its data store, and the presented letter. 
Rather, your program should look for 'best 
fit' matches, so it can make a guess as to 
which letter is being represented. 

I'll consider further aspects of machine 
sight in future articles. 0 

GET THE BEST FROM YOUR LASER 
PRINTER WITH THE JUMBO 1000. 

Viva's Jumbo family of bulk paper handling units are designed to 
dramatically reduce down time and operator attendance by around 
500% through matching the laser printers speed with appropnate 
paper handling capacity. 
The Jumbo 1000 :- 
• Holds up to 1050 A4 sheets 
• Is user installable 
• Needs no software conversion 
• Has no incremental support costs 
• Accepts 60 - 90GSM weight paper 

The Jumbo 1000 compatability is achieved through a 
customised 'nosepiece' which emulates the printer's own 
internal tray. To install, just slip into position and turn on the 
power. 
The Jumbo 1000 is only available in Australia from Viva 
Computer Products and authorised Viva retailers. 

VIVA - Specialists in printer productivity. 
VIVA COMPUTER PRODUCTS PTY. LTD. 
3/211 Ben Boyd Road, 
Neutral Bay, N.S.W. 2089 
Tel: (02) 908 4076 
Fax: (02) 908 4551 

 SIN 
COMPUTER PRODUCTS 
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SORRY 
President apologize 

for releasing yet 
another computer 

but this one is really 
different 

Introducing the 
PC88 Computer 

This PC of the future has everything 
a company computer should. With its 
three processing speeds at a 0 wait 
state, 640K RAM built-in, three 
different ports, and many optional 
enhancements to select from, the 
PC88 is the compact computer for all 
of today's personal, business, 
educational and technical 
applications. 

At the heart of this intricate PC is the 
16-bit 8088-10 microprocessor, 
offering operating speeds of 4.77, 
7.15 and 9.54 Mhz. To condense the 
PC88, President's Engineers ultilized 
Faraday's FE2010A IC chip to replace 
71 devices, which include six 
peripheral controller IC's. 

This low energy design computer 
consumes only half the power 
consumption and can operate on a 70 
watt power supply. 

Specifications 

• 16 - Bit 8088-10 
• Microprocessor 4.77, 7.15, 9.54 
• Zero wait state 
• 8087 math co-processor 

optional 
• 640K Ram 8K Rom Bios 
• 1 x 360k 5 1/4 inch drive 
• 1 x 720k 3 1/2 inch drive 
• 4 x 8-Bit Slots 
• 1 x Serial Port 
• 1 x Game Port 
• 1 x Parallel Port 
• Programmeable speaker 
• Real Time Clock 
• MS-Dos 3.2 

SYDNEY (02) 4762700 MELBOURNE (03) 3470555 BRISBANE (07) A'VY31:1  
CANBERRA (062) 804804 ADELAIDE (08) 2313063 FACTORY (075) 374788 

Maker 
of the 
B.R.W. PC 

OF THE 
YEAR 



The 24-pin Epson LQ 2500+, The control panel allows access to many of the printer's 
settings, and can be used to set macros. 

HARDWARE • PRINTERS 

PRINTERS . . . 
Epson's LQ2500+, Star's NX-1000 

and Brother's Twinriter 
The Epson LQ 

2500+ Dot Matrix 
Epson's top of the line 

24-pin printer. 

This printer is a redesigned version of 
the original 2500 with improvements 

in paper handling and with a lower noise 
level. At a rated 57 dBA (maximum), it op-
erates without the screaming racket we as-
sociate with early model dot matrix print-
ers. It is a 24-pin letter quality printer with 
five LO resident fonts, the ability to print 
graphics, and an optional colour kit which 
can be installed by the user. 

It has both parallel and serial ports, and 
the serial port can be configured to match 
the host computer's baud rate and data 
bit characteristics from the front panel. 
Optional interface boards can be installed 
inside the LQ-2500+, either parallel or 
serial, if the builtin ones don't suit your 
needs. 

Setting up the printer is pretty straight-
forward, and the manual has step-by-step 
instructions which are easily followed. The 
platten is a wide 406 mm (16 inches), and 
is suitable for spreadsheet printouts. 
Standard paper handling consists of a 
builtin push tractor with a rear feed, and a 
single-sheet feed with edge guides. Both 
work smoothly and should give years of 
trouble free operation. Something that is 
not builtin is the 'paper park' feature 
which enables swapping between continu-
ous and single-sheet paper without hav-
ing to un-thread the tractor. Once you've  

experienced paper park in a printer, it be-
comes a necessity. 

The control panel consists of four but-
tons and a large liquid crystal display. At 
first it looks like the simple SelecType 
control found on smaller Epson models. 
But expanded version supplies all of the 
usual printer commands such as form 
feed, line feed, type selection and on-line 
and adds a menu function which allows 
access to the default settings and setting 
up of macros. 

A macro is a list of settings, such as 
character set, font, pitch, margins and so 
on. Four different macros can be defined, 
with 14 optional settings within each 
macro. The macro is retained in memory 
even when the printer's power is switched  

off. This means that the printer can be 
easily altered without having to change 
DIP switches, if you want to switch from a 
graphics mode to a text mode, or if you 
want to print in a different international 
character set. The menu also allows you to 
print out the default settings and each 
macro setting. 

Output from the printer is a fast 324 cps 
(rated) in the draft elite mode. Draft-pica 
runs at 270 cps, LO elite 108 cps and LO 
pica 90 cps. The letters are well formed 
and quality is up to scratch for a 24-pin 
printer. The only fault we found was a 
variation in the print density, with some of 
the words looking darker than the rest —
it's really only noticeable if you look for it. 

We had no trouble installing the colour 
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Figure 1. The macro settings on the 
LQ2500+ are retained in memory and 
can be printed out from a SelecType 
command. 

Current setting 
>QUALITY 	LQ 
>FONT 	Roman 
>PITCH 	10CPI 
>CONDENSED 	Off 
>FORM LENGTH 	11.0" 
>1" SKIP 	Off 
>LEFT MARGIN 	0 
>RIGHT MARGIN 	80 
>CG TABLE 	Italic 
>COUNTRY 	UK 
>PRINT DIR. 	Bi-D 
>HALF SPEED 	Off 
>SHEET FEEDER 	Off  

kit — or in printing out the sail boat you 
see on the cover of this issue. The first test 
print showed faint at the base of the let-
ters; this was easily fixed by referring to 
the manual and re-adjusting the position 
of the ribbon carriage. The bit-mapped full 
screen sail boat graphic was produced 
with PC Paint and and printed in density 4 
(the highest setting selected from the 
software) — it took 17 minutes to print .  
The colours are strong, especially with a 
new ribbon. 

The LO 2500+ incorporates a new 
character set, Epson Character Graphics. 
This allows the printing of IBM character 
graphics, and you can produce boxes and 
shaded areas if your word processor in-
cludes these characters. The graphics  

characters are accessible through the 
SelecType change macro menu. 

Options for this model include a plug-in 
font module, various serial interfaces, and 
single-bin and double-bin cut sheet feed-
ers. The machine is built to last, and a 
high level of reliability can be expected.  
The ribbon cartridge (black) has a life ex-
pectancy of 2 million draft characters. 

If your needs include high capacity, high 
quality printouts, this is the printer for 
you. According to Epson, it has found high 
level of acceptance in places like solici-
tors' offices and corporate word process-
ing pools. And then there's the colour op-
tion ... 

Product Details 
>DEFAULT BIN 

>QUALITY 

*1 

Macro #1 
Draft 

Macro #2 
LQ 

Macro #3 
Draft 

Macro #4 
LQ 

Product: LO 2500+ Dot Matrix Printer 
From: Epson Australia, 
3/17 Rodborough Rd, 

>FONT Draft Roman Draft Sans Serif Frenchs Forest 2086 NSW 
>PITCH 10CPI 10CPI 10CPI 10CPI (02) 452 5222 
>CONDENSED Off Off On Off Price: $2250 taxed 
>FORM LENGTH 11.0" 11.0" 11.0" 11.0" 

The Star NX-1000 

Small, friendly and loaded 
with features... 

flood design is something that is 
k_3f often lacking in computer products 
and peripherals. The unfortunate practice 
of cheap packaging has given us an end-
less array of beige boxes, with a few but-
tons to press and not much else. The 
Star NX-I000 is a shining example of 
good, functional design in a product 
that's still affordable. 

The translucent front cover fits neatly 
and simply on to the main body to give 
a clean-cut appearance. Not only does it 
keep out dust, but its upper edge has 
been designed so that it can be used as 
a tear-off bar. 

Paper Park is a welcome feature, and it 
works! All you have to do is press the 
Print Pitch and the Paper Feed buttons 
together and the fanfold paper is fed 
backward until it frees the platten. It 
then sits there out of the way until you 
need it again. Single sheets can be 
loaded either manually or semi-automat-
ically, and when you need to change 
back to fanfold, it's a simple matter of 
moving the release lever and the paper 
bail. The Star NX-1000 has a good, functional design. 
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SPECIAL!! 
LOTUS 1-2-3 

COMPATIBLE 
FARSIGHT 

INCLUDES: 
• Spreadsheet/data manager with 

all the features of 1-2-3 Rel. 1A. 
• Pop-down menu user interface. 
• Full Feature Word Processor. 
• Mail Merge. 
• Window Manager that allows 

any combination of spreadsheet 
and word processor windows 
with full cut 'n' paste 
intergration. 

• On-line HELP 
• Support of ALL popular 

printers. 
AND MUCH MORE. 

SPECIAL PRICE 

$199  inc. S/T 

GENIUS 
MOUSE GM-6 
Microsoft Mouse and Mouse 

Systems PC Mouse Compatible. 
INCLUDES: 

• Dr. HALO III Software 
• Professional Graphics Software 
• Slide Show Software 
• Genius Menu Maker Software 

with Genius Menu Library of 
many pre-configured menus for 

your favorite software. 

SPECIAL PRICE IS 

$155 inc. S/T 
EXTRA SPECIAL 
PACKAGE PRICE 

THE PAIR $ (199 
FOR ONLY 'mil 

RUSH ORDER TO: 
Automation International Pty. Ltd. 

154 Ashley Street, 
Underdale, S.A. 5032 
or Call (08) 234 1166 

Note: Please add $10 per order for postage and 
handling. 

LOTUS 1-2-3 (1A) is a registered trademark of 
Lotus Development Corp. 

All Major Credit Cards Welcome 
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The print head looks remarkably small, 
and is moved along its path by a ribbed 
rubber band. This is presumably de-
signed to keep the noise level at a mini-
mum, and indeed, the printer is very 
quiet for a dot matrix: none of the clunk-
ing and rattling sounds that emanate 
from printers with metallic drive sys-
tems. 

On power-up, the printer can be en-
gaged to perform one of two self tests. 
The fonts are displayed as usual in their 
various styles. Although it prints fairly 
slowly in Near Letter Quality (around 36 
characters per second), the quality is 
very good for an inexpensive dot matrix 
printer. There are plenty of typestyles 
(another surprising feature in such a 
low-priced printer): Sanserif, Courier, 
Orator-I and 2, in a choice of Pica, Elite, 
Condensed, and Italic. 

One annoying feature when using the 
printer in single-sheet mode is the high-
pitched beep that is emitted as a 'paper-
out' signal. The manual describes it as a 
short beep tone, but it's more insistent 
than that — at close range it's more like 
a piercing shriek. This is annoying when 
you are printing out a long document 
using single sheets, because it beeps 
every time you need to change the 
paper This is a feature common to many 
printers, but I think the user should have 
some control (other than a hammer) 
over the volume . 

Once you've experienced 
paper park in a printer, 
it becomes a necessity. 

The printer has two emulations, with 
Epson LX-800 as the default, and IBM 
Proprinter selectable from a DIP switch 
setting. Both of these settings performed 
well when tested, and the IBM extended 
character set is supported. 

Documentation is excellent, with a 
well written manual that includes full in-
structions on how to get the most out of 
this printer. The usual tables of escape 
codes are supplemented by examples of 
how the user can actually access them 
through DOS batch files or through pro-
grams in Basic. First-time users should 
have no trouble in setting up the printer, 
and understanding the computer-printer 
relationship if they follow the manual 
step by step. 

Dear Orion: DE4R OREN: 

At 12:20 this aftt AT 12:20 THIS AFTE 
and justified by ATD  alSTIFIED By 
of the world! Ar CF TYE WORLD.' AN 
automatically — it AUTOMATICALLY - L 
first line of mov€ FIRST LITE OF MOV, 
and perfectly jus AND PERFECTLY ...LIS 

This was the last THIS WAS  77€  LAST 
so by long odds SO BY LOAG 000S T 
ever born of the EVER BORN OF THE 
Livy is downstair LIMY IS DOWSTkDit 

All the witnesses ALL  TIE WITIESSES 
historical birth -  HISTORICAL BIRTH - 
movable type by o MOVABLE  TYPE BY 
the minute. Nobo ThE  rtnvurE. Nom 
seemed drunk. 1,1( SE73ED CALM WEI 

All the other won ALL  TIE  on-e?  way 
pretty nearly int PRETTY AEARLY INT( 
mechanical miracle PECHAAIICAL MIRACLE 
cotton gins, sewir COTTON GM, SEWD 
looms, perfecting LOOMS, PERFECTITG 
toys, simplicities. TOYS., SITFLICIT.ZES. 

Figure 2. The NX-1000's NLQ Courier 
Proportional and Orator Italic typestyles. 

There is even a program written in 
Basic that enables the user to download 
a custom designed character. The exam-
ple given is of a very small car, in draft 
and NLQ modes I suppose there is a 
motor mechanic somewhere who will 
make use of this feature; the farmers 
among us will have to design their own 
sheep and cattle.  

Apart from the usual font-select and 
paper feed options, other features are 
accessible from the front control panel. 
These include top of form, forward and 
reverse micro-feed, form feed, buffer 
clear, left and right margin override, 
panel lock mode, and hex dump. That is 
an impressive array of commands, and 
most of them can also be accessed 
through software. 

The only problem (apart from the 
beeper) was the difficulty I experienced 
in getting the rear tractor-feed cover to 
lift off. This may be just a peculiarity of 
our test machine, and I did manage to 
get it off without getting violent, so it's 
only a minor problem. 

The Star NX-1000 s multitude of fea-
tures, wide range of fonts, good design 
(and price!) make this printer a winner. 

Product Details 
Product: NX-1000 Dot Matrix Printer 
Distributor: Star Micronics 
7/6 George St, liomebush 2140 NSW 
(02) 736 1144 
Price: $630 taxed 



OUTSTANDING SOFTWARE 
For IBM  PC's and Compatibles 

At last FREE-SOFT ® International is here! We have more than 900 
programmes in our international library, you can get any disk for $12, and if you 
join FREE-SOFT NETWORK ® it will be $10 only per disk! plus getting our 
SOFT-LINE ® Newsletter.. full of tips to help you get the most out of your PC! 
plus receiving regularly our SUPER-SOFT ® sheet listing in details the best 10 
software programmes available in our library! plus SPECIAL PRIVILEGED 
STATUS ® .. you will have advance access to the latest Public Domain and 
User-Supported software programmes before its release to the public! plus having 
24 hours, 7 days hot line to order from! Membership in the NETWORK is 
$39 annually! So, may we say.. WELCOME to the world of FREE-SOFT. 

! Post to . . (No stamps Needed) . . . FREE POST No. (1), 

' 

FREE-SOFT 
1  Or by using our 24 hrs, FREE-SOFT International,  IV' 
I 7 days a week, P.O. Box 398, :;' „   

HOTLINE (03) 859 4697 NORTH BALWYN, VIC. 3104. 

=memommunimmimmemimm======mmummimarammiml•md 

MICK 

LIBRARY 
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The Brother 
Twinriter 6 

Dot and daisy, text and 
graphic's 

rr he Twinriter has been around for over 
1 twelve months, but we decided to test 
it because of its unique dual makeup —
it's both a daisy wheel and 9-pin dot ma-
trix printer. It's a combination of the best 
of both worlds: true letter quality text 
from the daisy wheel, and high speed draft 
and graphics from the dot matrix. The four 
modes of operation allow mixtures of 
these two worlds to give interesting re-
sults. 

The daisy wheel prints at a maximum 
rated speed of 36 cps, which is brisk for a 
daisy, and the dot matrix prints at 200 cps 
in draft mode, which is not so brisk if you 
compare it to the 300 to 400 cps that most 
dot matrix printers in the upper price 
range can meter out. 

We had no trouble 
installing the colour kit 
— or in printing out the 
sail boat you see on the 

cover of this issue. 

The dot matrix head is mounted to the 
right of the daisy wheel printhead. This 
makes up a pretty hefty combination, and 
when the printer is operating, it tends to 
induce vibrations and wobbles in the 
desk. I would advise a rigid support for 
this printer. 

For data processing applications, the 
Twinriter 6 will turn out reports up to 136 
columns wide. It can produce the IBM ex-
tended character set by combining charac-
ters on the daisy wheel and triple-pass let-
ter quality printing by the dot matrix print-
head. For letter quality text, the 96 charac-
ter daisy wheel cannot really be improved 
upon, and is replaceable with other type-
style wheels. 

Paper feeds are options on this model. 
You could use it with the standard single-
sheet friction feed, but it does really re-
quire something more sophisticated. This 

# 0125 PC-PROFESSOR — Your computer 
will teach you all about BASIC 
programming in colour! 
# 0180 PC-TUTOR — Tutor will teach you 
all what you need to know about Your PC 
and its DOS! 
# 1000 PC-WRITE+ — Super word 
processor, comes in 2 diskettes, this is 
part I, full-featured package with 55000 
word dictionary in colour, even support 
a Laser printer. 

I 
# 1001 PC-WRITE+ — Part 2 as above. 
# 0054 SIDE-WRITER — It will allow your 
printer to print SIDEWAYS on paper! 
a must for lotus users! 
# 0051 EZ-FORMS — allows you to 
generate master forms tailored to your 
need. Super for business. 
# 0028 PC-MUSICIAN — Great 
programme, you can create and 
play songs on your PC! 
# 1003 PC-FILE+ — Just when 
you thought PC-FILE couldn't 
get any better File + create 
new standard in Database 4 

managers, comes in 2 diskettes, 
this is part 1, it is easier, faster 
and more. . . more powerful. 
# 1004 PC-FILE+ — Part 2 
as above. 
# 0130 PERSONAL FINANCE 
MANAGER — Good personal 
accounting system. You can keep track 
of all household money matters from 
Cheque account to Investments. 

# 0148 PC-TOUCH — Your Computer will 
be your typing tutor, let you go at your 
own pace and keep track of how well you 
are doing. 

# 0147 SLIDE — Images can be created, 
edited, saved, displayed and printed using 
the programme. Handy for Disktop 
Publisher. 

# 0172 THE LIBRARY for lotus — 20 
Super worksheets for lotus 123, from 
Cheque Book balancer. Cash Flow Manager 
to New Venture Budget! 
# 0197 HARD DISK UTILITIES — Super 
collection of Hard disk Utilities from a 
utility tells you which files have not been 
backed up to the one helps you create sub-
directory no one knows about but you! 
# 0174 KID'S WORD PROCESSOR —
Excellent word processor written for 
Children (and adult too!) in super colour 
and sound, features graphic menus and the 
lot! 
# 0175 PC-DRAW # I — A must as a part 
of your Desktop Publishing Library, it is a 
combination of programmes, providing 

keyboard, screen drawing, graphics 
printing and slide show capability. 

# 0176 PC-DRAW # 2 — A selections 
of drawings and pictures mule by  r 
PC-Draw #1, plus a super slide 
show, you must have PC-DRAW I 
#1 to be able to use it. 

t # 0201 PROCOMM — The 
professional communications 

SPE 
A 

5 
1Y 

MEMB 
0 

CIAL 
NY 

DISKS 
LUS 
EAR 

I Plus, postage & handling 
I (if you want more than five diskettes, just add for each extra diskette S10) 

I As per  E  My Cheque  0  Bankcard  0  Visa 0  MasterCard El Am. Express 

1 Card No Exp. Date  

I Signature Name  

Address Sub.  

1 State Postcode Phone 

=minima= ismmiNmsommmMmEINIM=MIONIIIIIIImmwmmmmoi 

YES! I want the best! Send me my MEMBERSHIP KIT in FREE-SOFT 
I NETWORK , plus the following diskettes. (write catalogue # of any FIVE of the above list) 

At your SPECIAL OFFER for  S39 
S3 

ERSHIP1  programme, if you have a 

NLY rModem then you need Procomm. 
# 0046 PTROOPER — A game, in $3g Super Colour, keep the invading 

paratroopers from landing in your 
country! 

# 0049 PC-CHESS — Very good Chess 
game, you can play against the computer 
or a friend! 
# 0065 AFGHAN-WAR — Good WAR 
GAME, in colour based on Afghanistan 
War. 
# 0157 LANDER — In excellent graphics 
and colour, can you land a space ship on 
a pad without crashing? 
# 0165 SPACEWAR — Arcade game in 
colour and graphics, combines the best 
features of Asteiods and Startrek with a 
few tricks of its own! 



LOTUS 
123 
Hal 
SYmphony 

ASHTON-TATE 
dBase III Plus 
Multimate II 
Framework II 
Paradox 1.11 

$599 
$215 
$930 

BORLAND 
Turbo Basic $137 
Turbo Pascal V4 $137 
Turbo C $137 

* Quattro $285 

$825 
$695 
$985 
$650 

LOTUS METRO $640 
$145 
$290 09 

*NEW 

MICROSOFT 
MS Word 
MS Windows 
MS Multiplan 
MS Mous( 
(bus or serial) 
MS Excel 
MS Quickbasic 

*MS Works 
MS Quick C 

$210 
$750 
$119 
$295 
$119 

EPSON LX 800 

$44 
LQ 500 - new 
FX 800 
FX 1000 
LQ 850 
LQ 1050 
LQ 2500+ 
EX 1000 

$ 595 
$ 669 
$ 945 
$ 915 
$1397 
$1685 
$1161 

COPYWRITE 

$75 
NEC P6 

P7 
P5 

$ 835 
$1075 
$1495 

Norton Utilities $135 
Fastback $210 
Copywrite $ 75 
Mace+ $165 
Xtree $120 

$460 
$395 
$640 
$195 
$195 
$495 

OTHER 
WordPerfect 
Wordstar 
Timeline 
DacEasy 
Ability 
Q&A 

MM 0288 

CALL FOR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AND 
ITEMS NOT LISTED 
Delivery $10 for most items. All prices include 
sales tax. Bankcard and Visacard accepted. 
All stock subject to availablity. 
$100 minimum for purchase orders. 



Brother's Twinriter 6 — the best of both worlds! 
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is supplied in the form of a cut-sheet 
feeder (single or double bin) and a tractor 
feed. To install either of these the manual 
gives instructions, but they are, to say the 
least, a bit difficult to follow. When even-
tually installed however, they worked as 
they should. 

The manual is lacking in several re- 

Elk 

Printworks 
imamommi n 

If you were thinking about throwing 
away your old dot matrix printer and 

upgrading to a more recent model, think 
again. For just $170 you may be able to 
get what you want in the way of extra 
fonts, more sizes, more characters, and 
even sideways printouts. 

Printworks is a software package for 
IBM compatibles and the Macintosh.  
There is a version for dot matrix printers, 
and one for laser printers It comes on 
two disks with a well written manual, 
and an update file which you can read 
for the latest tips and developments 
Further updates are available for regis-
tered users.  

spects: it's step by step set-up description 
lacks detail, and important instructions 
are just not there. For example, the in-
structions on how to insert a sheet manu-
ally neglects to tell you to turn the printer 
on, and to move the paper release lever. 
This might seem like common sense to 
many experienced typists, and not neces- 

The list of feats that this small pack-
age can accomplish is quite impressive. 
It includes the ability to print scientific 
symbols and foreign languages. Spread-
sheets and text can be printed sideways 
using the 'pivot printing' feature. This 
could be useful if your resources do not 
include a wide platten printer, or if your 
spreadsheet is really, really wide. Super-
script and subscript printing, proportion-
al, overstrike, condensed, wide, empha-
sized, variable line spacing and italic 
modes are all accessible through two 
simple Printworks menus. 

The problems involved in getting the 
right sort of output from computer to 
printer vary according to the type of 
printer, the type of computer, and the 
software being used. All are different to  

sary to be spelled out, but many printer 
users are not experienced, and the time 
they need guidance the most is when they 
are learning how to set things up for the 
first time. 

The manual also lacks an index, and the 
section that describes the operation of the 
control panel focuses on the individual 
buttons rather than on describing the 
functions they perform when pressed 
alone or in combination. 

The printer has three banks of DIP 
switches at the rear for setting defaults 
such as print mode on power-up, page 
length, communications protocols and 
character sets. There is a parallel port as 
standard, with the option to add a serial 
port. At the rear of the printer there is also 
a DIN connector that accepts a cable from 
the cut-sheet or tractor feed. 

The ribbon and its cassette is as long as 
the full width of the platten. Cassettes 
have replacement instructions printed on 
them, and installation is a little more 
tricky than with the normal dot matrix car-
tridge. Two types of ribbon are available, a 
long-life nylon ribbon and a high quality 
multistrike carbon ribbon. 

Once installed, the printer works with 
no problems to produce a high quality 
printout It is more suited to applications 
which require true letter quality mixed 
with graphics, rather than a data-process- 
ing draft printer. ❑ 

Product Details 
Product: Twinriter 6 
From: Brother Industries, 7 Khartoum 
Rd, Nth Ryde 2113 NSW 
(02) 888 4344 
Price: $2495 taxed 

INN 
the extent that the only standard you 
can safely assume is firmly in place is 
that of incompatibility. For this reason, 
the Printworks package is hardware spe-
cific, and I strongly advise anyone con-
templating purchase to check that their 
printer and computer are supported in 
the current version. 

I tried out Printworks on a Star NX-
1000 9-pin dot matrix. This printer can 
be used with either Epson LX-800 or 
IBM Proprinter II emulations. As it is a 
new model, there is no mention of it in 
the list of supported printers, although 
there are other Star models, and a fairly 
wide range in total The Tips file that 
comes with Printworks recommends se-
lecting the Epson EX set-up for the LX 
range This was chosen, and the Print- 
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LOW COST SWITCHMODE 
POWER SUPPLIES 

puter, video game use, etc. Small, compact & light. 
240V A.C. Output +5V DC 7 amp adjustable 

+12V DC 1 amp INC. 
— 5V DC 1 amp (..7 TAX 

4,C1  
Input 100/ 

sot* 
Suitable for corn 

HARDWARE • PRINTERS 

117.3 IVO 	4:F$ -t. 	:i. 	 C::: 	11--- EF:?. 

And this? 10 characters/inch. And this? 12 characters/inch. 
And this? 16.5 characters/inch. 

With Printworks, you can boldly leave a mark...c'r" p" """ 	 1-"r C7-  C".4d 

Printworks can even space everything proportionally, like a typesetter would. 

And Printworks can print your message i n: 

Great, 	 p larges  darI< pr i u-1t 

vary. very, vary small print. 

'To get really daring, why not use some unique Printworks Fonts: 

    

[I■NNy Zs EMNMy  

 

  

LACKO • CFZET• S7ENCI1. Hi OFFICIAL 

    

ie @I >~ Engli511 i5 CALkat 4-,sx 13-XXLAJa. Is Ran 

Figure 3. Samples showing the versatility of Printworks — these were printed on a 9-pin dot matrix printer, the Star NX-1000. 

works demonstration program printed 
out without a hitch. 

Once installed, the Printworks menu 
arrives on screen, and the idea is that 
you select the font, size and other spe-
cial characteristics you require, then exit 
and go on to your word processor and 
carry on as normal. When it comes time 
to print, your printer will output text in 
the style you have chosen. There is a 
test option you can quickly run before 
you exit the menu to check on your se-
lection. 

Both the standard menu and the ad-
vanced menu have selections that may 
not be available for your particular print-
er. The available options depend on 

whether your printer supports them, and 
whether Printworks supports your printer 
fully or only partially in an emulation 
mode. With the Star NX-I000, all of the 
features tested worked. The menu, how-
ever did not have the selection for near 
letter quality printing activated, and this 
option could not be selected from Print-
works. 

Perhaps the best features are the 
fonts. There are some interesting looking 
ones such as Blackout, which is a sort of 
reverse mode, and Chunky, Broadway, 
and Fat City. If the font or character you 
need is not there you can easily make 
your own with the font editor. 

Printworks will not turn your 9-pin into 

a letter quality printer, but you can get a 
reasonable NLQ by selecting doubles-
trike and the Roman font. Many of the 
features are those that can be accessed 
with your printer's Esc codes, but if you 
find the process of looking up tables 
tedious and time consuming, Printworks 
can do it for you conveniently. 

Product Details 
Product: Printworks Print Enhancer 
Distributor: PC Extras, PO Box K9, 
Haymarket 2000 NSW 
(02) 319 2155 
Price: $170 Dot matrix version, 
$279 laser version (tax inclusive). 

	

COMMODORE 	COMPATIBLE  

SILVER 	BALL p"t_-111 $ 	
INC. 99 ENTERPRISES 	 TAX 

FEATURES: 
• Compatible with Commodore 64, 64C, Vic 20, 

+4, C128 (in 64 Option) and 16. 
• 30% Faster than the 1541 and 1541C Disk Drives. 
• Slimline Construction. 

This is the slimmest, most compact disk drive 
available. 

• Guaranteed compatibility. 
• 1-Year Warranty. 
• Ready to run — and virtually maintenance free. 
• Quiet direct motor far silent 

running. 
• 174K storage. 
• 144 Directory Entries. 
• 256 Bytes Per Sector. 
• 35 tracks. 

Weight: 2.8kg 
Size: 11' X 5.5" X 1.75' 

WHOLESALE ENQUIRIES TO: 

PLUS: 
• Maximum versatility and efficiency 
• MTBF-10,000 hours 
• Durable and reliable 

All-metal chassis 
Light weight 
Has special select switch and 
Operational guide light 
External power supply eliminates heat built-up 

• Sturdy and Stackable 
• All cables included. 

SILVER (3 BALL 
ENTERPRISES 

16 Trouts Road, Everton Park, Qld 4053 

Phone (07) 354 3330 Fax (07) 355 0552 
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MORE PLO S 
,,ww),•AA0OzgoNvs4-%:  FOR YOUR MONEY! 

First to break the $1000 price barrier was the PC500 and now the 500+ continues 
the tradition with the best value IBM compatible you can get for your money! 
Power, performance, versatility, professional back-up — The Acer 500+ by 
Multitech is all this... 

IBM 
Compatible! 

Includes`N-
Monitor! 

PLUS You get a mono monitor at no extra cost! 
Not so with all the others. 

PLUS The only one at this price with an amazing 
8MHz or 4.77MHz (PC Standard) keyboard selectable 
clock speeds! 

PLUS Serial and parallel ports — without paying 
extra! 

PLUS 12 months warranty — not the usual 3 or 6 
months! 

PLUS MS.DOS (version 3.2) software —
why pay extra? 

PLUS MGA card (Hercules Compatible) and 4 
expansion slots! 

PLUS The choice of great value configurations to 
suit your application and your pocket! 

System 3 
Complete with 20Mb hard drive, single 360K 
floppy disk drive, 640K RAM, MS.DOS 
software and $ 1 995 
monitor. 
Cat X-8052 

System 2 
Twin 360K floppy disk drives, 256K RAM 
(expandable to 640K), MS.DOS software and 
monitor. Cat X-8051 $ 1 295 

System 1 
With 256K RAM (expandable to 640K), 
single 360K floppy disk drive, mono monitor 
and 84 key enhanced keyboard. Cat X-8050 

ONLY $995 
Latest Software 
Releases 
Don't forget, we stock all the latest and most popular software for IBM and 
compatibles. For the best value and service — go see DSE! 

Exciting New Games Releases! 
Leisure Suit Larry (It's 'R' rated) Cat X-9002 $5995  
Mean 18 (What's your Golf score?) Cat X-9003 $6995  
Gunship (Action Helicopter Game) Cat X-9014 $7995 
Ancient Art Of War At Sea Cat X-9013 $8995 

Save on Quality DSE 
Diskettes 
Nearly 20% OFF! Premium quality DSE double sided, double density diskettes 
in hard plastic storage box tor easy file-keeping! Comes with labels and 
protective pouches. 
Just like you, we won't take chances with 
inferior disks — information is too 
valuable to loose! That's why we always 
use our own DSE Diskettes. Cat X-3501 

WAS $26.95 
NOW $2250  
(Box of 10) 

Cli cOSMITH 
ELECTRON 

• NSW • Albury 21 8399 • Bankatown Square 707 4888 • Ellacktown 671 7722 • Bondi Junction 387 1444 • Brookvaie (Warringah Mall) 
93 0441. Cempbelitown (046)272199. Chabwood Chase 411 1955 • Chullore 642 8922• Gore 11111439 5311 • Gosford 25 0235 • Hornsby 
477 6633 • Liverpool 600 9888 • Maitland 33 7866 • Miranda 525 2722 • Newcastle 61 1896 • North Ryde 88 3855 • Pertaining 689 2188 
• Penrith (047)32 3400 • Railway Square 211 3777 • Sydney City 267 9111 • Tamworth 66 1711 • Wollongong 28 3800 • ACT • Fyshwick 
804944. VIC • Ballarat 31 5433. Bendigo 43 0388* Box Hill 890 0699* Coburg 383 4455. Dandenong 794 9377. East Brighton 592 2366 
• Essendon 379 7444 • Foobcray 689 2055 • Frankston 783 9144 • Geelong 43 8804 • Melbourne City 670 9834 • Richmond 428 1614 
• Ringwood 879 5338. Springvaie 547 0522 • OLD • Brisbane City 229 9377* Durand' 391 6233 • Cairns 311 515. ChermsIde 359 6255 
• Redbank 288 5599. Rockhampton 2 7 9644 • Southport 32 9863. Toowoomba 38 4300. Townsville 72 5722. Underwood 341 0844. SA 
• Adelaide City 232 1200 • Beverley 347 1900 • Darlington 298 8977 • Elizabeth 255 6099 • Enfield 260 6088. WA • Cannington 451 8666 
• Fremantle 335 9733 • North Perth 328 6944 • Perth City 481 3261 • TAS • Hobart 31 0800 • NT • Stuart Park 81 1977 

Order by phone Toll Free (008) 22 8510 for 1:19Xpress 24 hour Despatch. B556/GU PTY I TO 



The piece of equipment 
needed for getting the 

most out of your computer 
is a printer. It is the 

complementary part to any 
hardware/software 

combination for word 
processing and data 

processing. Whatever your 
requirements, from simple 
draft quality listings to true 
letter quality output, our 
survey should help you 
find a printer that suits. 

How many times, dot matrix 
users, have you cursed and 
thrown things about when the 
time comes to change from con-

tinuous paper to single sheets? If you are 
using multipart forms and spreadsheets, 
interspersed with higher quality letters, or 
if you are experimenting with the layout 
on cheap continuous paper, then switch-
ing to single sheets for the final product, 
paper parking may save you from frustra-
tion 

With non-parking paper feeds, the 
switch involves turning off the printer, 
winding the tractor-feed backwards, catch-
ing the continuous paper before it slips to 
the floor and taping it down to some im- 

movable object. Then you have to turn the 
printer back on, load the single sheet 
using friction feed, print the letter, and if 
you want to print out something on con-
tinuous paper next, then you have to re-
peat the whole process backwards. 

If you need to carry out this process 
more than once a day, it can lead to a rise 
in blood pressure, loud swearing, and acts 
of a violent nature. But we have at last 
been saved from this destructive behavior 
by one of those simple ideas that make 
life suddenly easier and more productive 
— the Paper Park has arrived. 

Dot Matrix Printers 
The dot matrix printer still reigns su-

preme as the most cost effective solu-
tion to most printer requirements. From 
the humble draft quality 9-pin used in 
many home set-ups right through to high 
volume workhorses, the range is wide and 
varied. The 24-pin Letter Quality (LO) 
printer is making inroads into the lower 
end of the market, and it is now possible 
to buy a 24-pin printer for a 9-pin price. 

If your requirements for a printer in-
cludes output of spreadsheets, then you 
will most likely be looking for the ones 
that can handle wide computer batch 
paper. There are several wide platten 
models that you can choose from here, 
and in many cases a narrow platten model 
will have a wide platten cousin. 

One feature that has made an entrance 
lately is the Paper Park, mentioned above. 
This means that you can switch easily 
from single sheet feed to tractor feed with 
the flick of a switch. If you are printing out 
draft quality, high speed listings on con-
tinuous feed paper, interspersed with let-
ter quality printouts on single sheets, this 
is the feature which may save you a lot of 
downtime. 

Tandy DMP 106 
From: Tandy Australi 
(02) 675 1222 $399 
This budget priced model prints up to 
80 cps, is IBM compatible, and can 
handle bit-image graphics. The tractor 
feed takes paper 10.2 to 24 cm wide, 
and friction feed for single sheets is 
built in as well 
Print Speed: Up to 80 cps 
Compatibility: IBM compatible 
Print Styles: Elongated and 
condensed modes. 
Front Panel: Simple one button 
selection 
Dimensions: 391 x 240 x 79 mm 
Weight: 3.9 kg 

Amstrad DMP 3160 
From: Mitsubishi Electric AWA. 
(02) 638 8444 $499 
This 9-pin printer has a draft print 
speed of 160 cps It is IBM PC 
compatible and has fold-away legs so 
that it can straddle a wad of fanfold 
paper. There is a wide carriage version, 
the DMP 4000, which sells for $826. 
Print Speed: Draft 160 cps NLQ 40 
cps 
Compatibility: IBM PC compatible 
Centronics parallel interface. 
Print Styles: One font in seven pitches 
Large range of special characters. 
Superscript, subscript, underline and 
more. 
Front Panel: Simple three-button 
control panel 
Dimensions: 4(X) .v 250 x 100 mm 
Weight: 4 2 kg 

Tandy DMP 130 
From: Tandy Australia 
(02) 675 1222 $599 
Suitable lor word processing, data 
processing and dot addressable 

FEATURE • PRINTERS 

Part 2 

PRINTERS 
Dot Matrix and Daisy Wheels 
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Brother's M-1209 comes with two serial and two parallel ports. 

FEATURE • PRINTERS 

graphics modes. Draft and 
correspondence modes, bi-directional 
logic-seeking print head 
(unidirectional in correspondence and 
graphics modes). Built-in tractor feed. 
Print Speed: Draft 50 to 100 cps. 
Correspondence Quality 20 to 24 cps. 
Compatibility: IBM PC compatible 
Parallel and Colour Computer 
compatible serial interfaces. 
Print Styles: Standard or italic cursiv 
styles in draft and correspondence 
modes. Supports super/subscripts, 
double- width, bold, double-strike. 
Dimensions: 391 x 267 x 120 mm 
Weight: 4 9 kg 

Star NX-1000 
From: Star Micronics, 
(02) 736 1144 $630 
Paper parking, quiet operation, and 
attractive clean-cuf design make this 
pin printer suitable for home or office 
use. See our review of this machine for 
further details 
Print Speed: Draft 144 cps, NLQ 36 cps 
Compatibility: Epson, IBM 
Print Styles: Four styles in four sizes, 
with italic printing available in all print 
modes. 
Front Panel: Four control buttons 
which can be operated in 
combinations to give extra functions  

such as forward and reverse 
micro-feed, paper park, margin set, hex 
dump, panel lock. Led indicators on 
primary controls,  
Dimensions: '384 x 287 x 108 mm 
Weight: 4.7 kg 

Seikosha SP-180A1 
From: AWA Technology 
(02) 888 9000 $503 
This printer is compact and reasonably 
quiet. It has been designed with the 
home user in mind, and is not too 
expensive It has tractor and friction 
feed as standard and is available in a 
version to suit Commodore 64/128 
computers. 
Print Speed: Draft 100 cps, NLO 19 
cps. 
Compatibility: Epson FX and IBM 
5152. Parallel Centronics interface. 
Print Styles: Standard, NLQ, italic in 
three sizes 
Front Panel: Standard and NLQ 
button. 
Dimensions: 407 x 300 x 107 mm 
Weight: 4.2 kg 

Epson LX-800 
From: Epson, 
(02) 452 5222 $650 
This 9-pin model is from the lower end 
of Epson's range of dot matrix printers  

It has a choice of two NLQ fonts, has a 
small footprint, and prints at a 
maximum of 180 cps in draft mode. 
Print Speed: Draft 180 cps, NLQ 25 
cps. 
Compatibility: IBM compatible, 
including the IBM graphics character 
set. Epson ESC/P standard 
Print Styles: Draft, NLQ Roman, NLQ 
Sans Serif Four sizes Superscript, 
subscript, italics. 
Front Panel: Simple "SelecType" 
three-button mode selection. 
Dimensions: 377 x 308 x 91 mm 
Weight: 5.1 kg 

Brother M-1209 
From: Brother Industries, 
(02) 887 4344 $699 
Here is a compact 9-pin printer with 
dual parallel and serial interfaces, 168 
cps draft printing, and a quiet 55 dBA 
operating noise level. 
Print Speed: Draft 168 cps. NLO 35 
cps. 
Compatibility: Epson EX/FX series, 
IBM Proprinter XL. 
Print Styles: Three NLQ fonts, three 
sizes. 
Front Panel: Simple three-button 
function selection 
Dimensions: 352 x 234 x 78 mm 
Weight: 5 kg 

Epson LQ-500 
From: Epson, 
(02) 452 5222 $828 ($900 from 1/5/88) 
This is the latest from Epson, a letter 
quality 24-pin printer at a low 9-pin 
price. It has an auto load button which 
brings single sheets into position 
ready for printing. The plug-in font 
cartridges are the same as those used 
by other Epson LQ printers. There is an 
additional software command to the 
normal ESC/P commands which allows 
the user to print in outline and 
shadows. A pull tractor is provided as 
standard equipment.  
Print Speed: Draft 180 cps maximum. 
LQ 60 cps maximum. 
Compatibility: Epson ESC/P standard 
Centronics Parallel interface, with 
optional serial interfaces. 
Print Styles: Three fonts standard 
(Draft, Roman, Sans Serif). Optional 
plug in font cartridges. 
Front Panel: Three-button selection 
including Selectype font selection. 
Options: Serial interfaces, cartridge 
fonts, cut sheet feeder. 
Dimensions: 390 x 320 x 139 mm 
Weight: 7 kg 

1 
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Play the 
Data Perfect Trio 

3 New Releases 
51/4" DSDD 
51/4" DSHD 

31/2" DSDD 135 TPI 

31/2" DSDD DISKETTES 135 TPI 
100+1 

$3.40 

51/4" DISKETTES DSHD 
ORDER No. 10-50 100+ 250+ 

11149 $2.92 $2.80 $2.70 

51/4" DISKETTES DSDD 
ORDER 

No. 
1-5 

Per Box 
6-9 

Per Box 
10+ 

Per Box 
11150 $12.00 $11.00 $10.00 

Students $10 per BOX 5'/4" DSDD on 
school or student-body identification. 

ORDER No. 10-50 

11148 $3.70 
50+ 

$3.60 

They're like music to your ears! 
Combined with the previously introduced 51/4" DSDD 

Dataperfect now provides an increased range of quality disks at 
prices that are music to your ears! 

Quality guaranteed products backed by 70 years of supplying 
products to Australian industry. 

FAX 
ORDERS 

AND 
CREDIT 
CARDS 

ACCEPTED. 

SWIFTFORMS 
PRINT & COMPUTER SUPPLIES PTY LTD 
Unit 2/49 Logan Road (Entrance Jurgens St) 
Woolloongabba OLD 4102 
Phone: (07) 891 5515 Fax: 891 5506 

SWIFTFORMS COMPUTER SUPPLIES cp 
A division of CPE Australia Limited - Incorporated in Victoria 
181 COVENTRY STREET, SOUTH MELBOURNE 3205 
TELEPHONE: (03) 696 3200 FAX: (03) 696 3213 

ORDER NOW 
Sydney (02) 699 9933 
Brisbane (07) 891 5515 
Melbourne (03) 696 3200 

NATIONAL 
TOLL FREE 

008 225 542 

II

Wilbroprint & Computer Supplies 
P.O Box 56, Chippendale N.S.W. 2008. 
Telephone: (02) 699 9933 Fax: (02) 699 4152 
Shop: 134 Abercrombie Street, Chippendale 
(Cnr. Cleveland Street) 



out the coupon below and we'll send 
you more information on QUATTRO. 
'Price includes Sales Tax. 

BORLAND 

QUATTRO: Half the price, faster, 
and with better graphics too! 

PC 
spread 

-sheet 
packages. It's called QUATTRO and 
it not only overcomes the many 
limitations of other spreadsheets 
but it is faster, with better graphics, 
and includes macro development 

plus debugging features not available 
in other packages. 

QUATTRO is compatible with all 
the popular spreadsheet, database, 

and word processing programs and 
has been designed to utilise the 
power of the new 386 and PS/2 
microcomputers, while still operating 
on existing IBM PC and XT-style 
machines. 

If you accidentally exit from a 
worksheet or have a power failure 

while using QUATTRO, it 
automatically remembers all the work 
done and reloads it so you don't have 
to start all over again. 

 P'Code:  QUATTRO is available for only 
$345* from PC dealers throughout 
Australia. Call your dealer today or fill I 

Now, there is a 
cost-effective 

alternative 
to high- 

priced 

!ii Tech Pacific 
119 Ferrars Street South Melbourne. 3205. 
Tel: 690 9055 
Sydney: (02) 669 3077 Brisbane: 371 7866 
Wellington (NZ): (04) 877 037 

— 7 [ .71 would like more information about , , 
QUATTRO. 

I [ J The name of my nearest QUATTRO I 
dealer. 

Name: 

 

I Address: 

Tel:  

My computer is 
L _ _ _ _ _ 

TP886d 

FEATURE • PRINTERS 

Olympia NP 80 and 
NP 136 
From: Silicon Valley, 
(03) 428 0756 $882 and $1122 
80 column and 136 column 9-pin dot 
matrix business systems printers. 
Optional plug-in font cards. Operator 
key pad for selection of pitch, mode, 
on-off, line feed and form feed. Tractor 
feed. 
Print Speed: Draft 200cps. NLO 40cps 
Compatibility: Epson, IBM 
Print Styles: Two styles, three sizes 
Front Panel: Five button operator key 
pad 
Dimensions: 435 x 345 x 112 mm 
Weight: 8kg 
NEC P2200 Pinwriter 
From: NEC Information Systems, 
(02) 438 3544 $942 
Here is a 24-pin dot matrix printer with 
a 9-pin price. It is also loaded with 
features, such as the built-in paper 
handling capability. This allows 
continuous paper to be fed in from the 
rear or the front. The front feed allows 
single sheets or envelopes to be fed in 
without having to remove continuous 

paper from the tractor. This amounts to 
a paper park facility. There is also a tear 
bar for easy removal of receipts and 
invoices. With a resolution of 360 x 360 
dots per inch, graphics and charts can 
be printed with clarity. 
Print Speed: Draft 168 cps maximum. 
LQ 60 cps maximum 
Compatibility: Emulates NEC 
Pinwriter P5, P6, P7, Epson LO 
Print Styles: Five resident fonts in 
various sizes. Total of 24 typestyle 
combinations including italics. Extra 
typefaces available in plug-in 
cartridges. 
Front Panel: Four button selection, 
including letter quality or draft, quiet 
mode or font pitch. 
Dimensions: 390 x 280 x 140 mm 
Weight: 5.5 kg 

Fujitsu DX 2100 
From: Fujitsu, 
(02) 959 6555 $948 
Fujitsu have a range of 9 and 24-pin 
printers, and there is a narrow and 
wide carriage version of each model to 
suit most needs. This one is a 9-pin dot 
matrix with quiet operation, the option 

to add colour to your printouts, and 
paper parking. The rear-feed tractor 
unit makes it possible to insert a cut 
sheet at anytime without removing the 
fanfold paper. 
Print Speed: Draft 220 cps at 10 cpi, 
176 cps at 12 cpi. NLO 44 cps. 
Compatibility: Epson FX-80, IBM 
Graphics and Proprinter emulations. 
Centronics parallel or RS232C serial 
interfaces. 
Print Styles: Courier 10 and Italic NLO 
fonts. 
Front Panel: Smooth lines, with a 
four-button selection panel. 
Options: Colour option kit 
user-installable. 
Dimensions: 438 x 345 x 120 mm 
Weight: 9.2 kg 

OKI Microline 192 
From: IPL Datron, 
(02) 699 4824 $1078 
This 9-pin printer has several paper 
feeding options including 
front-loading, bottom or top feed, 
bidirectional tractor feed, and 
cut-sheet feed. It has the ability to save 
over 20 print function settings as 



The Epson LQ-850 has a top-mounted lever to switch between tractor and friction feed 
(both standard). 

FEATURE • PRINTERS  

"standard values" even after the 
printer has been turned off, without 
altering internal DIP switches. 
Print Speed: Super Draft 240 cps. High 
speed draft 200 cps. Utility 160 cps. 
NLQ 40 cps. 
Compatibility: Microline standard I/E. 
Print Styles: One font in up to 40 
modes. 
Front Panel: Four-button selection 
Options: Sheet insertion guide for 
front feed, cut sheet feeder, 
bidirectional precision tractor. 
Dimensions: 360 x 275 x 80 mm 
Weight: 4.5 kg 

Epson EX-800 
From: Epson, 
(02) 452 5222 	 $1120 
This printer has been around for a 
while and has proven itself to be 
reliable. It is an upgrade from the FX-
models, with more speed and the 
ability to print bi-directionally with 
both text and bit-image graphics. The 
front panel is also an upgrade from the 
FX models, with extra functions There 
is a wide carriage version, the EX-I000 
Print Speed: Draft pica 250 cps, draft 
elite 300 cps, NLO 50 cps. 
Compatibility: Epson ESC/P sequence 
commands. IBM Character graphics 
print out in Epson mode, generally 
without the need to set DIP switches. 
Centronics Parallel and RS 232C Serial 
ports. 

Print Styles: NLO Roman and Sans 
Serif. Draft, Pica/Elite/Proportional. 
Normal and condensed. 
Front Panel: Eight soft touch 
SelecType buttons for font selection. 
Three paper control button with LEDs 
Options: Colour Kit, Other interfaces. 
Dimensions: 420 x 378 x 119 mm 
Weight: 10 kg 

Seikosha SL-80AI 
From: AWA Technology Group 
(02) 888 9000 
	

$973 
The SL-80AI is a low cost 24-pin printer 
with all of the basic features. It prints 
in draft, letter quality and high 
resolution dot addressable graphics 
modes. It has a big brother with a wide 
carriage and more features called the 
SL-130A1. (The 130AI has paper 
parking, 8 fonts, a good-looking front 
panel and a higher price). 
Print Speed: Draft 135 cps, LQ 45 cps. 
Compatibility: Epson LO-1500 and 
IBM graphic printer emulation. 
Print Styles: One font, in four sizes 
Front Panel: Four-button, basic 
functions. 
Dimensions: 419 x 325 x 139 mm 
Weight: 7.3 kg 

Brother M-1709 
From: Brother Industries 
(02) 887 4344 
	

$1195 
Paper parking, dual interfaces, quiet 
operation, and a brisk printing rate are  

some of the features of this one from 
Brother. 
Print Speed: Draft 240 maximum. NLO 
50 cps maximum. 
Compatibility: Epson FX series, IBM 
Proprinter. Parallel and serial 
interfaces. 
Print Styles: Two NLO fonts, normal, 
enlarged, condensed, emphasized, 
double strike, triple strike, italic, 
underline. 
Front Panel: Six button control with 
LED's on a flat, stylish panel. 
Options: Cut sheet feeder, NLQ 
font/RAM boards. 
Dimensions: 490 x 304 x 99 mm 
Weight: 7.5 kg 

Commodore MPS 2020 
From: Commodore Business 
Machines, 
(02) 427 4888 	 $1299 
This printer is designed to meet the 
needs of both Commodore Amiga and 
PC users. It is a 9-pin machine with the 
ability to handle bit-image graphics, 
and has a colour option. 
Print Speed: 'Superdraft' 300 cps, Draft 
200 cps, NLQ 100 cps. 
Compatibility: IBM parallel centronics 
interface, cables to suit Amiga range. 
Print Styles: One font in several styles 
and spacings. 
Front Panel: Simple four-button panel 
Options: Tractor feed, cut sheet feeder. 
Dimensions: 367 x 305 x 97 mm 

Epson LQ-850 
From: Epson, 
(02) 452 5222 	 $1350 
24 pins means better quality printouts, 
and that is what you get with this 
model, which is Epson's recent 
addition to the printer market. This 
printer is suitable for letter quality 
correspondence, point of purchase 
invoicing, barcode printing, graphics, 
and desktop publishing. There is a 
wide carriage model and both versions 
have the paper park feature. 
Print Speed: Draft elite 264 cps, pica 
220 cps. LO elite 88 cps, LQ pica 73 
cps. 
Compatibility: Epson ESC/P standard.  

IBM compatible Parallel and serial 
interfaces. 
Print Styles: Roman or Sans Serif, draft 
and LQ. Four sizes and condensed. 
Extra fonts through plug-in font 
cartridges. 
Front Panel: SelecType with LED's 
Load/eject button for paper park 
function 
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EUREKA finds your answers. 
No question about it. 

*Price includes Sales Tax 

BORLAND 

Features of EUREKA include a full-
screen ASCII editor and window 
interface, automatic 8087 math co-
processor chip support, on-screen 
calculator, and the ability to work hand 
in hand with popular spreadsheet 

programs. 

7 r 

coupon below and we'll send your 
more information. 

Tech Pacific with 
Borland's 

amazing 
new problem solver, EUREKA. 

Quickly solve algebra, trigonometry, 
and calculus problems plus minimise 
or maximise functions, with or without 
constraints. And you can do it from 
your IBM PC or compatible, for 
only $250* 
EUREKA has been designed for 

anyone who works regularly with 

119 Ferrars Street South Melbourne. 3205. 
Tel: 690 9055 

Sydney: (02)669 3077 Brisbane: 371 7866 
Wellington (NZ): (04) 877 037 

You can solve the equations, such as scientists, 
most complex engineers, financial analysts, 

equation in professionals and students. Any 
seconds, question that can be expressed as a 

linear or non-linear equation, can be 
solved with this product. Just as 
importantly, you don't need to learn 
numerical approximation techniques 
and it is as simple to use as a hand-
held calculator. 

To find out how EUREKA can solve I Address:  

problems from simple linear equations I  P'Code:  

to complex multiple transcedental I Tel- 
1 functions, call one of our 1,000 dealers My computer is  

throughout Australia. Or fill out the L J 

TP94413 

I [ J I would like more information about 
EUREKA.  

[ ] The name of my nearest Borland 

I dealer. 

Name:  

FEATURE • PRINTERS 

Options: Pull tractor, cut-sheet feeder.  
Font cartridges.  
Dimensions: 430 x 360 x 142 mm 
Weight: 9 kg 

NEC CP6 Pinwriter 
From: NEC Information Systems, 
(02) 438 3544 $1372 
The colour version of the P6 Pinwriter 
prints seven colours (plus black) in a 
high 24-pin resolution It comes stand-
ard with parallel interface, ribbon and 
an acoustic mat. 
Print Speed: High Speed 216 cps. Draft 
180 cps. LQ 72 cps. 
Compatibility: Epson L0 series 
Print Styles: High-speed, draft and let. 
ter quality with italic. five sizes and 
proportional. Total combinations: 22 
type styles. 
Front Panel: Clean cut lines with a four 
button function selection 
Options: Cut sheet feeder, pin feed 
tractor, bidirectional tractor. 
Dimensions: 410 x 335 x [25 mm 
Weight: 8 5 kg 

Star NR-15 
From: Star Micronics, 
(02) 736 1144 $1434 
High speed 240 cps draft and near let-
ter quality printing at 60 cps. This is the 
top of the range wide carriage 9-pin dot 
matrix printer from Star. All functions 
are accessed through the front panel, 
including micro-feed, margin set, and 
italic mode. 
Print Speed: Draft 240 cps, NLO 60 
cps. 
Compatibility: IBM Proprinter, IBM 
Graphics printer, Epson FX series. 
Print Styles: Four sizes, draft, nlq or 
italics. A wide range of character sets. 
Front Panel: Five button function se-
lection, extra functions accessed 
through pressing buttons in combina-
tion. 
Options: 16Kb buffer board, serial in-
terface, automatic sheet feeder 
Dimensions: 582 x 360 x 105 mm 
Weight: I I.9 kg 

Dataproducts 9034 
From: Dataproducts Printers, 
(02) 451 3533 $1770 

This is a stylish 32 pin member of the 
9000 series. It is designed for high 
volume 300 cps draft output, as well for 
high quality text. It comes complete 
with serial and parallel interfaces. 
Other models have a wider 15 inch 
carriage and colour options. It has a 
semi-automatic cut-sheet feeder and 
paper park features. 
Print Speed: Draft 300 cps, LQ 83 cps 
Compatibility: Epson LQ 800/1000, 
Diablo 630. 
Print Styles: Two resident fonts plus 
italics. Optional font cards. 
Front Panel: Touch-sensitive control 
panel with five buttons, and shift 
function. 
Dimensions: 431 x 330 x 127 mm 
Weight: 9.9 kg 

Facit B3100 
From: Elmeasco Instruments, 
(02) 736 2888 $1908 
Four different paper paths are available 
as standard These include 
bottom-feed and rear-feed fanfold, and 
auto park/load of fanfold paper. There 
is a low-noise mode which brings the 



Epson's top-of-the-line 24-pin LQ-2500+. 

FEATURE • PRINTERS 

level down to 50 dBA. This is a 9 pin 
printer with the option to add colour 
capability and single or double-bin 
sheetfeeders. 
Print Speed: Draft 250 cps, NLQ 60 cps 
Compatibility: Epson FX/IX, IBM 
Proprinter. 
Print Styles: Use of plug-in cards to 
load fonts. 
Front Panel: Four control keys and five 
program keys. Includes a low-noise key.  
Dimensions: 494 x 400 x 144 mm 
Weight: II kg 

Star NB-15 
From: Star Micronics, 
(02) 736 1144 $2158 
This is a 24 pin printer that gives letter 
quality at 100 cps. Extra typefaces can 
be accessed through optional 
cartridges. Two of these cartridges can 
be plugged in at the one time, and the 
typestyles selected from the front 
panel. It has a wide carriage, and an 
expandable 16Kb print buffer. 
Print Speed: Draft 300 cps at 12 cpi, 
250 cps at 10 cpi. LQ 100 cps at 12 cpi, 
83 cps at 10 cpi. 
Compatibility: IBM-PC compatible. 

With the optional emulation kit, 
emulates Epson LQ 1500, Toshiba 
P351, Qume Sprint 11. 
Print Styles: Prestige font as standard.  
Other typefaces via cartridges. Two font 
cartridge slots. 
Front Panel: Six-button selection 
panel. 
Dimensions: 580 x 383 x 121 mm 
Weight: 14.8 kg 

Epson LQ-2500+ 
From: Epson, 
(02) 452 5222 $2388 

This model is 5 dBA quieter than its 
predecessor. It runs at 324 cps in the 
draft elite mode, has an 8 Kb input 
buffer, and custom preset 
configurations can be stored in 
memory. It has several optional 
additions, including a pull tractor, a^ 
image scanner, colour kit, font 
modules, and cut sheet feeders. 
Print Speed: Draft elite 324 cps, pica 
270 cps. LQ elite 108 cps, pica 90 cps. 
Compatibility: Epson ESC/P standard. 
IBM compatible. Includes the IBM 
graphic character set. Parallel and 
Serial ports. 

Print Styles: Five fonts, four sizes. 
Extra fonts from plug-in font modules. 
Front Panel: Four-button plu ; 
alphanumeric liquid crystal function 
status display. 
Options: Single/double cut sheet 
feeder, font modules, seven-colour 
printer kit, image scanner, pull tractor. 
Dimensions: 591 x 375 x 170 mm 
Weight: 12.5 kg 

Toshiba P351SX 
From: Toshiba Computer Products 
Division, 
(02) 887 3322 $2634 
The latest in Toshiba's slimline range, 
this 24 pin machine runs at a fast 360 
cps in draft mode. It is also quiet, 
operating at 51 dBA in quiet mode. It 
has a 32K memory, upgradeable to 
64K, and high resolution 360 dpi 
graphics. 
Print Speed: Draft 360 cps. LO 120 cps. 
Compatibility: Toshiba/Qume, IBM 
Proprinter. Optional Epson LQ 
emulation card 
Print Styles: Five fonts. Fourteen 
optional type font cards. 
Front Panel: Touch panel with 
32-character alphanumeric display. All 
functions accessible through the front 
panel. 
Dimensions: 580 x 140 x 395 mm 
Weight: 15 kg 

Fujitsu DL2600 
From: Fujitsu, 
(02) 959 6555 $2940 
This 24-pin printer has three letter 
quality fonts, optional font cartridges 
to expand the range, a 16 character 
LCD readout on the front panel, paper 
parking. 
Print Speed Draft 240 to 288 cps 
Report quality 160 to 190 cps. Letter 
Quality 80 to 96 cps. 
Compatibility: IBM Graphics Printer 
and Diablo 630 API. With the colour 
model, the 2600 Colour, Epson IX-80 
emulation as well. 
Print Styles: Three letter quality fonts 
built in. Optional plug-in font 
cartridges. 
Front Panel: Four button selection and 
a 16 character LCD status display. _ 
Options: Colour model offers seven 
colours. One-inch tear-off feature. Font 
Cartridges. 
Dimensions: 570 x 390 x 195 mm 
Weight: 20 kg 

Brother M4018 
From: Brother Industries, 
(02) 887 4344 $3099 
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TURBO LIGHTNING stops bad 
language. We swear by it! 

Now, thanks to 
Borland, bad 
language from 
your computer 
a thing of the 

past with 
TURBO 

LIGHTNIN 

TURBO LIGHTNING will then 
proof-read your document for the 
right words and correct spelling, and 
you can also use it with any of the 
popular IBM PC or compatible 
application software programs, such 
as Wordstar, MultiMate, Quattro, 

Sprint, Lotus, dBASE and others. 

coupon and we'll send you more 
information. 

'Price includes Sales Tax 

BORLAND 

1-, Tech Pacific 
is 

G. 
Any information that can be 

$185 , you entered into a computer, can be 
get an instantly accessed by TURBO 

electronic LIGHTNING. Medical dictionaries, 
spelling-checker and proof-reader all encyclopedias, postcode directories, 
in one. It also includes an on-line legal dictionaries, a year of magazine 
Thesaurus for instant access to that articles, accounting records, you 
right word you have been trying to name it. And, the most amazing thing 
think of about TURBO LIGHTNING is its 

speed. 

To find out more about TURBO 
LIGHTNING, call one of our 1,000 
dealers, Australia-wide, or fill out the 

For only 

1 

P'Code:  

119 Ferrars Street South Melbourne. 3205. 
Tel: 690 9055 
Sydney (02) 669 3077 Brisbane: 371 7866 
Wellington (NZ): (04) 877 037 

TP943B 

Ir[ 	would like more information about 
TURBO LIGHTNING. 

[ I The name of my nearest Borland 
dealer. 

I Name:  
, Address' 

Tel  

My computer is L_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

FEATURE • PRINTERS 

Designed for high volume quality 
printing, this I8-pin model has a 
super-fast draft mode, paper parking, 
convenient paper feeding and an 
option to add colour. 
Print Speed: Draft elite 480 cps, Pica 
406 cps. NLQ 100 cps. LO 67 cps. 
Compatibility: IBM Proprinter and 
Epson FX series. 
Print Styles: Three resident fonts, 
Extra fonts stored on optional font 
cards. 
Front Panel: Nine button selection 
with two numeric status indicators. 
Options: Font cards, pull-up tractor 
feed, auto cut-sheet feeder. 
Dimensions: 595 x 402 x 175 mm 
Weight: 16 kg 

RuggedWriter 480 
From: Hewlett Packard, 
(02) 888 4444 $3412 
A hard working and durable 24-pin 
printer that is designed for many hours 
of use, with a high speed 480 cps draft 
and 240 cps letter quality printouts. 
There are three paper paths (fan-fold, 
cut-sheet and hand-fed). 

Print Speed: Draft 480 cps. LO 240 cps. 
Compatibility: HP and Epson printer 
modes. IBM PC compatible. Dual 
parallel and serial ports. 
Print Styles: One font, nine print 
pitches. Extra font styles with optional 
character cartridge. 
Front Panel: Key-selectable print 
modes, paper movement, and paper 
paths. 
Options: Sheet feeder Font cartridge 
with I 6K RAM, interfaces. 
Dimensions: 600 x 350 x 209 mm 
Weight: 15.9 kg 

OKI Microline 393 
From: IPL-Datron Pty Ltd, 
(02) 699 4824 $3958 
This fast 24-pin printer gives you the 
choice of four print speeds, paper park-
ing, letter quality printing, 360 dpi 
graphics, and the option of including 
your own symbols and graphic patterns 
in the printout. 
Print Speed: High speed 450 cps, data 
processing 360 cps, NLQ 180 cps, LO 
120 cps 
Compatibility: Epson LQ series. 

Print Styles: Two styles and five sizes, 
with spacing, boldface, custom sym-
bols, expanded printing options. Other 
fonts are available with optional font 
cartridges. 
Front Panel: Eight button control 
panel with LED's. 
Dimensions: 570 x 417 x 180 mm 
Weight: 18 kg 

Seikosha SBP-10 
From: AWA Technology Group, 
(02) 888 9000 $6797 
18-Pin dot matrix with a blinding speed 
of 800 cps for real heavy duty volume 
output situations. This printer looks 
like a laser printer, with a large control 
panel that has every conceivable func-
tion selection you could ever want. And 
yes, it even has paper park. 
Print Speed: Draft 800 cps. Corre-
spondence 400 cps. NLQ 200 cps. 
Compatibility: Epson ESC/P, IBM Pro-
printer emulation. Parallel and serial 
interfaces. 
Print Styles: 2 Resident fonts, 256 
downloadable characters. Three car-
tridge slots giving up to 6 font styles 



FEATURE • PRINTERS 

The entry level Elf Spinwriter from NEC is designed for home and small business use. 

available at the one time. Eight catego-
ries of graphics printing. 
Front Panel: Integrated control panel 
with LCD status readout. Multiple 
function buttons.  
Dimensions: 670 x 485 x 271 mm 
Weight: 33 kg 

Daisy Wheel Printers 
Daisy Wheels are still in the mar-

ket, despite the recent inroads by 
laser printers. Here is a selection that 
includes most of the popular brands. 

Elf Spinwriter 
From: NEC, 
(02) 438 3544 $900 
This is the entry level spinwriter from 
NEC. The Spinwriters are like daisy 
wheels, except they use thimbles 
instead of wheels. The Elf is designed 
for small business and home use, or as 
a second printer for larger businesses. 
It comes standard with both serial and 
parallel ports, cut-sheet guide, and 
tractor feed. 
Print Speed: 16 to 19 cps 
Compatibility: NEC, Diablo, IBM  

configurations depending on the 
model.  
Print Styles: Interchangeable 
thimbles. Over 90 different type styles. 
Front Panel: Four button section with 
status LED displays. 
Dimensions: 490 x 330 x 147 mm 
Weight: 9.5 kg 

Brother HR-20 
From: Brother Industries, 
(02) 887 4344 $999 
This is a less expensive version than 
the Brother HR-40, mentioned below. 
Friction feed is standard, and you will 
have to pay extra for tractor feed or a 
cut sheet feeder. Both models have 
dual Centronics and RS232 serial ports. 
The optional addition of a keyboard 
turns the printer into an office 
typewriter. 
Print Speed: 22 cps max. 
Print Styles: Interchangeable cassette 
96 character daisy wheels. Three 
pitches, proportional spacing. 
Front Panel: Six-button selection 
panel 
Options: Forms tractor, cut sheet 
feeder. Keyboard. 
Dimensions: 470 x 344 x 132 mm 

CLEAN 
POWER 

For computer, Audio/Visual 
and other applications where 
spike and noise free power 
is required. 
• Fully integrated voltage surge 

and spike protector 
• Six way outlet with protective 

shutters 
• Double poled illuminated power 

switch 
* Safety circuit breaker 
* Rating 10A/240 volt ac 2400 

watts 
• S.A.A. Approved 

SP 560E $59.95 
plus $6.00 
Postage and 
Handling 
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Send cheque, .noney orders to: 

iA WAGNER ELECTRONICS P/L 
305 Liverpool Road, 

WIWAGNER Ashfield, NSW 2131 
Or phone (02) 798 9233 
All Major Credit Cards Accepted.  

Trade and Wholesale Enquiries Welcome .  
Phone (02) 797 p866 



FEATURE • PRINTERS 

The Toshiba P351SX features 32 Kbyte of memory (upgradable to 64) and 360 dpi resolution. 

Brother HR-40 
From: Brother Industries, 
(02) 887 4344 $1695 
This printer is designed to cater for 
heavy volume word processing, with 
built-in cut sheet feeder, tractor feed 
and letter quality text. For re-printing 
documents, a copy function can be 
used to retrieve the document from the 
printer's memory. This means that it is 
not necessary to tie up the computer to 
reprint documents. Two-colour 
printing can be used, and 
interchangeable cassette daisy wheek 
are available in a wide variety of 
typestyles. An optional keyboard can 
be plugged in to give a full featured 
electronic office typewriter. 
Print Speed: 40cps max. 
Compatibility: Diablo 630 emulation 
Print Styles: Daisy wheels. Includes 
the IBM extended character set 

Front Panel: Select, line feed, top of 
form, pitch, load, copy 
Options: Sheet/envelope feeder, 
keyboard.  
Dimensions: 588 x 340 x 196 mm 

Olympia ESW 2000 C 
From: Silicon Valley, 
(02) 428 0756 $1734 
An extremely stylish design makes this 
printer an attractive addition to the 
office furniture. Daisywheel printer 
with letter quality printing up to 25cps. 
Bi-directional print and path-seeking 
logic. Wide 15 inch print line for 
spreadsheets. 2000 character (2 kbyte) 
print buffer. Other options include 
bi-directional tractor feed, single or 
twin bin sheet feeder. Interchangeable 
100 character daisywheels can be 
changed without removing the ribbon 
cassettes. 

Print Speed: 25cps maximum 
Compatibility: Diablo 630 Emulation. 
Choice of interfaces. 
Print Styles: Daisywheel, 
interchangeable 100 characters. Three 
pitches, proportional spacing. 
Front Panel: Operator keypad includes 
error condition indicators, line space 
selector, impression control. 
Options: Bi-directional tractor feed, 
single, twin bin sheet feeders. 
Dimensions: 608 x 406 x x190 mm 
Weight: 14.6 kilos 

3500 Spinwriter 
From: NEC, 
(02) 438 3544 $2220 
NEC's workhorse can run an average of 
up to five years before it's first repair. It 
has a range of paper options, and has 
all the advantages of NEC's thimble 
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SCWARE 

Vega VGA  $679 

Javelin  $299 

Clipper  $799 

NEC Multisync 2  $call 

WordPerfect  $465 

Hyperformance 12.5MHz $1690 

Seagate 30MB  $550 

IBM SOFIA\ .111', IBM SOFIA\ \RL \ 

Lotus 123  $625 

Ultra Laser  $3590 NetComm Pocket Modem call 

Hyperace 286 Plus  $690 

Intel 386/AT  $2190 

Coda  
Copywrite  
Crosstalk Mk4  

dBase III plus  $799 
Eureka: The Solver  $155 
Fox Base+ Multiuser  $760 

  

I Framework II $899 I 

 

Freelance Plus  $699 
Harvard Total Project Manager  $699 
Lotus HAL  $220 

Lotus Manuscript  $699 

Magician $325 

Microsoft Excell  $750 I 

Microsoft Word  $680 
Mirror with Viatel  $125 
MultiMate 3.3  $615  

MultiMate Advantage II  $680 

Norton Advanced  $199 
Norton Guides  $139 
Norton Utilities ver. 4  $130 
Novell Netware 286  $2990 
Paradox 2 Multiuser  $950 
PC Alien  $ 94 
RapidFile  $485 
Ready  $ 59 
Reflex 1.1  $229  

Ventura Publisher  $1350 

Word Perfect  $465 
Wordstar 4  $420 

11014.11S 

NetComm AutoModem 123  $715 
NetComm AutoModem 1234  $860 
NetComm AutoModem 2123  $425 
NetComm AutoModem 2424  $750 
NetComm In/Modem  $350 
NetComm In/Modem 123  $650 
NetComm In/Modem 1234  $830 
NetComm In/Modem 1200  $529 
NetComm Pocket Modem  $call 
NetComm Smart 1200  $630 
NetComm Smart 123  $860 
NetComm Smart 1234  $1050 
Netcomm Smart 2400  $860  

Brother M1709  $925 
Epson LQ1000  $1325 
Impact L800-3  $6500 
NEC P6  $880 
NEC P7  $1190 

I Toshiba P321SL call I 
Ultra Laser Printer 

 

 $3590 

  

STORAGE SI STEMS 
Archive 45 MB  $1490 
DSDD floppies (10)  $18 
DSDD floppies (100)  $150 
Microscience h/h 42 MB  $1200 
Miniscribe 30 MB  $650 
Miniscribe h/h 44 MB  $1200 
Plus HardCard 20 MB  $1100 
Plus HardCard 40 MB  $1750 
Seagate 30 MB Kit  $550 

MN] 11.‘11)\\11ZE 
Hyperformance 12.5  $1690 
Hypertec Multifunction 512 KB  $399 
Intel Above Board  $550 
Intel Above Board 286  $719 
Microsoft Mouse  $230 
NEC Multisync  $990 
External 1.44MB system  $750 
Internal 1.44MB system  $625 
Internal 720KB drive set  $360 

$490 Sign Master  $350 
$ 79 Silk  $220 
$350 Smart Notes  $150 

Super Calc 4  $550 
Symphony  $930 
Timeline  $635 
Turbo Basic  $155 
Turbo C  $155 
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DISCWARE (02) 212-6933 
150 Broadway, Broadway, NSW 2007 FAX: 211-4065 TLX: AA23509 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE SALES TAX. AVAILABILITY MAY BE LIMITED AT PRICES ADVERTISED. PRICES APPLY TO STOCK HELD AS AT 16/2/88. 



640 KB 640 KB DISK STORAGE: 1.2 MB Floppy Drive, RAM: 
40 MB Hard Disk. 

--1=0 immr 

DISCWARE (02) 212-6933 
150 Broadway, Broadway, NSW 2007 FAX 211-4065 TLX: AA23509 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE SALES TAX. AVAILABILITY MAY BE LIMITED AT PRICES ADVERTISED. PRICES APPLY TO STOCK HELD AS AT 16/2/88. 

PRICE: $1515 $2500 

MODEL: RAM: 1 MB RAM XT floppy XT3OMB 

DISK STORAGE: 1x360 KB 360 KB + 30 MB 

colour 
INPUT/OUTPUT: Parallel/Serial. 

MODEL: LIMITED QUANTITY AVAILABLE AT THIS PRICE 

CPU: 286 @ 10MHz 286 @ 10 MHz 

RAM: 1 MB I MB 

1.2 MB + 40 MB DISK STORAGE: 1.2 MB TOSHIBA T3100/T3200/T5100 

DISCWARE 
Kaypro PC/XL  $1600 Kaypro 386  $5500 AT 286 10MHz 20MB $2200 

Olivetti M24SP  $2900 AT 286 10MHz 40MB $3990 Wyse 2201-01  $2995 

AST Premium 286  $4900 Olivetti M28 20MB  $call Ultra 30MB color  $2500 

THE DISCVARE AT-286 — MADE IN USA S2995 

CPU: 80286, 8/10 MHz 

ROM: IBM AT compatible. CPU: 8088-2 10MHz 8088-2 10MHz 

EXPANSION: 6 x 16 bit slots. 2 x 8 bit slots. 

POWER: 225 watt power supply. 

OPTIONS INC: Mono or Colour Card. Key Lock 
12 months warranty. 

INPUT/OUTPUT: serial/parallel/game port/8 slots 

SCREEN: mono 

1S'I Premium 286 

85 140 

INPUT/OUTPUT: serial/parallell7 slots 

NEC MUIIISYNC II 

The latest high resolution monitor from NEC: compatible with 
PS/2, VGA, EGA, PGA, CGA 
Automatically scans 15.5-35 kHz & 50-80 Hz 
Available now at Australia's lowest price! 

INTEL INBOARD 386/PC 

Work faster & smarter: upgrade your 8088 based PC to a 386 
based machine for a fraction of a price! 
Single slot plug-in hoard with 16MHz 80386 CPU and I MB 
of 0 wait state RAM. 80387 socket, 5 year Intel warranty.  
Multitask your PC with the Intel Inboard/386 now! 

T3200 MODEL T3100 

286 @ 8MHz 286 @ I2MHz 386 @ 16 MHz 

RAM: 640 KB I MB 2 MB 

DISK STORAGE: 720 KB + 20 MB 720 KB + 40 MB 1.44 MB + 40 MB 

INPUT/OUTPUT: Ser/Par/Exp Ser/Par/Exp/2 slots Ser/Par/Exp 

CPU: 

ULTRA PC 



FEATURE • PRINTERS 

The new Hewlett-Packard Rugged Writer 480 was designed for multi-user applications. 

technology. These include large 
character sets, high reliability, and a 
wide choice of type styles. 
Print Speed: 35 cps maximum 
Compatibility: NEC, Diablo, IBM with 
parallel or serial interfaces depending 
on the model configuration 
Print Styles: Wide choice of styles 
including super-scripts, sub-scripts, 
bold, underlining and shadow printing. 
Front Panel: Four button control panel 
with DIP switches. 
Options: Unidirectional tractor. 
bidirectional tractor, bottom feed, cut 
sheet guide, sheet feeder, dual bin 
adaptor,  
Dimensions: 610 x 395 x 208 mm 
Weight: 17 g 

Brother Twinriter 6 
From: Brother Industries, 
(02) 887 4344 
	

$2495 
This printer is one of a kind. It can 
perform both letter quality word 
processing tasks with its daisy wheel 
print head, and bit image graphics 
tasks with its 9-pin dot print head. 
There are four different print tasks that 
can be selected depending on the 
application. So you can choose 
between DP dot (data processing dot), 
DP Daisy (letter quality printouts of 
data processing text►. WP Dot (rough 
drafts of text printouts), and WP Daisy 
(for final drafts of letters and text.) 

As well as this it can reproduce the 
IBM extended character set by 

combining the characters on the daisy 
wheel, and triple passing the dot 
matrix printhead over the top 
Print Speed: Daisy wheel mode 36cps 
max. Dot matrix mode 200cps max. 
Compatibility: In the DP modes, 
Epson or IBM compatible. In the WP 
modes, Brother HR or Diablo 
compatible. Interface: Centronics 
parallel and optional RS-232C Serial 
Print Styles: Daisy wheel 
interchangeable print styles. 
Front Panel: Six button selection. 
Dimensions: 590 x 200 x 381 mm 
Weight: I 7 kg 
Options: Forms tractor, sheet feeder, 
sheet/envelope feeder. 	0 
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COMPUTER/ 
ELECTRONICS 
BOOKS. 
HOW TO DESIGN ELECTRONIC PROJECTS 
R. A. PantoId BP0127 
The aim of this book is to help the reader to put together 
projects from standard circuit blocks with a minimum of trial 
and error, but without resorting to any advanced mathemat-
ics,Hints on designing circuit blocks to meet your special 
requirements where no "stock" design is available are also 
provided. 	128 pages $9.00 

ELECTRONIC MUSIC PROJECTS 
R. A. Penfold BP0074 
Provides the constructor with a number of practical circuits 
for the less complex items of electronic music equipment, 
including such things as fuzz box, waa-waa pedal, sustain 
unit, reverberation and phaser units, termelo geneator, etc. 
The text is divided into four chapters as follows: 
Chapter 1, Guitar Effects Units, Chapter 2, General Effects 
Units; Chapter 3, Sound General Projects, Chapter 4. Ac- 
cessories. 	112 pages $9.50 

ELECTRONIC SECURITY DEVICES 
R. A. Penfold BP0056 
Many people associate the term "security device" with only 
burglar alarms of various types, but in fact, any piece of 
equipment which helps lo protect people and property 
against any form of danger could be termed a "security 
device". 
Therefore this book, besides including both simple and 
more sophisticated burglar alarm circuits using light, infra-
red and ultrasonics, also includes many other types of cir-
cuits as well, such as gas and smoke detectors, flood 
alarms, doorphone and baby alarms, etc. 

112 pages $9.50 

AN INTRODUCTION TO Z80 MACHINE CODE 
R. A. & J. W. Penfold BP0152 
Takes the reader through the basics of microprocessors 
and machine code programming with no previous knowl-
edge of these being assumed. The microprocessor dealt 
with is the Z80 which is used in many popular home com-
puters and simple programming examples are given for 
Z80-based machines including the Sinclair ZX-81 and Spec-
trum. Memotech and the Amstrad CPC 464. Also applicable 
to the Amstrad CPC 664 and 6128. 114 pages $10.00 

COIL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION MANUAL 
B. B. Babani BP0160 
A complete book for the home constructor on how to 
make" RF, IF, audio and power coils, chokes and trans-
formers. Practically every possible type is discussed and 
calculations necessary are given and explained in detail. All 
mathematical data is simplified for use by everyone 

96 pages 	 $9.50  

HOW TO GET YOUR ELECTRONIC PROJECTS 
WORKING 
R. A. Penfold BP0110 
The aim of this book is to help the reader overcome prob-
lems by indicating how and where to start looking for many 
of the common faults that can occur when building up proj-
ects. 
Chapter 1 deals with mechanical 	" 	 ng dry 
joints, short-circuits f•-•-• 	 con- 

CTOCR 	 n the 
abovi 	 ., 	arla• 
logue 	 .se and construction of a 
signal 	 wnich can be used to locate and iso- 
late the laulty areas in a project. 
Chapter 3 considers ways of testing the more common 
components such as resistors, capacitors, op amps, diodes, 
transistors, SCRs, unijunctions, etc.. with the aid of only a 
limited amount of test equipment 
Chapter 4 deals with both TTL and CMOS logic circuits and 
includes the use and construction of a pulse generator to 
help fault-finding 	96 pages 	 $8.50 

A Z-80 WORKSHOP MANUAL 
E. A. Parr BP0112 
This book is intended for people who wish to progress be-
yond the stage of BASIC programming to topics such as 
machine code and assembly language programming, or 
need hardware details of a Z-80 based computer. 

192 pages 	 $12.00 

ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS FOR THE rro."-- 
CONTROL OF ROBOTS 

'0179 
1Protrotr F 7:___„----7,77;01 of 
elect' 

RIOCW 
,,,..). plus a range of 

usef u 	 y visible light, infra-red, and ultra- 
sonic ,,..-,... 	96 pages 811.00 

IC 555 PROJECTS 
E. A. Parr BP0044 
Every so often a device appears that is so useful that one 
wonders how life went on before without it. The 555 timer is 
such a device. Included in this book are basic and general 
circuits, motorcar and model railway circuits, alarms and 
noise-makers as well as a section on the 566, 568 and 569 
timers. 

$9.50 
176 pages 

HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR OWN P.C.B 
R. A. Penfold 
Chapter 1 deals with the 

O circuit boar a 	
~~CY

, 	
ttinted 

and 
coy 	 wmpre- 
hens 	OAST 	 onotographic meth- 
ods 	 .nd Chapter 3 deals with most 

your own printed circuit board layouts 
$6.50 

80 pages 

ELECTRONICS BOOKS 
ORDER COUPON 

Far arrrna8 outside Australia 
pi insuilicient apace •nciose separate Platt add $5.00 fl) fheRe charges 

BOOK TITLE 	BOOK NUMBER CITY 	PRICE 

Send to: 
Freepost No.4 
Federal Publishing 	(flat rate up to 10 books) 

Plus post & handling 

PO Box 227 
Waterloo 2017 (no stamp required) 

Name: 	  Telephone: 	  

Address: 	  Postcode: 	 
Please tick box to indicate method of payment Cheque* /Money Order El 
• Please make payable to the Federal Publishing Company Pty. Ltd. 
❑ Mastercard H Amex ❑ Diners 0 Bankcard 0 Visa n American Express 

Credit Card No: Fr  

Signature 	  Expiry Date 	  
uns,gnec, croc,,s cannot OF KretItECI 	 YC APRIL '88 

END OF LINE 
Priced to Clear 
LIMITED STOCK 

A TV-DXERS HANDBOOK 
R. Bunney BP0176 
Completely revised and updated by Roger Bunney who is 
probably one of the leading authorities in this country on 
the subject. Includes many units and devices which have 
been designed and used by active enthusiasts, and often. 
considerable Ingenuity and thought have gone into the 
development of such units to overcome individual prob-
lems. 
A practical and authoritative reference to this unusual 
aspect of electronics (Large Format/ Mat $14.00 

USING YOUR AMSTRAD CPC DISC DRIVES 
J. W. Penfold BP0189 
Covers such things as tracks. sectors and formatting 
AMDOS and CP M operating systems including rules and 
regulations. filing from BASIC. file copying and transfer: 
program development including MERGE and CHAIN 
MERGE CP M turnkey discs etc. 	

sii-tra $9.00 
96 pages 

25 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND AERIALS 
E. M. Noll BP0125 
This concise book describes how to build 25 amateur 
band aerials that are simple and inexpensive to construct 
and perform well The designs start with the simple dipole 
and proceed to beam. triangle and even a mill-rhombic 
made from tour TV masts and about 400 feet of wire 
You will find a complete set of dimension tables that will 
help you spot an aerial on a particular frequency Dimen-
sions are given for various style aerials and other data 
needed for spacing and cutting phasing lengths. Also in-
cluded are dimensions for the the new WARC bands 

80 pages -46,50 $5.00 

Total Price of Books 	$ 	 
	$  2.75  

TOTALS 
Date: 	  
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NICE MODEMS 
. . . budget priced and feature laden! 

Less than three years ago, 
this West Australian 

company was only an idea 
— now, as John McLean 

found, it has a fast growing 
range of products (and a 

Nice reputation!). 

THE NICE COMPUTER Company of 
Western Australia began in 1985, 
when Andrew Warenczak made a 
modem for a friend who couldn't 

buy what he wanted. The unit worked so 
well Warenczak received orders from a 
number of other enthusiasts and the de-
mand made him think very hard about the 
future. 

He soon realised he couldn't remain as 
acting state manager for the computer 
section of a large retailer and make 
modems — he chose to make modems. 

He was just 20 then: 'but I feel a lot 
older than 24 now,' he says, 'with long 
hours and a constant battle to expand 
faster than the ever increasing demand'. 

The first unit off the production line was 
the First Nice Modem. It sold well — and 
is still selling. The First Nice Modem was 
popular because it was simple and it 
worked, and the manual could be under-
stood by first time computer users. The 
modem has long since become a part of . 
growing family of external and internal 
budget priced modems. 

The company now has a Sydney branch 
office, distributors in all states and is ex-
porting its products to New Zealand. Wa-
renczak recently organised new staff in 
Perth to boost the technical and sales 
divisions. Most of them have come out of  

universities and other learning institu-
tions — a group of highly skilled and 
qualified people. 

'But here we think we can teach people 
more skills than they could learn in an 
equivalent time in university,' says Wa-
renczak. 

Sixteen people work for the WA branch, 
all aged in their early twenties. They are 
involved in research and development, 
production, testing, sales and customer 
support Despite the lighthearted banter 
from staff, which appears to be designed  

to keep the boss humble, their dedication 
is something which cannot be bought 

The manufacture of modems is handled 
by associated company Diverse Electron-
ics Australia Pty Ltd. Diverse was formed 
as a result of Warenczak and Phil Hewitt, a 
local entrepreneur with a technical back-
ground. having a mutual groan about the 
lack of decent manufacturing companies 
in WA late in 1985. 

Although Diverse now manufactures cir-
cuit boards and other high-tech products, 
including security and bus ticketing sys- 
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tems, the backbone of its growing busi-
ness is still the modems. 

These are manufactured by trained 
technicians in a 'flow through' assembly 
system in anti-static conditions. Part of its 
commitment to quality is the recent pur-
chase of a Kirsten let Wave Soldering Sys-
tem capable of soldering boards up to 
330 mm wide in a single pass. 

Infotalk allows 
customers and staff to 
'speak' directly to PCs. 

External modems 

The First Nice Modem is designed for 
home use and features 300 baud full 

duplex and 1200/75 baud for Viatel. The 
Modem 2 is a Hayes compatible intelli-
gent modem suited to business or the ad-
vanced home user; it operates at 300, 
1200/75 and full duplex 1200/1200. It can 
take instructions from another computer 
and has autodial. It can be left unattended 
to originate or answer calls and has ring 
back security. The Modem 2 featured in 
'Modems for home users', Your Computer, 
Oct '87. 

The Nice Modem 3 is based on the 
Modem 2, retaining all its features except 
the 1200 full duplex facility. Other Nice 
units include the Hayes-compatible Nice 
4, an external 2400 full duplex modem, 
with optional MNP (Microcom Network  

Protocol) error correction for applications 
which require accurate data transfer. It has 
password security and data encryption. 

Under development is a new range of 
low cost external modems designed for 
those who require a 'simple' autodial, au-
toanswer modem, which should be avail-
able about the time you read this. 

Internal modems 

with the slogan 'Is yours Nice inside?' 
the Nice Inside Modem 2400 is 

claimed to be the world's smallest card 
modem and suits the PC, XT, AT, PS/2, 
close compatibles and even many trans-
portables. 

The Inside Modem is self-diagnostic, 
multi-speed, Hayes AT-commandable, au-
toanswer, autodial, auto disconnect, auto-
ranging, asynchronous, audible, and 
speed converting. (There is a rumor of an 
offer for its own stage show — its said to 
sing and dance, too!) 

The communications package, Super-
corn II, received the Your Computer Aus-
tralian Software Commendation in 1987 
— and it's optionally bundled with a Nice 
modem. 

Under development is the an internal 
modem for the IBM PS/2; the first PS/2s to 
be supported will be Models 50 and 60. 

Other brand 
manufacturing 
phe company is now manufacturing 

units for a number of Australian com-
panies which sell them as house brands. 
This side of the business is growing fast  

and next year will make up a large propor-
tion of the total production line. 

Another growing section of business is 
the customisation of existing products for 
specific applications and the design of 
custom products. 

An example of this are the Infotalk 2 
voice response systems which were de-
signed for a customer who 'walked in off 
the street' and wanted his idea turned into 
a product. Infotalk allows customers and 
staff to 'speak' directly to PCs for informa-
tion or to place orders 24 hours a day 
basis on up to four unattended telephone 
lines! 

That name! 

The name Nice which has been the butt 
of endless jokes. But — huge sums 

could have been paid to marketing agen-
cies to come up with a name that sticks in 
the memory as well as that one does. As 
Warenczak says, he's is doing very Nice-ly, 
thank you. ❑ 

Product Details 
Product: Nice Modems 
From: The Nice Computer Company 
112/396 Scarborough Beach Rd, 
Osborne Park 6017 WA 
(09) 242 2422 
Price: $279 First Nice Modem 
$749 Modem 2 
$549 Modem 3 
$1099 Modem 4 
$519 Inside Modem I 
$599 Inside Modem I with Supercom II 
All prices taxed. 

OD 
Features Include: 
• Recover lost dusters 
• Append lost clusters to another file 
• Remove cross links 
• Unerase a file whose directory entry has been used 
• Unerase a file whose starting cluster has been used 

Also capable of repairing the FAT and directory 
• Rename a file that DOS cannot 
• Erase lost clusters 
• Fix pointers in the FAT for a particular file 

PC-Tool Kit is a valuable tool to all serious PC users 
PC Tool Kit is manufactured in Australia—help is only a phone call away 
Recommended retail price $95.00 (Including sales tax) 
Dealer enquiries welcome. Order your copy now! 

Mail to: Micro-World Office Products 
Suite 1i501 Lower North East Road 
Felixstow, SA 5070 
Phone (08) 365 0296 

Yes! Please send me copies of PC-Tool Kit 
Enclosed is my cheque for  (including tax) 
or charge my Bankcard [ ], Mastercard [ ] or Visacard [ 

Name  Title  
Business/Organisation  
Address  

Postcode 
P.O. Box  Postcode 
Telephone

e 
No  Extension No _ 

Expiry Date  

FACTS 	CHOIR 	!AP 	DRIVE FACTS 
151171y lads on current f:ie 

SAVE DU 

A:1 

L .RAT 24 2 JAN 14138 2:05ps ARCHIVE 
LIST .0049 652A 3 JAN 1490 3rtOpa ARCHIVE 
ACOACT.CAT 349646 4 JAM 1480 3113po ARCHIVE 

Cr it Card No. 

Disk/File Repair Kit . . . Menu Driven for Ease of Operation 

Signature 
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The Olivetti M28 AT . no ICs! 
Dennis Fox takes the M28 through its paces and anticipates the new M280 . . . 

IT IS NORMAL TO read reviews of com-
puters proclaiming that they are the 
fastest or have the biggest capacity 
hard disk drive or an 80386 microproc-

essor or a super display. Instead, I'll tell of 
an end-of-model machine from a very 
reputable computer company, namely Oli-
vetti, and try to anticipate how the new of-
fering will differ 

The Olivetti M28 AT compatible is a 
successor to the M24 XT which was very 
well received. It comes in various configu-
rations of which the review computer was 
top of the range with an NEC 40 megabyte 
hard disk, 1 Mbyte of onboard RAM and an 
Olivetti Enhanced Colour Display.  

The first time I removed the top cover 
from the computer (by undoing 3 screws  

at the rear), I was surprised to find a moth-
erboard with 7 expansion slots, 2 in use, 
but alas no integrated circuits whatsoever. 
I was also surprised at the small footprint 
of the Olivetti — 38 cm x 41 cm x 18 4 cm 
high. The M28 Installation and Operations 
Guide directed me to the two screws at 
the lower rear of the unit which allow the 
bottom cover to be removed. I turned the 
unit upside down to reveal a large mother-
board. 

The computer motherboard and the ex-
pansion slot motherboard are separated 
by a metal plate, which acts as a mounting 
plate and earth shield to reduce noise. 
Unlike my Powermate I, no use is made of 
ASICs (Application Specific Integrated Cir-
cuits or custom VLSI). Olivetti obviously 
was prepared to go to the extra expense of 
another motherboard as a stop-gap to 
building a computer using ASIC chips. 
This attention to packaging is typical of 
Olivetti's approach to making computers. 
Other computer manufacturers produce 
computers which take up a lot of desk 
space, although the Epson PC model AX, 
reviewed in Your Computer, December 
1987, adopts a similar packaging approach 
to Olivetti. 

Reducing the chip count 

An article in Byte magazine in Oct. '87 
shows very convincingly the extent to 

which present day technology can reduce 
the chip count. Steve Ciarca, who writes 
about hardware projects for Byte, teamed 
up with Zymos Corporation to design and 
produce a chipset of four 84-pin CMOS 
ASIC ICs which allow a fully IBM AT com-
patible computer with 512 Kbytes of RAM 
to be built on a board the size of an AT ex-
pansion board — using a mere 23 ICs plus 
two single-in-line memory modules. 

You may find that the new Olivetti M280 
AT makes extensive use of ASICs for the 
following reasons: Reduced size of the 
computer motherboard;  reduced compo-
nent count (and therefore cost) ;  improved 
reliability; reduced power consumption by 
up to 5 times. 
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Figure 1. The Olivetti M28 has 7 expansion 
slots; three of the 16-bit and two of the 8-bit 
slots are free. 

trast and brightness, are easily accessible 
underneath at the front using an index fin-
ger. I/O provided consists of one parallel 
connector and one serial connector. 

Software included 

There are a number of software pro-
grams included with the M28. The first 

one is the Customer Test Diskette which 
includes — 
a) A complete system checkout which 

HARDWARE • AT 

Features 

On the front of the M28 is a handy 
square reset button and a keyboard 

lock with indicating LED A speaker vol-
ume control knob is mounted flush with 
front of unit. There are LEDs indicating 
power-on, floppy disk access and hard 
disk access. There is room for an addi-
tional 40 Mbyte streaming tape or 
51 /4  inch drive directly below the hard disk 
drive. The ribbon cable and connector are 
already included. 

The 40 Mbyte NEC hard disk is quiet in 
operation. If 40 Mbytes is not enough then 
you may purchase an external expansion 
box for a 70 Mbyte hard disk drive using 
an external power supply. Connection to 
the M28 is via a connector on the mother-
board. 

Of the four 16-bit slots, one is already 
used for the disk controller. Of the three 
8-bit slots, one is already used for the Oli-
vetti Enhanced Graphic Controller. This 
leaves five slots spare. 

The unit tested contained 1 Mbyte of 
RAM on the computer board, comprising 
512 Kbyte soldered direct and 512 Kbyte 
in sockets. This model uses 256 Kbit dy-
namic memories while IBM uses I Mbit 
dynamic memory chips in its current 
models, so one can expect the clones to 
follow suit within the next 12 months as 
the cost of the chips decreases. 

The cooling fan is quiet and sucks in air 
through a row of vertical slots all the way 
across the front of the unit just above desk 
level (which cools the computer mother-
board) and also through a series of round 
holes below the disk drives (which cools 
the expansion boards and disk drives). 
The 80286 has a heatsink. A socket is pro-
vided for an 80287 co-processor. 

A Lithium battery for the real time clock 
is attached by Velcro to the side of the 
metal plate to which the disk drives are at-
tached and is very accessible. 

The keyboard 

The keyboard is the original IBM AT 
style (without separate cursor control 

keys) having 93 white keys with blue let-
tering and grey surrounds with mottled 
grey at the rear — very attractive. The keys 
are sculptured and have a positive touch. 
Two feet for the keyboard are provided 
which can be fixed at two different angles 
to the table A plastic cover at the rear 
right of the keyboard may be easily re-
moved to expose the edge of a printed cir-
cuit board onto which a mouse cable can 
be plugged. There are five yellow LEDs on 
the keyboard for Caps Lock, Num Lock, 
Scroll Lock and SYS I key. The new model  

can be expected to have the 101 key ex-
tended AT keyboard. 

The monitor is manufactured by Olivetti 
in Italy. It is a 14 inch RGB monitor capa-
ble of EGA and CGA graphics, plus emula-
tion of the Olivetti 640 by 400 Graphics 
mode at the bios level. GW Basic is pro-
vided on a disk with 16 graphics com-
mands supported by the Olivetti En-
hanced Graphics Card. It connects to the 
computer by a 9-pin D type connector. AC 
power is provided via a 3-pin female con-
nector at rear RHS. It has a swivel base, 
and a crisp, bright display which is easy on 
the eyes. The two controls, namely con- 

hrsl 	Val( LeftS(tl$, 3 ) ) 
hrs2 = Val( Left$(t2$, 3 ) ) 
minsl = Val( Mid$(tl$, 5, 2) ) 
mins2 = Val( Mid$(t2$, 5, 2) ) 
secsl = Val( Right$(tl$,. 2) ) 
secs2 = Val( Right$(t2$, 2) ) 

**************** 
* MAIN PROGRAM * 
**************** 

'Integer numbers benchmark test to 
'numbers 

timel$ = Time$ 
Print "Starting ";t i mei% 

discover the first 1000 prime 

DEF FNelapsed(tl$, t2$) 
'Calculates the number of seconds between times t1$ and t2$. 
'tl is expressed in the form HI-1:MM,SS 

FNelapsed = 3600 * (hrs2-hrsl) + 60 * (mins2 - minsl) + secs2 - secsl 
END DEF 

INSERT BRIAN WEBSTER'S SIEVE PROGRAM (YC Dec.'87, Page 63) 

time2$ = Time$ 
Print "Finishing ";time2$ 
Print "ELAPSED TIME ="i FNelapsed(timel$, time2$) 
End 

Listing 1. A version of the Quick Sieve program (YC Dec '87, Epson PC AX) modified to 
show the number of seconds taken by the benchtest. 
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tests serial and parallel I/O, the hard disk 
drive, floppy disk drive, memory and EGA 
monitor. 
b) A menu driven setup utility to define 
the type of disk drives, the amount of 
memory and the type of monitor used. 
c) A useful utility to park the heads of the 
disk drives when the computer is to be 
moved. 

There is a 'Getting to Know the M28 Dis-
kette,' which is a menu driven program 
written in GWBasic. The function keys are 
used to choose between 10 items includ-
ing The M28, Keyboard, Displays, Diskette, 
Hard Disk, Tape, Printers, Software, Op-
tions and Auto Demonstration. Informa-
tion provided is at a very basic level. This 
program gives details of how to expand 
memory from 512 Kbyte to 1 Mbyte. It 
shows where to insert the co-processor by 
displaying a sketch of the motherboard on 
the screen. Also shown is where the two 
128 Kbyte EPROM bios chips, I/O chips 
and so on are located. 

Keyboard Drivers plus utilities for the 
M28 are also included. The keyboard 
drivers are of interest for European lan-
guages where umlauts, acutes, ogeneks  

and so on are used. GWBasic for the 
Olivetti Enhanced Graphics display is pro-
vided. 

Speed 

The Norton Computing Performance 
Index relative to the IBM PC was 7.7 

which is identical to my NEC Powermate I 
(8 MHz). 

The time taken to copy the formula and 
calculate 625 entries in a 25 x 25 spread-
sheet, using Framework II (each entry is 
1.001 times the previous one and results 
are displayed to 6 decimal places), was 7.5 
seconds. Brian Webster's Quick Sieve (YC 
Dec '87, Epson PC AX) takes 6 seconds 
which is the same as the Powermate's or 
the Epson PC AX (with speed set to 8 
MHz). 

I have modified his program so that the 
number of seconds taken by the Sieve is 
displayed on the screen. This was done by 
adding a Function to his Microsoft Quick-
Basic program as shown in Listing 1. The 
function is called FNelapsed and has two 
parameters t 1$ and t2$ passed to it in 
brackets corresponding to the start and 
finish times obtained from the QuickBasic 
inbuilt function TIMES. 0 

Product Details 
Note: The M28 AT has been 
superceded by the M280 and Olivetti 
has maintained its innovative 
approach in the new machine The 
essential differences between the two 
are: I Mbyte of RAM in the M280 
(versus 512 Kbyte in the M28); 101 
key enhanced keyboard (versus 86 
keys); a 31 /2  inch 1 44 Mbyte floppy 
option (not available on the M28); 12 
MHz clock speed (versus 8); a RAM 
chip speed of 100 ns (versus 150); 
and EGA compatibility, with VGA 
being offered later this year (versus 
video builtin video controller). 
Product: Olivetti M280 AT 
From: Olivetti, 140 William St, 
Sydney 2000 (02) 358 2655 
Price: $7065 20 Mbyte hard disk, 
monochrome monitor 
$8035 20 Mbyte hard disk, colour 
monitor 
$7725 40 Mbyte hard disk, 
monochrome monitor 
$8695 40 Mbyte hard disk, colour 
monitor All prices taxed. 

How Jo Friake your 
personal computer dispieg 

little ITEIFE 

Introducing the first 
electronic display system under 
two thousand dollars*. 

New Kodak Datashow. 
Any image you can generate 

on your IBM or IBM-compatible 
personal computer, you can 
plaster across a wall. 

Place Datashow on your 
overhead projector, connect 
to your PC, and away you go. 

You can program. You can 
forward and reverse. You can 
random access, split screen, 
reduce and highlight. And all 
by fully remote control. 

For full Datashow data, 
in Melbourne call 3532185. 
Elsewhere, 008 (toll free) 
33 9801. 

Project Nourself rn5 like a professional. to 
kirlak is a registered trademark *Plus sales tax if applicable. 342P71107 
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ENI X RISING 

 

ti 

It was back in 1986 that we first grasped the full significance of SCO XENIX®. 

"We had been thinking of it as just an 'operating system' — as we used to call them—when it was really 
much more. It was the foundation of a whole new approach to shared information and resource computing 
for PCs: networked DOS and XENIX workstations. 

"The `SCO XENIX solution' integrated XENIX and DOS, multiuser and LAN, and PCs and mainframes, into a 
unified environment unprecedented in its power, productivity, and price performance per user for personal 
computers. 

"SCO's solution included not only 16-user licensed SCO XENIX itself, but also SCO XENIX-NET XENIX/DOS 
networking; SCO Professional" and SCO FoxBASE", SCO's XENIX-based workalikes of 1-2-3® and dBASE II®; 
SCO Lyrix®  Word Processing System, and other productivity tools; and SCO uniPATH'" SNA-3270 Mainframe 
Communications, plus languages and graphics packages. 

"Together with unparalleled SCO hot-line support, documentation, and training, plus the explosive growth of 
the XENIX applications base, it changed the way we would look at personal computers forever. 

"In short, it was the `SCO XENIX solution' that turned personal computers into real computers.- 

from "XENIX RISING: 
The Ascent of Shared Information 
Computing from 1979 to 1999" 
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Introduction to Xenix 
Why Multiuser Micros? 

X
ENIX IS the only one of the three 
milestone operating systems for Intel 
microprocessors that is a multiuser, 
multitasking system. Blue Sky Indus-
tries has had extensive experience in 

all these operating systems, having been in-
volved with microprocessor systems since 
1978. 

Although available since 1980, Xenix had 
to wait for IBM to release the PC AT in 1984 
to gain recognition as an emerging star of the 
microcomputer marketplace. Blue Sky Indus-
tries has been actively selling and supporting 
Xenix in Australia since 1982, firstly on the 
DEC PDP-11 minicomputers, then when the 
IBM PC XT version became available, on PCs. 

Based on the Intel 80286 microprocessor, 
the IBM PC AT provided the power necessary 
for a microcomputer to support serious multi-
user applications. And, of course, the IBM 
stamp of approval didn't hurt either. IBM of-
fered its customers an optional three-user 
Xenix operating system (called IBM Personal 
Computer Xenix 1.0). Other OEMs soon fol-
lowed suit, including Compaq Computer Cor-
poration, which offered Xenix on its AT-com-
patible Deskpro 286. In Australia, Blue Sky 
Systems was inundated with enquiries (and or-
ders) for this powerful computer solution by 
VARs who wanted to develop software for this 
new system. 

The recent release of Intel 80386 microproc-
essor-based computers by several vendors, in-
cluding IBM, has provided additional momen-
tum to the multiuser Xenix marketplace. The 
80386 microprocessor, a full 32-bit chip rated 
at 4 mips (million instructions per second), 
supports virtual memory and demand paging 
— features that enable it to provide minicom-
puter performance in a desktop computer. 

The demand for Xenix continues to increase 
as more and more people discover that a micro-
computer running Xenix is the most cost-ef-
fective platform for multiuser computing. 
With addon I/O processor boards included, a 
single IBM PC AT compatible 80386 micro-
computer can effectively support up to 32 users 
in many applications. New developments in 
multiprocessor technology will enable 386-
based PCs to support up to 128 users. 

Running Xenix, these users cannot only 
process their own data and communicate with 
each other, but also share files and other re-
sources simultaneously. 

First came CPI M, then MS-Dos, 
and now Xenix — three milestone 
operating systems in the history of 

microcomputers. CPI M led the 8-bit 
market, MS-Dos led the 16-bit 

market, and now Xenix has emerged 
as the industry-standard multiuser 
operating system for microcomputers 
based on both 16-bit and 32-bit 

Intel microprocessors. 

A number of factors have contributed to the 
increased demand for multiuser microcomput-
ers. These include: 
a) Their increased power as a result of advanced mi-
croprocessor technology. 

b) Their standardization around Intel-based micro-
processors (led by IBM's endorsement of Intel micro-
processors on its own PC series). 

c) Their declining cost. 

d) The low price per incremental user on a microcom-
puter-based multiuser system 
e) The availability of an industry-standard Unix 
operating system: Xenix System V. 
f) The wide range of multiuser applications avail-
able to run on them. 

These factors have catapulted the previously 
isolated PC to the center of the multiuser 
stage, rivalling the minicomputer as the basic 
multiuser, departmental computer. The Xenix 
market has grown accordingly, and continues 
to do so. 

Xenix Feature 
THIS XENIX Feature was produced by Your 
Computer magazine for Blue Sky Industries; it 
was originally published with the April 1988 
issue of Your Computer. All editorial material 
was supplied by Blue Sky Industries. 

The interest has snowballed, with a large 
number of manufacturers now offering SCO 
Xenix with their systems. In this country, 
Blue Sky Industries supplies almost all of the 
computer manufacturers and their dealer 
chains with the SCO range of products. These 
brands include: Hewlett-Packard, Olivetti, 
STC-Alcatel, Compaq, IBM, NEC, Apricot, 
Unisys, Wyse, NCR, and hosts of clones. 

What is Xenix? 
Venix System V is a commercially en- 

hanced, fully licensed version of AT&T's 
Unix System V Operating System, con-

forming to the SVID and POSIX standards. 
Designed by Microsoft Corporation in 1980 to 
provide the microcomputer marketplace with 
multiuser, multitasking capability, Xenix is 
available for more different microcomputer 
configurations than any other Unix System. 

It is a complete implementation of Unix 
System V that fully conforms to AT&T's Sys-
tem V Interface Definition (SVID), a widely 
respected set of specifications for ensuring 
Unix-based applications compatibility. Xenix-
based applications can be ported across ma-
chines from different vendors. 

Above and beyond its SVID conformance, 
Xenix includes value-added features that make 
it specifically suitable to multiuser, multitask-
ing business applications. These include record 
and file locking, system administration, 
graphics support, networking support, builtin 
memory management (enhancing its portabil-
ity), easy installation and maintenance, 
Dos/Xenix cross-development facilities and 
backward compatibility with earlier Xenix re-
leases. 

Xenix has become the most popular Unix 
System worldwide, with an installed base of 
approximately 300,000 machines, more than 
all other Unix Systems combined. On Intel 
microprocessor-based computers, Xenix is in-
stalled on over 90 per cent of all systems run-
ning any Unix System version. 

What is SCO Xenix? 
C CO Xenix System V is a packaged Xenix 
Oproduct available from The Santa Cruz 

Operation Incorporated (SCO) and distrib-
uted in Australia through a wide network of 
dealers. SCO is Microsoft's exclusive "second 
source" for packaged Xenix through OEM, 

Blue Sky Industries 3 
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VAR and other reseller channels. The two 
companies have had an ongoing Xenix tech-
nology exchange, development and marketing 
agreement since 1982. 

Added Value — In its SCO Xenix System V 
packaged product, SCO adds significant value 
to Xenix by including drivers that support a 
wide range of peripherals, an exclusive MultiS-
creen feature that enhances multitasking 
operation, a system administration shell that 
assists non-technical users, and custom facili-
ties to make simplify installation. Maintaining 
the largest team of Xenix specialists in the 
business, SCO provides support and training 
that is respected around the world for its qual-
ity and timeliness. 

A Full Range of Products — Blue Sky has 
been shipping SCO Xenix for PCs for over 
three years. SCO's current line includes SCO 
Xenix 86 for the IBM PC XT and compatibles; 
SCO Xenix 286 for the IBM PC AT and com-
patibles, the AT&T PC 6300 Plus and the HP 
Vectra; and SCO Xenix 386 for the 386-based, 
AT compatible machines, such as those manu-
factured by Compaq, Hewlett-Packard, TI, 
XTRA Business Systems (STC), Zenith and 
Olivetti. 

SCO has also released SCO Xenix System V 
for IBM's PS/2 line of computers. Blue Sky is 
currently shipping SCO Xenix 286 System V 
for PS/2 Models 50 and 60, and SCO Xenix 
386 System V for the PS/2Model 80. 

Other Unix Products 
A side from Xenix, three other versions of 

fl.the Unix System are commonly used 
today: Unix System V Release 2, Unix 

System V Release 3 and BSD Unix V4.x. 
Until recently, Unix System V Release 2 

was AT&T's standard implementation of the 
Unix technology. Unix System V Release 3, 
however, introduced several new features such 
as streams, the standard method of communi-
cating with I/O subsystems, and Remote File 
Sharing (RFS), for networking systems. Re-
lease 3 is more strict than Release 2 in its SVID 
requirements, but those systems which do 
qualify enable their users to develop applica-
tions that are portable at the source level. 

The third Unix implementation — BSD 
Unix Version 4.x (often referred to as Berkeley 
4.x) -- differs in key areas from the System V 
implementations. First, many say it is faster 
because it uses flexible file sizes. Second, it 
provides networking capabilities that were 
unavailable on AT&T's Unix System V until 
Release 3. Third, it uses job control signals, 
which allow users to work interactively on one 
job while running one or more jobs in back-
ground mode. 

Although Xenix most closely relates to Unix 
System V Release 2, it differs from all three of 
these implementations in its optimization for 
the Intel 32-bit chip. Because Xenix was de-
veloped with Microsoft's optimizing C compil-
er, it is also both smaller and faster than the 
other Unix implementations. This year Xenix 
is being upgraded to Unix System V Release 3 
functionality. 

The System V implementations are used 
most commonly by the Federal Government 
(with commercial use secondary), the Berkeley 
implementation is used by technical and 
educational organizations, and Xenix V domi-
nates commercial environments, although it 
has also begun to appear frequently in bids and 
contracts with the federal government. IBM 
and EDS recently incorporated SCO Xenix in a 
bid to the US Army that netted a $US343-mil-
lion contract. Zenith Data Systems included 
SCO Xenix in another successful bid for a 
multi-million dollar contract with the US 
Navy. 

Another factor which differentiates Xenix 
from its Unix siblings is the number of appli-
cations based on it. The number currently ex-
ceeds 1000 — more than are available on any 
other Unix implementation. 

The Relationship of Xenix to MS-Dos 
'The essential difference between MS-Dos 

and Xenix is that MS-Dos is a single user, 
single-tasking operating system, whereas 

Xenix is primarily a multiuser, multitasking 
operating system (although it does serve well 
as 

m). 
 a single-user, multitasking operating sys-

te 

A number of factors have 
contributed to the increased 

demand for multiuser 
microcomputers. 

MS-Dos primarily supports personal pro-
ductivity applications that run on desktop PCs 
and require less than 640 kilobytes of memory 
— for example, word processing, spreadsheets 
and small database applications — and it runs 
only on Intel-based microcomputers. 

Xenix is a full-fledged multiuser, multi-
tasking operating system that enables a num-
ber of users to access, via terminals, a single in-
tegrated software package (such as a database 
or accounting package), to share resources and 
to read and write to the same files while main-
taining data integrity and system security. 
Multiuser Xenix systems have competed suc-
cessfully against machines such as the IBM 
System/36 and the DEC VAX series. Although 
optimized for Intel-based systems, Xenix con-
forms to international standards (such as Posix 
and X-Open), which means Xenix-based ap-
plications can be ported across different micro-
processor architectures. 

Although MS-Dos systems can be net-
worked together using Microsoft Networks, 
allowing Dos users to share resources such as 
files, printers and modems, they still lack the 
features essential to a true multiuser, multi-
tasking system like Xenix. For example, a user 
on a Dos-based network cannot simultaneously 
query a database and work interactively on an-   

other application. Because these Dos-based 
networks lack user-level file and record-lock-
ing capabilities, they cannot provide different 
security levels for different users. Thus, there 
is no way to prevent users from reading or 
writing to other users' files. 

In short, business professionals who want a 
multiuser computing system should make sure 
they get a legitimate, reliable, robust multi-
user operating system. 

Here's what industry analyst William Zach-
man had to say on this subject in the Septem-
ber 21, 1987 edition of Computerworld: "As a 
person dealing with computers in an organisa-
tion, it won't be long before you are confronted 
with Unix, if you haven't already . . . Given 
that this meeting is almost inevitable, Santa 
Cruz Operation's (SCO) Xenix 286 System V, 
as well as a 386 version, may be a manager's 
first look at today's new breed of Unix . . . 
SCO Xenix has proved to be a reliable operat-
ing system. It offers an excellent low-cost op-
portunity to ger back up to speed on the cur-
rent state of Unix. Even more important, it of-
fers an immediate solution for people who 
want to turn 286- and 386-based PCs into 
multiuser work horses for practical applica-
tions. There's little wonder why many value 
added resellers targetting small business and 
departmental applications on PC platforms 
have turned to SCO Xenix." 

Dos-Xenix Co-existence 

Although Dos is a single-user system that 
lacks the features essential to a multiuser 
system, it has a strong installation base 

and many people are reluctant to give it up. 
For these reasons, SCO has provided several 
ways to accommodate both Dos and Xenix in 
the same system. 
Partitioned Disk — On a PC, the hard disk 
can be partitioned to accommodate both Dos 
and Xenix. This enables the user to access both 
single-user Dos applications and multiuser 
Xenix applications, though not at the same 
time. 
Local Area Network — A separate product, 
SCO Xenix-NET permits the integration of 
Dos and Xenix systems across a single local 
area network. When used as a Dos server, SCO 
Xenix-NET can even enhance the Dos net-
works performance. 
Dos as a Task under Xenix — 386-based 
microprocessors running SCO Xenix 386 are 
able to run Dos as a task under Xenix by using 
the Xenix operating system extension, VP/ix. 
VP/ix permits multiple Dos and Unix/Xenix 
applications to run concurrently from the sys-
tem console under control of the virtual screen 
manager. In multiuser systems, PC comparible 
terminals can run concurrently multiple Dos 
and Unix/Xenix applications via a serial port 
connection, under the control of the enhanced 
virtual screen manager. With VP/ix, users of 
386-based computers will he able to run IBM 
PC compatible applications software "off the 
shelf' as a task under Xenix. 
Dos/Xenix Cross-Development — For soft-
ware developers who want to write applications 
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Success with 
Xenix 
Learn how! 

If you want to know about a topic, you go to the 
experts. If you want to know about Xenix, you go 
to ACI Computer Services. 

Authorised trainers 
ACI is the only training organisation in Australia 
authorised by the Santa Cruz Operation (SCO) to 
conduct courses in its product SCO Xenix. This 
means you get the most up-to-date information, 
direct from the source. Our instructors have done 
special training and use original material direct 
from SCO in California. 

Effective learning 
ACI Computer Services is one of the largest 
computer technology trainers in Australia, with over 
15 training centres nationally. Small class sizes, 
hands-on exercises and a comprehensive course 
guide mean you enjoy more effective learning. 

And our highly trained instructors are available to 
give you practical advice so you can use what 
you've learned as soon as you get back to the office. 

Comprehensive range 
ACI's range of Xenix courses is comprehensive, 
from fundamental concepts through to advanced 
topics such as security and communications. Also 
covered are system administration, supporting 
Xenix and even specific applications including 
SCO Lyrics, Smart and Microsoft Word. 

ACI also offers a comprehensive range of PC 
training courses. Phone your local branch and ask 
to speak to our Training Manager. 

Adelaide (08) 268 1933, Brisbane (07) 369 5877, 
Canberra (062) 47 0988, Melbourne (03) 62 7781, 
Perth (09) 322 2730, Sydney (02) 233 7644. 

IICIComputer Services/ 
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fix both the Dos and Xenix environments, 
SCO Xenix provides an added benefit. Devel-
opers can use the Dos/Xenix cross-develop-
ment environment of the Microsoft C compiler 
in SCO Xenix to write a single program and 
then compile it to run in either Dos or Xenix. 
With SCO Xenix they no longer need write 
two separate programs to do the same task. 

Dos Workalike Applications — Upon mov-
ing to SCO Xenix, Dos users needn't worry 
about losing their familiar user-friendly inter-
faces. SC() offers -workalikes-  of popular Dos 
applications which allow Dos users to read and 
write to their existing Dos files on Xenix ma-
chines. These SCO applications include SCO 
Professional, a Lotus 1-2-3 workalike, as well 
as SCO Foxbase, Foxbase+, dBASE II and 
dBASE III+ workalikes. Each of these applica-
tions offers enhanced functionality. 

In addition to these workalikes, more and 
more Dos applications are being ported to 
Xenix by software developers who see the 
potential of the multiuser marketplace. 

Examples include Multiplan, Informix data-
base, Microsoft Word and Dataflex as well as 
compilers such as Basic, Fortran, Pascal, C, 
and Cobol. Many other applications developers 
are joining the migration. 

What About OS/2? 

MS OS/2 is Microsoft's announced, but 
partially released, single-user, multi-
tasking operating system. According to 

Microsoft, it offers a logical upgrade path for 
users who have standardized on MS-Dos, but 
need more power. 

Some people have come to believe, incor-
rectly, that OS/2 is a Dos-based multiuser sys-
tem that will compete against SCO Xenix. 
This is a misconception. First of all, OS/2 is a 
single-user system, whereas SCO Xenix is both 
a single-user and a multiuser system. Further-
more, the version of OS/2 scheduled for release 
in 1988 is a 286-based operating system 
which, in contrast to SCO Xenix 386, is not 
optimized to take advantage of the 386 chip. 
In addition, no applications for OS/2 currently 
exist. More than- 1000 are available for SCO 
Xenix. 

SCO and Microsoft are currently working on 
a bridge to OS/2 for software developers. It 
will consist of compatibility libraries that map 
system calls between OS/2 and Xenix. It will 
also provide compatibility between the OS/2 
LAN manager and Xenix-NET. 

System V.3 Release Schedule 

SCO will release the AT&T/Microsoft(R) 
merged Unix/Xenix(R) porting base hi two 
steps: Release 2.3 and Release 3.0. Cur-

rently, Release 2.2 is licensed under AT&T's 
Unix System V.3 licensing. SCO Xenix 2.2, 
which supports an unlimited number of users, 
contains a number of V.3 enhancements, and 
has many important Xenix extensions. 

Release 2.3, scheduled for June 1988, will 
conform to and be compatible with AT&T's 
Unix 386 System V.3. This means that SCO 
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Xenix System V 2.3 will conform to the full 
AT&T SVID, the IEEE Posix and the FIPS 
Posix standards, including all extensions. Bi-
nary compatibility will be implemented for 
Unix 386 executables, including shared librar-
ies, streams and Weitek floating point co-pro-
cessor support. The Unix V.3 technology 
being implemented in the SCO Xenix 2.3 re-
lease will be from the AT&T/Microsoft merged 
porting base source code. 

SCO plans a Xenix 3.0 Release for early 
1989. This release will be based on the 
AT&T/Microsoft merged Unix/Xenix source 
baseline. SCO will add value to this porting 
base in the form of its enhanced high-perform-
ance drivers and the use of Microsoft's optimis-
ing C compiler throughout, as well as SCO's 
installation, system administration and docu-
mentation enhancements. SCO will make 
available local versions for the international 
market, with translated documentation. In 
addition, SCO will make available all of its ad-
dons, such as SCO VP/ix(TM), SCO Xenix-
NET, SCO uniPATH(TM) SNA-3270 and its 
enhanced DOS workalike applications. 

The Multiuser Market 

The multiuser market is based on the emer-
gence of standard multiuser operating en-
vironment software (Xenix/Unix) and re-

lated networking, communications and hori-
zontal applications. These products are inte-
gratble building blocks designed for develop-
ers, OEMs, and the growing number of VARs 
and in-house systems integrators who design 
computer solutions for both small businesses 
and large corporations — especially those 
which want to expand their micro-to-main-
frame communications and distribute their de-
partmental computing across many depart-
ments, divisions and geographic locations. 

The availability of SCO Xenix as a 
standardized product for microcomputers, 
generally available in multiple channels, is 
helping to accelerate the emigration of mini-
computer-class computing to 286- and 386-
based microcomputers. Until very recently, 
hardware and software developers faced a frag-
mented world of proprietary technology. Info-
Corp reports that in 1980 95 per cent of all 
multiuser systems were proprietary. In 1985, 
that figure fell to 73 per cent. It is estimated 
that by 1990 59 per cent of all multiuser oper-
ating systems will be non-proprietary, and 
over 60per cent of those will be Xenix/Unix. 

Software developers recognize that SCO 
Xenix running on these more powerful, cost-
effective, industry-standard PCs provides an 
extremely competitive processing platform. As 
a result, SCO Xenix's market share is expected 
to increase dramatically, especially now that 
SCO has released SCO Xenix 386 — the first 
Unix System brought to market for 386-based 
microcomputers. 

The multitude of applications available on 
Xenix have also contributed to its popularity. 
Some have migrated up from the Dos environ-
ment, providing a Dos-like interface that is 
familiar to those who have worked only with  

single-user PCs. Other applications which 
were originally designed for larger minicom-
puters and mainframes can now be ported 
down to the new 386-based microcomputers 
which offer mainframe capabilities such as 32-
bit, 4 gigabyte addressing and demand-paged 
virtual memory. 

Developers and VARs are also taking advan-
tage of the price performance value of these 
new microcomputers to address the rapidly 
growing small business computer market for 
database, accounting, and office automation 
applications. Most Xenix users run specialized, 
or vertical, applications which have been de-
signed specifically for their types of business, 
whether they be accounting, real estate, car re-
pair, resort management, transportation, law 
enforcement, education or a variety of other 
enterprises. 

In short, business professionals 

who want a multiuser computing 

system should make sure they 

get a legitimate, reliable, robust 

multiuser operating system. 

The affordability of these microcomputer-
based multiuser systems has also fueled their 
rapid growth. According to InfoCorp, the de-
mand for Unix-based systems priced under 
$18,000 has increased by a factor of six over 
the last four years. 

SCO's Market Strategy 

For the past four years, SCO has concen-
trated on developing or acquiring the cen-
tral technological components necessary to 

create the Unix/Xenix software platform that 
companies need to build multiuser business 
solutions. 

These components include an industry 
standard multiuser operating system, applica-
tions to extend the functionality of that operat-
ing system, a full range of products to provide 
a viable and sophisticated working environ-
ment for end users, an advanced technical en-
gineering team to develop these and the next 
generation of products, a responsive team to 
support those products, an informed training 
capability to show users and developers how 
they can gain the greatest benefit from their 
multiuser systems, partnerships with OEMs to 
continually improve the performance of the 
hardware, partnerships with software develop-
ers to create innovative new applications and 
partnerships with VARs to create custom 
packages that serve the specific needs of partic-
ular end users. 

SCO has moved quickly over the past four  

years to implement this strategy. By introduc-
ing increasingly more powerful versions of the 
SCO Xenix operating system, SCO has helped 
establish Xenix as the standard operating sys-
tem for 286- and 386-based multiuser sys-
tems. Today, Xenix is clearly the principal im-
plementation of the Unix system on micro-
computers. Major OEMs who support the 
Xenix operating system include IBM, STC, 
Altos, Zenith, NCR, Tandy, NEC, TI, Com-
paq, Olivetti, Apricot, Unisys, Mitsubishi, 
AT&T, Hewlett-Packard, Intel and Conver-
gent Technology. 

The recent announcements by AT&T, Mi-
crosoft, Interactive Systems Corporation and 
SCO on the merger of Unix System V Release 
3 and Xenix technology ensure that SCO has 
access to the latest standard technology and 
participates in its continued evolution. 

SCO's early delivery of a standard multiuser 
operating system for 386-based microcomput-
ers has set the stage for not only increasing the 
presence of these computers in the multiuser 
marketplace, but also for developing new ap-
plications that take full advantage of the 386 
chip's advanced technology and for packaging 
full turnkey systems that exploit both the 
hardware and software to better serve the needs 
of end users. Thus, key developers and VARs 
have greeted the arrival of SCO Xenix 386 Sys-
tem V with great enthusiasm. 

Another key factor that strengthens SCO's 
presence in the market, and the market itself, 
is the broad product range that SCO offers. 
SCO Xenix System V is the cornerstone of the 
"SCO Xenix Solution", a unified Xenix-based 
environment which includes networking and 
communications packages, productivity soft-
ware, database management products, lan-
guages and development tools, and learning 
aids. SCO backs its products with one of the 
largest and most highly trained staffs available 
in engineering, support, training, sales and 
marketing. 

SCO's management is committed to the 
multiuser market. They founded SCO to nur-
ture and support multiuser computing on PCs, 
not only in the US, but worldwide. SCO has 
already acquired the Xenix Software Products 
Group of Logica (UK) Limited, formerly Mi-
crosoft's second source for Xenix in the UK, in 
order to extend its dedicated sales, marketing, 
support and engineering resources to better 
serve a distribution network that includes the 
Americas, Europe, Australia, New Zealand 
and Asia. 

SCO's marketing strategy has clearly suc-
ceeded. According to a recent study by PC in-
dustry analyst Soft-Letter (Published in PC 
Week, April 7, 1987), SCO emerged in 1986 
as the tenth largest independent vendor of 
business software — and the number one ven-
dor of multiuser business software for PCs. 
These rankings tell a story: SCO is not only the 
number one vendor of multiuser business soft-
ware for PCs, but also the first dedicated 
multiuser PC business software company to 
reach the "top ten" of overall PC business soft-
ware companies. ❑ 
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UNLOCK ITS FULL 386 POWER 
WITH SCO XENIX 386 - NOW! 
Under SCOTM XENIX® 386 the COM-

PAQ DESKPRO 386/20 becomes a 
powerful, multitasking, multiuser 
system that can run thousands of 
proven XENIX applications. 
In full-tilt, 32-bit, 386 
mode. 

Many at a time. 

Using SCO VP/ixTM, it can 
multitask all the same DOS 
applications under SCO 
XENIX. 

Many at a time.  

with SCO XENIX 386, this power-
ful computer can support multi-

user configurations of 16, 32, or 
even more workstations with such 

blazing performance that individ-
ual users will believe they have 

the whole system to themselves 
— at an unbelievably low cost 

per user. 

And the best news is that 
you can unlock the full 

power of the COMPAQ 
DESKPRO 386/20 today 
because you can get SCO 

XENIX 386 — now! 

For further information call (02) 660-0077 or (008) 22-5286 

CCA Systems, 100 Harris Street, Pyrmont NSW 2009. 

IBM is a registered trademark and Personal System/2 and OS/2 are trademarks of International Business Marchina Corporation. • COMPAQ DESKPRO 386/20 is a trademark of Compaq Computer Corporation. • SCO is a trademark of The Santa Cruz Operation, Inc. • XENIX is a registered trademark of 
Micrcsoft Corporation. • VP/ix is a trademark of INTERACTIVE Systems Corporation. 11/81 

The Santa Cruz Operation, Ltd., 18 NW Street, P0. Box 4Y111, Landon WIA VS United Kingdom, +44 1 439 2911, (FAX): +44 1 637 9381, TELEX 917372 sco 
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The Development Environment 
Operating System, Extensions, and Development Tools 

T
OOLS that software developers need to 
develop coherent solutions fall into a 
number of levels. The Base operating 
system is needed to provide I/O to ter-
minals, printers, files on disk and so 

on; extensions to the operating system include 
the CGI graphics system, SUN NeWS, 
X-Windows, the VP/ix MS-Dos environment, 
Multiview windows and shell layers. The 
Xenix Development system provides program-
mer productivity tools. C, Basic, Cobol, For-
tran, PL/1, RPG, Pascal and the like provide 
languages and runtime environments, while 
application development languages include 
Foxbase, Foxbase+, Integra, and Accel. 

For product brochures or detailed Abstracts 
on any of these products, contact your nearest 
SCO distributor. Contact names and details are 
on the back cover of this liftout. 

Base Operating System 

SCO's Xenix is the most important part of 
any development environment. Xenix 386 
has backward compatibility with Xenix 

286, which has backward compatibility with 
Xenix V 86 and the obsolete Xenix System III. 
Any application compiled with the compat-
ibility option will work in all the versions of 
Xenix without recompiling; this is called bi-
nary compatibility. Xenix 386 will, in the 
next few months, also be able to run all COFF 
binaries from the AT&T Unix-386 V.3 port-
ing base. Xenix, with its shell language and 
utilities, provides a portable base which is used 
by many languages and applications to provide 
multitasking features. 

The Xenix operating system provides the 
system calls to enable an application to func-
tion. Xenix provides the full System V set of 
system calls, plus all the Posix extensions, the 
older System III calls and even a set of Level 7 
Unix system calls, to ensure the widest possi-
ble compatibility. 

SCO will be implementing the following 
features in the June 1988 Xenix V.2.3 release 
— full System V.3 functionality; able to run 
COFF Binaries; shared libraries; streams; TLI 
— Transport Level Interface; Weitek Floating 
Processor support; full VGA support as well as 
MDA, CGA, EGA, and HERC, serial and bus 
mouse support; tools for OS/2 cross-develop- 

To provide a coherent solution for 
end users, software developers must 
have a set of guidelines and tools. 
These include the base operating 
system and extensions, the Xenix 
development system, language and 
runtime environments, applications 
development languages, and various 

third party products. 

111111.1.11.1111•1111111011,1111MOMMIIIIII.  

ment; support for SCSI drives as well as 
ST506, RLL, and ESDI; and support for 
QICO2, QIC40, as well as Irwin, Archive, 
Wangtek and the like. 

Operating System Extensions 

SCO MultiView is a combined multitasking 
windowing environment and user friendly 
interface for 286- and 386-based personal 

computers running SCO Xenix System V. 
SCO MultiView is the only windowing soft-
ware for Unix systems that works on character-
based terminals. 

"SCO Xenix users who want multiple win-
dows aren't forced to buy a graphics terminal 
or costly workstation," according to Doreen 
Hamamura, SCO product manager. "SCO 
MultiView also provides Dos users with a 
smooth transition to the multiuser SCO Xenix 
environment," she said. "The menu interface, 
Xenix Manager, enables users to work in a 
multiuser environment without knowing 
Xenix commands." 

SCO MultiView's user friendly interface in-
cludes a series of pull-down menus that contain 
builtin functions and applications, such as the 
supplied pop-up Phone Book, Address Book, 
Card File and Clipboard. 

"In addition to the Dos-like features, users  

can also zoom in and out of a full screen win-
dow," said Hamamura, "shrinking the size of 
one application and expanding the size of an-
other, and change the order of the windows on 
the screen." 

Those who have local printers attached to re-
mote terminals will enjoy SCO MultiView's 
"print screen" function, which allows a user to 
send the contents of any window directly to 
any spooler or local printer. 

SCO MultiView is available in packages for 
both the SCO Xenix 286 Operating System 
and the SCO Xenix 386 Operating System. 

VPIix 

SCO VP/ix, is a multiuser, multitasking 
systems software extension to the SCO 
Xenix 386 Operating system which pro-

vides users with the ability to run both MS-
Dos and Xenix applications at the same time. 

SCO is supplying SCO VP/ix systems soft-
ware under a distribution agreement with the 
joint developers, Phoenix Technologies Ltd, 
and Interactive Systems Corporation. The SCO 
VP/ix package will enable users of SCO Xenix 
386 to run IBM PC-compatible applications 
software as a task under Xenix on Intel 80386-
based computers. Included with SCO VP/ix is 
a customised version of Microsoft's MS-Dos 
3.2 operating system, optimised for use with 
SCO VP/ix and the standard Microsoft GW-
Basic interpreter. 

SCO VP/ix includes a pop-up, menu-driven 
user friendly interface, complete with help 
screens. Multiple Xenix and Dos sessions are 
possible on the system console through the 
MultiScreen(TM) virtual screen manager. 

VP/ix is also fully compatible with SCO 
MultiView(TM), SCO's multitasking window-
ing environment. The combination of SCO 
MultiView and SCO VP/ix allows terminals to 
run concurrent Dos and Xenix applications in 
overlapping windows, and provides Dos users 
with a smooth transition to the multiuser SCO 
Xenix environment. 

SCO VP/ix can run multiple copies of Dos 
simultaneously, but supports Dos graphics ap-
plications in full-screen mode on the 386 con-
sole only. Using SCO VP/ix, character mode 
Dos applications can be executed from serial 
terminals. SCO VP/ix also supports popular 
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"illbehaved" Dos applications such as Lotus 
1-2-3 by providing three levels of emulation: 
Dos, BIOS, and direct-to-hardware control 
registers or screen memory. 

VP/ix is also well-suited as an alternative to 
LAN configurations that include up to 8 Dos 
machines plus server. For larger configura-
tions, multiple Xenix and MS-Dos machines 
can be combined using SCO Xenix-NET, 
creating large integrated multiuser systems 
and providing an open-ended growth path for 
users. SCO VP/ix is available with licences for 
either 1 to 2 or 3 or more users. 

This agreement with Sun 
reinforces SCO's ongoing 
commitment to bring the 

benefits of workstation 
technology to PC application 

developers and end users. 

It is now possible to use MS-Dos applica-
tions under SCO Xenix, with the release of the 
new SCO VP/ix6TM0 operating system exten-
sion. SCO VP/ix runs IBM PC-compatible ap-
plications software under SCO Xenix on Intel 
80386-based computers. It supports MS-Dos 
graphics software as well as "illbehaved" MS-
Dos applications such as Lotus 1-2-3 and Mi-
crosoft Flight Simulator on the 386 console, 
and also allows the use of MS-Dos applications 
on remote character-based terminals and bit-
mapped stations. 

SCO CGI 
rTGI provides a graphics extension to the 

Xerox environment, allowing developers 
to produce packages, such as SCO Profes-

sional's graphics display, and the new SCO 
ImageBuilder, with the capability to import 
and export graphic data between different 
products. 

CGI supports raster, bitmap and vector de-
vices and supports multiple fonts, line styles 
and display formats. A large range of devices 
can be supported, including Image scanners, 
mice, graphic tablets, Bitmap displays, print-
ers, plotters, laser printers and so on. 

CGI is consistent with the ANSI Computer 
Graphics Virtual Device Interface standard. 

Sun Microsystem NeWS 

In the engineering and scientific market-
place, SCO is actively positioning the SCO 
Xenix-based microcomputer as a viable plat-

form for running applications, such as CAD, 
CAE and CAM, that were formerly limited to 
dedicated workstations. SCO announced that 
it has reached an agreement with Sun Micro-
systems by which SCO will license Sun's  

X/NeWS window technology in a product to 
be offered later this year. 

The X11/NeWS product combines support 
for Version 11 of the X Window System (X11) 
from the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology (MIT) with the PostScript language-
based Network/extensible Window System 
(NeWS) from Sun Microsystems. SCO will 
offer its customers a unified window system 
that merges the popular X11 with NeWS. Sun 
and SCO will be co-operating to bring ad-
vanced technology to the Xenix community 
including toolkits, user interfaces and a variety 
of frame buffers. 

The X Window System, developed at MIT 
by Robert Scheifler of the Computer Science 
Research Group, has become a standard 
graphical window interface for technical Unix 
system workstations. Sun's NeWS, based on a 
subset of the PostScript page description lan-
guage, provides advanced features such as dis-
play resolution independence, graphics appli-
cations portability, high interactive perform-
ance, and a flexible architecture. 

This agreement with Sun reinforces SCO's 
ongoing commitment to bring the benefits of 
workstation technology to PC application 
developers and end users. As a full 32-bit oper-
ating system, SCO Xenix 386's four gigabyte 
virtual address space already can accommodate 
large CAD/CAE applications that were once 
applicable only to 32-bit dedicated worksta-
tions, minicomputers, and mainframes. Now, 
by adopting the leading window technology 
for technical Unix system workstations, SCO 
has taken another step toward making the in-
dustry-standard PC an even more viable low-
cost workstation platform for both applications 
developers and end users. 

Dr Eric Schmidt, vice president and general 
manager of Sun's Software Products Division, 
said, "Sun is extremely pleased to have SCO 
join us in bringing this technology to a new 
market. As a leader in supplying the Unix op-
erating system to Intel-based systems, SCO is a 
key participant in Sun's strategy to hasten the 
acceptance of this technology for the benefit of 
application developers and end users. We are 
very excited about the obvious synergies of our 
two companies." 

Languages and Runtime Environments 
rrhe Xenix Development provides a highly 

optimized C language development, along 
with the plethora of tools which have given 

the Unix systems their reputation as a software 
developer's dream. However, in the world of 
commercial realities, there is a massive base of 
software written in languages such as Cobol, 
Fortran, Basic, RPG and PL/1. SCO has ad-
dressed these by working with software compa-
nies to ensure a rich development environ-
ment. 

SCO has had a long association with Mi-
crofocus and its Level-II Cobol. With the in-
troduction of the new VS Cobol, a high per-
formance mainframe style Cobol is available, 
together with the screen generators, source 
level debuggers and other development tools 
from Microfocus. 

SCO has reached an agreement with Micro-
soft to port their compilers and interpreters to 
Xenix. Under the agreement, SCO will port 
certain languages to Xenix System V and to 
Unix System V/386 Release 3.2, the forthcom-
ing "merged" Unix System. The products for 
Xenix/Unix Systems will maintain version and 
feature compatibility with the Microsoft prod-
ucts available for the Dos and OS/2 environ-
ments. 

Programming languages covered under the 
agreement include Microsoft C/286 Optimiz-
ing Compiler, Microsoft QuickBasic, a 
threaded p-code interpreter that combines the 
best features of an interpreter and a compiler-
debugger, Microsoft C/286 Optimizing Com-
piler, an advanced compiler targetted for high-
performance 80286-based systems and Micro-
soft Codeview, a visual source-code debugging 
tool. 

Xenix provides the full System 
V set of system calls, plus all 
the Posix extensions, the older 
System III calls and even a set 
of Level 7 Unix system calls, 
to ensure the widest possible 

compatibility. 

The SCO product line already includes sev-
eral products originally developed for the Dos 
and OS/2 markets by Microsoft and subse-
quently ported to Xenix/Unix Systems, in-
cluding Basic, Fortran, Cobol, Pascal and C. 

SCO is also working closely with Language 
Processor Incorporated, to bring the LPI range 
of 386 compilers to the market. These compil-
ers are specifically aimed at the 386 environ-
ment, where they allow the full four gigabyte 
address space of Xenix-386 to be utilized. The 
languages covered by this agreement are: LPI-
Fortran, LPI-Basic, LPI-Pascal, LPL-PL/1, 
LPI-Cobol, and LPI-RPG II. Together with 
these, LPI-Debug provides source level debug-
ging for all these languages. 

Application Development Languages _ 
Foxbase and Foxbase+ — SCO F,Ixbase and 
Foxbase+ are, respectively, dBase II and dBase 
III+ workalikes. Foxbase+ is a multiuser rela-
tional database management system featuring 
source language and data file compatibility 
with Ashton-Tate's dBase Ill Plus, as well as 
dBase ill Plus record and file locking syntax, 
while providing significant enhancements over 
the dBase family of products. The state-of-the- 
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art B+ tree algorithm greatly speeds queries, 
the compiles-as-you run feature gives the de-
veloper the convenience of an interpreter and 
the security of compiled code, and gives the 
end user the speed of compiled code. 
IrLtegra — SCO Integra is a relational database 
management system (RDBMS) designed 
specifically for the Xenix/Unix multiuser envi-
ronment. Integra provides features that are 
critical for reliable multiuser information man-
agement and decision support. Integra will be 
available in the third quarter, 1988. 

Now our developers can create 
and maintain serious 

applications in a fraction of the 
time. 

Integra was designed to be used proficiently 
either by office workers wanting an easy-to-use 
tool for tracking and reporting data or pro-
grammers creating serious applications. It in-
cludes online help facilities, which are always 
readily accessible, and creates default forms 
and reports, which can be easily modified. Its 
menus can be customized without writing a 
single line of code. Additionally, nested que-
ries on the results of other queries provide ex-
ceptional decision-making support. 

SCO Integra uses the command language 
SQL (Structured Query Language), the indus-
try standard on-procedural query facility for 
database management. SQL's commands oper-
ate on entire sets of data at a time, rather than 
following the procedural, record-at-a-time ap-
proach of network and hierarchical databases. 
Optional embedded SQL routines enable pro-
grams written in C or Cobol to access and 
manipulate Integra databases. Additionally, a 
powerful procedural facility, the Application 
Development Library (ADL), can be used to 
manipulate databases, perform queries, and ex-
ecute transactions. 

"SCO Integra is fast and easy to use," said 
Tim Shelton, SCO product marketing man-
ager. "Its menu-driven interface serves a dual 
function, enabling users to learn the product 
more quickly than other database products, 
and providing faster data access as well. Inte-
gra also incorporates SCO ISAM, its underly-
ing X/OPEN-compatible data access method, 
which has been finely tuned to optimize Inte-
gra's performance even further." 

Sophisticated recovery methods ensure com-
plete multiuser data integrity at all times. The 
optional transaction journaling feature pro-
vides complete audit trails by logging all 
changes into journal files. These files can be 
used to "roll back" incompletely posted trans-
actions or "roll forward" transactions into a 
backup in the event of a system failure. 

Data can be exported or imported to and 
from other applications, such as spreadsheets 
and other database management systems. Inte-
gra can also be tightly coupled with SCO's re-
cently announced integrated office automation 
system Office Portfolio. For example, data 
from Integra can be exported to ImageBuilder, 
a presentation graphics package, for use in 
creating charts, graphs, or slides. 

Unify Corporation and The Santa Cruz 
Operation, announced a strategic technology 
partnership that joins Unify's fourth genera-
tion language (4GL) development tools with 
SCO's Xenix System V multiuser database 
management system. 

Under the agreement, Unify and SCO are 
entering into a joint engineering project to in-
tegrate Unify's Accell Integrated Development 
System into SCO's new multiuser RDBMS, In-
tegra. Accell was selected by SCO as the 4GL 
of choice for Integra. 

The Unify/SCO RDBMS solution answers 
workgroup or departmental computing de-
mands for the essential operational needs of a 
corporation. Together, Unify and SCO will de-
liver Unix/Xenix-based RDBMS technology 
solutions — or mission critical systems — that 
address a department's production, operation 
and transaction needs. Examples of mission 
critical systems include on-line reservation sys-   

tems for airline or hotel chains, hospital check-
in systems or student registry systems for 
major universities. To develop these applica-• 
tions quickly and cost-effectively, Unify's Ac-
cell delivers fully integrated, high-level pro-
gramming tools — application generator, 
fourth generation language and window man-
agement system — to SCO's structured query 
language database. The Accell 4GL tools 
dramatically reduce application development 
time and maximize database entry and extrac-
tion capabilities. 

According to Doug Michels, SCO co-
founder and vice president of marketing and 
development, the selection of Accell followed 
an exhaustive evaluation of of all available 4GL 
environments. 

"Accell provides the missing piece in our 
database offering. Now our developers can 
create and maintain serious applications in a 
fraction of the time. Also, Accell gives the pro-
grammer excellent control over the user's envi-
ronment including windowing and context-
sensitive help facilities." 

SCO will distribute the Accell product 
through national and international OEMs, 
VARs, distributors, as well as directly to end 
users. According to Saykally, the SCO deal of-
fers Unify an entry into the Xenix marketplace 
and extends Unify's market presence. 0 
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NEW - FOR DOS/PICK/XENIX 
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2/4/8 PORT SERIAL 
COMMUNICATIONS CARDS 

Australian designed & manufactured 
At Allaw Sales we needed a 4 port serial card for our 
internal machine. We could not find an inexpensive, 
quality product so we built our own. Our engineers have 
designed a family of communication boards for use with 
multi-user communication packages or the PICK/XENIX 
operating systems. 

All of the boards have been thoroughly field tested and 
have performed excellently. So you now have a locally 
designed and supported alternative to the expensive 
imported boards. 

All boards come with installation instructions and cable(s) 
with 2/4/8 DB9 connectors. The boards are easy to install, 
simply set switches for required ports, COM1 (1-4) or 
COM2 (5-8). 

The boards available are: 
HS-2 2 SERIAL PORTS FOR DOS 
HS-4 4 SERIAL PORTS FOR DOS 
PX-4 4 SERIAL PORTS FOR PICK/XENIX 
PX-8 8 SERIAL PORTS FOR PICK/XENIX 

If you buy a multi port serial card from Allaw Sales, you 
are getting best value for money from a reliable Australian 
designed and manufactured product 
which is locally supported. 

ALLAW SALES Pty. Ltd. 
(02) 406 9111 (03) 211 8911 (07) 854 1461 
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We never 
stop 
asking 

Announcing 
Australia's widest 
PC product range. 

Now whatever your PC 
needs, you can run with 
Hewlett-Packard. 

Time was when extraordinary 
Hewlett-Packard reliability was available 
in just one industry-compatible PC. 

Times have changed. Now, no 
matter what size, there's no need to 
compromise. 

Now there are eight models in 
the Hewlett-Packard VECTRA personal 
computer family — these, together with 
a complete range of peripherals, give 
you the widest choice of PC solutions 
in Australia. 

Starting around $2,000 with ilur  

VECTRA CS — HP's most affordable PC 
ever with 60% higher performance than 
an IBM XT/PC. 

Culminating in the VECTRA RS/20 
system — a 16 Mbyte RAM, 20 Mhz Intel 
80386 based, floor-mounted model with 
600 Mbytes of hard disk storage, 
making it the highest performing PC on 
the market. 

Each Vectra includes terminal 
emulation providing connectivity to 
larger systems, while our optional 3.5" 
internal drive solves the problem of 
information exchange with other PC's, 
such as the IBM PS/2. 

Now, no matter what size PC 
you need, Hewlett-Packard offer you 
affordable excellence. Of course, our 
legendary reliability and support still 
come as standard. 

There's no longer any need to 
compromise. 

HEWLETT 
PACKARD 

If you'd like more information — just 
phone our Customer Information 

Centre on STD free (008) 033 821 
or Melbourne 895 2555 and a 
special package will be mailed to 
you with our compliments. 

44* 
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Fast. 
Safe. 

Reliable. 
Economical. 

Easy to administer. 
Finally, there is real multiuser relief 

for your dBASE III PLUS° LAN headaches. 

SCO FoxBASE+ 
The dBASE III PLUS Workalike for XENIX° and Other UNIX° Systems 

"SCO FoxBASE+ on SCO XENIX gives us the reliable, low-cost, multi-
user environment we need and takes the integration headache 
away from the reseller." Robert Davies, President, SBT Corporation 

Join the thousands of dBASE III PLUS-compatible developers and 
VARs who are curing their LAN headaches with SCO FoxBASE+ and 
SCO XENIX. 

If you have a large investment in dBASE III PLUS-compatible 
code, but want a lot more multiuser reliability, convenience and 
performance than you're getting from LANs — at a lot less cost per 
user — SCO FoxBASE+ and proven SCO XENIX are an unbeatable 
prescription. 

SCO FoxBASE+ gives you the comfort of source-language and file 
compatibility, and the safety of identical record- and file-locking 
syntax, plus many significant enhancements over dBASE III PLUS. 

Call SCO today and get fast relief from your LAN headaches —
with the real multiuser dBASE III PLUS-compatible performance of 
SCO FoxBASE+ and SCO XENIX! 

RBI NNW !EPS. 

SC 
lir in. 

INDUSTRIES Pty Ltd 
THE SANTA CRUZ OPERATION  2a Blakesley Street, Chatswood, NSW 2067 

Telephone: (02) 419 5799. Fax: (02) 419 8445 

FoxBASE. also available for enhanced dBASE III PLUS-compatible performance on DOS systems. 
dBASE III PWS Is a registered trademark of Ashton-Tate. • :;7. Foxl3ASE• is a trademark of Fox Software, Inc. • XENIX is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. • UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T. 11/87 
a 1987 The Santa Cruz Operation, Inc., 400 Encinal Street, P.O. Box 1900 Santa Cruz, CA 95061. The Santa Cruz Operation, Ltd., P.O. Box 4YN, 18 Noel Street, London WIA 4YN United Kingdom, •44 1 439 2911, FAX: +44 1 637 9381, TELEX: 917372 sin tux 
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BUSINESS applications from SCO in-
clude wordprocessing, document type-
setting, spreadsheet, business graph-
ics, project management, statistics, 
development tools and environment, 

and integrated mainframe/microcomputer 
computing. This core of applications, together 
with well over 1000 third party packages, 
gives Xenix an unbeatable list of multiuser ap-
plications. The major third party packages in-
clude horizontal packages, for example: ac-
counting packages such as Focus, and a huge 
range of specialized vertical market packages, 
for example: Telemarketing packages, such as 
Brock. 

For a brochure, or a detailed product Ab-
stract, describing these products, contact your 
SCO distributor — names and addresses are 
given on the outside back cover of this liftout. 

SCO Office Portfolio 

SCO's office automation system highlights 
the company's commitment to providing 
powerful business applications in the 

multiuser PC environment. 
The modular system allows users to add only 

those applications they need, when they need 
them. Office Portfolio lets users "copy and 
paste" information between applications and 
even run multiple applications at the same 
time. The desktop utilities include electronic 
mail, a calendar and meeting scheduler, and a 
user directory. 

The president Larry Michels said, "We've 
put a great deal of effort into making our prod-
ucts and those of other vendors work together 
in ways that are best suitable for the office en-
vironment. Office Portfolio delivers the bene-
fits of that endeavor. Our customers can now 
enjoy a single interface that connects them to 
an incredibly wide range of applications and 
utilities." 

With the growing acceptance of departmen-
tal Xenix systems in the office, has recognized 
the need for integration of full-featured appli-
cations. By providing a standard user interface 
for all the applications along with important 
desktop utilities and an open architecture for 
third party products, will provide the founda-
tion for many new products over the next sev-
eral years. 

Office Portfolio integrates full-featured busi-
ness applications with time-saving desktop 
utilities, such as electronic mail, a calendar 
and meeting scheduler, and a user directory. 
Multiuser business applications that can be in-
tegrated with Office Portfolio included Lyrix, 
a full-featured, word processing system; Pro-
fessional, an enhanced Lotus 1-2-3 workalike; 
Integra, an SQL-based relational database 

Applications 
Applications are the crux of any 

computing solution. SCO provides a 
suite of Business applications which 
provide the fundamental requirements 

of a business solution. 

management system; ImageBuilder, a presen-
tation graphics system; Statistician, an statisti-
cal analysis package and MasterPlan, an inter-
active project management system. In addi-
tion, third party applications can be added. 

Office Portfolio delivers to Xenix Systems 
the integrated office automation system that 
business professionals have been asking for. 
Unlike most other OA systems, Office Portfo-
lio integrates full-featured, time tested busi-
ness applications without compromising their 
functionality. In addition, the user can add 
other applications of his or her own choice. 
Customers customize the desktop system to 
suit the needs of the individual or the organiza-
tion. And because the system is modular, cus-
tomers purchase only those applications they 
need, when they need them. 

Because Office Portfolio is a multiuser sys-
tem, it's easy for office personnel to share ideas 
and information. Office Portfolio is also easy to 
learn because all applications share a standard 
interface, as well as many similar commands. 

SCO Office Portfolio's electronic clipboard 
enables the user to "copy and paste" informa-
tion between applications. Users can run mul-
tiple applications at the same time, moving 
between them with a single keystroke. Context 
sensitive help is also only a single keystroke 
away at all times. 

Office Portfolio is expected to be available 
late in the third quarter of 1988. Individual 
applications with a common user interface are 
being released throughout this year. Office 
Portfolio is the answer to integrating a total of-
fice software solution in a multiuser environ-
ment. Key business software applications and 
multiuser desktop tools are united in a flexible 
system that you can customize for each indi-
vidual user, department or organization. 

Office Portfolio is the first product to com-
bine the multiuser power of Xenix with the 
ease of use found in popular standalone prod-
ucts. 

With Office Portfolio you cancreate docu-
ments, manage numbers and data, and access 
all that information from a single terminal. 
The integrated software products share a com-   

mon user interface ? it is easy for a user to be-
come familiar with and use all the supported 
applications. And, Office Portfolio provides an 
easy way to communicate and transfer informa-
tion to other system users. 

Choose the Application You Need 

Wordprocessing, spreadsheets, database, 
business graphics, project management 
and statistics are all available for Office 

Portfolio. You choose the applications you 
need, when you need them. For instance, 
you might decide you want wordprocessing 
and spreadsheet capabilities now, and later 
decide to add a data base. 

All supported applications have a common 
menu interface. Menus prompt you through 
application features and make infrequently 
used features easy to remember. Experienced 
users can type through the menus. 

Applications use the same keystrokes for 
help, to reach the desktop, to save a file and 
many other common commands. The escape 
and arrow keys work the same in all the ap-
plications. All applications are available from 
the Office Portfolio menu system and each 
application is reached quickly with a dedi-
cated function key. 

Key Features 

SCO Mail - Mail lets users easily 
communicate and transfer information. It is 
fully integrated into the SCO Office Portfolio 
menu system and uses the same user interface 
as other Office Portfolio applications. Users 
are notified of new mail when working in 
the mailer, the wordprocessor and from the 
desktop menu. 

Mail can be sent to a single user, multiple 
users, or a distribution list, including the 
entire system. The mail facility provides both 
local and remote mail delivery services 
transparent to the user. 

The mailer supports cross-domain routing 
and can use uucp, Xenix-NET and other 
SMTP compatible delivery agents. Mailing to 
users on a remote system is as easy as mailing 
to the host system. Users are prompted with a 
header asking who the message is to, the 
subject, and who are to receive copies. The 
date and the user's name are included 
automatically. Registered mail can be 
requested to ensure receipt of the message. 
SCO Calendar — The Calendar allows you to 
make the best use of your time by managing 
daily activities electronically. You can 
interrupt work on any application or other 
desktop function to check something in the 
calendar. 
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Calendars, configured by day, week or 
month, list scheduled meetings and 
appointments. Users can print any of their 
calendar entries. "To Do" lists are shown with 
your daily calendar. These reminders are for 
work that needs to be done, but that doesn't 
have a particular meeting time attached to it. 

Meeting scheduling is a calendar timesaver. 
To request a meeting, specify attendees, 
acceptable dates to meet and the length of the 
meeting. The system checks all the 
participants' calendars for the first mutually 
available time. 

After a meeting time is established, 
electronic mail notifies participants of the 
meeting. The meeting is marked in 
everybody's personal datebook. You may ask 
for reminder messages to be sent 
automatically. 

Task Manager — The Task Manager helps 
prevent missed deadlines by managing future 
activities. Assign an action item by attaching a 
To Do tag to an existing mail message or 
document, or tag a mail message as you 
distribute it. You can also use the Task 
Manager to send reminders to yourself. 

The To Do tag is filed in the recipient's and 
the originator's Task Manager account, sorted 
by date. Mail is sent notifying the recipient 
that they have a new To Do item in their Task 
Manager file. 

The To Do item may be reassigned and 
transferred to other system users. Recipients 
can mark the item complete. Only the 
originator of the task can change the due date 
or delete the task. Check the status of the To 
Do item at any point by selecting History. To 
Do items due that day will show in your 
Calendar. 

SCO User Directory — User Directory 
provides a quick way to check information 
about system users. The User Directory 
includes the users login name, department, 
title, mail address and phone extension. A 
notes area allows you to add other information. 
You can search the User Directory on any of 
the fields. 

Information from the User Directory can be 
selected and pasted into Mail Lists and other 
applications. 

SCO Spell — Spell provides a way of checking 
spelling on mail messages and other desktop 
applications. An 80,000 word system 
dictionary is provided; words can also be added 
to a local dictionary. Medical and legal 
dictionary supplements are also available. 

If a misspelt word is found, you are 
prompted with a list fsuggested corrections or 
are asked to provide a correction. The 
misspelled word will automatically be replaced 
within the text. You can choose to skip the 
identified word, add it to a local dictionary, or 
globally correct it throughout the file. 

SCO Filer — The Filer provides an archiving 
system for historical documents. Any file on 
the system is eligible to be placed in the file. 

Archived records will be held on line for a 
period of time determined by the system 
administrator and then removed to another 
storage media. 

The use of keywords submitted with the file, 
allow for easy retrieval of a document. The 
system will provide an audit trail for all 
versions of the record. It is also possible to 
search by record number, date, subject of the 
document, author and addressee(s). Records 
are retired according to pre-assigned dates. 
The Authenticator — With the Authenticator 
users can verify they are cleared to read or edit 
a file by typing a password. Authentication 
passwords are different from the login 
password and can be changed at will. Any file 
generated by the system can be authenticated. 
All authenticated documents will 
automatically placed in central file. 
SCO Office Portfolio Manager — The Menu 
Generator provides developers and system 
administrators with screen based forms to 
easily customize menus and modify the Office 
Portfolio menu system. The Xenix operating 
system uses the same point and pick user 
interface. 

The system administrator can create a 
custom user interface as a user's default 
environment. The forms based, structured 
menu design is utilized to create levels of user 
interface and pointers to prompt and help files. 
SCO Office Portfolio Developer's Toolkit —
The toolkit, containing data integration 
libraries, allows developers to integrate their 
products into the portfolio clipboard system. 

SCO Lyrix 

The Santa Cruz Operation Ltd. (SCO) has 
released an international version of 
Lyrix(R), a fully user-configurable, menu-

driven wordprocessing system. Lyrix Release 
6.0 is available in French and German, as well 
as English. 

The French and German versions of Lyrix 
6.0 feature translated menus, messages, help 
screens, user documentation and spelling cor-
rection. The English version of SCO Lyrix is 
available with a dictionary for English spell-
ings. Special purpose Dictionaries, for exam-
ple: legal and medical, are also available. 

Designed to be simple and intuitive for new 
users, Lyrix also provides a full range of state-
of-the-art features for advanced users including 
mail merge, automatic footnotes and section/-
paragraph numbering, and table of contents 
generation. 

Designed specifically for multiuser Xenix-
systems, Lyrix provides full file-locking data 
protection. It supports 8-bit extended ASCII 
characters and a variety of terminals and print-
ers, both domestic and international. Lyrix 
menus are easily configured to include other 
applications. The inclusion of two spelling dic-
tionaries — an 80,000 word dictionary in the 
particular language of the version of Lyrix, and 
a second 80,000 word American/English dic-
tionary — provides a distinct advantage to com-
panies which produce documents in more than 
one language. 
Microsoft Word — This package is a port of 
the popular MS-Dos word processor. 
Xenix Text Processing — This package com-
prises the extremely powerful Unix document 
processing tools and photo-typesetting pack-
ages. 

SCO Professional — SCO Professional pro-
vides full compatibility with Lotus 1-2-3 pro-
gram and data files in the Xenix environment. 
Professional provides not only the spreadsheet, 
but the full manager functions, similar to 
Lotus Access. This allows users to run Profes-
sional, print graphs, transfer/translate files 
from SYLK, DBF, and DIF formats of other 
packages, to directly read and write Dos 
floppies, and to configure the package. Profes-
sional is compatible even in the support of 
function keys, macros, database functions and 
with enhancements in spreadsheet size and 
memory management. 

Microsoft Mulitplan — Multiplan is a popular 
spreadsheet in the MS-Dos environment and 
this port is compatible in user interface and 
functionality. SYLK files may be exchanged 
between the Dos and Xenix implementations 
of Microsoft Multiplan. 

SCO ImageBuilder — SCO ImageBuilder is a 
new Xenix graphics package designed with 
business people in mind. ImageBuilder can be 
run from the console of a PC-type system or 
from any SCO CGI supported graphics termi-
nal, or from Dos running graphic terminal 
emulators such as GSS Grafterm or GrafPoint 
Tgraph-05. 

SCO ImageBuilder's menu interface was de-
signed to enable even the novice user to 
quickly and easily create professional-looking 
graphs, charts, diagrams or slides that are 
well-suited for the boardroom, sales meetings, 
or desktop document. Because ImageBuilder 
was developed with SCO CGI (Computer 
Graphics Interface), it supports a wide range of 
graphics devices, such as plotters, printers, 
terminals and graphics boards, and also in-
cludes support for creating 35 mm slides. 

SCO MasterPlan — MasterPlan is an interac-
tive project management system from Quality 
Software Products, based on the critical path 
method. To facilitate the input and tracking of 
interactive data, MasterPlan provides several 
different views of a project. It includes screens 
that depict project activities, networks, calen-
dars, resources, and forecasts. MasterPlan of-
fers context sensitive help screens, a full tutori-
al, reference manual and a quick reference 
guide. MasterPlan uses the termcap/terminfo 
terminal information databases to run properly 
on almost every imaginable terminal, and an 
optional graphics package is also available. 

SCO Statistician — Statistician is an extremely 
flexible statistical package developed by Quant 
Systems specifically for the Xenix/Unix(R) en-
vironment. 

Statistician is intended to give professionals 
in business, government, administration, 
clinical research, engineering, education and 
science the ability to do statistical analysis 
without needing to be statistical programmers. 
Unlike the typical statistical package with its 
hundreds of cryptic commands, Statistician of-
fers a friendly interface that includes pull-
down menus, context-sensitive help screens, 
dialog boxes, and a unique output manager. 
Users simply "see and select" the variables, 
files, directories, parameters, and menus they 
prefer. ❑ 
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Telemarketing and Lead 
Generation 

... a series of 
user-friendly Call 
Guides 
employing 

interactive scripts to 
create highly 

successful telemarketing campaigns. 
On-line timers providing automatic 
call statistics enable you to track the 
costs associated with each 
campaign. 
Prospect Tracking Fore- 
casting and Closing Sales 

...a comprehensive 
database of client 

details, market 
and industry 
information and 

competitive 
analyses providing easily 
accessible data — essential for 
improving sales. Standard and 
custom-designed forecasting 
reports enable you to drive your 
business successfully towards 
the future. 
Communications and 
Direct Mail Campaigns 

... an internal 
message 
system 
provides up-to-

date information 
throughout the 

company. Integrated word 

J 

The Brock Activity 
Manager Series 
A series of software modules 
which dramatically enhance 
your Sales, Telemarketing 
and Customer Support 
Services from start to finish. 
The most widely used 
Telemarketing and Sales 
Activity solution in the U.S.A. 

processing, laser printers and an 
associated database guarantee 
effective direct mail campaigns 
with minimal effort. 

Customer Support and 
Field Service 

... an organised 
database of 
account service 
histories 

highlighting 
typical problem scenarios 
and their solutions which allows 

V/3 HEWLETT 
PACKARD 

DEALER OF THE YEAR  

Co-Cam Computer Services Pty Ltd 
26 O'Connell Street, Sydney 
(02) 221 5755. 
Fax: (02) 231 6530. 

OW 597 Church Street, Richmond, 
Melbourne (03) 420 5400. 
Fax: (03) 427 0861. 

Solutions are what I need! Please 
rush me details of The Brock Activity Series 

Company  

Address  

Name  

Title  

Telephone  

Post to: CO-CAM, 
Attn: Christine Daines, 
4th Floor, 26 O'Connell Street, 
Sydney NSW 2000. 

COC2966 

CO-CAM 
Solutions to your toughest 

Sales and Marketing problems 
7.E. 

Unified Resources 
...communication and 

Li3 productivity tools, 
on-line sales and 
product 
reference files —
all convenient, time-
saving features that 

make the Brock Activity Manager 
Series of software modules the 
effective means of getting the best 
results from your sales organisation. 

 

UNIFIED 
RESOURCES 

 

COMMUNICATIONS 

CISTOMER 
SUPPORT 

you to deliver on your promise of 
client satisfaction — one of your 
most powerful selling tools. 
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Specifications FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 

• Supports 1.2MB & 1.44 mini 
CPU disk drives 

• 32-bit 80386 microprocessor; 
• 16 or 20 MHz speeds, 0 wait 

state 
• 80387 math co-processor, 

optional 

MAINBOARD 

32K ROM BIOS 
4MB RAM (standard) 
expands up to 16MB with 
hardware support 
Eight expansion slots; 
Two 32-bit slots 
Four 16-bit slots 
Two 8 -bit slots 
One I/O port 
Programmable speaker 
Real-time clock/calendar, with 
battery back-up 

HARD DISK DRIVES 

• 71 MB Voice coil 
standard, optional 150+ 

• 60 MB tape backup standard, 
optional 125 MB 

KEYBOARD 

• One hundred-one sculpted keys 
• Twelve programmable function 

keys 
• Low profile, adjustable legs 
• European versions available 

MONITOR 

• EGA/CGA dual mode standard 

EXPANSION CARDS 
SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY 

• Floppy and hard disk controller • 110/240 volts, AC; 50/60 Hz 
360k, 1.2MB, 720k or 1.44 mini • 270 Watts with fan and overload 
drives protection 

• EGA colour video card 
• Facilitates network functions, 

optional OPERATING SYSTEM 
• Eight serial ports RS-232 
• Two parallel ports • MS-DOS 3.3x, or UNIX 

This brochures was produced and art set 
using the President DTP System. 

WARRANTY 

• Three years warranty Australia 
wide. 

• 
• 
• 

•
 

•
 •

 •
 •

 •
 •

 

The President 386VS—  ( Vertical 
1 ServerTM) is the most powerful 

computer yet produced by the 
President stable. Almost mini 
computer size in performance and 
capacity the 386 VS' is attractive 
and yet compact in its self contained 
vertical casing. The 386 VS' is 
upmarket, fast and feature packed, 
suitable for any stand alone use or 
perhaps more appropriately as a file 
server for any approved network 
system. 

The President 386 VSTM would be an 
ideal element in any Desktop 
publishing situation as its high speed 
32 bit 80386 microprocessor would 
be apt for this application. The 386 
VS-  has 4MB of RAM expandable to 
16 megabytes with hardware 
support opening great opportunities 
for this system in the multi-user 
environment. Choose your 
operating system as dual drives 
5.25" and 3.5" allow the old and new 
PS2'" formats to be used; MS-DOS, 
UNIX or the OS/2 option when 
available in 1988. 

Eight standard serial ports plus two 
parallel ports are ready for 
expansion and terminals. The 386 
VS comes with a EGA graphics card 
plus EGA/CGA dual high resolution 
colour monitor with tilt and swivel 
base stand, nothing has been over 
looked. The President monitor 
features EGA lock control and colour 
shade select control. 

With processing speeds of 16 or 20 
MHz, a slot provided for an optional 
80387 co-processor chip, you can 
start to imagine the performance 
which is assured. The cost of 
maintenance --- forget it --- with a 
FULL THREE YEAR parts and labour 
warranty President's technical 
department are keeping your 
maintenance worries and costs at 
bay. The price --- well that also is a 
pleasant surprise with this 
remarkable package. Check the 
specifications and call in for a 
demonstration, then you will 
appreciate why this machine is a 
President. 

Specifications subject to change without notice. 

SYDNEY (02) 4762700 MELBOURNE (03) 3470555 BRISBANE (07) 8462228 ADELAIDE (08) 2313063 CANBERRA (062) 804804 GOLD COAST (075) 374788t 



Synchronous capability on all eight serial 
channels 
One-metre 'octopus' cable; 96-pin DIN con- 
nector to multiple DB25 connectors for easy 
connection 
Shielded cable 
Processor: 9MHz HD64180 
RAM: 64kb up to 192kb 
Dual port bus interface 
Selectable external interrupts 
Selectable I/O address 
3K per channel buft'ering 

The Intelligent Expansion 
NICORN is the fast, cost-effective alternative - pro-
viding true multi-user performance for end-users, 
OEMs and computer manufacturers. Suitable for IBM 

Ara, 386s and compatibles. 
4... 

- 
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OUTSTANDING FEATURES: 
• Eight serial ports with full MODEM control 
• Performs inputloutput processing, leaving the 

main CPU free to do other tasks 
• Up to 38,400 bits per second per serial 

channel 
• Comes with XENIX driver software 
• Up to four UNICORNS may be placed in 

one AT 
• Fits into a short slot on an AT bus 
• One parallel port 
• One simple serial port 
• Upgradable to support SNA, Statistical Multi- 

▪ plexing, X-25 

INDUSTRIES Pty Ltd 
2a Blakesley Street, Chatswood, NSW 2067 
Telephone: (02) 419 5799. Fax: (02)419 8445 



NEW - 110 MEGA BYTE 
LOW COST DRIVE 

MiniScribe Model 6128 

Xenix is a great operating system but all its features 
require large capacity storage. The MiniScribe 6128 gives 
you that capacity. And being an RLL drive, it does it 
economically. The MiniScribe 6128 offers you: 

Performance: 28ms avg access, 7.5 Mbit transfer rate. 

* Reliability: rugged construction protects the HDA from 
shock. A linear voice coil actuator eliminates head 
skew problems common with other positioning 
mechanisms. 

Proven: The 6128 is part of the MiniScribe 6000 series 
of which there are hundreds of thousands in use 
throughout the world. The 6128 is currently running 
in Xenix systems in Australia. 

Ask your dealer about the MiniScribe 6128 drive or 
contact Allaw Sales, the Authorised MiniScribe 
distributor, for your nearest MiniScribe dealer. 

ALLAW SALES Pty. Ltd. 
(02) 406 9111 (03) 211 8911 (07) 854 1461 

DATA 
STORAGE 
MUSCLE 

XENIX FEATURE • LANS 

Effective alternative to LANs 
Alcatel-STC and Xenix 

Processing power, administration, 
security and growth are all 

enhanced through a multiuser 
system. 

APROVEN and cost effective alternative 
to local area networks (LANs) is being 
offered to the Australian business com-

munity through Alcatel-STC and Blue Sky 
Industries. The product, SCO Xenix System 
V, is a multiuser operating system for PCs, 
based on the Intel 80286 and 80386 proces-
sors such as the XTRA 286/XL and 386/XL 
marketed in Australia by Alcatel-STC. 

"We have long recognised the growing 
importance of the multiuser PC market," 
said Pat Duffy, marketing manager of the 
Business Communication Systems group at 
Alcatel-STC. "We released our first multi-
user PC, the XTRA X, in 1986 and it was 
rated the top overall performer by Your Com-
puter. And we've been providing multiuser 
systems ever since." 

"Mainframes are an expensive and often 
unnecessary alternative, particularly when a 
version of Unix like SCO Xenix can be made 
available to our customers," she elaborated. 

"This association with Blue Sky is a logical 
step for Alcatel-STC. With our System 
V-based Computer Consoles Incorporated 
(CCI) range of superminicomputers, we have 
been actively involved in the Australian Unix 
scene and have been watching Unix increase 
in acceptance and popularity for some time. 

"In fact, Alcatel-STC is committed to the 
development of Unix in Australia and was 
recently involved as a sponsor in supporting 
the Australian Unix User Group's Annual 
Conference functions." 

Xenix System V is a commercially en-
hanced, fully licensed version of AT&AT's 
multiuser, multitasking Unix System V op-
erating system, originally developed for mi-
croprocessor-based computers by Microsoft. 

SCO Xenix System V was co-operatively 
developed specifically for the microcomputer 
environment by Microsoft and The Santa 
Cruz Operation (SCO) in the USA. Blue Sky 
Industries is the local agent for SCO. The 
SCO Xenix System V is an AT&T System 
V.3 licensed, SVID-conforming Unix. 

"To the PC user, this means that Xenix on 
a PC looks and operates like Unix on a  

mainframe, so the one operating system can 
be used throughout departments, divisions or 
entire organisations with less training costs 
and time," Duffy said. 

"With our focus on the multiuser market, 
we are very enthusiastic about this associa-
tion," she continued. "A standard multiuser 
operating system for 286- and 386-based mi-
cros sets the stage not only for increasing the 
presence of these computers in the multiuser 
marketplace, but also for developing new ap-
plications that take full advantage of the 
chips' advanced technology and software to 
better serve the needs of end users." 

Another factor that both Alcatel-STC and 
Blue Sky feel will contribute to a strong 
SCO Xenix presence in Australia is that the 
SCO Xenix System V solution includes net-
working and communications packages, data-
base management products, languages and 
development products, and learning aids. 

Available packages 

Among the available packages are SCO 
I View, Mu the multitasking windowing 

environment and user interface; SCO 
Xenix-NET, a local area network for com-
puters running Xenix that allows MS-Dos, 
PC-Dos and multiuser, multitasking Xenix 
PCs to reside together and share files, elec-
tronic mail and printers; SCO umoPATH 
SNA-3270, which provides communications 
between Xenix systems and IBM mainframes; 
SCO Lyrix, a multiuser word processor; SCO 
Professional, a multiuser Lotus 1-2-3 worka-
like; Multiplan electronic worksheet; SCO 
Foxbase and SCO Foxbase+, enhanced 
multiuser dBase II and dBase III Plus worka-
likes; programming languages including 
Micro Focus VS Cobol, Microsoft C and 
other Microsoft languages; and the SCO 
Xenix Tutor learning package. 
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Tomorrow has arrived! 
Hewlett-Packard and Xenix 

T
HE COMPUTER is an intriguing 
creation. The older it gets, the more 
powerful it becomes; at the same 
time it shrinks in size and as its 
value rises, its cost fails. All this 

happens exponentially. Only 20 years ago, 
we had CPUs which occupied a whole room 
filled with circuit boards containing discrete 
components, ten components per circuit 
board — no chips. 

These dinosaurs stored data on reel-to-reel 
tape drives, with file access times measured 
in minutes, and required specialised power 
supplies which could deliver hundreds of 
kilowatts. The purchase price was measured 
in millions of dollars. 

Only 15 years ago we had CPUs the size 
of large television sets, which had a massive 
32 kilobytes of (core) memory and hard disk 
drives with platters measuring 12 inches in 
diameter that could store an incredible 2 
megabytes. They were booted up by typing 
in a loader program in binary code on the il-
luminated front panel bit switches. (Why do 
you think the old Science Fiction movies al-
ways showed computer rooms full of flashing 
lights?) 

The loader program would put enough in-
telligence into the animal to allow it to read 
in another loader — from paper tape. This, 
in turn, would give it enough intelligence to 
access the magnetic tape drive, which would 
finally let it communicate with the disk 
drive. This was a minicomputer and its cost 
was measured in hundreds of thousands of 
dollars. 

In the last few months of the 1970s a new 
breed of computers appeared. At its intro-
duction, the PC was expected to have a pro-
found impact on man's lifestyle, because the 
average person could at last afford a comput-
er. And indeed it did. The PC appeared in 
the form of a Tandy TRS-80 and the Apple, 
boasting 12 Kbyte of RAM and 150 Kbyte 
floppy disks. When Commodore released the 
Commodore 64, people could not imagine 
why anyone would need 64 Kbyte of RAM. 

Only a few years ago, a good minicom-
puter featured 1 MIP (million instructions 
per second) of processing power. It could be 
optioned up, at great expense, to have 8 
Mbyte of RAM and, for what was considered 
to be virtually infinite storage space, 400 
Mbyte disk drives with average file access 
times of 100 ms.These disk drives cost 
around $30,000 alone, and were the size of 
the Whirlpool sitting in your laundry (some 
of them even sounded similar!). 

When Compaq introduced the Compaq  

386 in 1986, it had taken the first step to 
placing a minicomputer on the desktop. 
(Desktop mini-computing?). The second gen-
eration of 80386 machine which appeared in 
1988 are just that — minicomputers. Take 
MS-Dos away, replace it with Xenix, fit a 
couple of intelligent multiport communica-
tions cards, add terminals and you have a 
multiuser system capable of supporting up to 
30 users. 

Take a look at Hewlett-Packard's second 
generation 80386 machine the Vectra RS/20, 
and compare it co the specifications of even 
today's minicomputers: 
a) A 32-bit processor running at 20MHz, deliv-
ering up to 4 MI PS of processing power. 
b) 16 Mbyte of 32-bit, 80 ns RAM on the 
motherboard. 
c) 620 Mbyte of internal hard disk storage space 
with average access time of 17 rns. 

d) 32-bit data buses. 
This is what we still, inadequately, call a 
PC! 

You may argue that a true minicomputer 
has more than just a powerful processor and 
large disks. However, consider that with in-
telligent multiport cards, such as Blue Sky's 
Unicorn card, it is possible to have a dedi-
cated I/O processor servicing 10 serial ports, 
each running at 34 Kbaud. With the addi-
tion of an 80387 or Wietek floating pro-
cessor accelerator board, it becomes a system 
with a 4 MIP main processor, 32-bit co-pro-
cessor, numerous I/C processors and massive, 
fast disk storage space. A $60,000, 20 ter-
minal desktop minicomputer system has the 
performance of a $300,000 traditional mini-
computer system! 

What has led to this quantum leap in per-
formance and price reduction? It is a combi-
nation of high-tech and growing user inde-
pendence. In the past, hardware manufactur-
ers had the luxury of telling the user what he 
wanted. Today, the user tells the hardware 
manufacturer what he wants. The days of 
hardware vendors locking their clients into 
proprietary operating systems are numbered. 
The user is demanding adherence to stand-
ards. Whether it's IBM, MS-Dos or Unix 
compatibility, the user wants his equipment 
to be 'compatible', because he then has a 
choice of the software he can run, the acces-
sories and peripherals he can add, and the 
price he can pay. 

In the PC market there are 2 standards —
the IBM hardware standard, and the MS-Dos 
operating system standard. 

In the minicomputer and mainframe mar-   

kets Unix is the operating system standard. 
With the adherence to these standards, 
growth and communication are made easy. 

The user no longer wants just to be able to 
communicate, he wants to be able to mi-
grate. Migrate from the PC level to the 
mainframe level. The only existing medium 
for this is Xenix. 

Hardware manufacturers are responding to 
this call. For example, in the case of HP's 
product line, a branch office of a firm could 
have a Vectra RS/20 running Xenix and sup-
porting 20 users locally, which is linked to 
the head office HP9000 mainframe, running 
HP-UX, which could also be linked to a 
worldwide network, connecting tens of thou-
sands of users. Not only could a terminal 
user on the Vectra transfer data between 
himself, the HP9000 and the rest of the net-
work, he could also run the HP9000's pro-
grams on the Vectra and vic,.-versa. 

From the migration point of view, a busi-
nessman could begin automating his business 
by running an accounting system on a Vectra 
RS/20 — Xenix system and then migrate, 
some years later, to an HP9000 mainframe 
without the loss of his investment in soft-
ware and data, which had accumulated over 
the years. Xenix 386 would even enable him 
to continue using the library of MS-Dos soft-
ware which he had bought for his IBM PC 
all those years ago. Now, that is compatibil-
ity! 

An 80386 machine running Xenix is such 
an attractive proposition, that it threatens 
the position of low end minicomputers. 
Users are moving towards IBM compatible 
machines running Xenix, because they can 
have a powerful multiuser system and con-
tinue using their MS-Dos applications and 
industry standard hardware accessories with-
out the need for staff retraining. 

What does this combination of a leap in 
technology and responsiveness to user needs 
mean? It means that tomorrow has arrived. 
All those years that users spent waiting for 
the day when small, fast, powerful and inex-
pensive computers, which could communi-
cate and share programs with a spectrum-of 
other computers, as well as having a huge li-
brary of software and hardware accessories 
would arrive, have finally been rewarded. 

At no other time has the user has such a 
choice of hardware and software from so 
many manufacturers at such an attractive 
price. At no other point in time has there 
been such a powerful medium which allows 
the user to communicate and grow. ❑ 
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So if you're looking to expand 
your computer system's storage 
capability, whatever your 
requirements may be, you 
should phone Allaw for 
information about your nearest 
Newbury Data Dealer or 
enquire about our vast range of 
quality products. Allaw, the 
Authority in mass storage. 

Allaw Sales Pty. Ltd. 
9/1 Short Street, 
Chatswood NSW, 2067 
Fax: (02) 406 9115 
Tel: (02) 406 9111 
Brisbane (07) 854 1461, 
Melbourne (03) 211 8911, 
Auckland (09) 371 334. 

"Your 
business 
can grow 
to great 
proportions 
with 
Newbury 
Data 
drives 
behind it'.' 
Wouldn't it be a great idea to be 
able to utilise the full designed 
potential of your business's 
computer without the worries 
usually associated with 
expanding it into a larger 
storage capacity. And, we all 
know what the major points of 
concern are. Will the drives do 
the job? Will they be installed 
quickly and efficiently? Will the 
vendor support the product? 
Will the drives be reliable? Will 
the price be competitive? 
Allaw is the only company in 
Australia who can answer "yes" 
to all these questions. As 
Australia's largest importer and 
distributor of mass storage 
equipment we recognise a good 
product when we see one. We 
wouldn't risk our reputation as 
reliable suppliers of quality 
product by selling anything but 
the best and most reliable 
products for specific jobs. 
Newbury Data has been making 
disc drives of exceptional 
quality and reliability for the 
past ten years. Their products 
address the medium to large 
5'A" range i.e. 112 MEG up to 
400 MEG (ST 506, SCSI and 
ESDI) and they are rapidly 
becoming the brand leader for 
this category in Australia. 
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NEW SOUT 
Blue Sky Indus 
24 Blakesley S 
Chatswood, NSW 2067 
PO. Box 1153 
Chatswood, NSW 2057 
Telephone: (02) 419 5799 
Fax: (02) 419 8445 
Sales: Malcolm Parsons 
Suppoth Mark Jackson and Bill Baker 

19 Lyall Street 
South Perth, WA  AID , 
AO Box 754 
South Perth, WA 6151 
Telephone: (09)474 1184 
Fax: (09) 474 1034 
Sales: Bruce Conomy 
Support: Kerry Hotker 

VICTORIA 
Blue Sky Industries: 
Level 6 West Wing 
608 St Kilda Road 
Melbourne, Vic. 3004 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
Unique Software: 
30 Flinders Street 
Kent lbwn, S4 5067 
Telephone: (08) 363 1313 
Fax: (08) 363 0546 
Sales: Lachlan Peter 
Support: Lachlan Peter 

Blue Sky Computers: 
70-72 Bowen Street 
Brisbane, Qld 4000 
PO Box 163 
Spring Hill, Qld 4000 
Telephone: (07) 831 8666 
Fax: (07) 832 1367 
Sales: Peter Elliott 
Support: John Csolioka 

AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRI 
Computer Engineering Sales: 
88 Wollongong Street 
Fyshwick, ACT 26 
P.O. Box 144 
Fyshwick, ACT 2 

Support: David 

MIN NNW 111111.S. 
M,1727-m-  i7L-11  
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MPC-28612  

Geelong 

Townsville 

Nowra:  

Shop 3. Belchers Arcade.  
171-181 Moorabool St. Geelong 
Shop 3. 134 Charters Towers Rd.  
Hermit Park. Townsville. 4812 
Shop 3. 144 Junction St. Nowra. 2541 

Features: 
• 8088-2 CPU 
• Two 360Kb Floppy Disk Drives 
• 4.77-10mHz Switchable Clock Rate 
• 640Kb RAM 
• 8 Expansion Slots 
• 180W Power Supply 
• Composite Monitor 
• 0 Wait State 

MPC-28616  
Features: 
" 80286 CPU 
• 1024K RAM 
• 6-8-12-16mHz Switchable Clock Speed 
* 44 Meg Voice Coil Hard Disk 
• Speed Display Case 
• 1.2mb Floppy Disk Drive 
* 360k Floppy Disk Drive 
• Enhanced Keyboard 
(All speeds rated at 1 Wait State) 

THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS 
* Ega Monitor IF PURCHASED 

(non-glare screen) WITH Plus COMPUTER Ega Card (has up 
to 8 fonts) $999 

v1F, 111, 
-_ 
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SOFTWARE, HARDWARE AND PERIPHERALS FOR 
BUSINESSES, OFFICES, HOMES, SCHOOLS AND FACTORIES 

MPC-885 MPC-8810  
Features: 
• 8088 CPU 
• Two 360Kb Floppy Disk Drives 
• 4.77mHz Clock Rate 
• 640Kb RAM 
• 8 Expansion Slots 
• 180W Power Supply 
• Composite Monitor 

Features: 
80286 CPU 

• 640Kb on board RAM 
• 6-8-10-12mHz Switchable Clock Rate 
• 20mb Hard Disk 
• 8 Expansion Slots 
• 1.2mb Floppy Disk Drive 

AT Keyboard 

MPC-3862° 
Features: 
• 20mHz Motherboard 
• 2mb RAM 

44mb Voice Coil Hard Disk 
• EGA Monitor and Card 
• 1.2mb Floppy Disk Drive 
• 360K Floppy Disk Drive 
• Speed Display Case 
• Enhanced Keyboard 

ALL JAPANESE COMPONENTS 

FOR ALL YOUR COMPUTING NEEDS . . . $CALL 
12 Month Factory Warranty PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE 
Established in Electronics over 14 Years WITHOUT NOTICE 

LARGE RANGE OF TECHNICAL MANUALS AVAILABLE 
.1.1111111111111111111.1111111111111111 
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Head Office: 
Melbourne: 279 Victoria St. W. Melbourne. 3003 
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$475 

FLOPPY DISK 
CONTROLLER 
Controls up to 4 DS/DD 
360K drives. 

$65 

10MHz TURBO PLUS 
MOTHERBOARD 
This 10MHz, no-wait-state board is a 
drop-in replacement for the sluggish 
4.7MHz PC motherboard. 
• 8088-3 running at 10MHz/no wait states 
• Turbo/normal selectable 
• 4 channel DMA • 8 expansion slots 
• Keyboard port • 640K RAM fitted 

8MHz Turbo Motherboard still available at 
new low price. Was $450.00. 
NOW ONLY $425 
1.2MB/360KB 
FLOPPY CONTROLLER 
The perfect answer for backing up hard 
disks, archiving etc. 
• Supports both 1.2MB and 360KB drives 
• Fully PC/XT, PC/AT compatible 
• For suitable drive see below 

$125 

150W SWITCHING 
POWER SUPPLY 
Drop-in replacement for IBM PC's puny 
63W supply. 
• Boosts PC to PC/XT specs. Essential to 
run hard discs and other ad-ons on PC. 
• Outputs + 5V/15A, —5V/1A, + 12V/5A, 
— 12V/1A. 
• All cables to disk 
drives, mother-
board etc. 

OP $148 

AUSTRALIA'S BEST 
SPEEDUP CARD 
Speed up your PC over 7 times with our 
superb new speed-up card. 
• 80286 CPU plus 8088 for complete 
software compatibility 
• Clock rate 6/8MHz (selectable) 
mRAM on-board for disk cache 
• DMA support 
• Socket for 80287 co-processor 

.111$545 
Limited 

Stock 

PEGA EGA card — 
unmatched resolution 
Get all the standards with this superb short 
slot EGA card. 
• Supports Monochrome, Hercules, CGA, 
EGA and Plantronics modes. Fully Auto 
switchable. 
• Supports 132 columns in Symphony, 
Lotus and WordPerfect 
• Automatic monitor 
detection 
• 256K of video memory 
standard 

• Flicker free scrolling 
$495 
DISK DRIVES 
40 Track Mitsubishi. 
Very fast track-to-track. 360KB 
DSDD. Lowest price in Australia 

1.2MB NEC 
Super high density. Superb construction 
and reliability. Works with 
1.2MB floppy controller. $275 
20MB NEC Hard Disk. 
Very fast and super reliable. 
Best price in town. 695 
Complete with controller. 895 

XT Style Case with 
Hinged Lid 

Perfect for building 
your own PC. 

$95 
MEMORY 
512K Ram Card — 
Short Slot 
• 512K RAM installed 
(41256 chips) 
• DIP switches to start address 

640K Ram Card -
Short Slot 
• 640K memory installed 
• User selectable from 64K to 640K 
• DIP switches to start address $225 
Colour Graphics/Mono 
— Short Slot 
This amazing new card drives RGB colour, 
composite colour or a TTL monochrome 
monitor. And it fits in a short slot. Full CGA 
support. Can be used as a colour graphics 
card with a monochrome display and still 
run all the colour programs. 
The card even cures 
the dread colour 
graphics "flicker 
and snow". 

$195 

You'll always get a 
better deal at 
Electronic Solutions 
1. Everything we sell comes with our 14 day money-
back guarantee. 
2. We only sell top quality products. Brands like NEC and 
Mitsubishi. With Electronic Solutions you know you're 
getting the best! 
3. Massive buying power means our prices are the 
lowest in Australia for the same quality goods. 
4. Our buying team get the latest products sooner. 
Whether you want an 80386 card, a turbo graphics card 
or the latest ,EGA card, we've often got it in stock when 
our competitors are just thinking about it. 

$245 

$195 



Baby AT Case 

$135.00 

Multi I/O Card 
• Floppy disk adaptor, 2 drives DS/DD 
• 1 serial port, 1 parallel port, 
1 joystick port • Clock/calendar 
with battery backup 

.9 

Colour Graphics 
Video Card 
• Suits RGB and composite colour 
monitors 
• Light pen interface 
• Fully CGA compatible 
• 40 x 25 & 80 x 25 (text), 640 x 200 
(mono) and 320 x 200 (colour) $115 
Colour Graphics/ 

-Printer Adaptor 
Attaches to IBM-compatible RGB monitor; 
provides complete compatibility with IBM 
Colour Graphics Adaptor. Equivalent to 
the IBM colour/graphics adaptor with 
additional printer port to replace the video 
port originally supplied by IBM. 

2.5MB Multifunction 
card for PC/AT 

180W AT Power Supply 
Suits all IBM PC/AT 
compatibles. 
• User selectable 

As L1 115/230V AC input 
11. • Outputs: +5V/17A, 

—5V/0.5A, +12V/7A, 
—12V/0.5A 
Overload protection 

$195.00 • Short circuit 
protection 

• Cooling fan stops when voltage output 
falls to zero 
• Top quality components used throughout 

Enhanced Keyboard suit 
both PC/AT and XT 

LLILLjkl LiJa 
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The finest keyboard on the market. 
• Suits both IBM PC/XT and AT (switchable) 
• Full 101 keys with separate cursor and 
numeric pad 
• Superb key action 
• Lights for caps, num and scroll lock 
$145  

Parallel Printer Card 
• Standard TTL level • Centronics printer 
port, full IBM, EPSON compatible $44 

Turbo Mono Graphics/ 
Printer — Short Slot 
If you want fast, flicker free scrolling and 
full Hercules compatability, this is it! 
Perfect enhancement for 
slow scrolling programs like 
Microsoft 
Word etc. 
The ultimate 
monochrome 
graphics card. 
$175 
Serial RS-232 Card 
• Independent receive clock input 
• 2nd serial port option 
• Full buffering eliminates need 
for precise synchronisation $55 

Give your AT a big boost with this superb 
quality, low cost expansion card. 
• One RS232C serial port 
• One parallel printer port 
• Memory expansion to 2.5MB (OK fitted) 
• Fully PC/AT compatible 
$495.00 

10MHz 
Baby AT 
Motherboard 
Ultra high 
performance PC/AT 
motherboard 
outperforms all the 
others. Drop it into 
your existing PC/XT! 
Up to 1MByte of 
RAM on-board (640K fitted) 
• 80286-8 running at 6/10MHz switchable. 
• Speed test 11.7 on Norton Utilities 
• 7 channel DMA for disk and special I/O 
• 8 expansions slots (6 full AT standard) 
• On-board battery backup, real time clock 
• Phoenix ROM BIOS 
$945 

Suits "Baby AT" motherboard or 10MHz 
PC/XT motherboard. 
• Hinged cover for easy access 
• Keyswitch, reset/turbo buttons, indicators 

2MB EMS Memory 
Card for PC/XT or AT 
An affordable "Above Board" memory 
card. Fit up to 2MB of high speed RAM (OK 
fitted). At a low introductory price: $495 

I/O Plus Card 
• Clock calendar with battery backup 
• 1 serial port, 1 parallel port, 
1 joystick port $136 

SUPER SPECIALS 
V20 chips  $29.00 
V30 chips  $49.00 
NEC Multisync monitor . . . $1150.00 
TTL Amber Monitor  $275.00 
TTL Green Monitor  $280.00 
256K RAM chips  $7.00 

SMAITIMIS 
Electronic Solutions 
PO Box 426 Gladesville 2111 
Phone (02) 427 4422 
We accept Bankcard, Mastercard and 
VISA. Mail orders our specialty. All 
prices include sales tax. 
• All products carry a 14 day money 

back guarantee 
• All products carry a full 3 months 

warranty 
• All cards come with full documentation 
• Ring for quantity discounts and tax 

free prices. 
• Freight $7.50 for first item, then $2.50 

for each extra item. 

NEW PC/XT PRODUCTS 
the power you're searching for! 



HARDWARE • LAPTOP 

THE KOOKABURRA 
LAP COMPUTER 

A LITTLE AUSSIE BATTLER 
If you're fair dinkum about 'buying Australian' and 

don't want to spend a packet on a portable, then read 
what Sandgroper John McLean has to say about this 

laptop with a difference. 

APTOP COMPUTERS are quite suc-
cessfully competing with desktop 
computers because of their great 
versatility, ample power and small 

size. The battery-driven laptop is a flexible 
unit because, unlike the stationary com-
puter attached to the wall by its perma-
nent umbilical power cord, it can be used 
while travelling, visiting building sites, 
and attending conferences and yet still in-
teract with other computers back at the of-
fice. 

Among the established names in lap-
tops is the Australian made Kookaburra 
which could be described as a desktop in 
a tiny box or, alternately, an electronic 
briefcase. 

The Kookaburra is capable of interact-
ing with standalone computers, or as a re-
placement. Indeed, its small footprint 
means little desk clutter, and no further 
need for a desk return. The ability to work 
from battery or mains power, and yet be 
light and compact is particularly well em-
phasised in the Kookaburra. 

The Kookaburra's 
combination of help 
screens and menus 

make all the software 
easy to master. 

Configuration 

The Kookaburra weighs in at a a low 4 
kg. Its overall size of 325 mm width by 

285 mm deep by 58 mm closed height, 
means that it will snuggle nicely into your 
briefcase, with plenty of room for other 
papers — and the weight will not stretch 
your arm. (Note that it doesn't have its 
own handle.) 
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HARDWARE • LAPTOP 

Figure 1. The 73 keys include 12 function keys (which can be shifted), a large Help key, 
Reset, Line Feed, Return, Tab, Control, Backspace, Escape, Shift and Shift Lock. 

As there is an excellent 
array of programs 

occupying 128 Kbyte of 
ROM it is unlikely that 
the disk drive would be 

missed in the field. 

The machine has a true 16-bit data 
path, and uses DOS 2.11 as its operating 
system, allowing access to a huge library 
of software. It does not have a builtin disk 
drive which, the developer claims, makes 
it more robust because disk drive heads 
would be damaged by jarring, and the 
builtin chips process information sub-
stantially faster than floppy disk based 
software. 

The standard unit has 96 kilobytes of 
RAM, which can be expanded to 256 
Kbyte, providing some 96,000 characters 
of workspace. A builtin communications 
program facilitates data transfer direct to 
a stand alone computer or a modem. A 
separate disk drive for the office is another 
possibility and an optional double disk 
drive is also available. A 31 /2  inch single 
drive is at present under development. 

As there is an excellent array of pro-
grams occupying 128 Kbyte of ROM it is 
unlikely that the disk drive would be 
missed in the field. 

Processor 
rrhe Kookaburra uses an Intel 80186 mi-
1 croprocessor, running at 6 MHz. Many 
laptops use a CMOS chip but the Kooka-
burra uses the NMOS system, because of 
its superior speed. The relative slowness 
of the CMOS chip is particularly notice-
able when a spreadsheet requiring numer-
ous mathematical calculations is in 
operation. NMOS is claimed to be up to 
eight times faster in processing speed 
compared to other laptops using 8086 or 
8088 chips. The 80186 chip will even out-
perform 8086 or 8088 chips commonly 
used in IBM clones by four to six times. It 
is not claimed that the Kookaburra has 
graphics capabilities bu,  it is in the chip 
although graphics is not supported in the 
console driver. 

NMOS uses a less energy efficient chip 
which affects battery power, but the 
Kookaburra claims up to four hours of use  

between charges of its Nicad batteries. A 
battery warning light indicates when bat-
tery life is low and automatically shuts 
down operations three minutes after the 
light shows. 

Optional hardware 

Asixty-pin bus expansion slot supports 
disk drives or a RAM disk, which has 

been developed but is not offered to the 
buying public. A double disk drive carrying 
an extra 128 Kbyte RAM is offered. There 
are two serial ports and one parallel port 
provided as standard. An RS232 outlet en-
ables modem operation; speeds from 150 
to 9600 baud are supported. 

Two plug in ROM modules of up to 128 
Kbyte can be used if special application 
software is required. A supporting library 
of programs includes a typing tutorial and 
a spell checker. 

An owner with access to a ROM burner 
can buy ROM pack software provided by 
the distributor, and permanently store 
special purpose software.  

LCD screen 

1fie Kookaburra has either an 8 line by 
80 character liquid crystal display 

(LCD) screen, or a 16 line by 80 character 
option. As the Kookaburra is able to con-
nect to a 24 line by 80 character monitor, 
8 or 16 lines should be sufficient in the 
field. The matt finish LCD screen is gen-
erally easy to read as long as you are di-
rectly in front of it and the black letters on 
an olive green background are restful and 
quite readable outdoors. 

There is a lack of descenders in the 
character set which may be temporarily 
strange but the eye adjusts quickly. There 
is no backlight for the screen, although 
there is keyboard control to provide de-
grees of contrast and this is usually suffi-
cient to adjust for various lighting condi-
tions; the adjustable angle of the screen 
helps, too. 

Thoughtful keyboard layout 
rrthe keyboard is generally the most no-
1 ticeable difference between a laptop 
and a desktop computer. To maintain the 
small width, manufacturers generally offer 
fewer keys or non-standard arrangements 
(or a combination of the two). The Kooka-
burra does well with the small space allo-
cated.  

The 73 keys include 12 function keys 
(which can be shifted), a large Help key, 
Reset, Line Feed, Return, Tab, Control, 
Backspace, Escape, Shift and Shift Lock. 
There is a keyboard 'click' which is rather 
more of a squeak than a click, when de-
livered from the factory, but this can be 
adjusted. Alternatively, the click can be 

HRC Technologies 
A TAKEOVER of HRC Technologies 
has occurred. Quasar Data Systems, 
which took over the assets of the 
company, will now be manufacturing 
the Kookaburra. If you have any que-
ries about the product or any under 
development, give Quasar a call. 
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7) HS100 11) Apple Slim-
Line Drive 

box. 40 capacity 3.5" disk storage 
Lockable, hinged, dividers. 

Normally $25 

Hurry! Na many left,  $497 
14) Panasonic 
1081 Printer 

$20 

$30 

3.5" disk storage box. 80-90 
capacity. Clear perspex hinged lid, 
dividers, lockable etc. 

Elsewhere $49 

Our top-selling parallel dot matrix 
printer. 180 cps, two NLQ fonts, 
graphics, friction & tractor, single 
sheet feeder, 12 mths wry. Normally 
$675. Hurry. Limited stock Our price: 

Due in stock December 18 120 cps, 
NLQ, fraction, tractor, graphics etc, 
etc. Sale price: 

$595 at Ritronics $399 

10) DD8OL 

(t3) MICRO-EDUCATIONAL „„TD 
Unit 8, 235 Darby St, Cooks Hill NSW 2300 Phone (049) 264122 

Australia's largest computer mail-order company with 38,000 customers, selling 2.4 million disks a year to customers such as 

DISKS ; STORAGE BOXES DISK DRIVES MODEMS 

Australian made. 
Normally $25 

9) YA40 

HS100 disk storage box for 5.25" 
disks. 100 capacity, dividers, clear Our top-selling Taiwanese slimline perspex removable lid. Lockable. drive for the Apple 11, Ile, IIGS and 

$ 25 //c Version $299 
Now in stock. 12 mths wry! $50 at Tandy Elc.  

$279 Expensive but top qualify, •  8) SWS60 

$20 

Lifetime warranty, top-quality disks 
from Wabash USA. Single sided (Can 60 capacity 5.25" disk storage box. 
be used double-sided) for use with Lockable, dividers, clear perspex 
Apple, Commodore, Bee, etc. hinged lid, rubber feet, carry handle. 
Normally $1.40. 

DISKS 10+ 100-1 200+ 500H- 100( 

15.25" 
SSDD 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.90 0.85 

2 5'25"  
DSDD 1.20 1.20 1.10 1.00 0.90 

3 5.25" 
DSHD 3.50 3.30 3.10 3.00 2.90 

4 5'25"  
Wabast 1.90 1.70 1.50 1.40 1.30 

5 3.5" 
DSDD 2.99 2.99 2.99 2.90 2.75 

63.5"  DSHD 4.75 4.50 4.20 4.00 3.50 

1) 5.25' SSDD 

2) 5.25" DSDD 

Lifetime warranty, US made by 
Wabash. 75% clipping level, almost 
double ANSI standard for DSDD disks. 
Suit IBM etc. Compare elsewhere at 
$3 to $8ea. We buy a truckload at a 
time to bring them to you for 

$1.20 
5) 3.5" DSDD 

111 

Wabash label, lifetime warranty. Suit 
ALL 3.5" drives up to 1.6 Mb! 
Compare elsewhere at up to $12 ea. 
Normally over $5ea. Our price: 

$2.99 
Yes, prices include Sales Tax. Ring 

or refer catalog for tax exempt prices. 

12) Tandon 20M 
Hard disk 

20 Megabyte hard disk drive for IBM 
and compatibles. Comes complete 
with OMTI controller and already 
software configured for your 
computer. Super quiet, shock-rated to 
40G. The best hard drive available. 
Elsewhere $999. Our price: 

$699 
PRINTERS  

13) Epson LX800 

The leading Australian external 
modem. V21, V23 auto-dial, auto- 
answer, auto-disconnect, Hayes 
compatible. 12 mths wry. Optional 
V22 and V22 BIS boards available. 

Reduced from $395! 

Standard version: $349 

V22 version: $449 
V.22 BIS version: $559 

(Due Feb. Mao FORTH S uperCompuier. See Dec Y.C) 

16) Bit Blitzer 
123E 

From David Hartley's Banksia group, 
a Telecom approved, compact , well 
documented and presented external 
modem featuring V21, V22 and V23 
with auto everything, Hayes 
comparability, pulse and tone dial etc 
Sells everywhere else at $499. We 
can sell it to you for: 

$449 
17) SuperCard for 
Apple 

V21, 22 & 23 Card modem frOrn 
Maestro for the open architecture 
Apples (II, Ile, IIGS). Features auto 
everything & Hayes rn/m compar-
ability. Works with Ascii Express 

etc. $349 
18) Auto-Ice 
Apple Modem 
V21 and 23 card modem for Apple II, 
Ile and IIGS. Features Comms and 
Viatel software on Eprom. $279  

15) GPA Super-
Modem 



Apple Bits 
27) RF Mod He 

ACCESSORIES 
23) Printer Stand 

$35 
$45 

10" version 

15" version 

$99 
33) Terminapple 

Viatel software package for Apple 
users wishing to connect by modem 
to ViateL Written by Paul Zabrs who 
writes most of Telecom's software. 
Normally $140, our price: 

$90 
30) Auto-Ice 
Printer Card 

$30 

Standard: $199 
Swivel Mounted: $220  
32) Viaterm LW. 

A compact 4 colour plotter with 
Centronics parallel port suitable for 
use with Apple, IBM, etc. Plots at 92 
mm/sec in 0.2 mm increments. 
Emulates Roland DXY800 for 
AutoCad, Amdek Amplot for Lotus 
and Symphony. Works with A4 cut 
sheet or roll paper supplied. The PL-
80 is suitable for school, hobbyist 
and professional use. 

$499 
20) The Button 

Spike filter and lightning arrestor. 
Low cost protection for your valuable 
computer equipment_ Works in 
parallel with any equipment on the 
same circuit. No installation required. 
The perfect Christmas gift for the 
computer enthusiast who has 
everything. You maybe? 

$35 
21) Logimouse 

Microsoft compatible mouse for your 
IBM or compatible. Comes complete 
with software. Connects to mouse 
pert. Card version also available for 
1259 which comes with its own 
driver card. 
$259 elsewhere. Our price: $199  

22) Mouse Mat 

If your mouse scratches your desk you 
need this neoprene mat. Keeps your 
mouse clean and 
working properly. 

A \  

Clear perspex printer stand. Stylish. 
Rigid. Holds 1000 shts comfortably. 
Suits most 10" dot matrix printers. 

24) Paper 

2000 sheet continuous stationery. 
Laser cut detachable tractor. 70 gsm, 
66 line (American standard) printer 
paper. White bond. Allow S6 to $9 
postage as it weighs 10Kg. Compare 
elsewhere at $52. Our price: 

We supply most popular makes of 
ribbons including DT80, SP80, 
BX80, all Epson ribbons, Logitec, 
Super 5, Imagewriter, C.1toh etc. 
Most ribbons are: 

(Panama:6c, EX800, LQ nbbms 
ate mow frmn 315 to 325. Cola) 

2 

If you need (or just want) colour on 
your Apple He but don't want to blow 
$700 on a colour monitor then invest 
$40 in a Mclagan Wright RFMod and 
hook up to VHF channel 11. Just the 
thing for the kids' games. 

$40 
28) Z80 Card 

Microsoft compatible Z80 card for He 
or II+. Gives you access to CP/N1 for 
such programs as Wordstar or dBase. 
A bargain at 

$90 
29) Ext 80 Card 

A fully-featured Apple Firmware 
compatible printer card which 
includes graphics dumps to most 
printers. Price includes cable. Works 
with all the latest software including 
Printshop. Normally $110. Our price: 

$90 

The best in Korean technology, 
Samsung is rapidly gaining a 
reputation for quality, reliability and 
excellent performance. Available in 
TTL or composite video, green or 
amber, and standard or swivel 
mounted. Prices: 

Apple communications software from 
the same author. Everything you 
would expect in a complete comms 
package. Elsewhere $145. Half price: 

$79 
34) Disk 
Cleaning Kits 

SKIT: 5" cleaning kit with 2 cleaning 
disks: $13 
5REI Ten replacement cleaning 
disks: $25 
3KIT: 3.5" cleaning kit with 10 
cleaning disks: $30 $19.95 $12 

ACCESSORIES  
19) COMX PL80 
4 Colour Plotter 

eleiftsairra t* 
a s 

ACCESSORIES 
31) Samsung 
Monitor 

$38 

If you still haven't upgraded your He 
to 128K and 80 columns then now is 
the time to buy the Auto-Ice Extended 
80 col card. Allows Apple Ile owners 
to make full use of their machines. We supply virtually every cable 

imaginable. Cables to link computers 
to printers, modems etc. Most cables 
are available for : 

25) Cables 

26) Ribbons 

SMICRO- EDUCATIO NAL ,T,„, 
Unit 8, 235 Darbv St, Cooks Hill NSW 2300 Phone (049) 264122 

Telecom, Dept Navy, Dept Ag, Syd.Uni, UNSW, CSIRO, Monash, HEC, most Aust colleges & high schools, PM's Dept etc, etc. 



Figure 2. The Kookaburra offers one parallel and two serial ports plus an RS232 plug and 
connection for an external monitor. 

HARDWARE • LAPTOP 

disabled from the keyboard using the 
Control key. 

The keys are sculptured, with white let-
tering, and have a good feel. They are 
grouped in light grey, dark grey, black and 
green to distinguish between groups of 
keys. Coupled with the military green ex-
ternal case, the effect is unlikely to excite 
interior decorators, but it is certainly a 
change from the usual pastel colours of 
the competitors. 

Builtin software 
Dilor written software by Cybernetics 
1 Research, Microsoft and Persoft is 
available; builtin, there is a choice of a 
diary/planner, address and phone files, 
the Magwriter wordprocessor, Magcalc 
spreadsheet, Magterm communication 
software, MS-DOS plus space for your own 
menu option. 

These are all menu driven and use the 
function keys to execute commands. The 
Kookaburra's combination of help screens 
and menus make all the software easy to 
master. 

Magcalc, which integrate with Magwrit-
er, has 11 columns by 100 rows in and 
supports naming of columns and rows as 
well as cells. Formulae can be copied from 
cell to cell. Novices will master Magcalc 
easily — particularly as the program is in-
tegrated with the keys. 

Some of the functions available with 
Magwriter are search and replace, block 
moving, deletion, mailmerge, headers, 
footers, forced page breaks, right and left 
justification, variable spacing and column 
widths, and tabs. As well as the standard 
function key control, there is the alterna-
tive of using the WordStar command set. 
(WordStar devotees should note that 
Magwriter is faster.) 

The planner offers time, day, month, 
and year information for a selection of 
countries, as well as a calendar up to 1999. 
Greenwich mean time is displayed for up 
to 32 time zones, plus their relationship to 
the city of your choice. The program in-
cludes a diary with unlimited page size for 
each day plus search, delete, view and edit 
functions. 

Phone Book allows up to 250 different 
numbers and addresses with the ability to 
select with a string and edit the entries. 
Selection takes literally a second — com-
pare that to your Teledex! 

Magterm is a communication program 
suited to multiple file operations with an-
other Kookaburra or single file manipula-
tion with other computers or modems. 

The Microsoft command interpreter and 
chkdsk commands are supported. 

Documentation 

The manual is large and comprehensive 
with detailed information on the soft-

ware, including system utilities, technical 
specifications and disk expansion units. 
There are appendices for ANSI escape se-
quences, block diagrams, disk errors and 
key code.  

Criticisms 

The Kookaburra has been handled by 
Time computers who sold it to HRC 

Technologies and will by the time this ar-
ticle appears be in yet another company's 
hands. 

When Time Office was the distributor, 
user groups across Australia asked it to 
provide true IBM compatibility and graph-
ics facilities. The answer given by Time as 
to why they were unprepared is that the 
Kookaburra BIOS would need to be rewrit-
ten as it is not IBM compatible — soft-   

ware written to access the IBM BIOS such 
as dBase III will not operate, but older 
dBase II will as it accesses DOS rather 
than the BIOS. Other programs that will 
run include Multiplan, Turbo Pascal and 
WordStar. 

And, to rewrite the BIOS to give com-
patibility would have meant rewriting the 
builtin software, and that would mean 
that some of the hardware would have to 
be changed ... This all meant expensive 
redevelopment which was beyond the 
small company's financial ability 

In any case, users and third parties were 
happily writing their own software and 
burning the programs into the two op-
tional ROM modules. 

Other criticisms are minor — a handle 
may be a slight convenience, as would 
some method of raising the rear of the 
keyboard for a good typing angle. There is 
no support for a colour monitor. 

Unusual Uses 
c ome of the diverse uses of the Kooka-
Jburra are in civil engineering, geneal-
ogy, library research, writing memoirs and 
library reserve tracking. The Water Re-
sources Commission of NSW monitors fif-
teen dams for silt deposits, water level 
and dam wall movement with Kookabur-
ras using the Commission's own Basic 
programs burnt into ROM 

The Kookaburra is part of a fully auto-
mated weather station in NSW, measuring 
data and storing it on a 32 Kbyte chip, 
which is collected monthly Nuclear radia-
tion is measured by an offshoot of the De-
partment of Resources and Energy, and 
reports are made to the International 
Atomic Commission, in Vienna, which 
also uses a Kookaburra. ❑ 

Product Details 
Product: Kookaburra 
From: Quasar Data Systems, 
I7 Stanton Rd, Seven Hills 2147 NSW 
(02) 624 8488 
Price: $2146 for basic system with 96 
kilobytes of memory as standard and 
16 line by 80 character screen 
$1914 for system with 8 line by 80 
character screen 
$340 256 Kbyte RAM expansion 
$1548 optional double disk drive. 
(Quasar Data Systems has now taken 
over HRC Technologies and as such will 
continue the production of the 
Kookaburra. The machine will be selling 
at these prices from Quasar. All prices 
taxed.). 
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LARRY LEWIS 

I
am always amazed at the number of 
people who leave me messages (or talk 

to me on the phone) and say 'Gee, I really 
like your articles'. Why? Because I think I 
am writing a whole load of drivel — at the 
very least you know it's original (even Matt 
Whelan wouldn't pinch my stuff!). 

A full listing follows, so no news file. To 
try and save a few bad listings we have 
changed the Registry programs to only 
publish system details in the magazine if 
the system has been listed for more than 

THE PROPHET 

90 days. Please note that this only applies 
to the published lists; the electronic list-
ings always have all systems included. 

Make sure you have the latest listings 
before you use them. Each release has a 
special release code on the top in the 
form YYMM, which is the year and month 
of publication; for example, 8804 is the 
April (04) listing for 1988 (88). Listings are 
released monthly and are created as early 
as possible, generally by the first weekend 
of the month. 

The lists are transferred all over Austra-
lia via FidoNet. if your local SysOp doesn't 
carry the listings ask him or her to contact 
one of the Registry points since a lot of 
systems already carry the lists. 

The data file format already has caused 
some interesting developments. I have 
heard there is a project in Melbourne to 
develop a program to create a Telix dialing 
directory. Can't wait to see the critter —
maybe it will get added to the distribution 
files. 0 

AUSTRALIAN 
CAPITAL 
TERRITORY 
••• Offline ••• 
Canberra KBBS 
Commodore Users Group BBS 
Sysop: lames Hacker 
Phone: (062) 81-0847 
••• Offline ••• 
Datalink 
••• Offline ••• 
MICSIG 
PC Exchange RIBM 
Sysop: Phil Harding 
Phone: (062) 58-1406 
FIDOnet: 626/220 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Mem LVA 
PCUG Bulletin Board 
Sysop: Alan Salmon 
Phone: (062) 59-1244 
FIDOnet: 626/229 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Mem LVA 
Computer: IBM PC-AT 
DOS: PCDOS 3.1 
BBSoftware: Opus 
Info: Access free to members of 
PCUG 
$I5pa incl monthly newsletter 
Pharmacy BBS 
Sysop: Michael Pye 
Phone: (062) 92-3875 
FIDOnet: 626/223 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 B103 
B212 
Access: Reg Public 
Computer: Kaypro 16 
DOS: MSDOS 
BBSoftware: Opus 

NEW SOUTH WALES 
ABCOM 
Sysop: Ben Sharif 
Phone: (047) 36-4165 
FIDOnet: 713/304 
Baud: V2I V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Mem VA  

Computer: IBM XT 
DOS: PCDOS 
BBSoftware: Fido 
ACE (NSW) BBS 
Sysop: Larry O'Keefe 
Phone: (02) 529-2059 
Baud: V21 
Access: Mem Reg LVA 
Computer: Atari 
DOS: Atari 
BB SOFTWARE: Michtron 
Alpha Juno BBS 
Sysop: Kevin Withnall 
Phone: (02) 774-1543 
FIDOnet: 620/701 
Baud: V22 V22bis 
Access: Reg VA 
Computer: IBM XT 
DOS: PC-DOS 3.2 
Amstrad ABBS 
Sysop: Riccay Schmahl 
Phone: (02) 981-2966 
FIDOnet: 711/903 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Reg VA 
Computer: Amstrad PCI512 
DOS: MSDOS 3.2 
BBSoftware: Opus 
Apple Users Group BBS 
Sysop: Matthew Barnes & Andrew 
Riley 
Phone: (02) 498-7084 
Baud: V2I 
Access: Mem VA 
Arco-Tel BBS 
Sysop: Alex Sardo 
Phone: (02) 683-3956 
FIDOnet: 713/601 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Mem 
Computer: XT Clone 
DOS: DOS 
BBSoftware: Opus 
•" Online ••• 
Arknet 
Sysop: Andrew Khoo 
Phone: (02) 868-4836 
Baud: V22 V22bis B103 
Access: Reg 
Hours: 0000 — 1600  

Computer: IBM AT 
DOS: Xenix 
Info: Logon as guest and mail user 
admin 
for access 
••• Amended ••• 
AUGUR TBBS 
Sysop: Mark lames 
Phone: (02) 661-4739 
FIDOnet: 712/302 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Reg VA 
Computer: PC Clone 
DOS: PC 
BBSoftware: TBBS 2 Om 
Info: Additional line 
(02) 311-3052 V21 
Ausborne (Osborne) RCPM 
Info: Now Called 
Moebius Trip 
Australian Pick User's BBS 
Sysop: Kurt Johannessen 
Phone: (02) 631-8603 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Reg VA 
••• Unknown ••• 
Bert BBS (Videotext) 
Blackboard BBS 
Sysop: Will Black 
Phone: (02) 526-1343 
Baud: V21 
Access: Reg VA 
Club Amiga BBS 
Sysop: Ross Kellaway 
Phone: (02) 521-6338 
Baud: V21 V22 B103 B2I2 
Access: Mem LVA 
Computer: Amiga 1000 
BBSoftware: BBS-PC 
Club Mac BBS 
Info: Now Called 
Club Mac Remote Maccess System 
Club Mac Remote Maccess System 
Sysop: Jason Haines 
Phone: (02) 73-1992 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Mem LVA 
Computer: Macintosh 
DOS: HFS 
BBSoftware: Red Ryder  

••• Amended ••• 
Club-80 RTRS 
Sysop: Michael Cooper 
Phone: (02) 332-2494 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 B103 
B2I2 
Access: Mem VA 
Computer: TRS80 Model 4 
DOS: LDOS 
Co-Co Connection 
Sysop: Barry Darnton 
Phone: (02) 618-3591 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis 
Access: Reg LVA 
Comet C-64 BBS 
Sysop: Eric Davis 
Phone. (02) 599-7342 
Access: Mem VA 
Info: Requires RTERM 
" • Amended ••• 
CommLink BBS 
Sysop: Jeff Campbell 
Phone: (043) 41-3135 
Baud: V2I V22 
Access: Mem Reg VA 
Computer: Commodore 
DOS: Basic IEEE 
BBSoftware: Punter 
••• Amended s" 
Commodore C-64 BBS 
Sysop: Graham Lee 
Phone: (02) 664-2334 
Baud: V21 V22 V23 
Access: Mem VA 
Computer: C64 
BBSoftware: KBBS 
Commodore Pursuit KBBS 
Sysop: Warren Hillsdon 
Phone: (02) 522-9507 
Baud: V21 V22 V23 
Access: Mem VA 
Computer: C64 
BBSoftware: KBBS 
••• Unknown ••• 
Computer Connection 
Contact BBS 
Sysop: Peter Hall 
Phone: (02) 798-6368 
Baud: V21 V22 V23 8103 B212 
Access: Mem LVA 
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CSACE BBS 
Sysop: Larry O'Keefe 
Phone: (02) 529-8249 
Baud: V21 
Access: Mem LVA 
Computer: Atari 800 
DOS: Atari 
BBSoftware: AMIS V 36 
Info: Atari protocol only, logon 
delay answering machine for 
30 seconds then BBS 
Delta Net 
Sysop: Geoff Arthur 
Phone: (02) 457-8281 
Baud: V21 V22 V23 
Access: Public 
BBSoftware: Opus 
Dick Smiths RIBM 
Sysop: Mark Grimmond 
Phone: (02) 887-2276 
Access: Public 
Dingo's Den BBS 
Sysop: David Harvey 
Phone: (02) 88-2203 
FIDOnet: 711/802 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Reg LVA 
Computer: XT Clone 
DOS: MSDOS 
BBSoftware: Opus 
Down Under KBBS 
Sysop: Glen Myles 
Phone: (02) 674-6647 
Baud: V21 
Access: Mem VA 
Computer: Commodore 64 
BBSoftware: KBBS 
••• Amended ••• 
Dream Time FRP 
Sysop: Chriss Geddes 
Phone: (02) 93-5225 
Access: Reg VA 
Hours: 2100 — 0700 Daily 
Computer: C-64 
BBSoftware: FRP BBS 

••• Offline ••• 
Dymock's Computer Bookline 
Eagle's Nest C-64 BBS 
Sysop: Philip Dean 
Phone: (02) 451-0535 
Baud: V21 
Access: Mem VA 
Computer: C64 
BBSoftware: KBBS 
EasyComm Opus 
Sysop: Michael Aldiholic 
Phone: (02) 558-9620 
FIDOnet: 712/505 
Baud: V2I V22 V22bis 
Access: Mem Reg LVA 
Computer: AT Clone 
DOS: MSDOS 
BBSoftware: Opus 
••" Name Changed •"• 
Fantasy C-64 
Info: Now Called 
Dream Time FRP 
Fido Australia 
Sysop: B & L Gatenby & R Morgan 
Phone: (02) 959-3712 
FIDOnet: 620/901 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis 
BBSoftware: Fido  

••• Online ••• 
First Nice MIDILine 
Sysop: Andrew Khoo 
Phone: (02) 868-4347 
FIDOnet: 711/805 
Baud: V22 V22bis B103 PEP 
Access: Public 
Computer: IBM XT 
DOS: PCDOS 3.2 
BBSoftware: Opus 
Galactic Federation 
Sysop: Kevin Gladwin 
Phone: (02) 233-5040 
Baud: V22 V22bis 
BBSoftware: Opus 
Galaxy RAPL 
Sysop: Chris Nelligan 
Phone: (02) 875-3943 
Baud: V21 
Access: Mem LVA 
GCS 
Sysop: Mark Ivanhoe 
Phone: (02) 570-9861 
Baud: V21 V22 

••• Offline ••• 
Griffith Computer Association 
HighTech 
Sysop: Ross Wheeler 
Phone: (060) 25-1813 
FIDOnet: 712/201 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 B103 
B2I2 
Access: Reg LVA 
Computer: XT Clone 
DOS: MSDOS 3.1 
BBSoftware: Opus 
Info: 147.575 Mhz VK2DGY (Radio) 
1200 bps Amateur Packet Radio 
Idiom 
Sysop: Stephen Beeby 
Phone: (02) 438-4060 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Reg VA 
Computer: XT-Clone 
DOS: PC-DOS 
BBSoftware: RBBS 
Illawarra C-64 BBS 
Sysop: John Simon 
Phone: (042) 61-8230 
Access: Reg VA 
Computer: C64 
BBSoftware: KBBS 
Info-Centre BBS 
Sysop: Paris Radio 
Phone: (02) 344-9511 
Access: Mem VA 
Lodestone BBS 
Sysop: Ian McWhirter 
Phone: (02) 456-3264 
FIDOnet: 711/407 
Baud: V22 V22bis B103 
BB SOFTWARE: Opus 
Manly BBS 
Sysop: Chris Patten 
Phone: (02) 977-6820 
Access: Reg VA 
Info: C-64 Needs Rterrn or 
Ultraterm 
Matrix (Maitland) BBS 
Sysop: Andrew Pike 
Phone: (049) 38-5057 
Baud: V21 V22 
Access: Mem Reg LVA  

Computer: C-64 
BBSoftware: BBS-64 
Micro Design Lab 
Sysop: Kevin Lowton & Lindsay Gorrie 
Phone: (02) 663-0151 
Access: Reg VA 
Micro Mart C Users 
Sysop: Rick Polito 
Phone: (02) 560-3607 
FIDOnet: 712/501 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Reg LVA 
Computer: DECA AT 

MSDOS 3.1 
BbSoftware: Opus 
Info: C & dBase User System 
• •• Offline ••• 
Microlink BBS 
Moebius Trip 
Sysop: David Butler 
Phone: (02) 439-7072 
FIDOnet: 711/408 
Access: Mem VA 
Mudgee Connection 
Sysop: George Rhedey 
Phone: (063) 72-1898 
FIDOnet: 711/630 
Baud: V2I V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Public 
Hours: 2100 — 0700 
Computer: XT Clone 
DOS: PC-DOS 
BBSoftware: Opus 
••• Name Changed • • • 

Nebula BBS 
Info: Now Called 
The Trashcan RAPL 
••• Amended ••• 
Newcastle Micro Club RCPM 
Sysop: Tony Nicholson 
Phone-. (049) 68-5289 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Mem VA 
Hours: Weekdays: 1700 — 0830 
Weekends 24 Hours 
Computer: Ferguson Big Board 
DOS: CP/M80+ 
BB SOFTWARE: ROS 
Info: Phone number change 
effective 
16 February 1988 
Omega Line 
Info: Now Called 
Delta Net 
••• Offline ••• 
Omen RTRS 
••• Amended • •• 
Palantir C-64 BBS 
Sysop: Steve Sharp 
Phone: (02) 451-6576 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 B103 
B212 
Access: Reg VA 
BBSoftware: Punter 
Paragon Bulletin Board 
Sysop: lennifer Allen 
Phone. (02) 597-7477 
FIDOnet. 712/502 
Baud: V2I V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Reg VA 
BBSoftware: TBBS 
" Amended ••• 
Phantom land  

Sysop: Bob lames 
Phone: (02) 399-7716 
Baud: V2I V22 V23 
Access: Reg VA 
Computer: C64 
BBSoftware: KBBS 
Playground BeeBS 
Sysop: Brett Selwood 
Phone: (02) 53-9688 
FIDOnet: 712/504 
Baud: V2I V22 V23 
Access: Mem Reg LVA 
Computer: AT Compatible 
DOS: MSDOS 
BBSoftware: Opus 
Prophet TBBS 
Sysop: Larry Lewis 
Phone: (02) 628-5222 
FIDOnet: 713/600 
Baud: V2I V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Public 
Computer: XT Clone 
DOS: PCDOS 3.2 
BBSoftware: TBBS 2.0m 
RCOM C-64 BBS 
Sysop: Simon Finch 
Phone: (02) 667-1930 
Baud: V21 V22 V23 V23ORG B103 
B212 
Access: Reg VA 
Computer: C-64 
BBSoftware: RCOM 
Info: Needs Ultraterm on C-64 
RUNX 
Sysop: Mark Webster 
Phone. (02) 487-2533 
Baud: V21 
Access: Mem LVA 
Computer: PDP 11/73 
DOS: Xenix 
Info: 3 Lines 
Sci-Fi BBS 
Sysop: Greg Hope 
Phone: (02) 646-4865 
Baud: V21 V22 V23 
Access: Public 
Sentry 
Sysop: Trev Roydhouse 
Phone: (02) 428-4687 
FIDOnet: 711/401 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Mem VA 
Computer: XT-Clone 
BBSoftware: Opus 
Shore BBS 
Sysop: David Gill & Jason Shar 
Phone: (02) 959-3936 
Baud: V2I 
Access: Reg VA 
Hours: Weekdays: 1800 — 0730 
Weekends: 24 Hours 
Computer: Macintosh 
DOS: HFS 
BBSoftware. Red Ryder Host 
SMUG Bee RCP/M 
Sysop: Paul Pinches 
Phone: (02) 520-5181 
Baud: V2I V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Reg VA 
Computer: Microbee 
DOS: CP/M80 
BBSoftware: TBBS (PD) 
•"" Amended ••• 
Software Connection 
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Sysop: Graeme Nichols 
Phone: (02) 451-2954 
FIDOnet: 711/404 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 B103 
B212 
Access: Reg VA 
Computer: PC/XT 
DDS: PC DOS 
BBSoftware: Opus 
Software Tools 
Sysop: Bill Bolton 
Phone: (02) 449-2618 
FIDOnet: 711/403 
Baud: V22bis PEP 
Access: Reg VA 
Computer: Sharp 7501 AT 
DOS: PC-DOS 
BBSoftware: Opus 
*** Offline ••' 
Sorcerer Users Group 
""" Online ••• 
Sorcim microS 
Sysop: John Caine 
Phone: (065) 59-8854 
FIDOnet: 711/405 
Baud: V22 V22bis PEP 
Access: Reg 
Hours: 2100 — 0800 Daily 
BBSoftware: Opus 
Sydney PC Users RIBM 
Sysop: Geoff May 
Phone! (02) 221-5520 
Baud: V21 V22 V23 
Access: Mem VA 
Computer: IBM PC 
DOS: PC-DOS 
BBSoftware: Fido 
'•' Amended ••' 
Tachyonics 
Sysop: Richard Lenz 
Phone: (02) 438-2682 
FIDOnet: 620/402 
Baud: V21 V22 
Access: Reg VA 
BBSoftware: Fido 
Tesseract RCPM+ 
Sysop: Noel Levy 
Phone: (02) 558-0129 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Reg VA 
Texpac Electronic Magazine 
Phone: (02) 319-1009 
Access: Mem LVA 
The Galactic Federation 
Sysop: Kevin Gladwin 
Phone: (02) 233-5040 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 
Hours: Weekdays: 1700 — 0900 
Weekends. 24 Hours 
Computer: IBM Compat 
The Guild FRP BBS 
Sysop: Stafford Hewitt 
Phone: (047) 21-8625 
Baud: V2I 
Access: Mem VA 
Hours: 2100 — 0800 Daily 
"" Amended '"" 

The Trashcan RAPL 
Sysop: Sean Craig 
Phone: (02) 407-2729 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Mem VA 
TNT Shuttle  

Sysop: Paul Birch 
Phone: (02) 319-3112 
Baud: V2l V22 V22bis V23 B103 
B212 
Access: Reg LVA 
Computer: IBM System/2 
DOS: 0S2 (???) 
BBSoftware: RBBS V15Ia 
Your Computer 
Sysop: Andy Farkas 
Phone: (02) 669-1385 
FIDOnet: 712/622 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Mem VA 
BBSoftware: Opus 
Zeta RTRS 
Sysop: Nick Andrew 
Phone: (02) 627-4177 
FIDOnet: 713/602 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 B103 
B212 
Access: Mem VA 
Info: C, Unix & Minix Users 

NORTHERN 
TERRITORY 
Outback RCPM 
Sysop: Phil Sampson 
Phone: (089) 27-7111 
Baud: V2I V23 
Access: Public 
Computer: Bigboard II 
DOS: CP/M80 
BBSoftware: Minirbbs 

PAPUA NEW GUINEA 
PNG One 
Sysop: Daltron 
Phone: (675) 25-6984 
FIDOnet: 710/11 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 B103 
B212 

QUEENSLAND 
AMPAK PBBS/RCPM 
Sysop: Brian Wendt & John Bews 
Phone: (07) 263-7070 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 B103 
B212 
Access: Mem Reg 
Computer: AMPRO 
DOS: CP/M80 
BB SOFTWARE: PBBS 
Info: 147.600 Mhz VK4K1B-1 (Radio) 
1200 bps Amateur Packet Radio 
Apple-0 Node I 
Sysop: Graham Black & Vince 
Crosdale 
Phone: (07) 284-6145 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Mem 
Computer: Apple //e 
BBSoftware: GBBS PRO 
Brisbane Commodore User Group 
Sysop: Colin Canfield 
Phone: (07) 395-6725 
Baud: V21 V22 V23 
Access: Mem VA 
Brisbane MicroBee User Group 
Sysop: Graham Scott 
Phone: (07) 366-4833 
Access: Mem VA  

Info: User Works Node 2 
Cairns & District IBBS 
Sysop: Neil Barker 
Phone: (070) 51-1360 
COM ONE 
Phone: (057) 62-5150 
Baud: V2I 
Access: Public 

'"" Amended """  
Comtel BBS 
Sysop: Warren Mason 
Phone: (077) 75-3636 
Baud: V21 V22 V23 
Access: Mem VA 
Computer: Commodore 
DOS: Basic IEEE 
BBSoftware: Comte! 
Concomp 
Sysop: Viv Brunner 
Phone: (07) 857-6000 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 
CORPLEX 
Sysop: Scott Pierce, Lloyd Ernst 
Phone: (07) 350-1300 
Hours: Weekdays: 1800 — 0600 
Weekends: 24 Hours 
Educational RBBS 
Sysop: Andrew Waddell 
Phone: (07) 266-3369 
Baud: V2I V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Mem VA 
Computer: IBM XT clone 
BBSoftware: Mailbox 
Info: USERWORKS Node I 
Electric Dreams BBS 
Sysop: Joe Altoff 
Phone: (07) 399-1322 
Baud: V21 V23 
Access: Mem VA 
Info: User Works Node 5 
Fix BBS 
Sysop: Geoff Ryan 
Phone: (07) 285-5814 
Baud: V21 V23 
DOS: PC-Dos 
BBSoftware: Focus 
Focus BBS 
Info: Now Called 
Fix BBS 
Futex C-64 
Sysop: Paul Salanitri 
Phone: (07) 283-2034 
•'• Offline ••• 
Hi-Tech CBBS 
Kangaroo Point TAFE 
Sysop: Troy O'Malley 
Phone: (07) 393-1763 
Hours: Weekdays: 0900 — 2200 
Weekends: 24 Hours 
Mackay High School BBS 
Sysop: Bob Chalmers 
Phone: (079) 51-4815 
Access: Public 
Hours: Weekdays: 1600 — 0730 
Weekends: 24 Hours 
Marlin-Coast BBS 
Sysop: Ray Chalmers 
Phone: (070) 51-7220 
FIDOnet: 640/501 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis PEP 
Access: Reg VA 
Computer: Cleveland 286 
BBSoftware: Opus  

Ozforum 
Sysop: Greg Noonan & Dirk 
Vanbruggen 
Phone: (07) 209-4294 
Baud: V21 
Access: Reg 
Hours: Weekdays: 1700 — 0700 
Weekends: 24 Hours 
Redcliffe Library 
Sysop: Andrew Osborne 
Phone: (07) 283-0315 
FIDOnet: 640/203 
Baud: V2I V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Reg VA 
Hours: Weekdays: After Hours 
Weekends: 24 Hours 
Computer: IBM Compatible 
BBSoftware: Fido 
Rock Cave BBS 
Sysop: Rick Dalley 
Phone: (07) 395-1809 
Access: Mem VA 
Info: ser Works Node 4 
Sidecar Express BBS 
Sysop: Brendan Pratt 
Phone: (075) 46-3252 
Baud: V2l V22 V22bis V23 B103 
B212 
Access: Mem Reg 
Computer: Amiga Sidecar 
DOS: MS-DOS 
BBSoftware: Focus 
Info: User works node 7 

•'• Offline ••• 
Soft-Tech 
Software 80 BBS 
Sysop: Tony Melius 
Phone: (07) 369-7103 
Baud: V2l 
Access: Reg VA 
Hours: Weekdays: 1930 — 0800 
Sat 1430 — Mon 0800 
Sun City Opus 
Sysop: Tony Smith 
Phone: (077) 74-1552 
FIDOnet: 640/702 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Mem LVA 
Computer: IBM Clone 
DOS: MSDOS 
BBSoftware: Opus 
Tommorrowland RMSD 
Sysop: Dave Drummond 
Phone: (07) 371-0944 
Baud: V2I V22 V23 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
••• Offline ••• 
Adelaide Micro User Group BBS 
Adelaide MicroBee BBS 
Sysop: Ron Carson & Mark 
Hammond 
Phone: (08) 212-6569 
Baud: V21 
Access: Reg LVA 
Computer: Microbee 128K 
Cadzow Fido 
Sysop: Scott Cadzow 
Phone: (08) 79-3091 
Baud: V21 V23 
Access: Public 
Computer: Epson 
DOS: MSDOS 
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BBSoftware: Fido 
Multiple System BBS 
Sysop: Danny Vozzo 
Phone: (08) 255-5116 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Reg LVA 
Computer: Apple //+ 
BBSoftware: GBBS 
Nexus Education Dept BBS 
Phone: (08) 243-2477 
Baud: V21 
Access: Mem 
••• Offline ••• 
Omen V 
••• Amended ••• 
Oracle PC-Network 
Sysop: Don Crago & Grayham Smith 
Phone: (08) 260-6222 
FIDOnet: 680/804 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Mem LVA 
Computer: AT Clone 
DOS: PC-DOS 
BBSoftware: TBBS 
S A C BBS 
Sysop: Austen Evans 
Phone: (08) 387-0249 
Baud: V21 V22 V23 V23ORG B103 
B212 
Access: Mem LVA 
Computer: C-I28 
BBSoftware: Blue Board 
••• Name Changed ••• 
The Electronic Oracle TBBS 
Info: Now Called 
Oracle PC-Network 
The IDN Board 
Sysop: Dave Winfield 
Phone: (08) 352-2252 
Baud: V21 V22 
Access: Reg LVA 
Hours: Weekdays: 1730 — 0900 
Weekends: 24 Hours 
The Olympic Board 
Sysop: Greg Sanderson 
Phone: (08) 265-4232 
FIDOnet: 680/801 
Access: Public 
Computer: XT Clone 
DOS: PCDOS 3.1 
BBSoftware: Opus 
Trivia BBS 
Sysop: Daron Ryan 
Phone: (08) 377-0049 
Baud: V2I 
Hours: Weekdays: 1800 — 0800 
Sat 1400 — Mon 0800 

TASMANIA 
Tassie Bread Board System 
Sysop: Ian Campbell 
Phone: (003) 26-4248 
FIDOnet: 631/330 
Baud: V2I V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Mem LVA 
Computer: Kaypro PC 
DOS: MSDOS 3.2 
BBSoftware: TBBS 

VICTORIA 
ABE 
Sysop: Richard Gardiner 
Phone: (03) 288-3599  

Baud: V21 V22 
Access: Public 
ACES High 
Sysop: D Harvey 
Phone: (03) 878-2918 
Baud: V22 B103 
Access: Public 
AM-NET RTDOS 
Sysop: Peter Hallgarten 
Phone: (03) 366-7055 
Baud: V2I V23 
Access: Mem VA 
Computer: Pulsar 8000 
DOS: TurboDos 
BBSoftware: RBBS4 
Info: 147.600 Mhz VK3RPA (Radio) 
1200 bps Amateur Packet Radio 
AmigaLink 
Sysop: Bohdan Ferens 
Phone:(03) 792-3918 
FIDOnet: 631/324 
Baud: V21 V22 V23 
Angler's Den 
Sysop: Greg Naylor 
Phone: (03) 876-4118 
Baud: V2I V22 V23 
Hours: Weekdays: 0900 — 2300 
Weekends. 24 Hours 
BBSoftware: Opus 
Anzugs OPUS 
Sysop: Miklos Bolvary & Gordon 
Castle 
Phone: (03) 887-0678 
FIDOnet: 631/326 
Baud: V22 V22bis B103 B212 
Access: Public 
Computer: XT Clone 
DOS: PC-DOS 3.2 
BBSoftware: Opus 
Apple Hackers BB, 
Sysop: John Forbes 
Phone. (03) 762-1582 
Atlantis RBBS-PC 
Sysop: John Edwards 
Phone: (03) 277-6824 
Access: Public 
AUSOM System I 
Sysop: Grahame Willis 
Phone: (03) 877-1990 
Access: Public 
Bayside 
Sysop: Paddy Plebanowicz 
Phone: (052) 53-1110 
FIDOnet: 630/313 
Baud: V21 V22 V23 
Access: Reg Public 
Computer: IBM Clone 
BBSoftware: Opus 
Big Tedd's Fido BBS 
Sysop: Big Tedd 
Phone: (03) 509-6067 
Baud: V21 
Hours: 2100 — 1800 Daily 
BBSoftware: Fido 
Brainstorm BBS 
Sysop: Rowan Stevens 
Phone: (03) 758-7086 
FIDOnet: 631/322 
Baud: V22 
C-64 BBS 
Sysop: Alan Miles 
Phone. (03) 489-4555 
Access: Public 
••• Offline •••  

Commodore Board 
Compusoft BBS 
Sysop: George Tsoukas 
Phone: (03) 386-6019 
Baud: V22 
BBSoftware: Opus 
Custom Programming OPUS 
Sysop: Allan Williamson 
Phone: (03) 848-3331 
FIDOnet: 632/340 
Baud: V21 V22 V23 B103 B2I2 
Access: Mem VA 
Computer: PC-Clone 
DOS: PC-Dos 
BBSoftware: Opus 

••• Offline ••• 
Cycom 
DECUS 
Sysop: Peter Hill 
Phone: (03) 62-5806 
Baud: V2l V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Mem VA 
Down Under Software Amiga/1BM 
Sysop: Greg Hudson 
Phone. (03) 429-8079 
FIDOnet: 630/306 
Baud: V2l V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Public 
Computer: Compaq 386 
DOS: PC-Dos 
BBSoftware: Opus 
Info: Additional line 
(03) 429 5819 
Eastcomm BBS 
Sysop: Maurice Halkier 
Phone: (03) 288-0775 
FIDOnet: 630/312 
Baud: V21 V22 V23 V23ORG 
Access: Reg VA 
Computer: PC-AT Clone 
DOS: PCDOS 3.1 
BBSoftware: Opus 
Eastwood R/ZSYS & PBBS 
Sysop: Mick Stock 
Phone: (03) 870-4623 
FIDOnet: 632/343 
Baud: V22 V23 
Access: Reg VA 
DOS: ZR-DOS 
BBSoftware: PBBS 
••• Amended ••• 
Electronic Cross-Over BBS 
Sysop: Stephen Paddo 
Phone: (03) 367-5816 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 
BBSoftware: Opus 
Engbase CBCS 
Sysop: Greg Furlong 
Phone: (03) 29-6336 
FIDOnet: 631/325 
Baud: V2I V22 
BBSoftware: Opus 
EXCALIBUR-64 RCP/M 
Sysop: Maurice Copeland 
Phone: (057) 83-1964 
Baud: V21 V22 V23 V23ORG 
Access: Public 
Hours: Weekdays. 08-12 16-23 
Weekends: 24 Hours 
Gippsland Mail-Bus 
Sysop: Max Moore 
Phone: (051) 27-7245 
•• • Offline • • •  

Harbourd-64 
••• Amended ••• 
Maxitel BBS 
Sysop: los Van Der Sman 
Phone: (03) 882-6188 
Baud: V21 
Access: Public 
Computer: C-64 
MBUG Australia Inc 
Sysop: Mike Thompson 
Phone: (03) 882-1571 
Baud: V21 V23 
Access: Mem 
Melboume Atari BBS 
Phone: (03) 391-5927 
Hours: Weekends ONLY 
Melbourne Data Exchange 
Sysop: Robert Broomhead 
Phone: (03) 561-6556 
FIDOnet: 631/321 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Reg VA 
BBSoftware: Opus 
Micom BBS 
Sysop: Peter Jetson 
Phone: (03) 762-5088 
••• Offline ••• 
MICROLINK 
Midnight Frog BBS 
Sysop: Scott Enwright 
Phone: (03) 596-1589 
FIDOnet: 630/303 
Baud: V2I V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Public 
••• Offline ••• 
Mike's Bullboard 
MIN-NET BBS 
Sysop: Max Fields 
Phone: (054) 41-3013 
Access: Public 
••• Online ••• 
Motel International 
Sysop: Kim Gration 
Phone: (03) 509-9611 
Baud: V2I V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Public 
Computer: Apple 2GS 
BBSoftware: TProBBS 
MouseText 
Sysop: Glen McBride 
Phone: (059) 42-5528 
Baud: V23 
Hours: 1000 — 2200 
BBSoftware: Videotext 
Info: Videotext Compatible ONLY 
Omegatex Videotex Service 
Sysop: Mark Gregson 
Phone: (052) 22-1670 
Baud: V23 
Computer: IBM AT Clone 
Osborne Australian BB 
Sysop: Craig Orr 
Phone: (03) 890-4096 
Access: Reg LVA 
• • • Amr ided •'• 
Outer L lits BBS 
Sysop: Peter Dorell 
Phone: (03) 725-6650 
Baud: V21 V22 V23 
Pacific Island 
Sysop: Craig Bowen 
Phone: (03) 890-2174 
PC Connection IBBS 
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Sysop: Lloyd Barrett 
Phone: (03) 528-3750 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 
PC User BBS 
Sysop: Charles Sandercock 
Phone: (03) 819-5392 
FIDOnet: 631/323 
Access: Public 
DOS: MSDOS 
BBSoftware: Opus 
••* Offline ••• 
PC-Oasis Ssystem 
••• Name Changed ••• 
Prodergy 
Info: Now Called 
The Dreamscape BBS 
Public Resource I 
Info: Now Called ACES High 
Sams 
Sysop: Alan Haslar 
Phone: (03) 563-1117 
FIDOnet: 630/305 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Public 
Sorcerer & CPM Users RBBS 
Sysop: David Woodberry 
Phone: (03) 754-5081 
Baud: V21 V22 V23 
Access: Mem Reg VA 
Computer: Executive 816 
DOS: CP/M 
BBSoftware: Ros 

••• Amended ••• 
Tardis BBS 
Sysop: Malcolm Miles 
Phone: (03) 859-3109 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Public 
Computer: PC 
DOS: Concurrent DOS 
BBSoftware: CALLME/GOLIATH 
Telegraph Road BBS-PC 
Sysop: Craig Wilson 
Phone: (03) 743-6173 
Baud: V2I 
Access: Reg LVA 
Teletex Connection 
Sysop: Darren Sapwell 
Phone: (03) 470-6827 
Baud: V23 
Hours: 0600 — 2200 
BBSoftware: Videotext 
Info: Videotext Compatible ONLY 
••• Offline ••• 
TERMICOMNET 
••* Offline *** 
The Deepseas BBS 
••• Amended * 
The Dreamscape BBS 
Sysop: Michael White 
Phone: (03) 562-0489 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 
Hours: 0700 — 2359 Daily 
Compute IBM XT 
DOS: Double Dos 
BBSoftware: Opus 
The Info-Source BBS 
Sysop: Clement Maloney 
Phone: (03) 397-1165 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 B103 
B212 
Access: Mem VA 
III Offline ***  

The Inner Sanctum BBS 
The MACBOARD 
Phone: (03) 435-9152 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Public 
The Magic Pudding 
Info: Now called The Village Idiot 
The NATIONAL CBCS 
Sysop: John Blackett-Smith 
Phone: (03) 25-6904 
FIDOnet: 630/301 
Access: Public 
Info: FIDOnet Region 50 
Coordinator 
The Real Connection 
Sysop: Carla Miller & Andrew Moore 
Phone: (03) 288-0331 
Access: Public 
The Ultimate C-64 
Sysop: Mike Kabiolke 
Phone: (03) 735-5551 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 
••• Offline ••• 
The Village Idiot 
••• Offline ••• 
Thunder-Net Amiga 
VIDEOTEXT/4000 
Sysop: Luke Groeveneld 
Phone: (03) 741-3295 
Baud: V23 
Hours: 0600 — 2300 
BBSoftware: Videotext 
Info: Videotext Compatible ONLY 
Zoist 
Sysop: Bob Fletcher 
Phone: (03) 467-2871 
Baud: V21 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
••• Offline ••" 
Apple BBS 
Computex BBS 
Sysop: Russell Stokes 
Phone: (09) 447-0522 
Access: Reg VA 
Kalgoorlie College RCP/M 
Sysop: Graham Clark 
Phone: (090) 21-7755 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Reg VA 
Lightning BBS 
Sysop: Simon Blears 
Phone: (09) 275-7900 
FIDOnet: 690/903 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Reg LVA 
Computer: IBM XT Clone 
DOS: MSDOS 3.1 
BBSoftware: Opus 
Mouse Exchange BBS 
Sysop: Leonard Hollings 
Phone: (09) 339-6890 
FIDOnet: 690/902 
Baud: V21 V23 
Access: Public 
Murdoch University ES-BBS I 
Sysop: Roger Atkinson 
Phone: (09) 332-2604 
Baud: V2I 
Access: Mem VA 
Computer: Commodore 128D 
DOS: CP/M 3.0 
BBSoftware: Turbo BBS 
Nemo 3 
Sysop: Graeme Platt  

Phone: (09) 370-3333 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Mem 
Nemo Games Machine 
Sysop: Graeme Platt 
Phone: (09) 370-2666 
Baud: V21 V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Mem LVA 
Nemo Multiple BBS RAPL 
Sysop: Graeme Platt 
Phone: (09) 370-1855 
Baud: V2I V22 V22bis V23 
Oasis ST BBS 
Sysop: Lou Schillaci 
Phone: (09) 383-1480 
Baud: V2I V22 
Access: Mem VA 
Computer: Atari 
Omen III RTRS 
Sysop: Greg Watkins & Mark Dignam 
Phone: (09) 276-2777 
Baud: V21 V23 
Access: Reg LVA 
BBSoftware: Omen 
Omen Mini BBS 
Sysop: Greg Watkins 
Phone: (09) 279-8555 
Pegasus BBS 
Sysop: Michael Russell 
Phone: (09) 242-2099 
FIDOnet: 690/907 
Baud: V2I V22 V22bis V23 
Access: Public 
Hours: Weekdays: 1700 — 0900 
Weekends: 24 Hours 
Computer: Epson AX 
DOS: MS-Dos 
BBSoftware: Opus 
Perth PC Users BBS 
Phone: (09) 227-9229 
Student Access Message Service 
Sysop: Peter Walton & John Bramley 
Phone: (09) 321-9721 
Baud: V21 V22 V23 
Access: Reg VA 
The Gathering BBS 
Sysop: Ken Peters 
Phone: (09) 272-4711 
FIDOnet: 690/904 
Baud: V2I V22 V23 
The Turing Circus 
Sysop: Phil Sutherland 
Phone: (09) 385-2100 
FIDOnet: 690/905 
Baud: V2I V22 V23 B103 B2I2 
Access: Public 
Computer: PC/XT Clone 
DOS: MS-DOS 
BBSoftware: Opus 
•** Amended ••• 
WA Atari BBS 
Sysop: Graham Basden 
Phone: (09) 306-2134 
Baud: V21 V22 
Access: Mem LVA 
Computer: Atari ST 
DOS: Atari 
BBSoftware: Michtron BBS 
West Coast BBS 
Sysop: Mark Gaynor 
Phone: (09) 445-3080 
Access: Reg VA 
Z-Node 62 
Sysop: Lindsay Allen 
Phone: (09) 450-0200 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

Software 

Accounting Software 4.0 
AIS 
Phone: (03) 579 0244 
Price: See below 
AIS Accounting Software is a 
fully integrated multi user pack-
age that provides financial and 
management information. The 
latest version, 4.0, has been 
released to run on the AIS 286P 
and 386 computers. Modules in-
clude general ledger, banking 
system, accounts receivable and 
payable, stock control, asset 
register and sales order. 

The software costs $690 per 
module (untaxed). There are 12 
modules in all. 

Autoease templates 
Minicomp 
Phone: (02) 957 6800 
Price: Available on request 
Autoease, through Australian 
distributor Minicomp, offers a 
range of products which enhance 
and facilitate the operation of a 
range of Cad Desktop Publishing 
programs. 

The range features templates 
which are attached to the digitis-
ing tablet. Packages for which 
templates have been designed 
include AutoCad, VersaCad, Cad-
Key, Pagemaker and Ventura. 
Soon to be released will be a 
range of template capabilities for 
the Apple Macintosh and the 
IBM PS/2. 

AutoFlix 
Autodesk Australia 
Phone: (03) 429 9888 
Price: Not supplied 
The latest offering from Autodesk 
is a software package called Au-
toflix which will be released mid-
year. It enables the user to make 
computer movies by taking mul-
tiple pictures and then present-
ing them to the eye rapidly 
enough to create the illusion of 
motion. Each frame is simply a 
still picture which in AutoFlix is 
generated by AutoShade as a 
rendering of slide file. 
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Boeing Calc Version 4 
Business Model Systems 
Phone: (07) 358 4800 
Price: $984.50 taxed 
Version 4 of this three dimen-
sional spreadsheet package has 
been released. Enhancements 
include full support for Local 
Area Networks with multi level 
security, macro language com-
patible with Lotus 1-2-3 Version 
2.01 as well as the Boeing Calc 
external macro library. There is 
also a seamless link to the Boe-
ing Graph three dimensional 
graphics package from any 
spreadsheet. The manual has 
been expanded and updated. 

Cadkey ► 
Minicomp 
Phone: (02) 957 6800 
Price: $1613 
Cadkey, through Australian dis-
tributor Minicomp, has an-
nounced an Educational Grant 
Program open to all educational 
institutions. 

The grant recipients will re-
ceive one master copy of Cadkey 
Version 3.0 and one master copy 
of Cadkey Version 3 0 User Refer-
ence manual. (The normal price 
of Cadkey is $5495). Version 3.0 
has fully integrated two dimen-
sional drafting and three dimen-
sional design features, including 
a fully programmable 3D design 
language, wireframe and surface 
modelling and editing, user 
definable macros, on-line calcu-
lator, customisable tablet tem-
plates, translator, FEA and multi 
axis NC integration. It's claimed 
to be compatible with all popular 
hardware. 

Cadam 
IAS 
Phone: (03) 584 8088 
Price: $5560 untaxed 
A microcomputer based version 
of the Cadam Cadcam system is 
now available. The system re-
quires an AT computer; it can 
also run on the IBM PS/2 range. 

The Micro Cadam system in-
cludes the software, Function key 
box with interface card, three 
button mouse and digitizing pad. 
Features of the system include 
the ability to add several colours 
and mix line types on drawings, 
automatic location of design ele-
ments, user defined symbols and 
sketching capabilities. 

Classroom Pack 
Microsoft 
Phone: (02) 452 5088 
Price: Available on request 
Microsoft has launched a new 
packaging concept aimed at 
educational institutions. 

The Classroom Pack offers se-
lected Microsoft products as a 
package of 10 sets of software 
and one set of manuals for a dis-
counted price. For example, Mi-
crosoft QuickC is sold in the Pack 
at an individual price of $16.50 or 
$165 for 10 copies and a set of 
manuals. This is a continuous 
offer from Microsoft. To order, in-
stitutions should send in an offi-
cial purchase order (available 
from Microsoft) and a sales tax 
exemption certificate. 

Clipper 
Imagineering 
Phone: (02) 697 8666 
Price: $1175 taxed  

The latest version of Clipper, the 
dBase compiler, is now available 
with new and enhanced features. 
The new version supports DOS 
3.1 calls for networking func-
tions, allowing users to run com-
piled applications on most net-
works. It supports expanded 
memory for indexing and offers 
record and file locking capabil-
ities. The product also enhances 
dBase with user defined func 
tions for expanded programma-
bility and full debugging capabil-
ities. 

Digi Print 
CVA 
Phone: (02) 476 6400 
Price: Not supplied 
CVA has released Digi Print, a 
new feature with the Digiboard 
COM/xi series intelligent multi 
channel boards, that allows ter-
minals and printers to share the 
same port and operate simulta-
neously. 

The terminal has an electronic 
switch that will send data either 
to the screen or the printer port. 
Digi Print moves the switch back 
and forth rapidly so the printer 
and screen appear to work simul-
taneously. Digi Print is compat-
ible with Xenix, Unix and PC-
MOS. The Digiboard series is 
compatible with the IBM PS/2 
series. 

ELME ISCO 
Fluke Helios Toolbox 
Elmeasco Instruments 
Phone: (02) 736 2888 
Price: Not supplied 
The Fluke Helios Toolbox (writ-
ten in QuickBasic) is a software 
package for creating the data ac-
quisition and control system 
software of the Helios I computer 
front end. Helios I makes real 
world measurements, and Helios 
Toolbox is intended for measure- 
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ment applications requiring cus-
tom software. 

The Helios Toolbox expedites 
the development of powerful 
data acquisition software by 
providing routines that handle 
communications with Helios I. 

Mahjong 
Pro Con Software 
Phone: PO Box 43 
Essendon 3040 
Price: Shareware 
On the latest Shareware release 
of Pro Con's Mahjong game is a 
special memory resident pro-
gram which allows many CGA 
graphics programs to run on the 
Hercules graphics card. 

The program maps the CGAs 
graphics information onto the 
Hercules display screen, produc-
ing a slightly smaller display.  
Now, programs that were unable 
to run on Hercules can be run 
without modification, including 
PC-Paint, Pictures and Printmas-
ter. The program is memory resi-
dent and is called HERCULES.-
COM. 

Microsoft C 5.0 
Microsoft 
Phone: (02) 452 5088 
Price: See below 
The latest version of Microsoft's 
C compiler (which also includes 
OuickC), C 5.0 is now available in 
Australia. C 5.0 offers the C pro-
grammer fast execution speed 
and more sophisticated debug-
ging. 

It speeds up compilation by 
around 30 per cent. The new ver-
sion has an enhanced CodeView 
debugger and over 100 new li-
brary functions, including a full 
graphics library and BIOS and 
DOS calls. Documentation has 
also been enhanced. C 5.0 costs 
$775 untaxed. Existing users who 
purchased C 4.0 after August 1, 
1987 are entitled to a free up-
grade. Those who purchased be-
fore that date can upgrade for 
$175 untaxed. OuickC is avail-
able for $135 untaxed. 

Multi PC and Multi AT 
Digital Creations 
Phone: (02) 913 8606 
Price: Not supplied 
Digital Creations and Mace Soft-
ware have released Anex Tech-
nology's Multi PC and Multi AT, a 
proven enhancement tool that 
expands an IBM PC, XT, AT or 
compatible into a true multi 
user, multi tasking system run-
ning under PC-DOS. 

The system easily attaches to 
an existing PC and allows the 
addition of workstations. It also 
permits the use of your current 
software and existing data and 
resources. The Multi PC provides 
4-user capability and the Multi 
AT provides for up to 8 users. 

211Eatf ELECTRONICS 
PTY. LIMITED 

Incorporated in N.S.W. 

Operating System/2 
Zenith Electronics 
Phone: (02) 417 7999 
Price: $599 taxed 
Zenith Electronics has an-
nounced the release of Microsoft 
Operating System/2, which it co-
developed with Microsoft in the 
US. 

OS/2 is an advanced, single 
user, multi-tasking operating 
system. It allows software appli-
cations to access features of the 
'286 and '386 microprocessors' 
protected mode, which could not 
be tapped by MS-DOS. It sup-
ports 16 megabytes of RAM and 
I gigabyte of virtual memory. 

I. P. Sharp 
Associates 

PC Magic 
IP Sharp 
Phone: (02) 232 6366 
Price: See below 
PC Magic is a fully integrated  

PC/mainframe spreadsheet envi-
ronment developed by the Can-
berra office of IP Sharp. 

PC Magic analyses IP Sharp's 
numeric time-series data. It was 
built specifically for accessing 
and downloading data to spread-
sheets. Locally stored data can 
now be integrated with IP Sharp 
data. Graphics and a variety of 
reporting facilities come with the 
package. A yearly subscription 
basis costs $1800. 

Periscope III 
BJE Enterprises 
Phone: (02) 858 5611 
Price: $1499 
Periscope III is a powerful new 
hardware assisted symbolic 
debugger for use in the IBM PC, 
XT, and AT machines. Periscope 
III consists of a full length board 
with 64 kilobytes of write-pro-
tected RAM, hardware break-
points, real time trace buffer, a 
breakout switch, software and 
manual. 

The Periscope III board moni-
tors the system bus, waiting for 
user-defined breakpoints to 
occur while the test program is 
running. When the board detects 
that a breakpoint has been 
reached, it then activates the 
resident Periscope software, of 
which full control is given. Peri-
scope III is available in 8 MHz 
and 10 MHz models. 

Repertoire 
BJE Enterprises 
Phone: (02) 858 5611 
Price: $150 taxed 
A collection of high level tools 
for Modula-2 programmers has 
been released. Known as Reper-
toire, the package contains a co-
lour and/or monochrome screen 
design system for data entry, 
forms creation, display format-
ting and so on. 

A multi line data entry editor 
and natural language analysis 
system, plus facilities to provide 
context-sensitive help, are also 
included. About 250 low-level 
routines are available to pro-
grammers, including routines for 
DOS file and directory services, 
screen and printer outputs. 

Sage 
Personal Computer Soft-
ware 
Phone: (02) 923 2899  

Price: See below 
The Sage multi user accounting 
software has been released by 
Personal Computer Software. It 
was designed specifically for 
small businesses. 

The system allows several peo-
ple to work on the accounting 
files at once. The multi user soft-
ware costs $900 and includes 
debtors, creditors and general 
ledger. Multi-User Accountant 
Plus costs $1200 and also in-
cludes invoicing and stock con-
trol. Multi-User Financial Con-
troller costs $2500 and adds 
company consolidation, order 
entry and bill of materials. 

Sage Accounts Version 3 
Personal Computer Soft-
ware 
Phone: (02) 923 2899 
Price: See below 
Version 3 of Sage Accounts in-
cludes many new features re-
quested by users. A complete list 
of debtors, creditors, general 
ledger or stock codes with their 
names can be called up on the 
screen at any time in a window. 

Prior to backup, data files are 
scanned to check that all trans-
actions have been posted to cor-
rect accounts and no corruption 
has occurred. It also checks dates 
and the trial balance. Sage Ac-
counts now handles up to five 
bank accounts for cash alloca-
tion. 

The Accountant module costs 
$449, Bookkeeper costs $299 and 
the Account/Invoicing costs 
$599 

Supersap 
Minicomp 
Phone: (02) 957 6800 
Price: See below 
Supersap is a fully comprehen-
sive finite element analysis sys-
tem, offering complete compat-
ibility with Cadkey. Supersap fea-
tures a graphics display, interac-
tive model generation data man-
agement and a full array of tools 
for pre- and post-processing. 

It provides full capability for 
solving large problems on the 
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"HOT's menu management 
capability is the most 
thorough we've seen, 
letting you design menus 
with both substance and 
style.,, 
	

INFOWORLD 

"A superlative 
menu-management 
system — John Walkenbach INFOWORLD 

HOT Benefits Your Clients 
• Increased computer productivity 
• Increased user confidence and 

satisfaction 
• Simpler program operation 
• Reduced keyboard entry errors 

GET HOT 
FOR ONLY 

R. R P. 

$295 

11Yom/ VERSION 4 

is hotter than Hot! 

TM 

HOT is a complete set of advanced tools for creating, maintaining 
and distributing powerful, professional turnkey systems 

— a MUST for every VAR, VAD, System Integrator, or MIS Director. 

HOT Help Provides Context-sensitive 
Help for All HOT Functions 
CRT Saver Protects Your Screen 
With HOT, you can produce versatile, 
customized environments for individual 
clients or corporate departments. 
Included with HOT — 2 FREE 
HOT RUNTIME MODULES! 
HOT is Totally Flexible 
• Set up a single menu or a chain of 

menus and submenus 
• Link together an unlimited number of 

programs or menus 
• Develop menus to run with a specific 

application program 
• Create context-sensitive help screens 

for any application 
• Create tutorials or simple interactive 

program simulations 
• Select from a dazzling array of colour 

and graphic capabilities 
• Choose from over 40 directives in 

Hots extensive command Inguage 
HOT Perfects DOS and Increases User 
Efficiency 
With HOT, you can make it simple for 
users to: 
• Execute, complicated DOS commands 

at the touch of a single keystroke 
• Run macros to automate repetitive 

tasks within applications 
• Load programs or run batch files 
HOT Provides Complete Control 
• Enhance MIS control of workstation 

processing 
• Password-protect every facet of 

operation 
• Maintain a log of programs run 

during the day/time spent 

When buying HOT 
IMPORTANT 

software has the 
sticker on it. 

make sure your 
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HOT's Command Shell gives fast access 
to a DOS-like Command Line. 
Provides the DOS prompt while working 
within the menu environment. 
11Norr is a powerful, easy-to-use Text 
Editor. 
Design, edit and recompile new files, re-
use menus for multiple clients. 
File Finder is an amazing timesaver. 
Display a graphic tree of all directories 
and files on all disks. 
Hot's DOS & System Utilities make it 
easy to execute DOS commands. 
• Enjoy instant access to all DOS 

functions 
• Eliminate the need to remember 

dozens of lengthy commands. 
• Reduce errors in the use of common 

DOS Utilities. 
& HOT BUILD is a built-in alternative to 

cooking up menus from scratch. 
Pop-Up Calculator is an electronic 
calculator for performing simple 
numerical tasks. 
Pop-Up Datebook is an electronic 
scheduler. 
Pop-Up Calendar lets you scroll around 
in time. 

PERFECT INTERFACE (Aust.) Pty. Ltd. 
7th Floor, 8 West Street, N. Sydney NSW 2060 
Phone (02) 957 1112 

Please send me 	 HOT $295 each 

I enclose my cheque for $ 	 or please debit my American 
Express, Diner's Club, Visa, MasterCard or Bankcard plus $7.50 freight. 

1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 

Card expires 	  Signature 	  

Name 	 Phone No. 	  

Address 	  

Company 	  

CHEF includes an easy-to-use HOT 
DOS Command Editor 
You can build menus that: 
• Invoke any DOS command 
• Feed keystrings into applications 
• Call up other menus 
• Display help text 
• Test to see if a file is present 
• Send commands to a printer 
• Set, test, and edit 28 variables 

PerleLt 
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WITH EPSON 

A iffilit%  

AX2: •.640K   
tor  
 RAM 

• 20Mb (40Mb optional) 
• 8/10Mhz switchable 
• Enhanced keyboard 
• Dos 3.2 & GW Basic and more 

$3520.00 
LQ500 
24-pin quality from Epson, 

the first name 
in printers $660.00 

ACCOUNTING 
SPECIAL 

Attache 4 - powerful business 
accounting package including free 

installation and training $940.00 

• Dos 3.2 & GW Basic $2898.00  
OPTIONS Add 
• CGA Colour $395.00 
• EGA Colour $825-00 

igaINTRODUCTORY TRAINING COURSE 
PRINTER STAND AND CABLE 

(with printer purchases) 
Egu STARTER HIT - Disks and paper 
FREE SOFTWARE - Games, Utilities and 
Word Processor 

The Computer Trader 
98 Noddle Street, Abbotsford 3067 

Telephone (03) 417 7044 

4.77 10Mhz switchable PCe: ••• Enhanced keyboard • 640K RAM 
• 20Mb (twin floppy optional) 
• Monitor and more 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

IBM PC, AT, 286 or 386 comput-
ers. The module Superlink inte-
grates Cadkey into the finite ele-
ment process by making Cadkey 
an integral part of modelling. 
Pricing starts at $2995 

TK Solver 
Imagineering 
Phone: (02) 697 8666 
Price: $539 
TK Solver is an equation solver  

from United Technical Systems 
that is capable of devising fast 
solutions to complex problems 
in finance, engineering, statis-
tics, science, manufacturing or 
pure maths. 

It comes with more than 100 
ready to use applications. TK 
Solver provides spreadsheet and 
graphics functions, equation 
solving, statistical analysis, com-
plex numbers, Boolean logic, 
user defined procedures and for-   

mats, and an on-line help sys-
tem. TK Solver has a disk library 
and more than 200 functions. 

VersaCad Mac ► 
Imagineering 
Phone: (02) 697 8666 
Price: $3199 
VersaCad Corporation, through 
Imagineering, has released the 
VersaCad Macintosh Edition. It is  

a powerful design and drafting 
software, carefully configured to 
take full advantage of the Macin-
tosh environment. 

Builtin drawing objects in-
clude lines, walls, multiple paral-
lel lines, arcs, rectangles, el-
lipses, polygons and points. Ob-
jects can be grouped together or 
edited in a number of ways. 
Drawing parts can be collected 
into a library for future designs. 

Electronic 
Today 

Wrri-r-,At 
Electronics Today is Australia's dynamic 
electronics monthly. It has more special 
features, new and exciting projects to 
build and a wealth of information on 
components, equipment and new 
technology. Regular features include 
Australia's top hi-fi reviews and news 
on communications and computing. 
Buy your copy now from your local 
newsagent. 
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New Machines 

AIS 386 
AIS 
Phone: (03) 574 0244 
Price- $6990 taxed 
The AIS 386 is capable of speeds 
up to 26 MHz using the Land-
mark CPU speed test. Some of 
the key features include 80386-
20 MHz CPU 0 wait state high 
speed performance, interleave 
and page mode operation, inde-
pendently programmable CPU 
and AT BUS clock rates, 1 to 16 
megabytes of DRAM memory 
supported, fast I/O recovery time, 
additional 64 bytes of CMOS 
RAM and 32-bit addressing and 
32-bit data path capabilities. 

AIS 286P 
AIS 
Phone: (03) 574 0244 
Price: $2469 taxed 
The AIS 286P is a 16 MHz com- 
puter using the 80286-12 CPU. 

Speed may be selected and 
changed using hardware or soft-
ware switch without processor 
failure, even during running of 
programs. 

0 wait state or 1 wait state is 
selectable. The system comes 
standard with 1 megabyte of 
RAM. A Phoenix BIOS is used to 
give full compatibility. A high 
speed hard disk controller is 
used to take full advantage of the 
16 MHz speed for voice coil type 
hard disks. 

Novatech PC V 
Novatech Controls 
Phone: (03) 645 2377 
Price: Not supplied 
Novatech Controls has released 
a range of PCs suited to harsh 
environments. The AT Turbo 
comes with an 80286 processor 
running at 8 MHz, switchable to 
12 MHz. A range of monitors, 
memory and input/output op-
tions are available, including the 
Novatech range of digital and 
analog I/O cards, counter inputs 
and communications boards. 

AM-3120P Pocket Size 
Modem 
Advanced Components 
Phone: (03) 739 1198 
Price: $2570 untaxed 
Advanced Components has 
released the AM-312OP Pocket 
Size Modem. It measures 
37/8  inches x 2 7/8 x 15/1 6 , fitting 
easily into your pocket. 

The modem supports Bell 
I 03/212A and CCITT V.21N.22 
protocols for communications 
at 0-300 and 1200 bits per sec-
ond using ordinary dial-up 
phone lines. It also supports 
the extended AT modem com-
mand set. The modem features 
auto dialling of numbers and a 
builtin speaker permitting 
phone line monitering. It will 
auto answer. The modem plugs 
into an RS232 serial port. 

DISCTRONICS LIMITED 

CD-ROM 
Disctronics 
Phone: (03) 62 2775 
Price: See below 
Disctronics' first CD-ROM (Read 
Only Memory) product is a multi 
media disc containing text, 
graphics, images and audio. 

The disc includes a telepho-
ne/business directory containing 
details from the yellow and white 
pages, a parts catalog, computer 
based interactive training, finan-
cial procedure manual and a 
sample database of the St lames 
Bible showing search/retrieval 
capabilities on a large database. 

A disk costs between $20 and 
$50 dollars. A minimum number 
must be purchased. 

CDM 
Masatek 
Phone: (03) 233 6677 
Price: See below 
A range of colour display moni-
tors, CDMs, with analog RGB in-
puts to suit a wide range of 
graphics controllers, are avail-
able from Masatek. 

The monitors are ergonomi-
cally designed and are available  

in 15 inch and 19 inch series 
while rack mount is confined to 
19 inch. Various scan rates are 
available from 15 MHz up to 60 
KHz interlaced and non-inter-
laced. 

Prices for the monitors range 
from $5900 to $11,000. 

Colorado internal and 
external backup systems 
Tech Pacific 
Phone: (03) 690 9055 
Price: See below 
Tech Pacific is now distributing 
for Colorado Memory Systems of 
the US. The first products to be 
released in Australia are the 
range of 44 megabyte and 125 
Mbyte internal and external tape 
back up systems. 

The Colorado systems support 
the full range of IBM PCs, includ-
ing PS/2 models, and compat-
ibles, as well as operating under 
PC-DOS, MS-DOS, OS/2 and 
Xenix. The Colorado 44 Mbyte in-
ternal costs $770, while the ex-
ternal costs $999. The 125 Mbyte 
internal costs $1897 and the ex-
ternal is $2235. Prices untaxed. 

Intel Inboard 
Tech Pacific 
Phone: (03) 690 9055 
Price: $2907 untaxed 
The new enhanced Intel Inboard 
386/AT has been released by 
Tech Pacific. It allows up to 2 
megabytes of expanded memory, 
as well as providing all the power 
of '386 based system to existing 
'286 based computer users. 

The new product maintains 
full compatibility with software 
and applications written for 
80286 based systems. It also in-
cludes software utilities for disk 
cache, Lotus/Intel/Microsoft Ex-
panded Memory Specification 
4.0 support and video display im-
provement.  

Logitech Graphics 
Subsystem 
BJE Enterprises 
Phone: (02) 858 5611 
Price: $1750 untaxed 
The Logitech Graphics Subsys-
tem is a PC, XT. AT graphics up-
grade system. The system com- 
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Borland speaks your Ian 

And it has a host of other features, such 
as support for programs larger than 64K; a 
built-in editor and pull-down menus; 
interactive error detection; a MicroCalc 
spreadsheet; and graph features. 

TURBO PASCAL's smart linking allows 
the removal of un-used code from your 

programs; separate compilation units; 

and MAP files for use with standard 
debuggers. And, there are numerous 
Toolbox additions available. 

For BASIC 
programmers, TURBO BASIC roars along at 
a speed of up to 12,000 lines- per-minute with 
the IBM PC and compatibles range, and the 

new PS/2 systems. 

The easy-to-use windowed development 
environment, context-sensitive Help facility, 
large program support and full 8087 math 
support, gives programmers a lot of 

Turbo Basic 
0188, 

of the world's 
languages for 
ranges, has a an 
waiting for - 

Turbo Pascal 
Version 4.0 ($188*) 

Available in 
versions 

for 
the 

IBM 
PC 

and 
compatible 

range and 
Apple Macintosh, 

TURBO PASCAL 4,0 compiles fast...more 
than 27,000 lines-per-minute fast yet it costs 

only $188*. 

florm 
BAS:-, 

Sub', 
expertrt 
permit7t  

sacrifioN  
experier 

NEW PRODUCTS 

prises the Logitech Mouse, the 
Logitech EGA board, AutoSync 
Monitor and the Logitech Plus 
and Paintshow software pack-
ages. 

The mouse supplied plugs di-
rectly into the EGA board, leav-
ing the system's serial port free 
for other peripherals. The Auto-
Sync monitor is a high resolution 
variable scan rate colour display 
monitor, which is compatible 
with IBM CGA, EGA, PGA or VGA 

Macromodem 

Sendata 
Phone: (03) 568 6299 
Price: Not supplied 
Sendata has released a 4 speed 
miniature portable modem, 
known as the Macromodem. It is 
small enough to fit into the palm 
of a hand. 

The modem is fully Hayes 
compatible and includes full 
auto speed sensing of remote 
modems. It supports CCITT 
V.22bis, V.22, V.23, V.21 and Bell 
2400, 212A and 103. The Macro-
modem will automatically select  

the corresponding mode. It also 
features automatic detection, 
auto dial and auto answer. 

The security control within the 
modem allows it to store 4 pro-
grammable dialback authorised 
users to control access to your 
system. The data encryption/de-
cryption option is the DEA and is 
fast enough to allow the modem 
to operate with a 9600 bits per 
second DTE link. Error protection 
protocols are included. 

Master Designer PCB 

Quest international 
Computers 
Phone: (03) 277 7444 
Price: Not supplied 
The new Master Designer Cadcae 
Design System handles printed 
circuit board designs. Master De-
signer is targeted to run on the 
new '386 based hardware as well 
as AT type 286 machines. 

It includes multi-layer routing 
for high completion rates, an 
ECO processor for handling engi-
neering changes and many other 
features generally found only on 
workstation based systems 
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guage and compiles it fast 

Users can select the right memory 
configuration for their program from six 

distinct memory models, and a mixed-
language programming function allows the 
selection of alternate calling conventions 
(Pascal or C) for specified functions or 
whole files. 

119 Ferrars Street South Melbourne. 3205. 
Tel: 690 9055 
Sydney: (02) 669 3077 Brisbane: 371 7866 
Wellington (NZ): (04) 877 037 

—1 
[ ] I would like more information on 

I Borland products. 

The name of my nearest Borland 
I dealer. 

I Name:  

rl Address:  

 P'Code:  

Tel  

Capable of compiling more than 7,000 
lines-per-minute, TURBO C provides 

optimized code generation: automatic error 
tracking: an easy-to-use full-screen editor: 
fully integrated Linker and Make utilities; and 
it is ANSI C compatible. 

TP942A 

flity. Compatible with both Advanced 
C and GW BASIC, it includes a 
Calc spreadsheet with source code. 

de for the novice programmer and 
TURBO BASIC's integrated design 
iquick program turnaround without 
ng the powerful features 
ced programmers demand. 

BORLAND 

Tech Pacific 

To find out more about the extensive 
range of Borland Compiler products and 
Toolbox's, simply call one of our 1,000 

dealers, Australia-wide or fill out the coupon 
and we'll send you more information. 

'Price includes Sales Tax 

i My computer is  

L--------- _ 

Turbo C ($188*) 

Now, one 
9Sf popular programming 
9 IBM PC and compatibles 
mpiler everybody's been 
90 C. 

MIR 

NEW PRODUCTS 

Mstep 5 
Novatech Controls 
Phone: (03) 645 2377 
Price: $1465 untaxed 
A two axis stepper motor control 
board, the Mstep 5, has been 
released for the IBM PC, XT, AT 
or compatibles. The Mstep 5 pro-
vides two channels of incremen-
tal shaft encoder interface. 

An optional stepper motor 
driver board provides the high 
current capabilities required to 
actually drive the stepper motor 
and shaft encoder. However, the 
system can easily be used to 
control almost any stepper 
motor or encoder. The Mstep 5 
comes complete with software 
that allows the user to control 
motors. 

Omnicron CT500 ► 
Letraset 
Phone: (02) 975 1033 
Price: $1495 untaxed 
Letraset has released the Omni-
cron CT500, the latest addition to 
its system of adding colour to 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

black and white laser print out 
material or photocopies. 

The CT500 is a small, compact 
portable version of the Omnicron 
2000 and is designed to provide 
maximum portability. The ma-
chine also has the capacity to 
laminate and thermally bind 
documents. 

STC 
Qume ScripTen printer 
STC 
Phone: (02) 699 0044 
Price: $11,300 taxed 

STC has announced a new laser 
printer, the 10 page per minute 
Oume ScripTen It has 3 mega-
bytes of RAM memory, 35 resi-
dent fonts and the PostScript 
page description language 
across the full range of Apple 
Macintosh, IBM PCs and compat- 

V ibles. 

ScripTen works with most 
desktop publishing software 
packages. It also allows for out-
put from non-PostScript software 
applications through a second 
operating mode that uses the 
Hewlett-Packard LaserJet Plus 
command set. An interactive 
mode is available. 
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DEALER Pa -If-You-Like SoftwareAp • 
Why pay hundreds of dollars for software? There is an inexpensive 
alternative for your IBM PC or compatible - and it's legal. 

 

Some people will try and tell you they have free 
or cheap software. Don't you believe it! 

The concept works like this...Authors write soft-
ware and have it distributed as Shareware, or User 
Supported Software. A copy of the software with a 
manual on the disk is made available to you at a 
nominal fee and if you like the software you are 
requested to send the author a donation, usually 
between $20 and $150. In other words you pay if you 
like the software. It is NOT free and it is NOT cheap 
and nasty, but generally of a very high quality. If you 
decide not to register with the author you may keep 
the software. 

PC-SIG is the world's largest distributor of User 
Supported Software. Great efforts are put into testing 
and cataloging the software culminating in our 400 
page directory and 60 page bi-monthly magazines. 
These publications are available in selected com-
puter stores at $28 for the directory and $3 per copy 
of the magazine or available as part of membership 
of our library. Not only do we include a description of 
the software but the equipment required to run it, 
some user comments, and the author's requested 
donation. 

Our library now contains over 1000 disks. You 
need NOT be a member of the library to purchase 
disks but if you do become a member you will receive 
our 400+ page Directory, disk discounts and our bi-
monthly magazine "SHAREWARE" with descriptions 
of the latest additions and reviews of the more 
popular disks. Our magazine is not just a few photo-
copied pages but a bound professionally produced 
publication. 

The following is a small selection from the 
library... 

#5 & #730 PC-FILE + (two disk set) 
Jim Button's very popular database filing system 
now easier to install and use and it runs faster. Re-
ports can be prepared or set up for your word 
processor. 
Cl  #90 & #594 GENEOLOGY ON DISPLAY 

(two disk set) Written with concern for the 
novice Geneologist. As well as expected features eg 
printing family trees, family group sheets, and 
descendents charts the program creates parent/ 
child indexes and prints ID numbers. 
O #105 PC PROFESSOR 
A tutorial on the BASIC programming language 
which increases in complexity as the user pro- 
gresses. 
0  #199 PC-CALC 
Complete with tutorial and many advanced features. 
Similar to Visicalc. Able to import data from PC-FILE. 
CI  #254 PC-DOS HELP 
Just type help for an on-line help on DOS commands 
- very convenient for hard disk users. 

#320 TOUCHTYPE 
Colourful way to improve your typing - new version 
with enhanced and PC keyboard. 
❑ #403 PC-TUTOR 
Ideal for new users to gain a basic understanding of 
their PC and how to use it. An interactive introduction 
to the IBM PC and DOS. 
CI  #457 ARCADE GAMES 
An assortment of arcade games including Flightmare 
and Spacewar. 
O #476 PATRICK'S BEST GAMES 
An assortment of five games which will run on the 
Mono monitor. 
LI  #480 PC OUTLINE 
Can outline and organise documents point by point -
ideal for typing essays and ads like this. From Brown 
Bag Software. 
LI  #505 PC STYLE 
Analyses text files for readability, - considers number 
of words per sentence, % of words of specific length, 
personal words, action words. Make your writing 
read better! 
U #523 SIDEWRITER 
Your spreadsheet too wide to print? This program 
turns your printout 90 degrees and prints down the 
page 

❑ #528 NEW YORK WORD 
A full function word processor even including auto-
matic hyphenation (and de-hyphenation). Unlike 
some WP it can edit large documents. Has become 
a leading WP since being converted from Unix. 
❑ #618 MAKE MY DAY 
A complete time management system with appoint-
ment calendar, job scheduler, time log and expense 
manager. All that is needed to organise your busi-
ness and personal schedule. 
❑ #641 MAHJONG 
A fascinating game with extraordinary graphics. 
Excellent documentation for beginners with play 
levels from beginners to excellent. 
CI #646 AMY'S FIRST PRIMER 
Six games to teach basic reading skills to a pre-
reading child - positive reinforcement promotes 
"learning is fun" attitude. 
O #669 & #670 GRAPHTIME II (two disk set) 
Business presentation graphics with line, column, 
and pie charts. Works with dBASE Multiplan and 
Lotus. Has help key. 
U #683 BUTTONWARE ADVENTURES 
Two text adventure games - be a Castaway or travel 
to South America on a soy mission. Runs on Mono. 
ID  #705 CHILDREN'S GAMES 
A straight forward approach to making fun educa-
tional with graphics. Geared for 2 to 10 year olds. 
LI  #708 BACKGAMMON 
At last Backgammon for your PC - keeps track of 
points, games, gammons and backgammons. An 
instant opponent. 
O #718 LO PRINTER UTILITY 
Enables your Epson printer to print a variety of fonts 
in near letter quality. You can even create your own 
fonts plus print !aro letter banners. 
O #727 POWERMENU 
Brown Bag Software's menu system with up to 
10,000 selections. All your applications can be just a 
keystroke away. 
LI  #728 & #729 HOMEBASE (two disk set) 
A second generation memory resident desktop or-
ganiser from Brown Bag Software. PC Magazine said 
"it delivers the most bang for the buck among desk-
top organisers." 
O #765 GALAXY 
A fast RAM based WP. Very easy to use with choice 
of menus or keyboard commands. 
O #780 BRIDGEPAL 
Looking for up to three partners with whom you can 
play Bridge? A great way to practice. 
CI  #800 THE BAKER'S DOZEN 
A collection of more than 13 useful utilities from 
Buttonware. 
O #806 & #807 THE REMARKABLE GENERAL 

LEDGER (two disk set)  This Australasian writ-
ten system not only includes a full general ledger but 
it has various reports on your entries, a bank recon-
ciliation and trial balance. 
O #811 INTELLI-TRIEVE 
A weighted retrieval utility to use with dBASE III to 
extract information not considered in the original 
design. 
O #812 & #813 SOAR (two disk set) 
Service Orientated Accounts Receivable for busi-
nesses that provide services as well as products. 
Menu driven and easy to operate. 
O #816 & #817 TURBO C TUTORIAL 

(two disk set) Programmers who complete 
this tutorial will then be very familiar with TURBO C. 
O #855 FASTBUCKS 
A home finanacing program to not only record trans-
actions but to help with budgetting. Also has loan 
calculator. 
❑ #866 & #867 DEEP SPACE 
Plots star maps for a given latitude where you select 
projection and scale. ALso plots orbits of the planets. 
LI  #870 HGCIBM 
Provides owners of Hercules Graphics cards a 
means to run software written for IBM Colour Graph-
ics Card. 

O #878 TEACHERS DATABASE 1000 
Holds data on up to 250 students with up to 60 
records per student. Test results may be weighted, 
averaged, statistically analysed, changed to a per-
centage or chap ed to a letter grade and graphed. 
CI #879 BIORYTHM SCHEDULE 
Not only calculates Biorythms but can compare 
Biorythms of two people for compatibility for each of 
the three cycles. 
CI #893 PRIVATE LINE & WEAK LINK 
A full encryption/decryption system even supporting 
double encryption plus the ability to allow two PC's 
to send data to each other via serial ports. Great 
where machines have different floppy drives. 
❑ #912 & #913 FLODRAW (two disk set) 
Handles symbols quickly and easily and is ideal for 
flowcharts, organisational charts, system diagrams, 
and other symbols oriented diagrams. 
❑ #918 CAMBRIDGE THOROUGHBRED 

HANDICAPPER  Attempts to predict a horse's 
performance in a future race by analysing past runs. 
Also includes a betting strategy. 
❑ #929 LOTTO FERR 
Shows your Astrologically lucky numbers, gives you 
an Astrological forecast and a description of your 
personality characteristics. 
O #997 OPUS 1 BRAIN TEASERS 
Charade type game with various categories. For 
example "The Graduate" has a clue of 
GRADUUUUUUUU. 
O #1000 NETHACK 
A huge game with 28 levels 150 rooms and countless 
corridors. A huge inventory of monsters and traps 
plus some hazardous treasures and Keystone Kops 
which throw cream pies! 

MEMBERS STARTER PACK 
Get off to a flying start with Membership and 
select six disks for just $85 (plus $5 freight) -
that's a saving of $31 from our already low prices. 
Plus we'll give you a FREE educational disk. This 
offer is available for a short time only.  

The PC-SIG Library is not only growing but it is 
regularly updated - many alternate sources of 
User Supported Software have very old versions. 
Beware of the apparent bargains! 

Yes, I would like to try PC-SIG software. B0fl  
Please forward me these disks:  

@ $13 
3 5" ® $15 

(not JX 360kb drive) 
Annual membership  $28 
Starter Pack Six disks 

Membership5.25'  @ $85 
3.5'  @ $95 

Freight and handling 
TOTAL 

Payment by 0Cheque Bankcard 
EVisa ❑ M/card 

Card No  

Expiry Signed  
Name  
Address 

Call on 07 374 1311 
Fax on 07 374 2274 

Viatel '49000# 
Look for PC-SIG's logo on grey diskettes L PC-SIG/Manaccom 1987 

TOTAL 

$5.00 

- State - - Code  
MANACCOM Pty Limited 

From 1 January 1988 
Freepost No. 29 
PO BOX 509, 
Kenmore OLD 4069 



DISCWARE 
New Software Products 

GET A NEW HANDLE ON YOUR BUSINESS WITH SBT. 

SBT Now you can handle up to 25-1 users, all 
working in the same data files. with the 
SKI Multi Net Database Accounting Library. 

The accounting software written in dBASE HI PIA'S. 
So whether your husiiiess is large or small. you can grow to the 
limits of the most advanced PC networks available. 
When you want that special report, or your business needs 
something we didn't think of. you can quickly and easily 
modify our programs to meet your needs exactly (because our 
dBASE source code is included absolutely free). 
And if you don t have time to make the changes yourself. 
there's a nearby consultant who can make them for you. 
So if )our company has two users or two hundred and fifty, yOU 
can add customers, update records. and have as Mally people 
enter orders as it takes to keep your business growing. 
Isn't it nice to know there's software you can't outgrow? The 
SBT MultiNet Database Accounting Library. 
Now you can get a net handle on your business. 

Call today for our demo disk and brochure. 
'TIE SBT DATABASE 

ACCOI NTING LIBRARY.  
dProfessional Time & Billing 5695  
dOrders Sales Orders 9535  
dInvoice• dStatements Accounts Receivable/Inventor) 5695  
dPurchase Purchase Order S535 
dPmables Accounts Pa) able 5695 
dPa)roll Payroll/Labor 5695 
dl.edger General ledger 9695 
dAssets Asset; Depreciation S535 
dProject Projectif oh Accounting 5695 
dNlaterials Material Requirements 5695 
dMenu/Backup Nlenu/Backup $129 

Multi user versions 88H) additional per module. 
Clipper and Foxliase compatible. 

DRAFIX 3-I) MODELER 

CAD SOFTWARE YOU'LL BE USING IN MINUTES — CAD SOFTWARE YOU'LL BE USING FOREVER 
c. -rx  Introducing Drafix 3-I) Modeler, the 

first low-cost, high performance 3-1) 
CAD software package for your PC. 

Drafix 3-I) Nlodeler is a new product from MEGACADD. the 
creators of Design Board Professional. the #1 rated 3-1)/PC 
CADD software and Foresight Resources. creators of Drafix 
and Drafix I Plus. 
Powerful, Easy-to-Use. Drafix 3-I) Modeler is a powerful 
but earn to use sofmare package for true three dimensional 
computer-aided design on your PC. XT or AT. 
Unlimited Perspective Views. Its true 3-1) database allows 
you to create a three-dimensional computer model and 
generate unlimited perspective views. By: setting your eye 
location and viewing target. you can vim the model from am 
angle. You can even walk inside the model and look out! 
Simple Screen Menuing.  Drafix 3-I) Modeler features a 
straightforward on-screen menuing system and "helps 
prompts.' so you'll he creating dimensional') accurate 3-1) 
drawings soon after installing the program. 

Automatic Hidden Line Removal. Drafix 3-1) Modeler 
actually removes obstructed lines from the view. not just 
masking them with solid fill. This allms)ou to generate clear, 
accurate perspective plots or prints from the model. 
Fully Drafix Compatible. Drafix 3-I) Modeler was special') 
designed to work smooth!) and efficiently with the Drifts 2-1) 
programs. It is compatible with all Drafix I and Drafix I Plus-
supported hardware configurations. Am view of your 3-1) 
model can he easily transferred to Drafix I or Drafix I Plus for 
further drafting enhancement. Once the drawing is complete it 
can be printed out or plotted through Drafix 1 or Drafix I Plus. 
DRAFIX 3-I) MODELER HAS THE. SAME FF:ATt 'RES FOrND IN 
TI IF. PROIWCT RATES AS THE #1 3-1) CARD IN THE IANC ARY 
1986 A1A CARD REVIEW 
ONLY $695. 
SPECIAL NOTE: Drafix 3-1) Modeler must he used with Drafix I 
or Drafix I Plus for plotter or printer output A Math 
Coprocessor. which can increase product speed h) up to 6 times, 
is highly recommended hut not required. Supports all Drafix I 
& I Plus supported hardware 
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Why Your Hard Disk May Be Only 
Seconds Away From Total Failure! 

WELCOME TO THE INNER WORLD OF HARD DISKS: WHERE 
MICROSCOPIC PROBLEMS CAUSE MAJOR CATASTROPHIES. 

A typical 20-megabyte hard disk contains over 200,000,000 bits. If only one bit changes or fails, you can 
lose everything on your disk. Hard disks are subject to so many inherent, uncontrollable conditions that 
random failures occur with alarming frequency. You already may have been tortured by one of these hard 
disk error messages: DATA ERROR GENERAL FAILURE, ERROR READING, WRITE FAULT, BAD 
SECTOR, SECTOR NOT FOUND, FILE ALLOCATION TABLE BAD, DISK ERROR READING FAT, 
DISK NOT READY, INVALID DRIVE SPECIFICATION, NON-SYSTEM DISK OR DISK ERROR, READ 
FAULT, BAD DATA, ABORT-RETRY-IGNORE — plus hundreds more that we simply don't have space 
to mention. Here is why: 
PROBLEM ONE: OUT OF ALIGNMENT. There are hundreds of circular tracks packed into 
every inch of your hard disk's magnetic recording media. They are extremely thin, about as thick as a single 
strand of hair. Perfectly aligned tracks on a new, out-of-the-carton hard disk look like those in figure 1. 
Your programs read, but never write, to any of the special Track and Sector ID areas shown in black. 
When your system has been off and is cold — in the morning, for instance — head positioning mechanics 
shrink, causing heads to read and write towards the inside. As the unit warms they expand and tend to 
read and write towards the outside. Add friction, wear-and-tear, play, torquing, repeatability, vibration, 
irregular platter and surface expansion, etc. — and within a very short time your data, program and 
system sectors can go out of alignment like those shown in figure 2. This is a continual, serious problem: 
valuable data may be written so far off current head tracking that it is no longer readable, resulting in 
devastating errors and lost data. 
Disk Techniciantm Automatic Al Software System's early warning detection must be used daily to keep 
data, program and system sectors in perfect alignment. When even the slightest change is detected, Disk 
Technician safely removes any data and stores it in your computer's RAM, then restores perfect alignment 
by rewriting the  entire  track,  including the "read only' Track and Sector ID areas, using Disk Technician's 
own factory low-level, Real format. This new track is then thoroughly retested, and only if has been 
perfectly repaired,  will Disk Technician allow your valuable programs and data to use it again. If retesting 
reveals that any bit is not perfect, data is relocated to a good area and the bad area is safely blocked from 
future DOS use. When Disk Technician repairs an area, it specially monitors  that spot on all subsequent 
tests to make certain it stays repaired. This is a totally automatic, unattended process. 
PROBLEM TWO: MEDIA AND DISTANCE. The typical distance between the head and 
the media is about 25 millionths of an inch. By comparison, a smoke particle is about 10 times greater and 
a human hair is over 100 times greater! Expansion and contraction caused by normal heating and cooling, 
wear-and-tear, media degradation, vibration, humidity, platter wobble and aging all cause this distance to 
vary (see figure 3).  Read and write quality varies directly with these distance changes. 
No matter how carefully the hard disk media was manufactured, there still will be variations in coating thick-
ness, smoothness and magnetic density (see figure 3). Add aging and magnetic retentivity changes, and 
some spots may change from "good" to "unreliable" overnight. Magnetic hard disks act just like ofd pho-
tos: they fade away — along with your data! Disk Technician is the only total solution to these problems. 
Disk Technician  reads, writes and  tests every single bit on the hard disk, occupied or not, using special pro-
prietary testing and repair algorithms to check for soft error rate, magnetic retentivity, and the ability to 
read and write  perfectly. If even the smallest marginality or error is found, Disk Technician will 
automatically proceed with its complete repair and restoration process. DOS and other programs can 
only tell you after 10 to 30 errors have been made. Our testing reveals that once a spot makes more than 
3 to 5 soft errors, total failure is imminent. Disk Technician's daily preventive testing, repair and recovery is 
the only real cure. 
PROBLEM THREE: POWER.  Static electricity, turning power on-and-off, brownouts, surges, 
spikes and static electricity all can cause the heads to write meaningless "garbage" into whatever tracks 
they happen to be located over. Although hard disks and computers are designed to minimize accidental 
head writes, they still occur and cause devastating damage — often wiping out an entire disk.  Disk 
Technician takes a new approach to cure these problems. 
When Disk Technician is run, it automatically installs SafeParktm memory resident software program and 
creates a "safe zone" on your hard disk, safely relocating any data in this area. Then, whenever you boot 
from your hard disk, SafePark becomes memory resident and operates with all of your programs all of the 
time. When there is no disk activity for approximately 7 seconds (user adjustable), SafePark automatically 
moves the heads to the safe zone. Once the heads have been moved — which will almost always be the 
case — and there is static electricity or a power glitch, any damage will be confined to the safe zone: 
protecting your valuable data and programs. 
WHY SUFFER AND TORTURE YOURSELF WITH HARD DISK GRIEF? Disk Technician virtually 
eliminates all your problems! It is so easy to use — absolutely no technical skill is needed — and takes less 
than 60 seconds of operator time daily. BUY NOW! HEAD-OFF HARD DISK DISASTERS 
BEFORE THEY COST YOU TIME AND MONEY! 

Figure 1* Perfectly align-
ed tracks. The black areas 
are "read only." These 
store critical track and 
sector ID information. The 
white areas are data sect-
ors and store your system, 
programs and data. 

I I Good Bad 

F:".::;s'• Morainal Clash! 

Figure  2  Sectors out of 
alignment with the track. 
The most frequent cause 
of lost or unreadable data. 
See Problem One. 

t 

Figure 3* Heads, media 
and platter. A:  The dist-
ance from the heads to 
the media continually chan-
ges. B: The magnetic coat-
ing varies in thickness and 
smoothness. C: Magnetic 
retentivity varies and 
decays. See Problem Two. 

'Magnified and simplified 
for clarity. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
• Works on a single system of any IBM PC, XT, AT derivative 

COMPAQ or true IBM clone. 
• Works on both physical C and D hard disk drives up to 32 mega-

bytes and A and B floppy drives that conform to the IBM standard. 
On drives larger than 32 megabytes, it will work on the first DOS 
partition only. Disk Technician 2.0 will work on drives greater than 
32 megabytes and on multiple DOS partitions provided the drive 
is partitioned using the IBM-DOS 3.3 standard. 

• Can selectively lest and repair any and all cylinders, heads and 
sectors in the DOS partition. 

• Requires PC or MD-DOS version 2.1 to 3.3 with 256K of RAM. 
• Requires a single 51/4" floppy drive. 

DISCWARE 
(02) 212-6933 
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"LEADERS IN MODEM COMMUNICATIONS" 

THE MODEM THAT FITS IN THE PALM OF YOUR HAND 
FOR LESS THAN A FISTFULL OF DOLLARS! 

The new Megamodem features a full Hayes 
"AT" command set, and all the major data 
standards such as 1200/1200, 300/300 and 
optional 1200/75 (Viatel) baud rates. It has the 
ability to auto dial, auto answer and auto 
disconnect. 

The Megamodem is a total solution for your 
communications problem. It can be connected 
to virtually any PC available on the market today. 

Why pay $700+ for a comparable modem when 
the Megamodem 12 is only $375 inc tax and the 
Megamodem 123 with the 1200/75 option is only 
$449 inc tax. Both of these are also available as 
internal modems for IBM PC's and compatibles. 

For your communications solution that fits in the 
palm of your hand contact Avtek. 

Mall Orders: PO Box 651 Lane Cove NSW 2066 
Showroom: 86 Longueville Road Lane Cove 
Telephone: (02) 427 2177 
Facsimile: (02) 428 2995 



NEW PRODUCTS 

Speed enhancement 
products 
Micro General 
Phone: (02) 439 8400 
Price: Not supplied 
A_range of speed enhancement 
products is available from Micro 
General There are a number of 
8087 and 80287 maths co-proc-
essors which run from 4.77 MHz 
to 10 MHz and can speed up 
functions up to 7 times. 

For 80286 and 80386 machines 
there is the AT8 Intelligent Serial 
Controller that lets you run up to 
8 stations from your PC A num-
ber of PC accelerators are of-
fered, including 9 MHz and 
12 MHz versions. All products in-
clude testing and setup software, 
where necessary, with full in-
structions. 

RIM-1000 V 
Novatech Controls 
Phone: (03) 645 2377 
Price: $550 untaxed 
Novatech Controls has released 
a realtime interface module, the 
RIM-1000. The module connects 
any computer with an RS232C 
serial port to the real world. 

The RIM-1000 boxes can be 
connected together in a network 
to provide hundreds of inputs 
and outputs. Each box has 17 
analog inputs, 2 analog outputs 
and 14 digital outputs or inputs. 
Up to 8 of the digital inputs can 
be used as counters or accumu-
lators. Inputs can be from tem-
perature sensors, load cells, DH 
meters, power meters or position 
transducers. 

Miscellaneous 

Mini Super Cleaner 
Sylex 
Phone: (02) 647 2888 
Price: $29 taxed 
Sylex has released the Mini 
Super Cleaner, a device which 
helps clean the dust from hard to 
reach places on computers. 

An obvious place would be be-
tween the keys on the keyboard. 
The Mini Super Cleaner comes 
with a range of attachments to 
get at dust trap areas including 
two extension arms, a nozzle and 
a reusable dust collection bag. It 
is powered by two AA size bat-
teries. It can also be used on re-
verse cycle to blow a tiny jet of 
air. 

The Electronic ITlall 
Software Club 
Viatel/Electron ic Mall 
Phone: (09) 293 3091 
Price: $4.99 per year 
The Software Club is a service to 
Viatel users provided by the 
Electronic Mall. The club pro-
vides a 'meeting place' on Viatel 
for those with an interest in com-
puters and software. 

Members can place and read 
messages, ask for help with a 
programming or game problem, 
read and submit software re-
views (the club pays $10 for each 
of these displayed). The Software 
Club also provides software at 
lower than usual prices and Pub-
lic Domain software. Contact 
above phone number or Viatel 
Mailbox No: 069000160. 

Games 

It seems to be the season for software to soothe the 
savage: almost every publisher has released a series 
of new games — from fantasy history games, flight 

simulators, to chess and even X-rated romantic 
encounters. Here's a selection of new games from 

Questor, (02) 662 9744 . . . 

trol one soldier's battle against 
overwhelming odds. You'll need 
skill and strategy to out manoeu-
vre your enemy. Airborne Ranger 
is an exciting simulation game, 
with 12 desperate missions in 
three different regions of the 
world. $39 cassette; $49 disk 
(taxed). 

Airborne Ranger 
Price: See below 
You are one of the elite, para-
chuting alone behind enemy 
lines. The enemy controls the 
terrain and is hidden in bunkers 
and machine gun nests — you 
may be surrounded. 

The action is fierce as you con- 
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Our price meets 
your resolution... TAXAN 770 Plus 

14-Inch Colour 
Multiple 
Scan RGB 

and you can 
print it 
and scan it 

The new range of TAXAN colour monitors, 
laser printers and OCR scanners are now 
available from Tech Pacific dealers 
throughout Australia at a price that beats the 
80's inflation hike. 
And they're availab.e in a wide selection 

of models for the IBM PC and compatibles 
plus Apple Macintosh range of systems. 

Monitors includ 
multiple scan, RG 
for $1680`, that we 
computers, new R 

Macintosh. It has to 
almost any colour a 
Then there's the 6! 

resolution RGB Colon 
followed by the 19-ina 
1901 monochrome ma i 
the most demanding di 

applications. It includes , 
interlaced resolution ark 
graphics co-processor k 
drawing. 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

Games 

GeeBee Air Rally 
Price: $61 taxed 
Features a swarm of planes to 
out manoeuvre — or collide 
with. This three dimensional 
game has 16 challenging 
courses, including four special 
slalom and balloon popping 
events. There are 256 levels of 
difficulty. Also featured are au-
thentic sights and sounds. Gee-
Bee Air Rally is available for the 
Amiga. Published by Activision. 

Grid Start 
Price: $39 taxed 
Drive your six gear Formula One 
car over six world famous 
courses. You are advised to do 
several practice laps before you 
enter the Grand Prix competition 
against six cars, each with indi-
vidual performance There are 
three skill levels and the route to 
the top is tough and arduous. 
Available for the Amiga. 

Predator 
Price: See below 
Nothing like it has ever been 
seen on Earth before. It came for 
the thrill of the hunt. It picked 
the wrong person to hunt — You. 
From Activision; $29 cassette; 
$39 disk (taxed) 

Knightmare 
Price. See below : •• 
Knightmare combines the best 
elements of traditional adven-
tures with arcade action. It pro-
vides puzzles and riddles of a 
varying nature. Available for the 
C64; published by Activision. $29 
cassette; $39 disk (taxed). 

Project Stealth Fighter 
Price: See below 
This challenging new flight simu-
lation from MicroProse puts you 
in the pilot's seat of America's la-
test, top secret aircraft, the F-15. 
Your jet fighter is armed with 
lasers, missiles, rockets and can-
non, but concealment is the 
most effective weapon as you go 
on missions to troublespots 
around the world. $39 disk; $29 
cassette (taxed). 

Super Bike Challenge 
Price: $49 taxed 

In Super Bike Challenge you'll 
race at heart pounding speeds 
up to 200 miles per hour as you 
battle to take and hold the lead 
against superb riders. Challenge 
a friend — you'll each have your 
own bikes, or race against the 
computer. Uses either joystick or 
keyboard controls. There are 
three levels of challenge. Avail-
able for the Atari ST; published 
by Broderbund. 

• 
Romantic Encounters at 
the Dome 
Price: $49 taxed 
Enter the world of the Dome, a 
futuristic hi-tech single's club 
complete with parties, people, 
dancing, love testing and many 
hours of interesting situations to 
get yourself into. The game was 
written by a famous screenwriter 
and a psychologist. Note that the 
product has a warning stating 
that it has some explicit adult 
situations (That won't change in 
the future) and should not be 
sold to minors. 
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al TAXAN 650 
i  12-Inch He-Res. 

- 1 Colour 9GI3 
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TAXAN 1901 19-Inch super Hi-res. mono display, 
Laser printer, Image Scanner 

NEW PRODUCTS 

V 

The Art of Chess 
Price: $69 taxed 
Play against the computer, 
against a human opponent (with 
the Art of Chess as referee) or 
watch the Art of Chess play 
against itself. You can change  

sides or players at any point of 
the game. Skill levels can be ad-
justed, as can play style, using 
simple slider controls. Games 
can be loaded or saved. You can 
even select one of the standard 
chess tournaments and play 
under strict international condi-
tions. Available for the Amiga; 
published by SPA. 

ThunderChopper 
Price: $59 taxed 
Climb into the pilot's seat of a 
high performance light attack 
helicopter. ThunderChopper's 
three dimensional graphics offer 
superb out-the-windshield views 
in both day and night flight 
modes, from simple landing 
practise to exploration, rescue or 
combat missions. Available for 
the C64; published by Action-
Soft. 

The Seven Spirits of Ra 
Price: $89 taxed 
The Seven Spirits of Ra chal- 
lenges you to an adventure from 

EEMEAEgi 

3000 years ago. Experience the 
authentic drama of an ancient 
Egyptian myth. Fight through 
tombs, pyramids, caverns and 
swaps. Test your mind against 
complex, multi level passages, 
overcome sudden perils and sur-
prises from evil forces, guardian 
demons and villains. Published 
by Sir Tech; for the IBM PC and 
compatibles. 

Winter Olympiad 88 
Price: See below 
You don't have to freeze your be-
hind off skiing in sub-zero tem-
peratures, or spending big on ac-
commodation and ski gear hire. 
Tynesoft has released the Winter 
Olympiad 88 winter sports simu-
lation. It features the classic Win-
ter Olympic events of ski slalom, 
two-man bob, ski jump, biatha-
Ion and speed skating A great 
way to keep warm in the snow! 
For the C64: $39 cassette; $49 
disk. For the Atari ST: $59 (all 
prices taxed). 

Wizardry III 
Price: $89 taxed 
'Legacy of Llylgamyn' is the third 
scenario in the Wizardry series, 
the fantasy roleplaying history 
game. It features a full screen, 
three dimensional maze display, 
window graphics, improved com-
bat sequence and six levels of hi-
res mazes. For one to six players 
aged 10 to adult. Runs on IBM 
and compatibles; from Sir Tech. 

fe the 770 Plus 14-inch, 
B Colour Display Monitor 
9rI ks with IBM PC 
3 2 models, and the Apple 
V I compatibility with 
.0 d on the market 

5 12-inch super high 
Jr Display ($1475"), 
h, very high resolution 
)cl el ($4490"), for even 
es ktop publishing PC 
1 280 x 960 non-

d a 20MHz 82786 
or high speed page 

Heading the Taxan laser printer range is 
the KE300 which has a standard 2MB of 
RAM memory, runs all software under 
Windows and GEM environments, produces 

graphics output at 300 dpi, and emulates all 
the other leading printers but costs only 
$7513*. 

And, to make your application complete, 
the Taxan Crystal Scan image scanner is 
available for both the IBM PC and Apple 

Macintosh systems for $3151* 

For more information about these exciting 
new Taxan products fill in the enclosed 
coupon now, or call your nearest Tech 
Pacific dealer. 

'Prices include Sales Tax 

TAXAN 

Tech Pacific 
119 Ferrars Street South Melbourne. 3205. 
Tel: 690 9055 
Sydney: (02) 669 3077 Brisbane: 371 7866 
Wellington (NZ): (04) 877 037 
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Events 
Computer Pals Across The World 
will be held from April 7 to 8 at 
the Sheraton, Alice Springs. 
Papers are being sought on the 
theme Sharing in a Global Class-
room Contact Ralph Czerniejew-
ski on (089) 525 044. 
ATUG 88 will be held at the 
Royal Exhibition Building in Mel-
bourne from April 19 to 21. For 
exhibition enquiries contact 
David Esler on (03) 429 6088 and 
for conference enquiries contact 
Wally Rothwell on (02) 957 1333. 
The EDP Auditors Association 
will be holding an international 
conference at Jupiters Hotel from 
April 27 to 29. Contact Lex Page 
or Tony Muston on (02) 250 0500. 
Fourth Australian Conference 
on Applications of Engineer-
ing. Papers are being called for 
this conference by the Sydney 
Expert Systems Group. The con-
ference will be held in Sydney 
from II to 13 May. Contact Marie 
Thill on (02) 218 9427. 
The Australian Software Engi-
neering Conference is to be 
held at the Australian Defence 
Force academy in Canberra from 
May 11 to 13. It is organised by 
the ACS. Contact Frank Poole on 
(062) 88 2884. 
Forth Symposium. A two day 
seminar on the Forth language 
will be held on May 19 and 20 at 
the NSW Institute of Technology. 
Keynote speaker will by Charles 
Moore who invented the lan-
guage. Contact Jose Alfonso or 
Paul Walker on (02) 20 930 or Roy 
Hill on (02) 217 3828 
Commercial opportunities aris-
ing from space transport and 
related industries is the subject 
of a conference to be held at the 
Sheraton Hotel, Brisbane from 
April 26 to 28. Contact The Con-
ference Secretariat, Uni Quest 
Ltd, University of Queensland, St 
Lucia 4067 
Ausgraph '88 organisers are call-
ing for unpublished papers on 
Cadcam, animation, image pro-
cessing and scene simulation.  
The exhibition and conference 
will be held in Melbourne from 
July 4 to 8 at the Hyatt on Collins. 
Enquiries (03) 387 9955. 
The Fourth National Space En-
gineering Symposium will be 
held in Adelaide July 12 to 14. 
Papers dealing with any space 
engineering are invited. Contact 
(062) 73 3633. 
Papers are being called for 
Forum '88, organized by the 
Honeywell Bull Users' Associa- 

tion. It will be held at the Sydney 
Hilton Hotel from July 21 to 23. 
Contact (02) 218 9578 
Comdex Australia '88 will be held 
at the Darling Harbour Confer-
ence and Exhibition Centre in 
Sydney from July 26 to 28 Con-
tact (02) 959 5555. 
Infotex '88 is a computer and 
communications show especially 
for government It will be held 
from November 8 to 10 at the 
National Exhibition Centre, Can-
berra. Contact (02) 959 5555. 
CLUES, the C Language Users 
and Enthusiasts Society, is now 
holding regular meetings at Mi-
crosoft, 1/17 Rodborough Road, 
Frenchs Forest on the first Tues-
day of every month 
Special Interest Groups for PC 
Users: CONSIG meets on the 
first Wednesday of each month 
in Sydney; contact (02) 290 2655. 
The DTP Graphics SIG meets on 
the first Tuesday of the month in 
Sydney; contact Mark Richards 
on (02) 929 5855. PCWEST meets 
on the first Monday of the month 
in Sydney; phone Bill McEwen 
(02) 627 2488. 
A President Users Group has 
been formed in Sydney. It meets 
on the last Tuesday of each 
month at the Hornsby Inn. Con-
tact Raymond Toms on (02) 212 
5277. 

Overseas 
Exhibitions 

The EDP Auditors Foundation 
Conference is to be held in At-
lanta, Georgia USA from 10 to 15 
April. Write to The Program 
Chairman, The EDP Auditors 
Foundation, Box 88180. Carol 
Stream, IL 60188-0180 or tele-
phone (312) 653 0950. 
The Hong Kong Computer Expo 
'88 will be held from April 12 to 
15 at the Hong Kong Exhibition 
Centre. Incorporates Cadcam '88. 
Contact Richard May from ATEK 
on (062) 91 7801. 
The Enterprising Network 
Event '88 International confer-
ence is to be conducted from 
Tune 5 to 9, with the exposition 
running from lune 6 to 8 Both 
events will be held at the Balti-
more Maryland Convention Cen-
tre USA The conference with be 
focusing on an OSI communica-
tions solution for anything from 
automation protocol through to 
banking, education and federal 
and state government sectors. 111 

Compare the 
Quality - not 
just the Price 

AT LAST! 
A CLONE 
WITH A PEDIGREE 
From Imagineering, the largest distributor of 
PC products in Australia, compatible systems 
with a full 12-month warranty and guaranteed 
performance. 

ULTRA XT ULTRA 286 
4.77/8.01vIhz CPU 
Dos 3.2 & GW Basic 
(legal copies) 
20Mb, 640K RAM 
Monitor and more 
ONLY $1994 ONLY $2994 

OPTIONS 
CGA colour Add $395 EGA colour Add $825 

LX800 Dot matrix printer $483 
All products carry a GENUINE 12 months 

manufacturer's warranty 

FREE INTRODUCTORY TRAINING COURSE 
FREE PRINTER STAND AND CABLE 

P144 

(with printer purchases) 
FREE STARTER KIT - Disks and paper 

•••"--... FREE SOFTWARE - Games, Utilities and 
Word Processor 

CT MS ULTRA 

111.11111111M. 
OPEN 

SATURDAYS 
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6-10Mhz (0 wait state) 
20Mb, 1Mb RAM 
Dos 3.3 & GW Basic 
(legal copies) 
Monitor and more 



50,000 employees 
are now being paid 
using the Lewis 
PAY-PACK 
payroll package. 

PAY-PACK does all aspects of 
your pay processing: pay slips, 
tax calculations, holiday and sick 
accruals, management reports, 
group certificates. PAY-PACK is 
used by over 500 firms, ranging 
in size from companies with 
three employees through to BHP. 
Over fifty new features have just 
been added to PAY-PACK in 
Version 4, including: 

Employer Superannuation 
Contributions; 

Holidays can be recorded in 
days or hours; 

Rostered Day Off accruals; 
Tax averaging for sales 

commissions; 
Monthly reports. 

There are also extra options for: 
Direct entry of bank deposits 
($300); 

Labour Job Costing ($990). 

HOT-LINE SERVICE 
We offer telephone assistance 
daytime, evening and weekends. 
We understand the urgency of 
any operational questions about 
payroll. 

DEMO PACKS 
Demo packs, which contain the 
manual and complete program 
are available at only a fraction of 
the price. Not just a fancy 
scrolling display with impressive 
graphics but the real program. 
Actually test it out on your own 
computer! If you like the 
program you pay the balance of 
the price. 
The programs are available for 
MS/DOS. Available for Macintosh 
except LETTER MAGIC. 

Dr Geoffrey Lewis. In 1965 he was 
selected by IBM to demonstrate the new 
System 360. He was selected following a 
sensational score of 150 out of 120 in a 
university test for mathematical aptitude. 
He was awarded the extra points for 
exceptional problem solving ability and in 
the next ten years nobody else got more 
than 75 marks. He has applied his 
problem solving ability in producing four 
software packages written for Australian 
conditions. 

Lewis LETTER MAGIC 
Most wordprocessors let you do 
all forms of word processing: 
letters, articles, books, price lists, 
footnotes and computer programs. 
They become top-heavy with 
features and hard to operate. 
LETTER MAGIC concentrates on 
only one application, the very 
important one of writing letters. 
Your letter automatically starts 
with the date, name and address 
of the person you are writing to. 
Standard letters, paragraphs or 
phrases are easy to do. Sign-off 
your letter with one key-stroke. 
LETTER MAGIC has a database 
for names, addresses and other 
information. You can send the 
same letter to many names. You 
can produce address labels, 
telephone lists, fees due notices. 
"If your primary need for a 
wordprocessor is letter writing, then 
Letter Magic is worth your attention, 
regardless of the word processor you 
are currently using." Ewart Stronach, 
Your Computer, December 1987. 

Address  

If you are 
self- employed or 
run your own 
business, Lewis 
CROSS- CHEQUE 
will help you keep 
your accounts in 
order. 
To help in preparing your tax 
return, CROSS-CHEQUE prints 
reports detailing each income 
and expense category. 
CROSS-CHEQUE helps you run 
your business by keeping track 
of income and expenditure. 
You enter details directly from 
cheque butts or deposit slips. 
You can split any cheque across 
several expense accounts. 
Handles 120 categories of 
income and expenditure. Allows 
you to do bank reconciliation. 

There are over 700 users of 
CROSS-CHEQUE. 
"If ever there was a small 
software accounting system that 
could be described as ideal for the 
very small business, Lewis 
CROSS-CHEQUE would fit the 
bill." Dan Lawrence, Your 
Computer, August 1986. 

Lewis CASH FLOW 
For personal use or for business 
use. 
You enter details of your future 
transactions for receipts and 
payments. Specify whether the 
transaction is one-off or recurs 
every so many weeks or months. 
Starting with your account 
balances, CASH FLOW gives 
your cash position at any point 
in the future. This helps you 
make financial decisions, e.g. 
when to shift funds between 
cheque and savings accounts. 

Name  

CUSTOM-MADE 
SOFTWARE (SALES) 

PTY LTD 
P.O. Box 507, 

Randwick NSW 2031 
Tel. (02) 399-8566 

Phone:  Computer:  

Send more info. Pay-Pack  ❑ Cross-Cheque ❑ Cash Flow ❑ Letter Magic ❑ 

Send demo. pack $60  ❑ 536 ❑ $36 ❑ $36 ❑ 

Send full system $990  ❑ $390 ❑ $150 ❑ $490 ❑ 

All prices include sales tax. If paying by Bankcard or Mastercard, include card name, number, expiry date and 
signature. 
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SO  TV! 
All you have to do is subscribe to Your Computer and your 

subscription automatically enters the Sony draw. 
12 months subscription only $42.00. 

1ST PRIZE 
The Sony Trinitron remote control 
television features: Flat and square 
black screen; Australian standard 
PAL colour television system; A/V 
inputs BCN (Video) RCA 
(Radio); Multi function wireless 
remote commander; On screen 
display (Program No., Volume, 
colour, contrast, tuning) This 
modern monitor style Super 
Trinitron with black screen is 
superb for viewing! 

2ND PRIZE 
Plus, subscribe now and also enter 
the draw for second prize of a 
portable TV with AM/FM radio —
Great for the car or home, valued 
at $159.00 

11) CO\ SOMIO\ PRIZES 
AND consolation prizes 
will be given 10 lucky subscribers 
of an AM/FM all weather 
transistor valued at over $10.00 
each! 

Your Computer provides friendly, 
informal advice on technical 
subjects, specialising in tutorials  

showing users how to get the most 
out of their equipment. Your 
Computer is a must for anybody 
with a micro-computer! 

To enter, simply fill out the 
attached coupon, and post in the 
reply-paid envelope. If missing 
send name, address, telephone 
no., and cheque, money order or 
credit card details (card type, card 
no., expiry date and signature) to: 
Your Computer/Sony 
Competition, Freepost No. 4, 
P.O. Box 227, WATERLOO 
NSW 2017 (No stamp required) 
for enquiries Ph: (02) 693 9517 or 
(02) 693 9515. 

HURRY! Offer closes July 
1988, for Your Computer. 

CONDITIONS OF ENTRY 
1. The competition is open only to 
Australian Residents authorising a 
new/renewal subscription before last mail 
September 30, 1988. Entries received after 
closing date will not be included. 
Employees of the Federal Publishing 
Company. Sony Australia and their families 
are not eligible to enter. To be valid for 
drawing, subscription must he signed 
against a nominated valid credit card, or. if 
paid by cheque, cleared for payment. 
2. South Australian residents need not 
complete the coupon but may enter only 
once by submitting their name. address, 
and a hand-drawn facsimile of the coupon. 
3. Prizes are not transferable or 
exchangeable and may not he converted to 
cash. 
4. The judges decision is final and no 
correspondence will he entered in to. 
5. Description of the competition and 
instructions on how to enter form a part of 
the competition conditions. 
6. The competition commences on April 
1988 and closes with last mail on 
September 30. 1988. The draw will take 
place in Sydney on October 12, 1988 and 
the winner will he notified by telephone 
and letter. The winner will also be 
announced in the Australian on October 
17, 1988 and a later issue of the magazine. 
7. The first prize is: a Sony Trinitron 
Remote Control colour TV ($1,200). 2nd 
prize: 5 inch portable Black & White TV 
set ($159 each), plus 10 consolation prizes 
of AM/FM all weather radios (approx $10 
each). 
8. The promoter is The Federal Publishing 
Company, 180 Bourke Road, Alexandria 
NSW 2015. Permit No. TC88/675 issued 
under the Lotteries and Art Unions Act. 
1901; Raffles and Bingo Permits Board 
Permit No. 88/357 issue on 8/3/88; ACT 
Permit No. TP88/202 issue under the 
Lotteries Ordinance. 1964. 



STEWART FIST 

Hypermedia 

Afew months ago I wrote a quick re-
view of HyperCard for the Macin-

tosh. At that time I was reasonably en-
thusiastic, but the article concluded with 
the statement that while HyperCard was 
extremely clever, I couldn't think of any 
situation where I would need to use it. I 
said it was a brilliant solution, looking 
for a problem to solve. 

I don't seem to be the only commen-
tator to have taken this line. There have 
been plenty of enthusiastic reviews, but 
to date, no practical examples of Hyper-
Card in use as a user-programmed data-
base above the level of phone listings 
and so on. 

There are plenty of commercial and 
Public Domain stacks on the way and 
this, I feel, is where HyperCard has dis-
tinct uses. There's an opening here for 
information collectors and collators who 
want to get into the StackWare Publish-
ing industry — but my comments were 
intended to point out that generally the 
time and trouble taken to link HyperCard 
cards for your own use will probably not 
be justified through any later saving. 

In my own office I've already junked 
many of the old electronic databases 
and bought a good set of school exer-
cise books — for much the same reason 
— the time taken to set up and store 
the material is not returned by quick au-
tomated access. I've come to the conclu-
sion that for a lot of simple record keep-
ing, the computer is an unjustifiable 
complication It's like using your car to 
drive to the mail box; if you live on a 
farm the car makes sense... but not when 
you live in suburbia. 

However I now have to report that I 
have found a valid use for HyperCard, 
and I can see a couple of others on the 
horizon. So I'm approaching HyperCard 
with renewed interest. 

Infowindow 
At the present moment I am 'authoring' 
an audio visual program on an IBM Info-
window system for ICOM and the Sydney 
Power House Museum. Infowindow is 
not yet officially released in Australia so 
you probably haven't yet seen one, un-
less you're just back from Disneyland in 
the States. 

Infowindow is a computer control sys-
tem that links an IBM PS/2 (with a 20 
megabyte hard disk) and two Pioneer 
video laser disk units together with an 

YOUR MAC 

intelligent touch screen colour video/-
computer monitor. It is the latest in in-
teractive video/multimedia techniques. 
Touch the screen to ask a question, and 
the video disks leap into action and 
shows you the appropriate chunk of 
film... or a video still frame... or com-
puter text or graphics ... or it may even 
play you synthesised speech. It is very 
flexible. 

So I'm approaching 
HyperCard with 
renewed interest. 
At first glance the 
Power House chart 
looks like a cubist's 
interpretation of the 

Tree of Life... 

Infowindow was designed as either an 
interactive learning tool or a public in-
formation display. The units will eventu-
ally go into shopping malls, public 
places like museums, libraries and uni-
versities and colleges. Interactive pro-
grams involve optional multiple branch-
ing pathways. By touching the screen 
you can see unique combinations of mo-
tion video segments (each disk with two 
sound tracks), still frames and so on. 
The units have standard computer func-
tions as well — so you can type in your 
name and the program will incorporate 
this within questions, or you may be 
asked to supply numerical information 
and the computer will calculate certain 
consequences. 

Authoring involves selecting the 
frames of motion video that will be used 
for each 'event' from the video disk 
(specified by frame number), choosing 
which of the four audio tracks to be 
played, creating and adding special 
graphics (held on hard disk), and select-
ing or writing short synthesised voice 
phrases. Then putting it all together so it 
works every time. 

The control program is structured as a 
series of modules called 'events'. Usually  

at the beginning of any InfoWindow pro-
gram there will be a main menu with a 
screen divided into, say, six to ten areas. 
Touch any of these areas and you branch 
immediately to the appropriate first 
event in the sequence you selected. 

The menu event will probably require 
the programmer simply to place a 
graphic up on the screen, instruct the 
computer to wait until the screen is 
touched, define the touch areas, and 
then provide the branching mechanism 
to the appropriate next event. 

The second event in the chosen se-
quence might involve a series of 'ele-
ments' — motion video, audio narration 
(perhaps in either of two languages), an 
overlay graphic, a video freeze frame and 
the definition of other touch areas —
which will further branch the user to 
other events. 

Modular programming is essential with 
such complex programs Modularity has 
the advantage that each event can be 
written and tested quite independently 
of the rest. When you consider that 60 
different touch areas (and therefore 60 
different branches) can be defined on 
any one screen, you can understand how 
complex programming can get. 

'Authoring' is just the AN industry's 
term for 'programming', and the com-
plexity of these multiple branching path-
ways is the major problem. The starting 
point is in designing a flow chart. 

At first glance the Power House chart 
looks like a cubist's interpretation of the 
Tree of Life — or a taxonomist's guide 
to botanical species. There are branches, 
and branches on branches, and branches 
on branches on branches and they incor-
porate problems like 'IF area ?3 Event 32 
is touched, but NOT if Question 16 was 
Right, GOTO Event 35, ELSE GOTO 
Event 36a'. You get the picture! 

The draft workpapers I received with 
the video disks were about two inches 
thick with hand-scrawled notes from the 
original designer and scriptwriter, and 
subsequent notes from the video disk 
producer — and anyone else who felt 
they should make changes or add com-
ment. It was almost impossible to decy-
pher these workpapers accurately. 

HyperCard was the answer. I set up a 
special Home stack and five functional 
stacks for the major divisions of the 
video disk. Then taking the outline a 
page at a time, I created a card for each 
event. 
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Hypercard — not just a brilliant solution looking for a problem. 

My HyperCard simulation now con-
tains all necessary programming details, 
such as the frame number where the 
video should start to play, and where it 
would finish or hold in a freeze frame. 
Each card also tells me which page of 
the script it refers to, and holds details 
like which audio track to use and where 
we need computer generated overlays. 

Onto each page, I then pasted Hyper-
Card buttons to represent the touch 
screen selections that the user would be 
forced to make, and labelled them just 
as they would appear on the video 
screen. The 'Link To' Option was then 
used to create the correct branches to 
new events. 

It took me the best part of a day to 
program Hypercard, and it will take me 
the best part of a month to complete 
the final IBM program — yet the Hyper-
Card version is no less sophisticated 
than Infowindow. It is just a damn sight 
easier to program. 

Of course HyperCard doesn't have a 
touch screen yet, so it is not a substitute 
for Infowindow in this type of presenta-
tion — but HyperCard can control a 
video disk player so it is getting close. 

What we are seeing here is the devel-
opment of a new type of hardware/soft-
ware system designed to handle large 
amounts of diverse information in a very 
flexible way. These systems are going to 
be important in the future: to find infor-
mation in large electronic encyclopedias; 
as directories for shopping complexes, 
museums or expos; as direct marketing 
tools; and as self-packed educational 
and training units. 

And remember, this is an entirely func-
don't have to use the touch screen —
there's a keyboard as well, so it can 
combine the functions of a home com-
puter, a video games unit and an inter-
active teaching machine, together with 
being a spare TV set with a range of 
prerecorded movies on disk. 

A prediction 
If you want a prediction for the coming 
year, I'd be willing to stake a fair 
amount on the likelihood of Apple (or a 
closely associated third party vendor) 
producing a high quality colour touch 
screen monitor for the Mac. lust as 
Apple needed the LaserPrinter to take 
the Macintosh into desktop publishing, 
so the touch screen is essential to give 
the Mac a solid toe hold in the interac-
tive audio visual market. And the poten-
tial here is enormous. 

With Infowindow the capital cost of re-
play equipment is well over the $15,000 

. . . so it can combine 
the functions of a home 

computer, a video 
games unit and an 
interactive teaching 

machine, together with 
being a spare TV set 

with a range of 
prerecorded movies 

on disk. 

mark, and before you go to the trouble 
of producing educational or informa-
tional video disks, you need quite a few 
outlets to justify the production and pro-
gramming costs. 

It's hard to see how IBM's Infowindow 
could ever be cheap enough for schools, 
libraries or even households. Yet it is 
only when the equipment gets down to 
the S3 to $5,000 mark that the use will 
extend enough to boost the production 
of 'program' material. Once that hap-
pens interactive audio visual should take 
off - and it looks like it could only hap-
pen on the Macintosh. 

HyperCard on the Macintosh coupled 
with CD-ROM disks using the RCA-GE 
DVI (Digital Video Interactive) process  

should do the trick. DVI is basically a 
video compression/decompression sys-
tem that lets you store one hour of fair-
to-good quality motion video on a 
standard 12 cm compact disk. It requires 
a two chip set within the computer to 
decompress the images and handle the 
video data stream at the required 25 
frames a second. 

DVI and CD-ROM go together like sau-
sages and spuds; CD-ROM has the enor-
mous storage capacity necessary for 
video, and the ability to simultaneously 
handle computer graphics, text, pro-
grams, synthesised and recorded speech, 
music and so on. DVI provides the 
means of manipulating this data stream. 
It decompresses the video at motion pic-
ture speeds and mixes these images on 
the screen with the other forms of infor-
mation. 

CD-ROM also has a strong affinity with 
HyperCard. HyperCard supplies the inter-
face which allows the use to find data 
and access links across the normal 
boundaries of database fields and files. 
It is a quick, easy, and intuitive informa-
tion retrieval system. 

So these three go together... but with 
one essential component missing. Some 
people will use the keyboard and the 
mouse, but to really catch on, these sys-
tems need high quality colour video/-
computer monitor with a touch screen. If 
Apple aren't working on this then they 
ought to be, because this could well be 
one of the main avenues in the future of 
computing. 0 
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E L  T 
LOW-LOW-LOW-COST PROGRAMS 

Out of the thousands of programs we have col-
lected, for a small service charge we bring you a 
SELECTION OF THE BEST that have been carefully 
tested and documented. Suit IBM-PC and com-
patibles. 5%" and 3% ". Dos 2 or greater. 

Please note that in those instances where 
Basic Is required, users should have Basica. 
GVVBasic. or our shareware compatible version on 
disk M9001. Basic2 is not suitable. 

Our games disks have a CGA emulator so 
those with Hercules boards can also play. 

MS-DOS 
GAMES 

M1006: CHESS. Several extensive versions with 
graphics. Includes Mychess. Well written. 
M1008: SELECTED FAMILY FUN GAMES. 2 Flight 
Simulators, Music generator, excellent Pacgirl, 
Space Wars, etc. Some need Basic. 
M1022: SUPER COMPILED GAMESI31. Arcade-
type games. Includes Kong, Striker, Spacevade, 
Life2 and Frog. 
M1041: GAMES OF STRATEGY 111.  Match wits 
in a Naval Battle Simulation, Big Truck haulage 
Business, and the Stock Market. 
M1046: SUPER COMPILED GAMES 151. With 
World Domination IRiskl, Beast, Rockets, Sub-
chase, etc. 
M1051: 50 BASIC GAMES. Includes a Startrek, 
Swarm, Baseball, Hobbit, Blackfri, Antonyms. 
many more. Needs Basic. 
M1088: STRIP POKER. An exciting way to pass 
an hour or two. If only you had partners like these! 
Needs Basic. 
M1070: PROVOCATIVE PICTURES 131. A collec-
tion of girlie pits with Mac-type graphics. Some 
animated. Not for children. 
M1078: WORLD GENERATOR FOR GAMES. Pro-
duces solar systems for science-fiction role-
playing games. Generates, edits, stores systems 
and maps. 
M1079: GAMES FOR THE UNDER 8'S 121. Suits 
young children. Pacman-type, plus entertaining 
educational games for alphabet, counting, adding, 
subtracting, telling time. 
M1080: RAILROAD SIMULATION. For all kids at 
heartl On screen tracks and animation. Choose a 
variety of tracks, redirect the train etc, etc. 
M1081: PROVOCATIVE PICTURES 141 — 1988 
CALENDAR GIRLS. Sixteen different girls im-
modestly illustrate 12 months calendar for 1988. 
Pin-ups for printing. 
M1082: SUPER COMPILED GAMES181. Arcade 
type versions of 21 (pontoon), Lazy Monday, 
Galaxy-type Space Shootout, Sopwith (Bi-plane 
dogfight simulation!. 
M1083: BIBLE QUIZ. Trivia-type game with 1000 
multiple-choice questions drawn from the Bible. 

UTILITIES 
M2016: WWI SYSTEMS. Create your own 
menus. Contains Sysmenu, Automenu and 
EZmenu. 
M2025 + : DOS EXTENSIONS. Two disks of ex-
tensions for the command of Dos. Similar to your 
operating system, with more features. Eg, copy 
command accepts multiple statements on a line, 
924. 
M2035: MORE HARD DISK UTILITIES. Super col-
lection for optimising disk usage, undeleting, etc. 
M2048: PAL FOR SIDEKICK. Special enhance-
ment for SK's appointments' calendar, plus an 
alarm clock. 
M2049: INTEGRATED UTILITY FOR PERSONAL 
MANAGEMENT. Like Sidekick, with calculator, 
notepad/editor, appointments calendar, address 
database, cut and paste, file management, etc 
M2051: VIDEO/MONITOR UTILITIES. Special col-
lection to extend control over cursor, set screen 
colour, blank screen, better scrolling, etc. 
M2061: HARD DISK UTILITIES 131. New collec-
tion. Super undelete, AT diagnostics, easy path 
find, hard disk directory, better backup utilities. 
M2062: MAGIC MENUS. Superior Dos front-end 
that lets you create your own menus. Full-screen 
edit; pop-up menus for directories. dos commands, 
calculations, printing, etc. 

WORD PROCESSING/ 
PRINTING 

M3003: MULTIFONT WRITER. Gives on-screen 
scientific notation, Greek letters, gothic, bold, 
italics, etc. Recommended. 
M3007: SPELLING CHECKER. Our 1988 version 
has thousands of new words added, incl business/ 
computer terms. Works with most word pro-
cessors not Amstrad version of Wordstar). 
M3014: SIDEWRITER. Generates printed output 
sideways to fit wide reports onto a page. 
M3020: EXCELLENT WORD PROCESSOR. Com-
patible with Wordstar. Has clear, easily followed 
commands on screen. 
M3021: QUALITY MULTI-FONT PRINTING. on 
dot matrix, incl Courier, Greek, Helvetica, Palatino, 
Roman, Italics, etc. 
M3025: TOUCH TYPING TUTOR — PRACTICE 
AND EVALUATION. Lets you read text from 
screen, use own text, reports speed/accuracy. 
M3031: SCREEN GRAPHICS FOR WORD PRO-
CESSING. Does fancy borders and lines for 
screens, tables, charts. 
M3032: MERGE FOR WORD PROCESSING. Con-
trols small database for names, addresses, etc, 
which it adds to form letters to personalise. 
M3033: SUPER FOG INDEX. Examines your text 
for readability and complexity. Helps you judge 
whether your talk or article is suitable. 
M3034: VERSATILE PRINTER SETUP. Printer con-
trols can be configured for many printers, including 
IBM, Epson, Okidata, Gemini, NEC, Laserjet, which 
are preset. 
M3035: PRINTER UTILITIES for Epson compat-
ibles. Produces justified copy on dot matrix, has 
memory resident setup utilities, multiple font 
printing, etc. 
M3036 + : FULL-FEATURED WORD PROCESSOR 
WITH C SOURCE. Many features that you can use 
and routines that you can borrow, modify, learn 
from in your own programming. 3 disks. 
M3037: WORD PROCESSOR THAT INPUTS 
SPREADSHEET VALUES. Transfer figures from 
spreadsheet to include in reports. Will also update 
changes in value. 

SHAREWARE REQUIRED 
FOR INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTION 

We have extensive marketing and distribution 
facilities locally and overseas and require quality 
software for international distribution. Adequate 
documentation should be on the disk. 
Please forward submissions to our Chief exec-
utive at the address below. 

CP/M, MACINTOSH, APPLE II, 
COMMODORE 64 

Call or write for free catalogue. 

PUBLIC DOMAIN NEWSLETTER 
For news, views, reviews and how to use public 
domain and user-supported software subscribe 
to our quarterly newsletter. Also includes updates 
to catalogue and monthly newssheet on new 
releases If or MS-DOS). $21 p.a. 

M3038: DESKTOP PUBLISHING. Word processor 
for high quality printing, multiple columns, extend-
ed ASCII Isolid lines/borders, foreign characters), 
morelless lines per page, variable print size, merge 
files, etc. 

GRAPHICS 
M4001: SELECTED GRAPHICS. Some of the best 
programs, including a picture-graphics set of com-
mercial standard. 
M4002: SLIDE PRESENTATION. Prepare trans-
parencies for overhead slides. 
M4014 + : COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN. Danced-
3d will do complex drawing, 2 or 3 dimensions, 
print sharp lines for mechanical drawing, illustra-
tions, animate parts. We've squeezed 4 disks on 
to 2 824. 
M4019: FORM DESIGNER. Perhaps the best 
available for designing your forms layout. Suits 
invoices, order forms, letterheads. 
M4026: 3D-GRAPHICS. Gives wire frame model-
ling; will move, tip, change scale, rotate. 
M4027: CURVEFITTING FOR GRAPHING RAW 
DATA. Produces least squares fit on X,Y data. 
Curves for 25 equations. 

LANGUAGES 
M9001: BASICA/GWBASIC COMPATIBLE IN-
TERPRETER. Runs programs written in industry 
standard Basic. 
M5026: MACRO—ASSEMBLER. If you didn't get 
one with your computer, this is one of the best. 
M5033: TURBO PASCAL ROUTINES FOR HER-
CULES GRAPHICS. Now includes two CGA 
emulators (compiled/ for running on Hercules 
Board many programs intended to run with Colour 
Graphics Board. 
M5039: FLOW CHART DESIGNER. Puts flow of 
operations on screen for system or program 
design. 

COMMUNICATIONS 
M6014: SUPER NEW COMMUNICATIONS. Telix 
is powerful, yet easy to use, menu-driven. Contact 
bulletin boards. 

ORDERS, 
For individual disks the cost is $18 per disk, 
including sales tax. Sets are as specified. For 3% " 
add $3 for each disk. 
Add 93 postage and packaging to total order. 
ORDERS MUST BE PREPAID 

PAYMENT BY MAIL TO: 
SELECT SOFTWARE 
Box C343 Clarence St PO, 
Sydney. NSW 2000. 
(Office: 3 Barrack St, Sydney.) 
TELEPHONE ORDERS: 
1021 29 2866 / 1021 29 3810 / 1021 29 4242 
FAX: (02) 262 1290 
Pay by Bankcard, Mastercard, or Visa. 

We cannot guarantee the suitability of public 
domain/user-supported software for users' needs 
or equipment. IC1005 

M6017: MINIHOST BBS. Personal bulletin board 
for small business use. 
M6018: MEMORY RESIDENT COMMUNICA 
TIONS. Does file transfers in the background, free-
ing your computer for other tasks.  

CALCULATION/BUSINE9411 
M7001: GENERAL LEDGER ACCOUNTING. Has 
Gledger, Cash Book, Profit/Loss, Balance Sheet. 
Prints cheques. Data can be read by Lotus 123. 
Easy to use. 
M7004: STOCK MARKET ANALYSIS111. Special 
aids to help you "think and grow rich". For manag-
ing and evaluating portfolios and prospects. Needs 
Basic. 
M7015: PROJECT MANAGEMENT. Handles 
1000 tasks; does critical path analysis, cash flow, 
bar charts, cost reports. Needs Basic. 
M7016: STOCK CHARTING SYSTEM. records 
highs, lows, volumes, moving averages for stock 
market prices and charts for you. Needs Basic. 
M7023 + : SINGLE ENTRY ACCOUNTING. Simple 
approach that handles general ledger, accounts 
receivable, accounts payable, inventory, payroll, 
depreciation. Two disks. 824. 
M7031: PERSONAL FINANCE MANAGER. Man-
ages cheque and credit card accounts, savings, 
purchases, withdrawals, interest, budgets. 
M7041: MEMORY-RESIDENT SPREADSHEET. 
Full featured; at hand when you want it; insert 
calculations into text, etc. 

DATABASE 
M8003 + : FAMILY TREE/GENEALOGY. Record-
ing, grouping, tracing, printing family tree. In Basic. 
Two disks. $24. 
M8009 + : SUPER DATABASE MANAGER. New 
version. 120 fields, 16 million records, fast sorting, 
fields anywhere on screen. Calculations. Two 
disks. $24. 
M8012: LABEL PRINTING. Collection that allows 
you to print labels for all sorts of uses, as well as 
control mailing lists. 
M8018+:DBASEIII COMPATIBLE DATABASE 
MANAGER. Bargain, with similar features to 
DBASEIII and is compatible with files generated by 
it. 2 disks. $24. 
M8025: MEMORY-RESIDENT DATA MANAGER. 
Manipulates smell databases & lists, does editing, 
changes fields, sorts, splits, combines files. Up to 
1000 records. 
M8026: NETWORK DATABASE. Maintains file-
card type entries in a local area network ILANI. 
Needs Das 3.1 or later. 
M8027: ON-LINE MANUAL FOR DBASE3 & CLIP-
PER. Call for pop-up help when you're stuck for cor-
rect syntax, etc. 
M8028: DOCUMENTATION SYSTEM FOR 
DBASE2/3, CLIPPER, FOXBASE. Gives paths. pro-
gram tree structure, lists files used, gives summary 
of variables, procedures, indexes, cross-
references. 
M8029, DBASE3 BUG FIXES AND HINTS. Special 
collection to assist with the anomalies and ideosyn-
crasies of Obese. 

EDUCATION 
M9001: GWBASICIBASICA COMPATIBLE IN-
TERPRETER. With tutorial. Suits compatibles. 
M9003: MATHS TUTOR. Program in Basic that 
suits first six years of schooling. 
M9004: PC-TUTOR. Learn more about the opera-
tion of your computer, the important commands, 
etc. 
M9007: SECONDARY MATHS. Programs in Basic 
for trig I complex functions / logarithms slopes 
/ coordinates / line equations / determinates, etc. 
M9014: MATHEMATICS LEARNING GAME. 
Fascinating way for primary children to learn their 
numbers and do elementary arithmetic. 
M9018: EDUCATIONAL GAMES FOR PRE 
SCHOOLERS. Fun with words, letters and 
numbers. 

GENERAL 
M9518: PIZZA RECIPES. Collection of hints and 
recipes for cooking better and more varied pizzas. 
M9521 STRATEGIES AND PROBLEM SOLVING. 
Analyse, plan, understand and act on a specific 
issue you may face. 

TOP QUALITY PUBLIC DOMAIN & 
USER SUPPORTED SOFTWARE 

PHONE (02) 29 2866 
WITH (02) 29 3810 

ORDER (02) 29 4242 
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BEST OF THE BEST!! 

DISK OF THE MONTH SERIES-
NEW RELEASES MONTHLY 
Every month we examine hundreds of programs collected from our world-
wide sources — from UK, USA, Canada, Europe, Australia and New Zealand 
— and select for release in our catalogue those we consider to be the most 
outstanding public domain and user-supported programs. 

In our search we also discover some gems that stand out even in this select 
company; so each month we gather this special collection on to a single disk 
— a minimum of eight fully compiled programs — utilities, 
graphics, business, scientific, printing, wordprocessing, 
games, educational programs, etc. Most are completely 
new; in some cases it's a recent update of a classic 
program. These disks are released as part of a subscription 
series — the Best of the Best — at a price which is far less 
than if you bought the disks individually. And our 
subscription price INCLUDES taxes and postage/packing. 

Our present Best of the Best series is for MS-DOS 
machines — the IBM-PC and close compatibles. 514" and 
3 'Y2 " disks are available. 

SPECIAL BONUS OFFER! 
If you subscribe now — in addition to the 12 disks of the 
Best of the Best Subscription Series — we will include a 
bonus disk of your choice that may be chosen from our 
advertisement on the facing page (single disks only — not 
sets, which have a plus sign as part of the catalogue 
number). Simply add the catalogue number to your 
subscription order. You will receive the bonus disk with 
your first subscription disk. See details on the coupon 
below. 

MAIL AND TELEPHONE ORDERS: 

SELECT SOFTWARE 
Box C343, Clarence St. PO, 
Sydney, NSW 2000 
(Office 3 Barrack St, Sydney) 

Fax: (02) 262 1290  

Telephone: 
(02) 29 2866 / (02) 29 3810 
(02) 29 4242 

ORDER COUPON 
Yes I wish to subscribe to the Best of the Best Series and my 
payment is enclosed herewith. I understand that the subscription 
price of $99 (for 53/4 " disks; the subscription price for 31/2 " disks 
is $1351 entitles me to receive 12 disks which will be released 
during an approximately 12 months period. 

THE CATALOGUE NO. OF MY BONUS DISK IS: 	  

NAME (UNDERLINE SURNAME) 	  

ADDRESS: 	  

STATE/COUNTY: .. . . . 	. . POSTCODE: 	  

DAYTIME PHONE NO. (EMERGENCY USE ONLY): 	 

WHERE DID YOU SEE THIS AD? 	  

Payment can be by cheque or credit card. If paying by credit card, 
please enter the card no. below. 

ACCESS/MASTERCARD 0 BARCLAY/VISA ❑ BANK CARD 0 

CARD NO• 	  

EXPIRY DATE• 	  

Insert the name or address of the credit card holder. If it differs 
from the above please give the registered particulars: 	 

ra 

I 
SIGNATURE: 	  



JOHN HEPWORTH 
  

   

Last month I delved into the black art of 
sending output to different devices 

from within a program, and gave some 
simplistic (but working) examples in 
Basic, Turbo Pascal and Turbo C. 

The Turbo C example, while workable, 
would require considerable refinement in 
a finished program. In the space available, 
more detail was not possible, but there 
are a few further comments to be made 
and a few sources of more detailed infor-
mation to be mentioned. 

The program used high level output via 
a stream for the logical devices, as well as 
for the disk file. This is rather slow and 
inefficient, and in many programs a move 
to low level routines to write direct to a 
port would give useful performance im-
provements. Adding a serial communica-
tions option would also prove valuable. 
Last month, I noted that the library in 
typical C compilers does not contain com-
munications functions and that third party 
libraries often have to be used for this 
task. There are ways to write your own 
communications routines, and one of the 
books I discuss this month covers this 
very aspect, at least in part. 

In this column, I will discuss some 
books on communications and/or C which 
have been of great use to me. Three of the 
books relate specifically to communica-
tions. The other four books are valuable 
references for the C programmer. One is 
the definitive book on the C language, an-
other contains the answers (usually pro-
grams) to the exercises in the definitive 
book, while a third is a text book in tu-
torial format for the novice learning Turbo 
C and the last is a general purpose refer-
ence to the C language. 

Communications 
The first book touches briefly and ade-
quately on interfacing a limited range of 
computers and peripheral devices, but its 
main thrust is on other matters. Mastering 
Serial Communications by Peter W. Gofton 
(Sybex, around $44) is a 290 page book 
with a wide range of topics, including a 
detailed discussion on many of the proto-
cols like Xmodem and Kermit which are in 
common use. Much of its contents is of in-
terest to all computer users, but it does 
emphasise very strongly with hardware 
and software for the IBM PC. 

Over 100 pages is aimed at the pro-
grammer seeking solutions when writing 

YOUR IBM 

communications software, and covers a 
discussion of the IBM PC at a systems 
level, communications in Basic, Assem-
bler and C, and the writing of communica-
tions interrupt handlers in assembler for 
the PC. Direct programming of the UART 
(Universal Asynchronous Receiver Trans-
mitter chip in the serial board) is covered, 
and sample programs are included. Sam-
ple communications programs in C are in-
cluded using DOS functions. ROM-BIOS 

Campbell takes the 
view that the RS232 
'standard' is easily 
misunderstood, and 
that, as a result, the 
documentation from 
many manufacturers 
concerning the serial 
ports on their systems 

is very suspect. 

functions and interrupt driven I/O using 
the interrupt handler are shown in the 
book. The example programs were written 
for Microsoft C, but the ones I typed in 
compiled error free with Turbo C after the 
most trivial of adjustments. A number of C 
functions are shown, including one to set 
communications parameters such as baud 
rate, word length and parity. 

The first half of the book covers other 
topics. Listing the chapter headings will 
give a good idea of the contents: Hard-
ware Interfacing, Character Transmission, 
Handshaking and Buffers, Modems, Tele-
communications methods, Micro-Main-
frame Communications, File Transfer, 
Xmodem, Kermit and Programming 
Topics. At times, the book moves onto an-
other topic just as it is getting down to de-
tails, but it is a very good overall look at 
communications on the IBM PC, and an 
excellent introduction to some of the con-
cepts behind the programming of com-
munications software for the PC. 

Interfacing 
Books on communications usually con-
centrate heavily on the hardware interfac-
ing of two devices that use the allegedly 
standard RS232 interface. As almost all 
readers will know to their sorrow, there are 
few 'standards' more flexible and less ob-
served than RS232. Interfacing two devices 
can be a frustrating and difficult task, but 
once connected there are other aspects of 
communications which may be of interest. 
You can connect the serial ports on two 
devices using one of two methodologies. 

Or you can look up a 'cook book' listing 
the connections of each and giving details 
of a cable to suit, or you can analyse the 
devices with a tester and personally work 
out the connections for two unknown de-
vices. 

The RS232 Solution (Joe Campbell, 
Sybex, around $40) describes a very sim-
ple and easy to build device to test com-
munications ports (it should only take a 
few minutes and a couple of dollars to 
build) and then lays out a logical and sim-
ple method of determining the way to in-
terconnect two dissimilar devices. 

Campbell takes the view that the RS232 
'standard' is easily misunderstood, and 
that, as a result, the documentation from 
many manufacturers concerning the serial 
ports on their systems is very suspect. He 
details some examples where trusting the 
manufacturer's documentation resulted in 
a cable that did not work, and could never 
work. His method of interconnection ig-
nores all printed documentation on the 
ports, and tests the voltages available at 
each pin to determine which connections 
should be made. After detailing out the 
theory behind his technique, a number of 
case studies illustrate the technique. In 
practice the method is simple, works well, 
and can be recommended. 

RS232 Made Easy (Martin D Seyer, Pren-
tice-Hall, around $34) takes the cook book 
approach. After a rather childish descrip-
tion of the concepts of serial communica-
tions, it lists the pin connections of the 
serial ports on 230 devices, classifies diem 
into groups, and then defines cables to 
connect them. The cook book approach 
will often find a connection for two de-
vices, but as the copy I have was printed in 
1984, there may be many devices not men-
tioned and which have connections which 
don't match any of those 230 examples in 
the book. 
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WYSEpc 286 Model 2112 

• 12.5/8 MHZ 80286 
• 1 MB RAM 
• Clear Upgrade Path to 386 
• 5 Expansion Slots 
• Enhanced Keyboard 
• Small Footprint 
• Software Security 
• Enhanced MS-DOS 3.2 

Fully Configured 
40 MB Mono System fr $5,340 

MMEM=IMMEMIIMEM..1".111.1.1 

WYSEpc+ 
• 4.77/9.54 MHZ 8088 
• 640 kb RAM 
• Slimline CPU (71 mm High) 
• Integrated Mono/Color Adaptor 
• Enhanced MS-DOS 3.2 
• 12 Months Warranty 
• Enhanced Keyboard 
• 2 Serial Ports, 1 Parallel Port 

Fully Configured 
20 MB Mono System  $2 450 9 

111 
MICRO SALES ALSO STOCK AND SUPPORT PRODUCTS FROM: 

Ashton-Tate Fujitsu MicroPro Seagate 
AST Harvard MicroSoft Star 
ADI Hercules MicroStuf Toshiba 
Borland Hypertec Miniscribe Quadram 
Control Data Intel NEC Video 7 
DCA/Irma Intouch Netcomm Word Perfect Corp. 
Epson Lotus Norton Wyse 
Everex Plus Technology 

NUMBER 1 FOR SERVICE, EXPERIENCE AND PRICE 

MICRO SALES  
PERSONAL COMPUTING FOR BUSINESS 

1ST FLOOR 579 HARRIS ST (CNR MACARTHUR ST) ULTIMO 2077 PH: (02) 281-3377 



CAN YOUR 
PC PLAY 

THE PIANO? 

OURS CAN* 
FIND OUT HOW, 

WITH ANY 
IBM PC OR COMPATIBLE 

• TEACH YOURSELF 
PIANO AND KEYBOARDS 

IN BASIC AND ADVANCED 
INSTRUCTIONS 

II ALL STYLES AND 
RUDIMENTS OF MUSIC 

• PROFESSIONAL 
COMPOSITION 

II RECORDING APPLICATIONS 
II PUBLISHING QUALITY 

MUSIC PRINTING 

Phone: Jon Hunt 

(02) 939 2444 
SIIIRID11311EIE 

8\11USIC 
for information on 

the latest and 
most innovative . . . 

ROLAND software 
ROLAND plotters 
ROLAND monitors 
ROLAND interface cards 

lllC PQ0 5LIOP  

ROBEK 

505 PITTWATER RD., 
BROOKVALE, NSW 2100. 

Ph (02) 939 2444 
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Anyone who ever may need to build a 
cable to connect a couple of serial ports 
should have both of these books. The first 
step is to knock up a cable using the cook 
book approach in RS232 Made Easy, and 
test it. If it does not work, then the tech-
niques in The RS232 Solution will fix the 
problem forever. Both are essential com-
ponents of the toolkit if you are involved 
in serial communications.  

C textbooks 
If you have been playing with C for more 
than a minute or two, you will be aware 
that the C language was defined by Ker-
nighan and Ritchie in their book The C 
Language (Prentice-Hall, around $35). It is 
an essential book for the C programmer, 
defining both the 'standard' C and giving 
some excellent exercises for the student 
to try. 

It has two problems. It is based upon 
explaining a concept briefly, and then set-
ting an exercise for the student, many of 
which require a simple program to be writ-
ten in C. As it does not include any an-
swers to any of the exercises, it can be in-
timidating to the novice. Self-study of C 
from this book without aid is difficult. The 
answer (literally) is the C Answer Book 
(Tondo and Gimpel, Prentice Hall, around 
$38) which provides carefully written sam-
ple programs for all the examples in The C 
Language. 

Two other books of great interest to 
novice and intermediate C programmers 
are Using Turbo C (Herbert Schildt, 
Borland/Osborne/McGraw-Hill, around 
$42) and C — The Complete Reference 
(same publisher, around $55). Using 
Turbo C covers much the same territory as 
Borland's user guide, but is better written 
and often has more detail. It takes the 
user by the hand, sets up the system and 
then plunges into programming, with a 
wealth of examples. The book is clearly 
written, logical and as easy to follow and 
understand as any textbook on C could 
ever hope to be, and is specifically written 
around Turbo C. 

C — The Complete Reference is a mam-
moth 780 page tome. I have found it to be 
extremely useful as a source of that vital 
snippet of information or programming 
concept. It gives details of the standard 
functions found in most compilers, a mul-
titude of algorithms and applications, and 
also gives details and sample programs to 
solve many problems. 

Again, a listing of the chapter headings 
will give you an idea of the areas covered. 
These are: An Overview of C, Variables, 

Constants, Operators and Expressions, 
Program Control Statements, Functions, 
Arrays, Pointers, Structures, Unions and 
User Defined Variables, Input, Output and 
Disk Files, The C Preprocessor and Com-
ments, Linking, Libraries and Header 
Files, I/O Functions, String and Character 
Functions, Mathematical Functions, Time, 
Date and Other System Related Functions, 
Dynamic Allocation, Screen and Graphics 
Functions, Miscellaneous Functions, 
Searching and Sorting, Queues, Stacks, 
Linked Lists and Trees, Sparse Arrays, Ex-
pression Parsing and Evaluation, AI-Based 
Problem Solving, Using System Re-
sources, Graphics, Interfacing to Assembly 
Language Routines, Software Engineering 
Using C, Efficiency, Porting and Debug-
ging, C++, Differences Between Unix C 

The book is clearly 
written, logical and as 

easy to follow and 
understand as any 

textbook on C could ever 
hope to be, and is 

specifically written 
around Turbo C. 

and ANSI-standard C. There is a lot in 
there that can be essential at 2 am one 
night, halfway through an urgent project 

In a separate review I have covered the 
Norton Guides, a pop up database system 
with databases for several dialects of a 
number of programming languages. The C 
databases rate as essential for all serious 
C programmers, and I have come to rely 
on them at least as often as I do any 
manual or textbook. 

Availability 
In Sydney I haunt three bookshops for 
computer and other technical books:-  The 
Co-op Bookshop at 80 Bay Street, Ultimo, 
NSW, with branches at most colleges and 
universities in NSW, Dymocks at 424 
George Street, Sydney and Hotline Books 
at 693 George Street, Sydney. All have ex-
tensive sections for computer books, and 
similar shops are certain to exist in other 
major towns and cities. 0 



TRA DE-IN 
YOUR XTREE! 

UPGRADE TO 
XTREE PRO 

FOR ONLY 
$65.00 
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IMPORTANT 
When buying XTREE 
or )(TREE PRO 
make sure your 
software has the 
sticker on it,  

• Improved file management — up to 
16000 files. 

• Quick disk logging — up to seven 
times faster. 

• Multiple drive logging — up to 26 
drives. 

• Dynamic Text Editor — create and edit 
a file from within Xtree Pro. 

• File attribute security protection from 
movement or deletion of System Files. 

• Multiple file specifications — up to 
four different file specs. 

• Special view command — view files of 
different formats. 

• Command shell — DOS like 
Command line. 

R.R.P. $245 

)111:1EEI 

instantaneous disk re-organisation combined with text editing. 
for power users who need almost The latest version of XTREE designed JUST ARRIVED FROM U.S.A.! 

Advanced disk management for todays professional 

XTREE 
The standard for file 
and directory management 
For novice and small system users who need 
to organise their hard disk chaos quickly and 
efficiently. 
• Intuitive graphic display of directory 

structure. 
• Single keystroke operations on individual 

or groups of files to copy, move, delete, 
rename, view or print. 

• Sort files by name extension, size, date 
and time. 

• Modify DOS file attributes. $165 
Fit PERFECT INTERFACE (Aust.) Pty. Ltd, 

7th Floor, 8 West Street, N. Sydney NSW 2060 
Phone (02) 957 1112 

I Please send me XTREE PRO $245 each 
Or XTREE, $165 each. 

I I enclose my cheque for $ or please debit my American 
Express, Diner's Club, Visa, Mastercard or Bankcard plus $750 freight. 

I Card expires Signature 

I Name Phone No  

Address  

LCompany  

• 
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MINI FLOPPY 
DISK 

DEMON 

 

M2D — DSDD 51/4  inch mini floppy disc, 256 bytes. Like all DENON tapes 
M2D's are made in Japan, with quality guaranteed. 
Recommended retail price for box of 10 $39.99. E.A. Price $24.00. 

M2HD — 256 — DSDD 5,/4 inch mini floppy disc, 
256 bytes cobalt with high-density, extra uniform cobalt gamma oxide, increasing data storage 
capacity by 300% over the M2D. These discs are completely tested and fully certified. Recommended 
retail price box of 10 $74.99. E.A. Price $45.00 
MF2DD — DSDD Double Track 31/2  inch micro — floppy disc. 256 bytes, 1M recording capacity. 
Box of 10 comes with its own case, great for business or personal applications. 
Recommended retail price box of 10 $69.99. E.A. Price $50.00. 

PLUS receive a free plastic library box with every box 
of 10 51/4" discs ordered. AND if you are a subscriber, you 
receive your floppy discs free of postage and handling charges. 

• ver 35% off retail prices of Denon floppy discs. 

YES I'd like to buy DENON 
floppy discs at the special 
discount rates offered to Y.C. 
readers. That's over 35% off 
retail prices. I'm a subscriber, 
therefore I qualify for free 
postage and handling. 
NAME:  
ADDRESS:  

POSTCODE:  
TELEPHONE:  
DATE OF ORDER:  
Post to: DENON/Y.C. offer Freepost No. 4, P.O. Box 227, 
WATERLOO, NSW 2017. No stamp required 

My order is: 
Price Qty Total 

M2D $24.00 	 
M2HD 
— 256 $45.00 	 
MF2DD $50.00 	 

Total  	 

	

+ $1.50/box P+H 	 

	

Total Price $ 	 

❑ I enclose my cheque/money order for 

Charge my: ❑ Bankcard ❑ Mastercard 
❑ Visa ❑ Amex with $ 	 
Card No: 	Expiry date 	 / 	 
III 	I 	1 	I 	rl 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 

Signature 	  
Unsigned orders cannot be accepted 

YCDN4 
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IBM UNDERGROUND 

Most users of Public Domain software, 
including Shareware and User Sup-

ported Software, have come to rely on 
various programs to create ARC files and 
extract the component files from .ARC 
files. Such programs are, for me, quite es-
sential as much software in the Public Do-
main is distributed as ARC files, with sev-
eral executable and other files being indi-
vidually compressed and then combined 
into one ARC file for distribution. 

In previous columns I have mentioned 
the products of System Enhancement As-
sociates (ARC and similar products) and 
Phil Katz (PKARC and similar products), 
and some utility programs from others de-
signed to work with files created with 
products from either or both of these. Sys-
tem Enhancement Associates devised the 
ARC concept and defined a group of com-
pression methods, while Phil Katz added 
speed and devised one additional com-
pression method called squashing. 

Every user of ARC and PKARC has a 
wish list of little features they would like 
to see added to the main programs or 
utilities to make working with .ARC files 
more easy. Two that I have long wanted 
were a utility to browse through ARC files, 
select a component file and then scroll 
through that file. Another 1 needed was 
one to merge two or more .ARC files. The 
ones I found and use are NARC 1 4.ARC 
and MARC.ARC, which are a menu driven 
ARCing program with file browse capabil-
ities, and a utility to merge ARC files re-
spectively. NARCI4 can read and process 
ARC files with 'squashed' components, 
while MARC can only process files which 
fully comply with the original .ARC stand-
ard of System Enhancement Associates. 

NARC 
The latest version of NARC is 1.4, and is 
distributed as NARC14.ARC, containing 
eight files. When started, it reads the cur-
rent directory and searches for any files 
with an ,ARC extension. If none are found, 
the user is prompted to change the drive 
and/or directory, otherwise a list of the 
available .ARC files is displayed. Placing 
the cursor over the name of an ARC file 
and pressing Enter causes NARC to read 
through the .ARC file, determine which 
files are in it, and list. A typical list (in this 
case for NARC I 4.ARC itself) is shown in 
Figure 1. 

At the top of the screen is shown the 
version of NARC, and the drive, directory  

and file name of the ARC file being pro-
cessed. Beneath it is a list of the compo-
nent files found within the .ARC file, with 
their size in bytes, the amount of disk 
space they will take (not the same as a file 
must use whole clusters and always takes 
a little more space than its nominal 
length), the compression method, its size 
within the ARC file, the amount by which 
the file was compressed, its original date 
and time and the CRC, a Cyclic Redun-
dancy Check calculation of the file con-
tents which allows the integrity of the 
ARC file to be confirmed. 

At the bottom of the screen are six op-
tions. Three of them (ARC-wind, DRV-wind 
and SUB-wind) merely pop up windows 
which allow the user to change the .ARC 
file, the drive or the subdirectory. The 
other three options are Extract, View and 
Print. 

Extract removes either the single file 
under the cursor, or several tagged files 
from the ARC file, expands them and 
writes them to the disk. View allows the 
user to browse through a file without hav-
ing to extract it to disk, and can scroll up 
and down through the file. Print allows the 
user to print the file under the cursor, with 
control of format and pitch;  10, 12 or 17 
characters per inch can be selected, as can 
formatted output and optional stripping 

Figure 1. A typical list from NARCI4.ARC. 

of hi-bit characters or control characters. 
NARC supports all the compression 

methods of ARC, plus the squashing 
method added by Phil Katz in the PKARC 
series. It is about as fast as ARC (which 
means quite a bit slower that PKARC) but 
is invaluable for users wishing to browse 
through an ARC file. NARC does not 
create ARC files — it is simply a file ex-
tractor and reader, but at that task it is in-
valuable. I have only one gripe about 
NARC. When each menu is first displayed, 
NARC issues a sort of siren beep, a short 
tone which starts on one note and slides 
over about an octave. It is quite unneces-
sary, and worse, I have yet to find a way to 
turn it off! 

NARCI4.ARC is a product of Infinity De-
sign Concepts of 1052 Parkway Drive, 
Louisville, Kentucky 40217 USA. Registra-
tion costs vary, with the latest version on 
disk with the manual on disk being SUS20, 
the printed manual being $USl5 and the 
site license for business users being 
SUS50. Registered users can obtain up-
date disks for S5. 

MARC 
At times you may have two ARC files and 
would like to take one or more files from 
one .ARC file and add them to the other 
ARC file. You could extract the relevant 

1639 39x 0 Dec 87 1:27 41.11! 
% 	20 Dec 8 	1: 5p 	81 .   

18741 	17% 	20 Dec 87 	1:36p 	853 
3119 	47'/ 	20 Dec 87 	1:31p 	RAC 
1891 	50% 	20 Dec 87 	1:33p 	6F1 
294 	33% 	20 Dec 87 	1:33p 	6E1 
814 	357. 	20 Dec 87 	1:34p 	EDO 
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View Print ARC-wind DRG -Wind SUB-wind Quit 
tract Ingle File or Tagged Files. 
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files from one ARC file and then add them 
to the other. This is a tedious process, 
prone to error and requiring free disk 
space enough to hold the expanded files 
after they have been removed from one 
ARC file and before they are added to the 
other. MARC is the solution. It is a simple 
program which takes one or more files 
from one .ARC file and adds them to an-
other ARC file. As an example, the com-
mand — 

A) MARC TARGET SOURCE filename 

would copy the files specified in 'filename' 
from the SOURCE .ARC file and add them 
to the ARC file named TARGET. When 
specifying the files to be transferred, 
MARC allows the use of the usual wild-
cards, though the ARC files must be 
specified precisely. MARC has no other 
functions or fancy menus, and is merely 
driven from the DOS prompt. It is a useful 
addition to your armoury of ARC utilities. 
Its main limitation is that it does not sup-
port the squashing method of file com-
pression added by Phil Katz. 

MARC is a product of System Enhance-
ment Associates, 21 New Street, Wayne, 
New Jersey 07470 USA. It is true Public Do-
main, and can be distributed freely to pri-
vate users without any mandatory regis-
tration fee being requested provided that 
no fee is charged for such copying and dis-
tribution, and it is distributed only in its 
original, unmodified state. Commercial 
and governmental organisations must pay 
a license fee of $U535. 

PC MACPAINT 
With the Macintosh and MacPaint, users 
of that system have been creating inter-
esting line and continuous tone graphics, 
particularly if a scanner is used. Now it is 
possible to read the image files created 
with MacPaint on a PC. Four separate Pub-
lic Domain packages are now doing the 
rounds for CGA, Hercules, EGA and VGA. 
READMAC will display MacPaint images 
on a CGA screen and HERCMAC on a Her-
cules. EGAMAC and VGAMAC are said to 
do the same for EGA and VGA. I can attest 
that READMAC and HERCMAC really do a 
great job, though they scroll rather slowly 
on a 4.77 MHz PC. If SIMCGA is active on  

your Hercules equipped PC, READMAC 
will also display images on the Hercules. 
Without EGA or VGA on my system, I 
haven't tested VGAMAC or EGAMAC, but 
they may be worth a try if you are lucky 
enough to have EGA or VGA. 

My only reservation relates more to the 
images being distributed on the bulletin 
boards, rather than to the programs them-
selves. Many are quite funny, or very artis-
tic, but far too many seem to be scanned 
pages from magazines like Penthouse, and 
for anyone except males under 16 they 
quickly become tedious. 

Availability 
NARC14, MARC, READMAC, HERCMAC, 
VGAMAC and EGAMAC are all available 
on the Your Computer Bulletin Board. 
Where a registration donation is re-
quested you should, if you continue to use 
the product after a reasonable evaluation 
period, make sure you send off the sug-
gested amount. It is only if we all make a 
financial contribution to the Shareware 
authors that we have any chance of keep-
ing the supply of Public Domain and 
Shareware software available. ❑ 

ACCOUNTING 
PROBLEMS SOLVED!! 

Accounting and Bookkeeping package for IBM 
XT/AT and Compatibles (MSDOS), and MICROBEE 

(CP/M) systems. 

FEATURES 
* Double-entry Accounting. 
* Profit and Loss Statement. 
* Cash Book Monthly report and Journal list. 
• Balance Sheet with current and previous year's figures. 
* Up to 220 Chart-of-Accounts. 
* USER decides when to close off an accounting period. 
* Auto sense if Bank is overdrawn (alert given). 
• Approx 5000 transactions per month capacity. 
* Self teaching — User friendly screen directions. 
* Manual supplied. 
* Runs on MICROBEE BEENET and STARNET LANS. 

Ideally suited for Small Businesses, Home Accounting, 
Schools, Clubs etc., for everyday Financial information. 

Reduce your accounting fees at tax time! 

BOOK-MATE ACCOUNTING SYSTEM 
$105.00 (Plus Sales Tax if applicable) 

Further details and sample reports 
ANN COURT COMPUTER SERVICES 

6 Ann Court, ASPENDALE VIC 3195 
TEL: (03) 580 6424 VIATEL 358064240 

FREE 
SOFTWARE! 
IBM PC Apple II Mac 

DETAILS IN OUR 
NEW CATALOGUE 
OF CUT-PRICE AND 
FREE SOFTWARE 

For your copy, ring (03) 648 1191 
at any time, and be ready to tell our 
receptionist your name, address and 
make of computer. Or write: Tim 
Hartnell, Interface Publications 
(Aust.) Pty. Ltd., Room Y4, 34 
Camp St., Chelsea, Vic., 3196 



GREGG FAULKNER 

Afew months ago 1 reviewed a com-
munications package called Digal. At 

th.at time I promised to provide an intro-
duction to telecomputing in a future arti-
cle. Well, here it is. Those of you who are 
already running riot on the bulletin 
boards of the country can skip the next 10 
or so paragraphs; beginners read on. 

There is nothing particularly new about 
the concept of telecomputing. For many 
years, large mainframe computers have 
been connected by leased telephone lines 
to widely scattered online terminals, such 
as those in banks, department stores and 
so on. What is new is the decrease in price 
of the required hardware, making it possi-
ble now for anyone to get in on the act. 

Modems have dropped in price greatly 
over the past couple of years. A 1200 baud 
modem can now be obtained for under 
$500 and I would recommend 1200 baud 
as the minimum for efficient home use. By 
the way, 1200 baud means that the 
modem can translate approximately 150 
characters per second into tone bursts 
and transmit them down the telephone 
line. Generally, the modem is simply con-
nected to your existing phone socket by 
using a special double adapter to allow 
the phone and the modem to be simulta-
neously connected. It is not necessary to 
have both connected, but it saves having 
to continually change plugs. 

The third requirement is a communica-
tions program to run on your computer. 
Diga! is my favourite of the commercial 
programs. There are also several others, 
such as Starterm, A-term and more, avail-
able both commercially and in the Public 
Domain. These 'comms' programs, as they 
are generically called, perform the job of 
providing the user with an easy interface 
to the communication process. A good 
comms program makes it very easy for the 
user to set up things like terminal emula-
tion, data transfer protocol, logon proce-
dures and so on, so much so that after a 
short time it becomes just about second 
nature. 

If Tyrannical Telecom has its way, the 
fourth requirement will be a fat bank ac-
count. At present a comms call to the 
local bulletin board only costs a local call 
fee, but wait until the bureaucrats finish 
their games. Using interstate bulletin 
boards is already a game only suitable for 
the very wealthy or those with the know-
how to shift the charges onto other sub-
scribers bills (and you'd better believe 
that can happen!). 

YOUR AMIGA 

The last element of the jigsaw is the 
bulletin board. This is a special program 
running on a microcomputer which is at-
tached full-time to a modem and phone 
line On receipt of a call the modem auto-
matically answers and the program sends 
a startup message back to the calling mo-
dem/computer A bulletin board program, 
the better ones at least, will ask the caller 
to identify himself (or herself, the Cook re-
minds me) by name and password. 

If Tyrannical Telecom 
has its way, the fourth 

requirement will be a fat 
bank account. 

Having established the identity of the 
caller, the bulletin board will make avail-
able a range of options to the caller Typi-
cal options are a message database, a files 
database and an electronic mail facility. 
The caller, if he (or she) has the appropri-
ate access/clearance can read messages, 
leave messages, copy files from the bulle-
tin board (called downloading), send files 
for storage on the bulletin board (called 
uploading), or even send electronic mail 
to another bulletin board here or over-
seas. 

Running a bulletin board obviously 
costs money. Most boards are sponsored 
by computer retailers or financed by user 
groups, and often a membership fee is 
asked before full access is permitted to 
the board; the only requirement for mem-   

bership to the YC Board is a subscription 
to the magazine. For the (usually small) 
fee a whole new world is opened up to the 
computer hobbyist. All the Public Domain 
programs you've been reading about are 
out there on bulletin boards. So are hun-
dreds of helpful hints, messages, games, 
and all sorts of other things. Boards are 
often inhabited by people called DAC or 
ZIGGY who wage endless arguments over 
technical trivialities. They are also inhab-
ited by computer specialists, engineers, 
technicians and software experts who can 
solve your worst problems for you. 

Alright, all you comms wizards can 
come back now. It's okay, I didn't give 
away any of our little secrets like bulletin 
board phone numbers or useful pass-
words or anything. 1•11 save them for a pos-
sible feature article. 

It might be timely to mention that the 
Your Computer Bulletin Board is up and 
running, complete with the smallest col-
lection of Amiga software you could possi-
bly imagine. The best way for the collec-
tion to grow would probably be for some 
of you comms freaks out there to logon 
and upload some of your favourite Public 
Domain goodies. Then some of our less 
fortunate brethren, or new owners of 
comms facilities, or both, could download 
such Public Domain goodies and be 
greatly pleased. Telecom would be helped 
on its way to yet another $500 million 
profit, and the Earth could proceed hap-
pily in its orbit. 

Celestial mechanics aside, I can only 
enthuse about the joys of telecomputing. 
It adds another dimension to the enjoy-
ment of your computer, and can add an 
enormous amount of software and utili-
ties to your collection. 
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YOUR AMIGA 

The saga continues . . . 
Those of you who read in last month's col-
umn of my tribulations in getting, or 
rather not getting, two Amiga 2000s com-
plete with 2 megabytes of RAM expansion, 
Bridgeboard and Hard Disk, will be de-
lighted to hear that I have taken delivery 
of one of the two machines ordered. 

The saga developed into a comedy of 
errors involving faulty Bridgeboards, miss-
ing hard disk controller cards, and holi-
daying cognoscente. Had I not had my 
trusty 1000 for support I'm sure my psyche 
could not have handled the strain. Did you 
cleverly pick up the fact that I have taken 
delivery of one of the two machines ord-
ered? The second machine is still some-
where off in the never-never. 

Though I hate to have to admit it, the 
glorious Commodore organisation could 
take a real marketing lesson from that 
blue suited mob with three initials. I've 
bravely resisted the temptation to phone 
up Tony Cuffe (the Amiga product man-
ager with Commodore Australia) to ask 
him if he knew who he was inconvenienc-
ing, mainly because I didn't want to hear 
him say 'Gregg who?'. 

After those friendly brickbats I really 
must hasten to add that the 2000 I have 
received is absolutely sensational. Until 
you have used an Amiga with 3 Mbyte of 
RAM you really can't appreciate just how 
good the multi-tasking operating system 
is. The hard disk speeds up access to soft-
ware and you can just go on opening win-
dow after window without a care about 
memory. 

The 2000 keyboard is nice to use, with a 
different feel to the 1000. The keys seem 
slightly better spaced and the spring rate 
is different. The 1084 monitor has an ear-
plug socket which could save the life of 
the odd games fanatic who keeps the 
family awake with screams and explo-
sions. 

I'm currently running Word Perfect 
while a copy of DirUtil III is printing the 
Diga! buffer 1 saved last night, and Lotus 
1-2-3 is running on the IBM window — all 
at the same time. Now all I need is a 
multi-tasking brain. 

I've just received a copy of the AC/Basic 
compiler which allows ordinary Amiga-
Basic programs to be translated into ma-
chine language executable files. The -ma-
chine language files run from two to fifty 
or more times the speed of ordinary (in-
terpreted) Basic, and they can be run from 
an icon without loading Basic at all. 

Next month I'll have a full review of 
AC/Basic and an introduction to the world 
of compiled programs for you. Cheers for 
now. ❑ 

• 
011 
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The world's fastest MS-DOS Desktop Publisher. 
Tbehnical Specifications and Configurations* 

Key Features 

MegaScan Image Scanner. 

• Scan and be ready to edit any page 
in just 9 seconds. 

• Resolution: 300 dots-per-inch. 
• 32 levels of gray-scale for both black-

and-white and color images. 
• Flatbed design. 
• CCD linear image sensor. 
• Scans 8.5" x 11.7' (up to A4-size). 
• Originals may be sheets, books, magazines 

and some three-dimensional objects. 
• Scan modes: text, photo or dual. 
• Auto contrast controls with selectable 

thresholds. 
• Modified Centronics'" parallel data interface. 

The MegaScan Software. 

• GEM® user interface. 
• Ventura Publisher compatibility. 
• File format support for .MSI, .IMG, 

.PCX, TIE 
• Monitor support: CGA, EGA, VGA, 

Hercules: Wyse" WY-700, Genius®, 
Verticom, Vermont Microsystems (VMI), 
Etap Neftis, CPT9000, and Xerox Full Page. 

• Extensive image manipulation options: 
Move, Copy, Scale, Rotate, Flip, Mirror, 
Reverse, Lighten, Darken, Outline, and 
Halftone. 

• Special Photo Editing options to enhance 
photo scanning and editing. 

• Six high-speec zoom levels: pixel editing 
at each level. 

• Paint and pattern capability with paint tool 
or pen. 

MegaBuffer Interface. 

• Acts as interface for scanner input and 
laser printer output. 

• Dual-port memory controller. 
• 1.3 MB of RAM holds a full, legal-size 

document at 300 dpi. 
• Plugs into single slot on PC/XT,' AT, or 

compatible bus. 
• Operates independent of PC's memory. 
• Unaffected by PC applications, RAM 

resident programs or system reset. 
• May be used as system RAM disk when 

not used with MegaScan software. 

Options. 

MegaRead " (OCR)—an optical character 
recognition program that can be taught to 
read typewritten pages with 99.9% accuracy. 
MegaRead is user trainable so that special 
symbols, international characters or unique 
fonts may be added to its OCR capabilities. 
Comes pre-trained in Courier, Letter Gothic 
and Prestige Elite. 

MegaFont=a font creation program that can 
capture characters or symbols stored in the 
MegaBuffer and convert them to an HP-
compatible softfont or a compressed format 
compatible with MegaScan that efficiently 
stores large size fonts (up to 72 points). 
MegaFont may be used to create standard 
Roman character fonts or fonts consisting 
of graphic symbols (Japanese, Chinese, etc.) 
or images. 

• CCITT Group III Standard. 
• PC-to-FAX communications at 9600 bps 

over standard phone lines. 
—High Quality—converts 300 dpi page of 

graphics and text to 200 dpi FAX format. 
—Ultra High Quality—sends all of the 

information of a 300 dpi image in an 
enlarged format to accommodate FAX 200 
dpi resolution. 

• PC-to-PC communications. 
—Full 300 dpi transmission at 9600 bps over 

standard phone lines. 
• Actual image transmission to maintain 

styles, sizes and formats of text and graphics. 

MegaScan Laser Printer 

• Print speed: Prints original page of 300 
dpi full-page graphics in just 10 seconds 
regardless of image complexity; subsequent 
pages print at rated engine speed of 8 pages 
per minute. 

• Over 400 softfonts available from AVR. 
• MegaScan Multiple Device Adapter 

interfaces MegaBuffer memory card directly 
to laser printer engine.** 

• Resolution: 300 dots-per-inch. 
• Accepts A4, B5, legal and letter sized paper. 
• Cassette or manual feed. 
Note: Output to a non-AVR laser printer requires a special 
adapter from Advanced Vision Research. Contact your dealer 
for more information. 

MegaScan I • MegaFreeze' screen capture utility to MegaFAX. 

MegaScan Image/Text Management Software import images from other applications.  
and MegaBuffer Controller/Interface Card. • Includes 27 fonts. 

• Uses fonts compatible with HP® softfont 

MegaScan II format. 
• Insert text directly from keyboard or flow 

MegaScan Software, MegaBuffer and 
• 

ASCII files. 
Megascan Image Scanner. • Includes MegaWrite," memory resident 

word editor. 
• Six modes of text justification. 
• Grids and rulers for easy page layout. 
• Embedded command language to create 

multi-page documents, self-running demos 
or special-purpose macros. 

"Registered trademarks and 'trademarks of Advanced Vision Research, Inc., Apple Computer, Inc., Centronics Data Computer Corp., Digital Research, Inc., Hercules Computer Technology, Hewlett-Packard. Inc., 
International Business Machines, inc., Lotus Development Corp., MicroPro International, Seiko Epson Corp. and Wyse Technology. 

*specifications and availability subject to change without prior notice. 
'•(:heck with your MegaScan dealer to scc if your laser printer is supported. 
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SYDNEY (02) 476 2700 MELBOURNE (03) 347 0555 BRISBANE (07) 846 2228 FACTORY (075) 37 4788 CANBERRA (062) 80 4804 ADELAIDE (08) 231 3063 
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284 WAY 

RS232 DATA TRANSFER 
SWITCHES 

If you have two or our compatible 
devices that need to share a third or 
fifth, then these inexpensive data 
transfer switches will save you the 
time and hassle of constantly 
changing cables and leads around 
• No power required 
• Speed and code transparent 
• Two/Four position rotary Switch on 

front panel 
• Three/Five interlace connections 

on rear panel 
• Switch comes standard with 

female connector 
2 WAY Cat.X19120 only $59 
4 WAY Cat X19125 only $99 

284 WAY 
CENTRONICS DATA 

TRANSFER SWITCHES 
Save time and hassles of constantly 
changing cables and leads around 
with these inexpensive date transfer 
switches. These data switches 
support the 36 pin centronic interlace 
used by Centronics, Printronics, 
Date Products, Epson, Micronics. 
Star, and many other printer 
manufacturers. 
• No power required 
• Speed and code transparent 
• Two/Four position rotary switch on 

front panel 
• Three/Five interlace connections 

on rear panel 
• Switch comes standard with 

female connector 
• Bale locks are standard 
2 WAY (X19130) only $59 
4 WAY (019135) only 599 

RS232 DATA SWITCH 
WITH TESTER 

• No power required 
• Ideal for 1 computer l02 peripherals 

or 2 computers to one peripheral 
• 25 pin RS232 "0" connectors, 
• Six dual coloured LED indicators 

showing certain flow status 
T.D. Transmit Data 
R.D. Receive Data 
R.T.S. Request To Send 
C.T.S. Steer To Send 
D.S.R. Data Set Ready 
D.T.R. Data Terminal Ready 
• Size: 200(W) a 68(H) ■ 1 50(D)mm 
Cat 519110 R.R.P. $169 

Our Price $149 

PRINTER LEAD FOR IBM' 
• Suits IBM' PC XT and compatibles 
• 25 pin 'Cr plug (computer end) 

to Centronics 36 pin plug 
Cal P19029 1.8 metres $14.95 
Cat P19030 3 metres $19.95 

COMPUTER PAPER 
Duality paper at a low price! 2,000 
sheets al 70 gsm bond paper 
Cat C21003 11 a912" $39.95 
Cal. 021005 15 x 11' $67.95 

RS232 BREAK OUT BOX 
A simple way of monitoring RS232 
interface lead activity. Interface 
powered, pocket size for circuit 
testing, monitoring and patching. 
10 signal powered LED's and 
2 spares. 24 switches enables you 
to break out circuits or reconfigure 
and patch any or all the 24 active 
positions. 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
Connectors: DB25 plug on 80mm 
ribbon cable and OB25 socket. 
Indicators: Tricolour LED's for TD, 

RD. RTS, CTS, DSR. CD. TC, 
RC, OTR, (E)TC. 

JumperWlrec 201inned end pores 
• ower: Interlace power 
Enclosure: Black, high impact 

plastic 
Dimensions, 85 a 95 x 30mm 
X15700  $94.95 

CANON A-50 PRIN  ER 
• Serial Impact Dol Matrix 
• 180 CPS 
• Near Letter Duality Mode 
• 1 4K Butler 
Cat C20045 $595 

PA 
DOT MATRIX PRINTER 

• 120 C.P.S. 
• Pica or Elite character set 
• Print Modes: NLO, Dot Graphics, 

Proportional Font, Draft 
• Proportional Printing 
• Reliable and Compact 
• Proportional Printing 
• Logic Seeking 
• 1K Printer Buller 
Cat 020035 .. only $595 

NEC DISK DRIVES 
31/2" DISK DRIVE 

• 1 M/Byle unformatted, 
(640K formatted), 

• Double sided, double density. 
• Access Time 3m/set 
Cal $255 

51/4" SLIMLINE 
• Switchable 1.6 M/Byle to 1 M/Byte 

unformatted 
1.2 M/Byle to 720K formatted 

• Double sided, double density. 
• AT compatible 
Cal. 011906  $269 

8" SLIMLINE 
• Double sided, double density. 
• 16 M/Byte unformatted. 
Cat C11908  $715 

PRINTER STANDS 
• Restores order to your work area. 
• Conveniently slacks paper printout 

in document tray automatically 
• Made of black plastic coated steel 
• Suitable for most printers 
• Excellent value at these prices) 
C21054 (80 column) $26.95 
C21056 (132 column) $36.95 

DELUXE PRINTER STAND 
• Restores order to your work area 

without occupying extra space. 
• Feeds and refolds paper under 

the printer autocratically 
• Adjustable paper deflectors 

ensure smooth flow of paper 
• Made of moulded plastic 
• Suitable for most printers 
C21058 (80 column) . $69.95 

THE BUTTON 
SPIKE PROTECTOR 

Surges and spikes are caused not 
only by lightning strikes and load 
switching but also by other equipment 
being switched on and off, such as 
fluorescent lights, electric motors, 
(ridge freezers, air conditioners. etc 
For effective protection such spikes 
must be stopped before they reach 
your equipment. Simply plug The 
Button into an outlet and it will protect 
all equipment plugged into adjacent 
outlets on the same branch circuit 
The Button employs unique metal 
oxide varister technology and will 
dissipate 150 joules of electrical 
energy (nearly twice that of 
comparable surge arresters I 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
Voltage. 240V Nominal 
Total Energy Rating, 150 joules 
Response Time: lOns 
Protection Level: 350V peak 

 $34.95 

20 M/BYTE HARD DISK 
Tendon drive with controller card. 
IBM' compatible Warranty 
Cat X20010. .. ONLY $595 

40 M/BYTE HARD DISK 
Seagate drive, IBM' compatible. 
12 month warranty. 
Cat 020020 .. ONLY $795 

80 M/BYTE HARD DISK 
Seagate drive, IBM' compatible 
12 month warranty. 
Om 020030 ONLY $2,695 

31/2" EXTERNAL DRIVE 
• 720K formatted capacity. 
• 37 way D type connector fits 

directly onto drive controller card. 
• Compatible with IBM' PC/XT 
• Requires DOS 3.2 or greater 
• Size: 266(D) a 104(W) a 75(H)mm 

 only $395 

CPC 
CONTINUOUS POWER 

FILTER SPIKE ARRESTOR 
The Fortran CPF Filtered Electronic 
Spike Protector provides a protective 
electronic barter for microcomputers, 
printers, telephone systems and 
moderns electronic typewriters. 
audio and stereo systems and other 
sensitve electronic equipment 
The CPF provides protection from 
dangerous electrical spikes that can 
cause anything from obvious damage 
(like immediate equipment failure) to 
less obvious harm that can drastically 
shorten a system's life. 
CPF's superior circuitry design and 
semi conductor tedmology responds 
instantly to any potentially damaging 
over-voltage, ensunng sale trouble 
free °cereal 
Additionally, CPF's filtenng capability 
helps eliminate troublesome and 
annoying intederence, general hash 
created by small motors, fluorescent 
lamps, and the like that threaten the 
performance and shorten equipment 
life of unprotected electronic 
components.  
SPECIFICATIONS: 
Electriul rating: 220-260 volts 

(AC) 50H2 10 Amp 
Spike/RE! Protection: 4,500 amps 

for 2Orn/second pulses 
Maximum damping voltage: 275V 

differential mode. 
Cat X10088  $69.95 

SCHMIDT 123AT 
MULTI STANDARD 

MODEM 
• V21,V22,V23 Mule standard modem 

(300/3043. 1200/1200. 1200/75) 
• Auto dial AT" command set 

(Hayes' compatible) 
• Auto answer/auto disconnect 
• Auto answerback (Smiler to Telex) 
• Auto or manual control 
• Dial-up or leased line operation 
• Pulse or Tone Dialing 
• Automatic speed ranging 
• Speaker for call progress monitoring 
• Baud-rate converter with 48 

character buffer (V23) 
• Synchronous or asynchronous 

operation
self  • Fullycontained power supply 

• Low power operation 
• Metal case IR.F shielded) 
• Visual monitoring of important 

interface circuits (7 LED s) 
• Full or half duplex (V23) 
• Double  

standard 
adpahp
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Microcomputer Products Inc 

31/2" DISK STORAGE 
(DD8O-L) 

• Holds up to 80 x 3112" diskettes 
• Smoked plastic hinged lid 
• Lockable (2 keys supplied) 
• High impact plastic hase 
• Contemporary design 
Cat. C16038 only $19.95 
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COPY HOLDER 
(YU-H33) 

• Copy area 91/2" x 11'' 
• Sliding line guide 
• Flat metal base 
C21060  $39.95 

COPY ril__OER 
(YU-H32) 

• Adjustable anus allows easy 
positioning 

a Copy area 91/2".  x 11" 
• Sliding line guide 
• Clamp mounting 
C21062  $39.95 

CENTRONICS GENDER 
CHANGE F, 

• Female to Female. 
• Sexes modifying or replacing 
non-mating Centronics cables. 
• All 36 pine wired straight through.  
Cat. X15663 Matto Male 
Cat 015661 Male to Female 
Cal. 015664 Female to Female 

Normally 133.95, 
Only $24.95 

RS232 GENDER 
CHANGERS 

• Saves modifying or replacing 
non-mating

s 
 RS232 cables. 

• All 25 pi wired straight through 
Cal. X15650 WY to Male 
Cal X15651 Marla to  Female 
Cat X15652  Female to Female 

Normally $14.95 each 
Only $9.95 

DB15 
GENDER CHANGERS 

• Saves  modifying Or replacing non 
mating D815 connections 

• All 15 pins wired straight through 
X15645: Male to male 
X15646: Male to Female 
X15647: Female to Female 

 only $14.95 

DB9 GENDER CHANGERS 
• Saves modifying or replacing non 

mating DB9 connections 
• All 9 pins wired straight through 
X15640! Male to male 
X15641: Male to Female 
X15642: Female to Female 

 only $14.95 

RS232 WIRING 
ADAPTOR BOX 

• Male to female 
• 25 Detachable plug on leads 
• 2 mini jumpers 
• Ideal for experimenting or 
temporary connections 

Cat. 015665 Normally 649.95 
Only $44.95 

RS232 MINI TESTER 
• Male to female connections 
• All pin wired straight through 
• Dual colour LED indicates activity 

and direction on 7 lines 
• No batteries or power required 
T.D. Tranarna Dale 
0 S.R.Data Set Ready 
R D. Receive Dale 
C D. Gamer Detect 
R T.S Request to Send 
D T R Data Terminal Ready 
C.T.S. Clear to Send 
Cat 015656 . Normally 639.95 

SPECIAL, ONLY $32.95 

GET MORE FOR 
YOUR DOLLAR WITH 

ROD IRVING 
ELECTRONICS! 

Cr44., JOYSTICK FOR IBM 
Features Selectable 'Spring 
centering" or "free floating". Electrical 
trim adjustments an both axis 
360 degree cursor control 

CP94S011613P46 B0106 14E1100 Cal C14205 $39.95 
1.9 (C22036) 10+ 
$8.95 $7.95 

APPLE' COMPATIBLE 
SLIMLINE DISK DRIVE 

1-9 (C22003) 
$19.95 $18.95 

1080 
10+ Cal 019901 Normally $225 

Compatible with Apple 2* 

SPECIAL $179 
APPLE' IIC COMPATIBLE L01000 

1.9 (C22012) 10+ DISK DRIVE 
827.60 $25.00 •••••••  cable only $199 

PRINTER 
TO SUIT: 

MX70 110110 FX70 FX80 RX70 8080 
1.9 (C22031) 10r 
$8.95 $7.95 

M0100, FX100, RXIMI 
1-9 (C22002) 10+ 
$19.95 $18.95 

008 335757 TOLL FREE MAILORDER HOTLINE FOR CREDIT CARD ORDERS! LOCAL ORDERS & INQUIRIES CALL (03) 543 7877 

008 335757 TOLL FREE MAILORDER HOTLINE FOR CREDIT CARD ORDERS! LOCAL ORDERS & INQUIRIES CALL (03) 543 7877 



SAMSUNG 12" 
FLAT SCREEN 

COMPOSITE MONITOR 
ONLY $149 

FEATURES.... 
• Flat, high contrast, non-glare 

screen 
• Highresolution, 80 or 40 character 

display 
• Tilt/swivel base 
• Compatible with Apple' and IBM' 

colour composite signal 
SPECIFICATIONS... 
Picture tube: 12" diagonal and 90°  

deflection 
Phosphor: Available in Green or 

Amber 
Video Input signal: Composite Signal 

Polarity: Negative Sync 
Level: 0.5-2 OVp-p 

Impedance: 75ohin 
Scanning frequency: 

Horizontal: 15.734 KHz 4 0. 1% 
Vertical: 50-60Hz 

Video bandwidth: 20MHz 
Active display area: 

216(H) x 160(V)mm 
Display character: 

80 characters 24 rows. 
Input terminal: RCA Phono Jack. 
Control.: 

Outside: Power Switch, Contrast. 
Bnghlness. H-Shift, V-Size. 
Inside: H-Width, HN hold. 
PIN linearity. Focus 

Power supply: 110/120V 60Hz. 
220/240V 50Hz 

Dimenelon•: 
310(W) x 307(Hl v 300(L)mm 

Weight: 8 1 Kg 
Shipping weight: 9 6 Kg 
Cat. No Description Price 
X14510 GREEN only $149 
X14512 AMBER only $149 

SAMSUNG TTL 
12" MONITOR 

• High contrast, non-glare screen 
• Excellent value for money! 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
Picture tube: 12" diagonal 90°  

deflection 
Mode: TTL 
TTL Input signal: 

Polarity: TTL Positive 
Level: 4V p-p + -1.5V 
Impedance: 75ohin 

Video bandwidth: 16MHz (-3dB) 
Scanning frequency: 

Horizonte!: 18 432 -0 1KHz 
50HZ • -0 5% 

Active display area: 
216(H) x 160(V)mm 

Mosley chancier.: 
80 characters x 25 lines 

Input connector: 9 pin connector 
Controls: 

Front; Power ON/OFF, Contrast. 
Rear; V-Hold, V-Size, Brightness 
Internal; Vertical Linearity, 
Horizontal Lineanty, Horizontal 
Width. Focus. 

Power .upply: 110/120V 60Hz, 
220/240V 50 Hz 

Dimensions: 
308(W) a 297(H) s 307(L)mm 

Weight: 7 3Kg 
Shipping weight: 133Kg 
Cat. No. Description Price 
X14500 (GREEN) $189 
X14502 (AMBER) $189 

HEAD CLEANER DISKS 
It only lakes a minute amount of dust, 
dirt or magnetic oxide particles an 
your drive heads to cause problems: 
errors, downtime or an expens've 
service call. Regular use of a 
head cleaner will keep your drive free 
of trouble causing din and help keep 
your system up and running. These 
disk cleaners are simple to us , and 
include cleaning solution and 
instructions. 
CAT.No. SIZE PRICE 
C12560 31/2"  $6.95 
C12555 51/4"  $6.95 

RITRON 2 MONITORS 
Stylish monitors available in green 
or amber displays and featuring 
swivel base that lilts forward and 
back 30 degrees and swivels right to 
lett 60 degrees! 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
CRT DISPLAY SIZE: 12 inches 
non-glare 90 degree deflection. 

INPUT SIGNAL: 1.0 - 2.5V p-p 
composite video signal. 

INPUT INPEDANCE: Normal 
75 ohm, high approx. 50K ohm. 

INPUT TERMINALS: RCA phone 
jack. 

RISE AND FALL TIME: Less than 
25 us 

VIDEO BANDWIDTH: 20MHz 
Corner; 800 lines 
Geometric distortion; 2% or less 
Linssarft less than 2% 

CONTROLS: Front; Power On/Off, 
brightness, contrast 
Rear; Vertical hokl, Horizontal hold, 
Vertical line, Vertical size 

Green Cat. 014506 Normally 5235 
Amber Cal. X14508. Normally $239 

NOW ONLY $169 

SAMSUNG 12" 20MHz 
COMPOSITE MONITOR 

ONLY $129 
FEATURES... 
• High contrast, non-glare screen 
• High resolution. 80 or 40 character 

display 
SPECIFICATIONS... 
Picture tube: 12" diagonal and 90°  

deflection 
Phosphor: Available in Green 1P39) 

or Amber 
Video input signal: Composite 

Signal 
Polerity: Negative Sync. 
Level: 0,5V-2 0Vp-p 

Scanning traquency: 
Horizontal: 15.734 KHz - 0.1% 
Vertical: 60Hz 

Video bandwidth: 20MHz 
Active display area, 

216(H) a 160(V)mm 
Display character: 

80 characters x 25 rows. 
Input terminal: RCA Phono Jack 
Controls: 

Outside: Power Switch, Contrast. 
Brightness, H-Shift, V-Size 
inside: H-Width, HN hold. 
HN linearity, Focus 

Power supply: 110/120V 60Hz, 
220/240V 50Hz 

Dimensions: 
308(W) x 307(H) x 297(L)mm 

Weight: 7.3 Kg 
Shipping weight: 8-3 Kg 
Cana Description Price 
X14514 (GREEN) $129 
X14516 (AMBER) $129 
10 OR MORE ONLY S119"' 

SAKATA 13" RGB 
COLOUR MONITOR 

High quality IBM' compatible 
monitors, great with VCR's tool 
SPECIFICATIONS, 
CRT: 13", 90°  deflection colour 
input Signal: 

Video Signal-  Separate video signal 
Video: Positive 
Sync : Positive 
Input Level: TTL Level 

Scanning Frequency: 
Horizontal.  15 7KHz 
Vertical, 60Hz 

Display Slaw 245(H) a 182(V)mm 
Resolution: 
Horizontal' 640 dots 
Vertical: 200 lines 

Size: 343(H) x 362(W) x 421(D)mm 
Weight: 11.64 
Ca, 5.145W - $695 

THOMSON EGA MONITOR 
Top quality high resolution EGA 
monitors with a space-age design 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
CRT: 14 inch (360rnm) diagonal, 

90 degree deflection 
Display Size: 245(H) x 180(V)mm 
Phosphor: P22, non glare, tinted 

screen. 
Dot Pitch: 0 31mm 
Video Bandwidth: 18 MHz 
Resolution: 15 75KHz - 640 x 200 

21.85KHz 640 x 350 
Input Signals: 

1. RGBI - positive, H(+), 
2. RrGgBbl - positive. H( + ), V( - ) 

Input impedance: TTL Level 
(330 ohms) 

Dual Scanning Frequency: 
Horizontal: 15.75 KHz or 21.85 KHz 

-10Hz 
Vertical 50 60 Hz 

Connector: 9 pin. El-lype 
Size: 312(H) x 363(L) r 380(W )mm 
Weight: 10-8 Kg (Net) 
X14525  $895 

SAMSUNG 12" 
TTLJCOMPOSITE 

MONITOR 
ONLY $179 

FEATURES.... 
• Ai last a monitor with both TTL and 

Composite modes,  
• High contrast, non-glare screen 
• High resolution, 80 or 40 character 

display 
• Swivel/Tilt base 
SPECIFICATIONS.... 
Picture tube: 12" diagonal and 90°  

deflection 
Phosphor: Green (P42) 
Video input signal, Composite/TTL 

Switchable 
Polarity: Negalive/Positive 
Level, 0.5 - 2 OVp-p/4 0+ 1 5Vp-p 

Impedance: 75ohm, more than 
6.8K ohm 

Scanning frequency: 
Horizontal: 15.75 KHz 

- 0.1%/18-432KHz + -0.1% 
Vertical: 47-63Hz 

Video bandwidth: 20MHz 
Active display area: 

TTL: 2 
Composite:

16(H) 
 206(H160() V) 160(V)mm. 

mm 
Display character: 

80 characters x 25 rows. 
Input terminal: Phony Pin Jack, 

9 pin D-Sub Connector 
Controls: 

Outside: Power Switch, Contrast, 
Brightness, Signal Select, V-Hold, 
v-Size. 
Inelde: H-Width, HN linearity, 
Focus. FIN-Shift 

Power supply: 110/120V 60Hz, 
220/240V 50Hz 

Dimensions: 
308(W) x 297(1) x 307(L)mm 

Weight: 7 3 Kg 
Shipping weight: 8-3 Kg 
Cal hlia Description Price 
X14509 (GREEN) $179 

ANTI GLARE SCREEN 
Half the price of other brands!! 
Relieve eye strain and headaches 
and increase productivity with these 
Anti Glare Screens. Suitable for 12" 
monochrome.  
Cal X99995 $24.95 

51/4" DISK STORAGE 
(DD5O-L) 

Efficient and practical. Protect your 
disks from being damaged or lost 
Features... 
• 50 • 51/4" disk capacity 
• Smoked plastic hinged lid 
• Lockable (2 keys supplied) 
• Contemporary Design 
Cal C16025 only $14.95 

PI* 

51/4" DISK STORAGE 
(DD100-L) 

EfIcient and practical Protect your 
disks from being damaged or lost! 
Features... 
• 100 • 51/4' disk capacity 
• Smoked plastic hinged lid 
• Lockable (2 keys supplied) 
• High impact ABS plastic base 
• Contemporary design 
C16020 only $17.95 

JUMBO 
51/4" DISK STORAGE 

(DD120-L) 
If you have lots 01 disks, you II 
appreciate the extra capacity of this 
disk storage unit when it comes to 
locating a particular disk 
Features... 
• 120 x 51/4' disk capacity 
• Smoked plastic hinged lid 
• Lockable (2 keys supplier]) 
• High Impact plastic base 
C16028 only $22.95 

Rod Irving Electronics 
MELBOURNE: 48 Alleckett St. 
Phone (03) 663 6151 
NORTHCOTE: 425 High St. 
Phone (03) 4B98866 
CLAYTON: 56 R Rd. 
Phone  (03) 543  7877 
MAIL ORDER, 
Local Orders: (03) 543 7877 
Inle aaaaa e Orders: (308) 33 5757 
All Inquiries: (03) 543 7877 
CORRESPONDENCE: 
P.O. Box 620, CLAYTON 3168 
Telex: AA 151938 
Fa a: (03) 543 2648 

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 
008 335757 
(TOLL FREE) 

(STRICTLY ORDERS ONLY) 
LOCAL ORDERS 

& INCIUIRIES 
(03j 543 7877 

POSTAGE RATES, 
SI S9.99 02.00 
S10 024.99 03.00 
S25 549.99 54_00 
S50 S99.99 55.00 
0100 5199 07.50 
0200 0499 010.00 
0500 plus 012.50 
The above postage rates are for 
basic postage only. Road  Freight, 
bulky and fragile Items will be 
charged at different rates. 
Errors and omissions excepted. 
Pnces and specifications subject to 
change. 
Mkt%  PC 01. AT, are regatered 
trademarks of Iniernalmnal 0111633 
IVnchines A/spiels •reciatete
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d trademark 
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MONITORS 
$129 

VERBATIM DISK 
SPECIALS! 

All prices 10 disk boxes! 
Description 1-9 boxes 10-f-boxes 
31/2" 1S/2D 	$44.95 $42.95 
31/2" 2S/20 	$46.95 $43.95 
51/4" 1S/2D 	$22.00 $21.00 
51/4" 2S/2D 	$26.00 $24.00 
51/4" 2S/4D 	$75.00 $70.00 
51/4" 2S/HD 	$42.95 $41.00 

"NO BRAND" DISKS!! 
Now you can buy absolute top quality disks that are 
also the cheapest in Australia! They even come with 
a 5 year guarantee, which indicates the quality of 
these disks. So why pay 2-3 times the price for the 
same quality? 
Packs of 10, D/S D/D without boxes, or brand name, just 
their white paper jacket, and index labels. (51/4" disks 
includes write protects). 

51/4" D/S "NO BRAND" DISKS 
FROM $0.80 EACH!! 

10 + DISKS 100+ DISKS 1,000+DISKS 

$9.00ea $8•50ea $8-00ea  
(ALL PRICES PER 10 DISKS. TAX EXEMPT PRICES LESS $1) 

31/2" D/S D/D "NO BRAND" DISKS! 
10+ DISKS 100+ DISKS 1,000+ DISKS 

$27 	$26 	$24 
(ALL PRICES PER 10 DISKS. TAX EXEMPT PRICES LESS $2) 

MICRODOT DISKS! 
DESCRIPTION 1-9 BOXES 10+ BOXES 

31/2" 2S/2D $29.95 $28.95 
51/4" 1S/2D $12.95 $11.95 
51/4" 2S/2D $13.95 $12.95 

(SEND $2 FOR SAMPLE DISK!) 

008 335757 TOLL FREE MAILORDER HOTLINE FOR CREDIT CARD ORDERS! LOCAL ORDERS & INQUIRIES CALL (03) 543 7877 

008 335757 TOLL FREE MAILORDER HOTLINE FOR CREDIT CARD ORDERS! LOCAL  ORDERS & INQUIRIES CALL (03) 543 7877 



PAUL FISHER 

/The Adventures of Sinbad is an educa-
1 tional 'classroom tested' program from 
Unicorn Software. The program features 
three stories from the Sinbad legend, each 
followed by a question and answer ses-
sion. Apart from these stories, there is a 
game which requires the matching of pairs 
of pictures, and finally a mini word pro-
cessor which allows the user to write 
his/her own stories or set up his/her own 
question and answer sessions. 

Each of the stories is illustrated with 
well executed pictures which have a Neo-
chrome look about them. A couple of 
frames feature some rudimentary anima-
tion. The bottom section of the screen is 
reserved for the text, which is in large clear 
characters. 

If the student has trouble with any of 
the words in a story, he/she can call up a 
glossary for brief explanations. The ques-
tions comprise a comprehension test 
based on each story and are of the multi-
ple choice variety. 

The do-it-yourself questions must be 
entered according to a rigid specification 
— two lines for the question and three an-
swers, with the correct answer listed first 
and two wrong answers for the multiple 
choice. 

The question file is a continuous file 
that is twenty questions long. There is no 
character to mark the end of one question 
and the beginning of the next — the pro-
gram simply counts lines. This can result 
in the questions and answers becoming 
scrambled if the wrong number of lines is 
devoted to any particular question. 

The wordprocessor is pretty basic, being 
not much more than a means of typing 
strings (each one line long) into a text file. 
There is no word wrap, and it is not possi-
ble to insert characters into a line — you 
have to backspace all the way back, then 
retype the balance of the line. This is 
really the weakest part of the whole pack-
age, which is a shame, because it is the 
one part which could guarantee the con-
tinuing interest of youngsters. 

I had the distinct impression while 
using The Adventures of Sinbad that it 
had been written in a fairly basic dialect of 
Basic. This is not in itself a bad thing, but 
perhaps has led to the wordprocessor and 
question writing modules not being quite 
as polished as they could be.  

In summary, The Adventures of Sinbad 
is an excellent program for upper primary 
students, teaching reading and compre- 

YOUR ATARI 

hension skills, allowing the student to 
write his/her own stories on the wordproc-
essor module, and allowing the teacher to 
set his/her own questions. 

The Adventures of Sinbad is produced 
by Unicorn Software. The review copy was 
from Computer Oasis in Perth, and the 
recommended retail price is $89.99. 

Winnie the Pooh 
Winnie the Pooh in the Hundred Acre 
Wood (hereafter called Winnie) is another 
kids' program from the Disney studios, 
produced by Sierra On-Line. The program 
bears a family resemblance to Donald 
Duck's Playground, which is from the 
same stable, although unlike Donald, 
Winnie is not animated. 

The basic concept of the game is that 
the blustery wind has blown all night long, 
scattering the goods and chattels of the 
inhabitants all over the Hundred Acre 
Wood. The object of the game is to collect 
all the missing goods and return them to 
their rightful owners. 

Each scene is rendered in full colour 
(low resolution, 16 colours) and has a 
small text area at the bottom of the screen 
where the various options are presented. 
These usually consist of a series such as 
that shown in Figure 1. 

Only one object can be carried at a 
time, and you can't drop an object if there 
is already one in the frame. You must go 
to the next frame, drop your object, go 
back, get the other object, take it where it 
has to go, go back and pick up your first 
object, then take it to the frame you start-
ed. Clear? 

A map of the wood is provided to help 
you navigate, but there are a couple of 
hazards — firstly Tigger will bounce you to 
a random destination and cause you to 
drop whatever you're carrying, the mys-
terious mist will get you lost, and the 
blustery wind can come up and rescatter 
the lost objects. 

Once you have found all 10 objects and 

1 Knock on the door 
2 Go back into the wood 
3 Ask 'What does it mean to live under 

NORTH SOUTH EAST WEST TAKE 

returned them to their owners, Chris-
topher Robin will throw a Hero Party for 
you, complete with much singing of the 
Winnie the Pooh Song. 

This game has an addictive quality for, 
the four to seven year age group, while 
older kids (and parents) will find that the 
novelty wears off after a couple of games. 
Unlike Donald Duck, there is no manual 
skill required to play Winnie, as the entire 
game play is carried out by highlighting 
options with the mouse. 

In addition to the simple task of finding 
and retrieving the lost property, the pro-
gram has a certain amount of entertain-
ment value in the gentle humour sprin-
kled throughout, and the slightly right-
eous attitude of some of the characters. 
For example, Kanga won't let you enter 
her house with dirty feet, and you can't 
play with Christopher Robin's toys with-
out asking first. 

Winnie the Pooh in the Hundred Acre 
Wood is manufactured by Disney Studios 
and Sierra On-Line, and is distributed in 
Australia by Ozi Soft. The review copy was 
from Computer Oasis, at a retail price of 
$49.00. Highly recommended. 

New hardware 
Some little while ago I mentioned the 
51 /4  inch disk drive which is manufactured 
by Tech Soft and bundled with its IBM 
emulator PC-Ditto. The drive can act as ei-
ther an MS-Dos 360 kilobyte floppy or a 
720 Kbyte in Atari mode.  

Tech Soft has now released preliminary 
details of its new Light Speed hard disk for 
the Atari ST. This is a Miniscribe 51 /4  inch 
10 megabyte hard drive in a casing of 
similar dimensions to the Atari SH-205 
hard disk. The choice of casing is signifi-
cant — it fits neatly under most monitors, 
and has an identical footprint to the Mega 
ST, allowing it to sit on top of the Mega, 
under the monitor. 

There is room in the casing for a second 
51 /4  inch device — either a second hard 

the name of Sanders. 

DROP 

Figure 1. In Winnie the Pooh in the Hundred Acre Wood, each scene is rendered in full 
colour and has a small text area at the bottom of the screen where the various options are 
presented. 
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drive or floppy (including the MS-DOS 
floppy mentioned above). It will probably 
also be possible to mount your existing 
31/2  inch floppy drive (such as the Atari SF-
354) in the box as the second device. 

The drive will have both the Atari DMA 
interface and a SCSI port. Although the 
SCSI is primarily intended as a tape 
backup port, Tech Soft is also examining 
the possibility of running the thing off a 
fruit machine. (You know, those over-
priced little black and white computers 
with illusions of grandeur and a Scottish 
name). 

The Light Speed hard drive will be sup-
plied with auto booting and formatting 
software, and the retail price is expected 
to be $799, depending on currency fluctu-
ations. It should be available by the time 
you read this. 

A further piece of interesting hardware 
from Tech Soft is the Mouse Trap. This is a 
smoked acrylic bracket which attaches to 
the side of a monitor or computer desk 
and provides a secure resting place for 
your mouse. The Mouse Trap attaches 
using double-sided tape, and the mouse 
simply snuggles down inside. The device 
has been tested and declared compatible 
with the Atari, Microsoft, Amiga and 
Macintosh mice. Cost is a very reasonable 
$9.99. 

Polymarkers 
I promised to talk about polymarkers, and 
said that they are almost as useful as a 
felt-tipped pen. Well, you can judge for 
yourselves after reading all about poly-
markers and polylines. 

Polylines are an important concept in 
the design of object-oriented drafting pro-
grams, such as First Cadd. In these pro-
grams, a line is a complete entity, and can 
be moved or erased as a whole, whereas a 
bit-mapped graphics program like Neo-
chrome or Degas sees a line as simply a 
collection of pixels, any of which can be 
changed. 

Not many of us end up writing with First 
Cadd, but the polylines and polymarkers 
can be very useful in more mundane ap-
plications such as graphing data for statis-
tical purposes or business applications. 
Combined with the pie and circle routines 
published in December 1987, these rou-
tines give you the basis for a very powerful 
two dimensional business graphics pro-
gram. 

The Virtual Device Interface (VDI) of the 
ST gives us the ability to define and plot 
polylines (such as line entities) and poly-
markers. Polylines may vary in thickness 
and line style, while the markers may be of  

various configurations and sizes. Both 
lines and markers can be of any currently 
selected colour. 

As usual, ST Basic allows us to access 
these facilities by a series of pokes to the 
various control arrays and a call to 
VDISYS. 

As an aside — I have been asked why I 
persist in producing these functions in ST 
Basic, when there are much better lan-
guages available with the facilities built 
in. I guess the answer is twofold. Firstly, 
everyone who buys an ST gets ST Basic, 
and may not have the need, desire or cash 
to move on to Pascal, Modula-2 or C (all of 
which have these functions builtin). Sec-
ondly, I guess there is a latent hacker in 
there, who loves to see his computer do 
the impossible. Producing some of the ef-
fects possible through VDI and AES with 
ST Basic is really making a silk purse out 
of the old sow's ear. 

Back to work . . . 
Listing I gives a short program which calls 
up the various polyline and polymarker 
routines, as well as the routines them-
selves The routines from line 50900 on-
wards can be merged with the subroutine 
library published in Your Computer in 
August and December 1987. You may wish 
to rearrange the subroutines into a more 
logical sequence, although the execution 
of the program is not affected by the se-
quence of the subroutines in the listing. 

Subroutine Polymarker is the code to 
place a marker at co-ordinates x 1 ,y1. It is 
possible to place more than one poly-
marker by assigning the variable — 

"number" 

to the total number of polymarkers, then 
poking the co-ordinates (x2,y2), (x3,y3) 
and so on in the ptsin array at ptsin +4 
and following. This is analogous to the 
general method used in the subroutine 
Polyline2 which is discussed below. 

Polymtype sets the type of polymarker.  
The variable — 

can take a value from Ito 6, giving the fol-
lowing polymarker types — 
I. Dot 
2. Cross 
3. Asterisk 
4. Square 
5. X 
6. Diamond 

This ability to set the form of the poly-
marker makes them ideal for use in scatter 
diagram graphics where up to six different 
variables can each be represented by a 
unique symbol. 

Polymheight simply sets the size of the 
polymarker. Experiment with numbers in 
the range 10 to 200 to see which best suits 
your application and the screen resolution 
you are using 

Polymcol sets the colour of the poly-
marker, and uses the normal ST Basic co-
lour convention (0 = white, 1 = black, 
2 = red, and so on). Similarly, Polycol sets 
the polyline colour. 

Polystyle sets the line style for the poly-
line, as either solid, dotted, dashed, or 
some combination. There is, theoretically, 
a means of producing user defined lines, 
but I haven't been able to work out how —
any suggestions? 

Polyw sets the linewidth to the value 
specified in the variable — 

"'width" 

Now we come to the big guns. Polyline 
and Polyline2 actually plot the polyline on 
the screen. In the first example shown, the 
Polyline routine is called from lines 130 
and 270. The subroutine is set up for a 
two-legged polyline joining three points. 
This configuration is called from line 130, 
where numpts = 3 and (xl ,y1), (x2,y2) and 
(x3,y3) are all defined. However, if more 
than three points were involved, it would 
involve further code to assign the values 
of (x3,y3) to (xl ,y1), get new values for the 
other points, and recall the subroutine. 

This is obviously an inefficient means of 
operation, so a second subroutine 
Polyline2 will keep on looping through for 
the next loop between lines 52000 and 
52040 until the value of numpts is 
reached. In this case the co-ordinate data 
is read in from a data statement at line 
370, although any one of several methods 
could have been used to get the data in. 

It is important to ensure that you have 
enough data pairs to fully define the num-
ber of points specified in — 

As with all these VDI routines, the old 
maxim of 'garbage in = garbage out' does 
not apply. Rather it is 'garbage in = 
crash!' 

Anyhow, have fun with these subrou-
tines. If you have written or come across 
any interesting code or programming tips, 
please let me know so that I can pass on 
the good word. 

"type" 
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Listing 1. A short program which calls up the various polyline and polymarker routines, 
as well as the routines themselves. 

10 
	

' Demonstration of polymarkers and polylines. 
20 
	

' P.D. Fisher 	9 January 1988 
30 
40 	fullw 2: clearw 2 : color 1,1,1,20,2 
50 
60 
	

'Place green cross polymarker at 100,100; 50 units high. 
70 
	

colindex = 3: height = 50: type = 2: xl = 100: yl = 100: number = 1 
80 
	

gosub POLYMCOL: gosub POLYMHT: gosub POLYMTYPE: gosub POLYMARKER 
85 
	

gosub DELAY: clearw 2 
90 
100 
	

'Plot a red dashed line, 2 units wide from 50,50 to 200,180 to 500,150 
110 
	

style = 5: lwidth = 2: colindex = 2: numpts = 3 
120 
	

xl = 50: yl = 50: x2 = 100: y2 = 180: x3 = SOO: y3 = 150 
130 
	

gosub POLYSTYLE: gosub POLYCOL: gosub POLYW: gosub POLYLINE 
135 
	

gosub DELAY: clearw 2 
140 
150 	'various polymarkers 
170 	for type = 1 to 6 
180 	xl = type • 50: yl = 75 
190 	gosub POLYMTYPE: gosub POLYMARKER 
200 	next type 
205 	gosub DELAY: clearw 2 
210 
220 
	

' various polyline types 
230 
	

lwidth = 1: gosub POLYW: colindex = 1: gosub POLYCOL 
240 
	

xl = 100: x2 = xl + 300: numpts = 2 
250 
	

for style = 1 to 6 
260 
	

yl = style • 25: y2 = yl 
270 
	

gosub POLYSTYLE: gosub POLYLINE 
280 
	

next style 
290 
	

gosub DELAY: clearw 2 
300 
310 	' Alternative form of polyline definition 
320 	numpts = 5: dim x(numpts), y(numpts) 
330 	for count = 1 to numpts 
340 	read x(count), y(count) 
350 	next count 
360 	gosub POLYLINE2 
370 	data 50,50,300,50,300,200,75,150,100,100 
380 	gosub DELAY 
385 	end 
390 
400 	DELAY: 
410 	for count = 1 to 5000: next count 
420 	return 

50900 
50910 
50920 
50930 POLYMARKER: 
50940 poke contrl, 7 
50950 poke contrl + 2, number 
50960 poke contrl + 6, 0 
50970 poke contrl + 12, 2 
50980 poke ptsin, xl 
50990 poke ptsin + 2, yl 
51000 ' continue as necessary with total number 
51010 ' stored in "number" in line 50560 
51020 vdisys(0) 
51030 return 
51040 
51050 
51060 
51070 POLYMTYPE: 
51080 poke contrl, 18 
51090 poke contrl + 2, 0 
51100 poke contrl + 6, 1 
51110 poke contrl + 12, 2 
51120 poke intin, type 
51130 ' 1 = dot; 2 = cross; 3 = asterisk; 4 = square 
51140 ' 5 = X; 6 = diamond 
51150 vdisys(0) 
51160 return 
51170 
51180 
51190 
51200 POLYMHT: 
51210 poke contrl 19 
51220 poke contrl + 2, 1 
51230 poke contrl + 6, 0 
51240 poke contrl + 12, 2 
51250 poke ptsin, 0 



SUPER COMPUTER 
"The mind-boggling power of this 
board still amazes me. Imagine 
having all the power of a DEC-VAX 
11/780 computer sitting in your 
hand and being capable of 
running from a Nicad battery. The 
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Roy Hill - Your Computer 
February 1988 
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51280 
51290 
snoo 
51310 
51320 
51330 
51340 
51350 
51360 
51370 
51380 
51390 
51400 

51410 
51420 
51430 
51440 
51450 
51460 
51470 
51480 
51490 
51500 
51510 
51520 
51530 

51540 
51550 
51560 
51570 
51580 
51590 
51600 
51610 
51620 
51630 
51640 

51650 
51660 
51670 
51680 
51690 
51700 
51710 
51720 
51730 
51740 
51750 

51760 
51770 
51780 
51790 
51800 
51810 
5182J 
51830 
51840 
51850 
51860 
51870 
51880 
51890 
51900 

51910 
51920 
51930 
51940 
51950 
51960 
51970 
51980 
51990 
52000 
52010 
52020 
52030 
52040 
52050 
52060 
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51260 poke ptsin + 2, height 
51265 vdisys(0) 
51270 return 
51275 ' 

POLYSTYLE: 
poke contrl, 15 
poke contrl + 2, 0 
poke contrl + 6, 1 
poke contrl + 12, 2 
poke intin, style 
' 1 = solid; 2 = long dash; 3 = dot 
' 4 = dash dot; 5 = dash 
' 6 = dash dot dot; 7 = user defined 
vdisys(0) 
return 

• ************** ******************** 

POLYW: 
poke contrl, 16 
poke contrl + 2, 1 
poke contrl + 6,0 
poke contrl + 12, 2 
poke ptsin, lwidth 
poke ptsin + 2, 0 
vdisys(0) 
return 

************ ******** * ***** * ***** ** 

POLYCOL: 
poke contrl, 17 
poke contrl + 2, 0 
poke contrl + 6, 1 
poke contrl + 12, 2 
poke intin, colindex 
vdisys(0) 
return 

.*************** ***** ****** ***** *** 

POLYMCOL: 
poke contrl, 20 
poke contrl + 2, 0 
poke contrl + 6, 1 
poke contrl + 12, 2 
poke intin, colindex 
vdisys(0) 
return 

POLYLINE: 
poke contrl, 6 
poke contrl + 2, numpts 
poke contrl + 6, 0 
poke contrl + 12, 2 
poke ptsin, xl 
poke ptsin + 2, yl 
poke ptsin + 4, x2 
poke ptsin + 6, y2 
poke ptsin + 8, x3 
poke ptsin + 10, y3 
vdisys(0) 
return 

************************************** 

POLYLINE2: ' a more general version of POLYLINE 
poke contrl, 6 
poke contrl + 2, numpts 
poke contrl + 6, 0 
poke contrl + 12, 2 
index = 0 
for n = 1 to numpts 
poke ptsin + index, x(n) 
poke ptsin + index + 2, y(n) 
index = index + 4 
next n 
vdisys(0) 
return 

MAESTRO PTY. LTD. 
Calool St. South 

Kincumber, NSW 2256 
Telephone 

(043) 68 2277, 68 2278 



TIM HARTNELL 

YOUR AMSTRAD 

/This month we're going to concentrate 
1 on the graphics commands provided in 
Basic2 on the Amstrad PC. These com-
mands are given very little space or expla-
nation in the manuals, and several people 
have asked me how they can be used. 

I thought the simplest way would be to 
present a number of short programs, 
which show the major commands in ac-
tion. Once you've typed in the listings 
given here, run them to see what result 
they have, and after you've modified the 
listings a few times, you should have a 
pretty good idea of how they work. 

Before you type in and run the pro-
grams, get Basic2 running, then draw 
down the File menu. Select 'Angles in ... ' 
from that menu, then click on 'Degrees'. If 
you don't do this, the program will think 
the angles are being given in radians, and 
won't work. 

Squares and Circles 
The two basic shapes, the square and the 
circle, are given their own commands. The 
square command is BOX, which has the 
syntax BOX x;y,width,height,IFILLI where 
the bottom left hand corner of the square 
or box is at the co-ordinates x and y. Our 
first program draws a series of boxes, with 
a common bottom left hand corner: 

' Box 
CLS 
FOR J=1 TO 45 
BOX 4001400,100*J,250*j/3 
NEXT J 
END 

If you change the line beginning with 
the word BOX to — 

BOX 4001400,100*J,250*(RND*D/3 

you'll get an effect which I call 'city build-
ings'. You'll understand the name once 
you've run it. 

The circle command has a simpler syn-
tax than BOX. It is CIRCLE x;y,radius 
[FILL! in which the center of the circle is at 
the co-ordinates x and y. Here are 10 con-
centric circles: 

' Circle 
CLS 
FOR J=1 TO 10 
CIRCLE 2500;2500,200*J 
NEXT J 
END 

The ellipse is very similar to the circle, 
except that it includes an additional pa-
rameter, the aspect, before the 'FILL] as in 
the following program: 

' Ellipse 
CLS 
FOR j=1 TO 10 
ELLIPSE 25002500,200*j,J/10 
NEXT J 
END 

Getting Hungry 
The PIE command draws a slice of a pie 
chart, and has the syntax: PIE x;y,radius,s-
tart-angle,end-angle 'FILL). It is very effec-
tive, as this program demonstrates: 

' Pie 
CLS 
FOR J=1 TO 50 
PIE 1010,200*J,20,30+J 
NEXT J 
END 

The LINE command draws a series of 
straight lines through a list of points, and 
has the syntax: line x;y1,x;y ... I.  Here it is 
in action, producing some interesting 
moire patterns in the lower left hand cor-
ner of the Results-1 screen: 

' Line One 
CLS 
FOR J=1 TO 30 
LINE 10;10,200*j,200*j 
NEXT j 
END 

A variation on this — 

' Line Two 
CLS 
FOR j=1 TO 30 
LINE 10110,200*j,200*j 
LINE 600;600,100*j,130*j 
NEXT j 
END 

SHAPE draws a polygon with corners 
(you need at least three of these) at the 
points x;y, in the following form: SHAPE 
x I ;y1,x2;y2,x3;y3 'FILL!. By the way, 
you've probably noticed a similar syntax 
within these commands. The x;y, which 
are joined by a semi-colon, are the 'anchor 
point' of the graphic, the starting point, 
lower corner, center of a curve or what-   

ever, while the following parameters 
determine how the command will act from 
this designated point. Listing I shows 
SHAPE in action. 

Once you've had SHAPE running, 
change the third line to those in Figure I, 
one by one (that is, use one of the lines in 
each new run of the program). 

Note in the last version I've changed the 
final semi-colon into a comma. This is an 
undocumented feature (translation: I dis-
covered it simply because I typed the line 
in wrongly) which brings in an interesting 
variation on LINE, as you'll discover. 

Turning Turtle 
As you know, Basic2 is provided with a 
number of Logo-like turtle graphics com-
mands Instead of using the BOX com-
mand, you can get all complicated and 
create your own, using these turtle com-
mands: 

' Draw a Square 
CLS 
POINT 0 
MOVE FORWARD 1000 
FORWARD 1000 
RT 90 
FORWARD 1000 
RT 90 
FORWARD 1000 
RT 90 
FORWARD 1000 

POINT sets the turtle to point in the 
given direction (0 is the angle, meaning to 
the right in this case, with 90 being 
straight down the screen). MOVE FOR-
WARD moves the turtle on the screen, 
without leaving a line. FORWARD, by con-
trast, leaves a trail as it goes. RT is an ac-
cepted abbreviation for RIGHT TURN. 

Once you've run this, you can modify it 
so it reads as follows, to create pleasant 
mayhem with squares: 

' Rotate Square 
CLS 
POINT 0 
r:FORWARD 2500 
. 90  

MOVE FORWARD 1000 
FOR J=1 TO 10 
FORWARD 2000 
RT 90+10*j 
FORWARD 2000 
RT 90+10*j 
FORWARD 2000 
RT 90+10*j 
FORWARD 2000 
RT 90+10*j 
FOR q=1 TO 50.NEXT q 
NEXT j 
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And just as we created a square with turtle 
graphics, we can create a circle. Why do 
things the easy way? 

' Draw Circle 
CLS 
POINT 0 
MOVE FORWARD 2500 
RT 90 
MOVE FORWARD 2500 
FOR J=1 TO 359 
POINT J 
FORWARD 10 
NEXT J 

A series of overlapping circles can be 
created with the following: 

' Draw Circle 
CLS 
POINT 0 
MOVE FORWARD 2500 
RT 90 
MOVE FORWARD 2500 
FOR q=100 TO 2000 STEP 10 
MOVE FORWARD 
FOR j=1 TO 359 STEP 10 
POINT J 
FORWARD 100 
NEXT j 
NEXT q 

Finally, we can use a variation of the 
above program to draw a 'bracelet' on the 
screen: 

' Bracelet 
CLS 
POINT 0 
MOVE FORWARD 1000 
RT 90 
MOVE FORWARD 500 
FOR q...100 TO 200 STEP 
MOVE FORWARD q 
FOR J=1 TO 359 STEP 30 
POINT J 
FORWARD (10+j/5) 
NEXT J 
NEXT q 

10 	 This article has briefly covered the 
major graphics commands on the Am-
strad PC running Basic2 You now have 
the raw ingredients with which to create 
graphics effects and incorporate them into 
your own Basic2 programs. 	1=1 

, Shape 
CLS 
FOR J=1 TO 30 
SHAPE 40+10*J;40+20*J,100*J;250*J/3,2000iji200*J 
FOR q=1 to 500,NEXT q 
NEXT J 
END 

Listing 1. SHAPE draws a polygon with corners. 

SHAPE 40+100*j:40sj,100;250*j/3,200*j;200sj 

SHAPE 40+100*J;40*J,100;250*J/3,200*J;200*J (for this, cut the j 
loop down to 20, so the second line reads FOR j=1 to 20) 

SHAPE 40+100*J;40*.j,100;250*J/3,200*J;200*J,50+75*.j,50+75*j 

Listing 2. Once you've got SHAPE running, change the third line to one of those shown 
here (that is, a different third line in each new run of the program). 
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31/2" EXTERNAL 
DISKETTE DRIVES 

	
$326 

MONITORS 
NEC Multisync 14" 
NEC Multisync II 14" 

NEC 31/2" 720 K Drive 
)(T/AT Compatible 
Packaged in an attractive Steel Case complete with 
Shielded Cables. 

PRINTERS 
Brother M1109 
Brother M1709 
Oki Data Microline ML182 

$ 988 
$1241 

$463 
$989 
$397 

$143 
$ 92 
$141 

$176 
29 

$ 
$160 
$107 

$ 3.36 
$ 5.54 
$ 9.00 
$ 10.74 
$ 12.63 

BUY YOUR UPGRADES DIRECT AND SAVE 
VIDEO CARDS MULTIFUNCTION CARDS 
Monochrome/Hercules Graphics & Printer $100 Multifunction 1.5 MB Zero K AT $196 
Colour Graphics/Monochrome & Printer Short $103 
Colour Graphics/Monochrome/Hercules & Print $136 
EGA/CGA/MGA/HGA Comp. Also NEC Multisync $259 DISK CONTROLLERS 
EGA/CGA/MGA/HGA Comp.+ Double Scan CGA $296 Advance Hard Disk Controller 

MEMORY EXPANSION CARDS 
10 MB to 40 MB PC/XT 

OMTI Hard Disk Controller. RLL:ST506 PC/XT 
$141 
$222 

Memory Expansion 64-640K Zero K $ 62 Advance Hard Disk/Floppy Controller A/T $291 
Memory Expansion 2MB EMS Compat. Zero K XT 
Memory Expansion 128K for PC/AT. Zero K 

$141 
$ 68 Advance Universal Floppy Controller PC/XT/AT $ 92 

MULTI I/O CARDS PROCESSOR SELECTION 
Advance Floppy/Printer/Clock/Game Port $136 8088-CPU Board 4.77 & 8 MHZ $222 
Clock/Calendar Card 
Clock/Calendar/RS232 Port 
Printer Card/Parallel Port 

$ 57 
$ 76 
$ 46 

Accelerator Card for PC/XT 
286-CPU Board IBM Compatible 

$401 
$633 

Printer Card/RS232C Port $ 62 286-CPU Board Plus 1024 K 0-Wait/10 MHZ $1077 
Printer Card/RS232C Parallel Port $ 70 286-CPU/200 W/Babycase/1024 K 
Print/2XRS232/Clock/Game Card $ 92 0-Wait/10 MHZ $1388 
Printer Card/RS232/Game Port for PC/AT $ 92 386-CPU Board. 2 MB. 0-Wait/20 MHZ $3431 

GUARANTEED... Your Money Back on any product if not 100% Satisfied 

ACCESSORIES 
Keyboard PC/AT Style. Tactile 101 Keys 
Mouse. Witty Mouse C400 
Mouse. Genius Mouse GM6+ with Dr. Halo 
Joystick. Quickshot 
Power Supply 180/200 W-AT 
Power Supply 150 W-XT 
AT/XT Case 

CHIPS 
Ram Chips 4164-12 
Ram Chips 4164-10 
Ram Chips 41256-15 
Ram Chips 41256-12 
Ram Chips 41256-10 

40 MB TAPE BACKUP 
EDITOR'S CHOICE 
JUNE, 1987 $795 

Mountain Tape Backup Drive complete 
with Software and Manuals. 
TD4440 AT Compatible 
TD4340 XT Compatible 

MODEMS 
300/1200 BPS Full Duplex 

Hayes Compatible V21, V22  $339 
300/1200/75 BPS Full Duplex 

Hayes Compatible V21, V22, V23  $449 

DISKETTE DRIVES 
NEC Diskette Drive 1.6 MB 
NEC Diskette Drive 3.5" 1 MB 
NEC Diskette Drive 3.5" 1 MB. Extrnl. 
NEC Diskette Drive 3.5" 2 MB 
NEC Diskette Drive 3.5" 2 MB. Extrnl. 
Panasonic 360K 5.25' 

$231 
$214" 
$326 
$240 
$351 
$180 

ADVANCE PERIPHERALS PTY LTD 
Suite 3. 846 Pacific Highway. 
(P.O. Box 215) Gordon. N S W. 2072. 

TO ORDER PHONE 
(008) 251489 
FAX : (02)4982665 
IN SYDNEY CALL 
498 2411 Peripherals 

PA ASONG COAAPurER POW R 

Pnces Quoted Include Sales Tax 
Pnces Are Subject To Change NAthout Nonce 



80286 AT COMPUTER PRICE $1388 
* IMB ZERO WAIT STATE * 200 W POWER SUPPLY 
* 10 MHZ / 8 MHZ * BABY AT CASE 
* 101 TACTILE KEYBOARD * CONFIGURED TO YOUR REQUIREMENTS 

YOUR MONEY BACK 
IF YOU ARE NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED 

CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 

ORDER 
NOW 

51/4" DOUBLE SIDED DOUBLE DENSITY -1  
DISKETTES 

10 DISKS 
FOR ONLY 

$9.90 
PLUS POSTAGE 

MADE IN AUSTRALIA 
LIFETIME WARRANTY 

DISKETTES 10 PACK 
51/4" 10 BRAND DS DD 
51/4" VERBATIM BRAND 1.6 MB 
31/2" VERBATIM BRAND 1.0 MB 

$ 9.90 
$40.00 
$37.20 

HARD DISK DRIVES 
NEC 
20 MB 31/2" DRIVE. ADVANCE CONTROLLER. COMPLETE KIT. $560 
30 MB 3Y2" DRIVE. OMTI RLL CONTROLLER. COMPLETE KIT. $621 
SEAGATE 
20 MB 51/4" DRIVE. ADVANCE CONTROLLER. COMPLETE KIT. $540 
30 MB 51/4" DRIVE. OMTI CONTROLLER. COMPLETE KIT. $637 
40 MB 51/4" DRIVE. 40 MS. DRIVE ONLY. $907 

ADVANCE PERIPHERALS PTY LTD 
Suite 3.846 Pacific Highway, 
(P.O. Box 215) Gordon. N.S.W. 2072. 
Prices Quoted Include Sales Tax 
Prices Are Subject To Change Without Notice 

TO ORDER PHONE 
(008) 25 1489 
FAX (02)4982665 
IN SYDNEY CALL 
498 2411 Peripherals 

EXPANDING COMPUTER POWER 



IAN ALLEN 

Punternet 

If you are into Telecomputing, you're 
probably familiar with the concept of 

networking. It's basically a means of con-
necting bulletin board systems (BBS), al-
lowing users on one system to postmail to 
users on another. 

There are several networking systems 
about, the best known being Fidonet and 
Seadog. Both of these systems are de-
signed to run on the IBM or one of its 
clones. Even so, that doesn't prevent 
Commodore users from accessing them; 
they both use standard ASCII, and plenty 
of CBM users quite happily use these nets. 
I use them myself, but it's pretty obvious 
that their software libraries and the sorts 
of discussions happening in their mes-
sage bases are heavily IBM biased. I guess 
that's only to be expected when even the 
Sysop is an IBMer. 

Fortunately for Commodore Users, there 
now exists an alternative networking sys-
tem which runs quite happily on the 64 or 
128. It's called Punternet, and it's taken 
the local CBM BBS scene by storm Six 
months ago there was just one solitary 
Punter BBS in Australia — Steve Sharps' 
original Palintir in Sydney — but now there 
are ten others and more are joining the 
net every month. That's a remarkable 
growth rate, especially given that there are 
now only about thirty Commodore spe-
cific BBS in the country. 

It's not hard to see why Punter has 
taken off. From a Sysop's point of view 
Punter BBS software has a lot to offer. For 
starters it's bug free and reliable, and 
that's a major plus. It also has ample 
room for customisation, allowing Sysops 
to modify display screens and menus to 
suit personal taste, and the software sup-
ports Hayes Protocol smart modems. 
When it comes to file transfers, you use 
both Punter's CI protocol and Xmodem, 
although the CI protocol is clearly su-
perior to Xmodem. 

Cl Features 
Its main features are the ease of initiating 
a transfer and it's variable block size If the 
line is good you can stick to the default of 
255 byte blocks, but on a really bad line 
you can scale down to blocks as small as 
40 bytes The smaller blocks make a big 
difference on a bad line because the 
chances of glitch striking are smaller, and 
when you do strike a bad block the time to 
re-send is shorter. 

YOUR C64 

We all know that STD 
calls cost money, so 

Punternet operates on a 
user pays basis, but a 
very efficient one. 

All of these features are very nice, but 
what makes the Punter system stand out 
is the way it provides full support for net-
working. It really makes life easy for a 
Sysop. Once it's set up, the software does 
virtually everything automatically. It takes 
care of ringing other nodes in the net 
while you're asleep, and even takes care of 
the cost accounting side of the exercise. 

We all know that STD calls cost money, 
so Punternet operates on a user pays 
basis, but a very efficient one. If users 
want to send messages to STD nodes on 
the net they have to maintain a punter ac-
count at their local punter node. Mes-
sages to other nodes within the local area 
are free, but messages to remote are 
charged for at the rate of one cent per line 
or 30 cents minimum. That's not a bad 
price compared to what it would cost you 
if you dialed the remote node directly via 
STD The system has a lot of checks and 
balances so you always know what you're 
up for before you post the completed 
message, and it's impossible to run your 
account into the red because the system 
won't allow you to send Puntermail unless 
you have at least S2 in your account. 

The real joy is that for the first time CBM 
users throughout Australia now have a 
fast and cost efficient means of communi-
cating with each other. If you've found 
helpful advice and hints on your local 
BBS, just think how much better things 
would be if we had a way to plug into an 
Australia wide Commodore knowledge 
base Now we have, well almost! So far the 
net is confined to the eastern states There 
are nodes from Townsville to Melbourne, 
but to date no links in South Australia, 
Western Australia or Tasmania. There is 
no limit to the number of nodes the sys-
tem can support and the more the merrier 
for everyone 

If you are in a User Group that is think-
ing of establishing its own BBS, or if you 
already run a CBM based BBS it's well  

worth a look. The minimum hardware you 
need to run a Punternode is a C64, an 
IEEE interface, a 1001 or 8250 drive or a 
hard disk, and of course an Hayes compat-
ible smart modem, preferably one that 
supports 2400 baud, but 1200 is accept-
able. The Punter BBS software is the least 
expensive part, costing only $US100. The 
networking kit is an additional $US25.00. 

By the way, terminal software support-
ing Punter protocol is widely available in 
the Public Domain. You can use Third-
term, Goodterm or Ultraterm Palette (sup-
ports 1200/75). You will find these pro-
grams on most nodes of the Punternet. Al-
ternatively you can opt for Bobsterm 64 or 
128 if you feel more comfortable with 
commercial software. 

Palintir and other BBSs 
Steve Sharp, the founder of the original 
Palintir node, and the man to whom all 
credit is due for pioneering Punternet in 
Australia, is a fireman and has been 
posted to Albury. He's taken Palintir there 
as well. If you want further info on the net 
or want to know how to go about becom-
ing part of it, he is the person to contact. 
You can reach him by writing to: Steve 
Sharp, c/o Fire Station, Mate St, Albury 
2640 NSW; or by leaving messages to the 
Sysops of any of the Punter nodes listed 
below. This list was compiled in February 
so there may be more nodes by the time 
you are reading it — 

Palintir BBS64, Albury NSW. Sysop: Steve 
Sharp. Phone: Palintir (060) 40 1284 
Canberra Comm. dore Users Group BBS, 
Canberra ACT. Sysop: lames Hacker. 
Phone: (062) 81 0847. 
Matrix BBS, Newcastle NSW. Sysop: Alex 
— Sysop 2. Phone: (049) 29 5279 
C64 Bulletin Board System, Waverley, 
NSW. Sysops: Graham Lee and Shadow-
lord. Phone: (02) 664 2334. 
Phantomland Connection, Randwick NSW. 
Sysop: Bob lames. Phone: (02) 399 7716. 
Brisbane CBM Users Group, Brisbane 
Old. Sysop: Greg Shea. Phone: (07).344 
1833. 
Missing Link BBS, Kingston, Brisbane, Old 
Sysops: Mike Barber and Gernot Rosche. 
Phone: (07) 808 3094. 
Com-Tel BBS, Townsville Old. Sysop: War-
ren Mason. Phone: (077) 75 3636. 
Comm-Link, (043) 41 3135 
Dharruk, (02) 625 3246. ❑ 
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Microbee and DTP 
ust when I thought it was safe to put the 
keyboard aside and my feet up to con-

emplate my navel and the fate of this col-
umn, I happened upon renewed enthu-
siasm in the Microbee ranks. The place is 
literally abuzz (all puns intended) with ex-
citement over new software and hardware 
that will bring Microbee users closer to 
the current cult of all computing buffs —
desktop publishing (DTP). 

Simply put, DTP turns your micro into a 
publishing/printing house literally on your 
desktop. The DTP revolution hit Australia 
with full force about two years ago, with a 
flurry of seminars and a burst of product 
releases by two main streams: Apple 
(Macintosh) and IBM PC clone (MS-DOS) 
based packages. In the interim, these 
packages have been revised or superseded 
by more powerful software and we have 
seen DTP take its place alongside word 
processing 

What Microbee has come up with is a 
product that interlinks several of its estab-
lished software titles, and also taps into 
third party graphics packages. The new 
product is called Digiscan. 

Yes, for those of you with minds like 
steel traps, the Digiscan was previewed at 
the PC Show in 1986 along with Electric 
Paintbrush. It was unfortunate but funds 
precluded the simultaneous development 
of these products, and logically the draw-
ing package was first cab off the rank. It 
has turned out for the best as Electric 
Paintbrush has benefited from user feed-
back and revision, as much as the Digis-
can has blossomed from behind the 
scenes research and development. 

What is the Digiscan? 
The Digiscan, in technical terms, is a line 
based image scanner — a mechanism 
which is used to transfer images on paper 
to the computer screen. Here they can be 
saved, edited and manipulated. The pro-
cess is almost the inverse of that of a 
printer; cleverly enough, Microbee has 
used a printer to carry the requisite equip-
ment to make the Digiscan work. People 
familiar with the Apple Thunderscanner 
will not think this so amazing, until of 
course I mention that it does not alter the 
function of the printer. It would not be be-
yond reason, with the Apple equivalent, to 
dedicate a printer to become a scanner 
and use another printer to reproduce the 
end results (be it dot-matrix or laser). 

With the Digiscan, the function of the 
printer is not eclipsed by the scanning 
component. Software selection makes it 
possible to be printing at one moment 
and scanning at the next using the one 
Digiscan upgraded dot matrix printer. 

The hardware component of the Digis-
can includes a printed circuit board, an 
optical scanner and a cable. When your 
DP-80 (100 or 130) printer is submitted for 
a graphics super-surgery upgrade (for ex-
ample, to get the Digiscan fitted), the nim-
ble fingered medicos at West Gosford will 
delicately implant the printed circuit 
board underneath the printer ribbon and 
perform minor brain surgery by attaching 
an optical sensor to the patient's head 
(the print head). The circuit board has 
wires going into the printer's circuitry it-
self and connectors for the sensor and 
cable going back to the Microbee. Your 
printer will be returned (along with docu-
mentation and software) ready to demon-
strate its new lease on life — the ability to 
pull images from paper and plant them 
onto the screen. 

The Software 
Although it would not be possible to scan 
pictures without the hardware upgrade, 
the real heart of the Digiscan set-up is the 
software. It has the same front end as the 
Teleterm and Simply Write software, a pull 
down window environment that is both 
friendly and informative. The windows to 
the options are activated (on a Premium 
Microbee at least) by pressing a Ctrl Num-
ber combination — a Clayton's function 
key arrangement. 

Once you have selected a menu, a win-
dow containing options is pulled down. It 
is now a matter of moving to the option 
you wish, by means of the arrow keys, and 
selecting that option by pressing Return. 
There are eight menus in all, with the four 
situated to the left of the screen dealing 
with the scanner and its status, while the 
other options deal with disk and file man-
agement and manipulation. 

The Digiscan front screen displays a bar 
graph arrangement — the control panel —
which represents the status of the Digis-
can system. One graph depicts the status 
of the file buffers while the other takes 
care of the current and stored contrast 
settings. 

To scan an image, it is a matter of posi-
tioning the artwork to line up with the 
optical scanner and selecting the Com- 

Eyebrow ---- 

Figure 1. Cute graphics such as this can be 
read in, edited and then printed out again 
using Microbee's Digiscan, a line based 
image scanner. 

mence Scan option from the Command 
menu. The printhead will move from side 
to side picking up the image as it is 
scrolled past the optical scanner. The sen-
sor that is used can detect up to 32 differ-
ent levels of grey scales, however, these 
will not be translated as such through the 
scanning process. The scanner has a 
threshold that will indicate to the com-
puter which degree of grey will be black 
and which will be white. (This can be set 
by the operator in real time, which is 
rather fun in itself.) The Digiscan will 
therefore faithfully reproduce line draw-
ings, but will give as somewhat stilted 
image of photographs, or what they call in 
the business, halftones. 

Digiscan Partnerships 
The Digiscan has been designed so that it 
is compatible not only with Microbee's 
two other graphics oriented packages 
(Simply Write and Electric Paintbrush), 
but so it can also be used with Basic and 
Telcom. Let's have a brief look at each of 
these combinations. 
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Disk Edit Options Files Exit Command Adjust -Printl 

Draft Mortal 

Draft Invert 

Quality Print 

40....x....1 
Portmt Screendump 

Landscape Screendump 

Later Printer Layout 

Level: 
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Figure 2. Digiscan has a pull down menu environemnt. This menu shows the Print 
menu options. Note the number of options, including portrait and landscape dumps. 
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Digiscan with Electric 
Paintbrush — the logical leap 
There is an obvious link between the two 
programs Once a picture has been im-
ported using the scanning process, it can 
be customised using Electric Paintbrush. 
There is not only scope here for artists to 
display their creative flair, but think of the 
implications for those who want to copy a 
standard format, for example an order 
form or a price list. It could be read in and 
then revamped to carry your company's 
logo and name. 

Digiscan with Simply Write —
towards DTP? 
All Digiscan files are saved as .EP files. It 
is therefore possible to read them into a 
Simply Write document. You need to cut 
or copy the picture you want to incorpo-
rate into your document and this will be 
saved as a suite of Simply Write font files 
(this is how Simply Write deals with this 
situation). There is a bit of a catch and 
that is if the picture is particularly large, 
then the program will need to generate 
more font files. At this stage, Simply Write 
will only allow you to use only six font 
files in any one document. This is not a 
serious limitation if you are sensible 
about your use of text and graphics. 

Digiscan and Basic —
programmer's delight 
The Digiscan software allows a graphics 
page to be saved in a format that can be 
recalled by Microworld Basic's GR com-
mand For example, you scan an A4 page 
which has a number of components you 
wish to use. The whole A4 page can be 
called up in a miniature form on screen, 
with a rectangle delineating the 512 x 256 
bit boundary used by Microworld Basic. 
This rectangle can be positioned over the 
item(s) you wish to use and this area is 
then saved as a graphics file compatible 
with Microworld Basic All it takes is a two 
line Microworld Basic program to recall 
this graphics page on a Microworld Basic 
screen. 

There is a second mode of saving which 
is a little more convoluted, but, at grass 
roots level, will be more useful for pro-
grammers in particular. The operation is 
called Microworld Basic Mask and it al-
lows you to delineate a portion or icon on 
a page which you are already addressing. 
It allows you to save that small portion 
and, as if by magic, it writes a Microworld 
Basic file for that image, complete with 
peeks and pokes and gotos. It converts the 
picture into lines of Basic! The program  

can be called up using one line of Basic 
and then can be used in a bigger program. 
Graphics games on the Microbee will 
never be the same. The mind boggles! 

Digiscan and Telcom — facsimile 
capabilities? 
Digiscan files and Telcom are not compat-
ible as such, but the Digiscan software 
does allow the user to exit directly to Tel-
corn This provides an avenue for experi-
mentation with facsimile transmission. As 
the Digiscan .EP files are in compressed 
graphics format, they may be transmitted 
using Telcom. If the person you are trans-
mitting to also has a Digiscan set up, they 
can capture the files and, using the Qual-
ity Print option, will be able to generate a 
hard copy of your file 'at the other end'. I 
have not seen this in action, but it sounds 
exciting and has great potential. 

Digiscan and Third Party 
At time of writing, plans were on the draw-
ing board to have the Digiscan set-up talk 
to two well respected, third party, graphics 
programs, Storymaker (Ashtron) and 
Printmaster (Dataflow) When this hap-
pens, these programs and their existing 
applications will only be enhanced. No 
longer is the user bound to the limited 
imaginations of the clip art gurus. This is  

particularly encouraging in the primary 
school arena, where children will be able 
to read in their free hand drawings and 
create insignias that will give their stories 
and reports even more individuality. 

How close to DTP is it really? 
We are much than ever before, but not 
quite there However, full marks to the 
persistence of the Microbee people 
(particularly Raymond Han, Digiscan's au-
thor) for continuing to squeeze every 
ounce of ability out of the 8-bit Microbee 
Perhaps one day we might see true DTP on 
the Microbee with multiple columns, kern-
ing, soft hyphenation, justification and 
picture wrap around. A very big wish list, 
but we have come so far, the rest would be 
icing on the cake! 

Prices, prices, prices 
For just $295 (to schools) or $325 (retail) 
you get the Digiscan hardware upgrade, 
the software, the requisite cabling, a soft-
ware developers' toolkit (for Pascal, 
BASIC, C and Assembler boffins to write 
their own) and documentation for the 
Digiscan and instructions and block dia-
grams for the toolkit. This is excellent 
value for money considering other such 
devices on the market retail for almost 
twice the price. 
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Figure 3. The aspect ratio is not lost no matter which way you dump it — portrait or 
landscape. 
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The DOSBOX 
This is probably the most amazing thing 
to come out of Microbee for the last year. 
The Bookshelf Computer is Microbee's 
homegrown answer to the growing inter-
est in MS-DOS in the education market It 
has everything that the Microbee 640PC 
has, and it is physically smaller to boot! 
The 	prototype 	measured 	only 
260 x 260 x 80 mm (the dimensions of one 
of the popular Computer-In-A-Book 
drives). 

Its specifications are as follows. It oper-
ates at 10 MHz which can be switched to 
4.77 MHz making it 100 per cent compat-
ible with the IBM PC/XT. It can be installed 
with an optional 8087-I floating point 
maths co-processor and it has 640k of sys-
tem RAM. Interfacing is handled by two 
serial ports (RS232) and one centronics 
parallel port. It has a multi-mode video 
controller which is capable of operating in 
both IBM CGA and HGA modes. 

And there is more! It is fitted with a self 
rechargeable battery backed real time 
clock, 8 Kbyte of ROM (where the BIOS re-
sides), a floppy disk controller (capable of 
handling up to four floppy disks) and an 
expansion slot of half cards. It will be pos-
sible to get the Bookshelf computer in 
three configurations — single, 
dual and single drive with a 20 megabyte  

hard disk. All disk drives are the popular 
3.5 inch standard, which, when you think 
of it, is the way to go in the education 
market. To soften the impact an MS-DOS 
computer may have in what has been es-
sentially a CP/M world, Microbee has com-
piled a list of preferred software titles for 
schools. Many of these will be available 
from Microbee at 'educational preferred 
prices' (for example, WordStar version 3.3 
for $110 vs. $650 elsewhere). 

The system comes complete with many 
items which are considered options on 
other computers, ensuring that the mini-
mum system requirements demanded by 
most software titles are met. Last but not 
least, the Bookshelf Computer is in a way, 
compatible with the Microbee 128K Over-
drive and the 256TC 8-bit machines. Sim-
ply plug the Microbee keyboard into the 
DOSBOX, and ensuring that you are in-
deed running the proper software, you are 
up and away into the world of MS-DOS 
computing. 

Price was an item not discussed, but a 
quick telephone call to your nearest Mi-
crobee Centre or their 008 number (008 
024910) should set you straight. 

The 128K Overdrive 
This is a rather neat solution to what was 
once a nightmare for schools coping with  

the classroom transmigratory habits of 
computers. Moving disk based machines 
from one room to another always meant a 
lot of cable unplugging and replugging 
The Overdrive, which houses either one or 
two 3.5 inch floppies on top of the key-
board console, does away with a separate 
drive unit. The portability of just two com-
ponents to the computer system will be 
seen as a boom for schools with limited 
resources. It almost goes without saying 
that all of the standard software comes 
with this 'new configuration' Simply Write, 
Basic, Viatel and Telcom, and of course ex-
isting software compatibility is assured. 

Microbee Lines 
Anyone for Lego? Microbee has linked in 
with that all time favourite manufacturer 
of children's building blocks, to bring us 
into the world of computer controlled 
buggies and conveyor belts. I know, when I 
was a child, Lego came in only two or 
three different shapes and sizes and about 
the same number of colours. The colours, I 
believe have not changed so much, but 
the components of the contemporary 
Lego set may include optical scanners, 
miniature lights and stepper motors. 

And what better way to keep all ofthis 
technology under control than with a Mi-
crobee? In fact, here Microbee is following 
in the footsteps of BBC and Apple who 
have already developed software packages 
for the Lego interface. Microbee's soft-
ware, however, (according to Microbee 
personnel) is better. A cursory look at the 
prototype program does display clarity 
and uses graphics and colour to best ad-
vantage. It is menu driven, which, if my 
memory serves me correctly, is not a fea-
ture of the other two. 

The MS-DOS Range 
Microbee are moving more strongly into 
the MS-DOS arena with support being of-
fered to the education section, in particu-
lar. The latest Microbee catalog carries a 
picture of three very distinct variations on 
the MS-DOS theme. However, specifica-
tions are offered for only one of the ma-
chines — the 640PC (or is that 640XT?) The 
specs and the detailed article in the same 
issue disagree as to its name). Whatever 
the case, these machines are quite accept-
able specimens of their type and the 
640PC comes in at a competitive retail 
price at just over $2000 for a single 3.5 
inch model with 20M hard drive. If Micro-
bee intends to compete in the real worlds 
of DTP and Cadcam, it will have to release 
more information on the 640PC AT_ Maybe 
more about this next month? ❑ 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
We are happy to receive your comments and, 
if they are of interest to other readers, pub-
lish them. Letters will only be considered for 
publication if they include your name and 
address, although we can withhold such de-
tails from publishing on request. Note that 
we reserve the right to (and probably will) 
edit all letters for the sake of brevity, clarity 
or accuracy. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 
Standard 12-issue rate within Australia: $42 
Standard 24-issue rate within Australia: 
$79.80. Surface rate for New Zealand and 
Papua New Guinea: $51.80; airmail rate: $57. 
Rates for other countries on application. All 
overseas rates quoted are to be paid in Aus-
tralian dollars. Allow up to eight weeks for 
subscription processing. 

BACK COPIES 
Back copies of Your Computer are available 
from The Federal Publishing Co, PO Box 227, 
Waterloo 2017 at A$4.00 each, including 
postage for Australia and New Zealand. We 
will supply photostat copies of articles 
where a back issue is not available, at the 
single-magazine price for each feature 
copied. A special service is offered for Tutori-
als: see below. 
TUTORIALS 
All Parts of Tutorials published within the 
last 2 years are available as photocopies for 
a charge of $0.50 per Part plus $4 00 for post-
age and handling within Australia (overseas 
postage additional). Please identify the Tu-
torial by its complete name and specify the 
Parts by number or the issue of publication. 
All but the latest of our Tutorials are listed in 
our 5-Year Index, published with our July 
1986 issue. 
READERS' ENQUIRIES 
We will make every effort to answer readers' 
written enquiries, if accompanied by a 
stamped, self-addressed envelope, although 
staff shortages and deadline pressures may 
cause delays. Please include your telephone 
number(s) with any enquiry. Phone enquiries 
not related to subscriptions, readers' adver-
tisements, or other 'service information' can-
not be accepted. 

SERVICES PAGE 
51.18NEW2 

COPYRIGHT 
All material appearing in Your Computer 
magazine is copyright and cannot be repro-
duced in part or in full, by any means, with-
out the written permission of the Publisher 
or Managing Editor. Computer clubs and 
schools can, however, apply for restricted 
permanent reproduction rights for non-com-
mercial, limited-circulation use (for example, 
newsletters and class instruction). Given 
that it sometimes takes us a while to answer 
such requests, you can consider that re-
stricted permanent rights apply in these 
cases from the day you send in your letter, 
and will later be confirmed (or withdrawn) by 
our reply. 

LIABILITY 
Although it is policy to check all material 
used in Your Computer for accuracy, useful-
ness and suitability, no warranty, either ex-
pressed or implied, is offered for any losses 
due to the use of any material from this 
magazine. 

EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTIONS 
Contributions to Your Computer are wel-
comed and will be given every consideration. 
Although the greatest care will be exercised 
with contributions, no responsibility can be 
accepted for the safety or return of any let-
ters, manuscripts, photographs or other ma-
terials supplied to Your Computer magazine. 
If return is desired, you should include a 
stamped, self-addressed envelope. If return 
is critical — say it's something you can't af-
ford to lose — then don't send it; we are 
careful, but were not perfect. Please read 
these notes carefully to get an idea of the 
style and format we prefer. 

All Contributions: should include your 
name, address, and home and office phone 
numbers (in case we need to check details). 
Each page of your submission, and any ma-
terial sent with it, should also carry your 
name. 

Contributions by Telephone: Contributors 
who have modems and suitable software (in 
the MODEM7/YAM mould — see our stories 
on Christensen Protocols in the May and  

June 1983 issues) can arrange direct transfer 
to our computers through our Bulletin Board 
system, which is on-line 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week. Contact our office by 
phone for details on transferring material in 
this way. 

Contributions on Disk: Contributions can be 
accepted in most disk formats, although 
some have to be converted outside our of-
fices, which will add to the (often lengthy) 
delay between receipt and acknowledge-
ment. The preferred medium is IBM standard 
format single-sided, single-density, 20 cm 
CP/M disks or IBM PC-DOS minifloppies. We 
can also handle, in-office, most soft-sectored 
13 cm disks, thanks to PC-Alien — so unless 
you have a particularly strange format, send 
it on disk straight from your machine. Please 
pack them extremely carefully if posting and 
label all disks with your name, address and 
phone number. 

Listings: Unless it is absolutely impossible, 
we want listings produced on the computer 
This reduces the risk of error — if the com-
puter typed it, the computer probably ac-
cepted it. Print listings with a dark — prefer-
ably new — ribbon on white paper, and try to 
format the output to a narrow (40 characters) 
width. If they can't be produced on a printer, 
borrow a good typewriter — hand-written 
material is likely to sit around the office for a 
year before someone can find time to type it 
all out for you! Please provide an account of 
what the program does, how it works and so 
on. Any comments on the program should 
refer to the address, line number or label 
rather than to a page number. Any com-
ments on modifying the program to work on 
other machines will be appreciated. Try to 
include a printout of at least part of a sample 
run if possible. 

Style: All items should be typed (or printed) 
and double-spaced on plain white paper. We 
will only accept original copies — no photo-
stats. Include your name, address, telephone 
number and the date on the first page of 
your manuscript (all manuscript pages 
should have your surname and page number 
in the top right-hand corner). Be clear and 
concise, and keep jargon and adjectives to a 
minimum. ❑ 
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$1650 
(Incl. S/Tax) 

3 users 
3 printers 

$1450 
(Incl. S/Tax) 

2 users 
2 printers 

$995 
(Incl. S/Tax) 
Single user 

MEDICAL OR DENTAL MULTI-USER BILLING SOFTWARE 
• Multiple Doctors 
• Account Details 
• Patient Details 
• Invoicing/Statements 
• Appointment Scheduling 
• Statistical Analysis 
• Recall Letters & Lists 
• Examinations 
Multi-user DOS is built-in 
and runs under MS-DOS/PC-DOS. 

1111111111111111[1111111111  

Abacus Software 
512 Bridge Road, 
Richmond, Vic. 3121 (Dealer enquiries invited) (03) 429 5844 00 CUS 

DEALERS, distributors, mail-order houses and other commercial organizations or individuals who have a message to spread can take ad-
vantage of our Market Directory — small ads to help those searching for outlets, services and equipment. For details contact Your Computer 
on (02) 693 6666 or write to PO Box 227, Waterloo 2017 NSW. DISPLAY ADVERTISEMENTS (50mm deep x 60mm wide) in the Market Direc-
tory are $125 per insertion if finished artwork is supplied (Set and Makeup is $40 extra for the first insertion only). Payment must accompany 
copy. Closing date is 6 weeks prior to the month of publication. ❑ 

FREE READERS' CLASSIFIEDS 

Software/hardware swap 
TurboDOS and CP/M user on 
S100 system desires contact with 
other users. Swap software/hard-
ware. Contact R. Cornock, PO Box 
5574, Townsville 4810 Queens-
land. 
Printer buffer 
Nearly 1500 printer buffer kits 
now sold. Prices start at $39 for a 
256 kilobyte short form kit. All 
items advertised are in stock. 
Dealers enquiries welcome. Bulk 
discounts. Schools, government 
departments orders welcome. Oh 
yes!! IBM compatible. Australian 
designed and manufactured. 
Ideal project for user groups or 
students. For a free catalog send 
a $0.37 stamp to Don McKenzie, 
29 Ellesmere Crescent, Tullama-
rine 3043 Vic. 
Hard disk controller 
Shugart 1610 (Xebec SI 410A  

comp.) suits Big Board 2 or any 
system with a SASI port. Unused, 
$220. Phone Andrew on (089) 279 
499. 

For sale 
Signetics/Philips Instructor 50. 
Complete microprocessor train-
ing system and desktop comput-
er, with three training manuals, 
including software application 
manual and cassette with eight 
demo programs. Has 512 Kbyte 
of RAM, S-I00 bus, LED display. 
Only $75. Phone (02) 661 8207 
after 6 pm. 

Microbee 
Microwriter: micro wordproces-
sor performing as many func-
tions as more sophisticated pro-
grams. Suits 128K Premium. $20 
+ disk ($6), 31 /2  , if not supplied. 
G. Gardox, 33 Fraser St, Clunes 
3370 Victoria. 

FREE CLASSIFIEDS are for readers only, not commercial organisa-
tions. The first 20 words are accepted free of charge with a charge 
of 20 cents for each additional word. Good quality black-and-white 
prints may be included for a charge of $10 each. Multiple classi-
fieds in one issue are treated and charged as singles. 
COMMERCIAL ORGANISATIONS can place classifieds for a charge 
of 35 cents per word (minimum charge $10). Black-and-white 
photographs may be included for a charge of $20 each. 
PRINT OR TYPE your ad clearly and legibly, double-spaced, and 
separately include your name, address and phone number for 
checking purposes, even if these are not to be included in the ad. 
Any payment due must accompany the copy. 
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MICHAEL BURLACE 

CURSORY GLANCE 

All this bicentennial hoopla means we 
get to look at some products which 

were significant or trivial in days of yore or 
yawn. It is interesting to note how many of 
those used names such as 'scientific' to 
legitimise the product. Today, 'high tech' 
is used as a business name often for the 
same reasons and with about the same 
level of credibility 
• The clocks on a set of AT compatibles 
which I use need to be reset about three 
times on consecutive days to accept the 
correct time. But they won't accept day-
light saving, even several months down 
the track. Must be the last of Joh's re-
venge. 
II We have international standards for 
length, weight and all the rest and from 
these we develop standards for paper, 
nuts, bolts and the like. International co-
operation on a grand scale. It's commonly 
known as Metric, but is in fact ISO — In-
ternational Standards Organisation to 
English speakers. From it we get A4 paper 
— 210 by 297 mm. So what do the won-
derful folks who brought you Coca Cola 
do? The United States is setting out to 
have American A4 which is a different size 
— I I by 9.5 inches in one version I've 
seen. Watch out if your software or printer 
is set up with American A4 — it won t 
work well with Real A4. 
• Recently I walked past an office and saw 
a printer inside in an old phone booth. It 
didn't seem to have been vandalised. I fig-
ure printers are enough trouble without 
adding to it by having them vandalised. 
Besides, the service contract on public 
phones isn't all that effective, or maybe 
the vandalism contract is more effective. 
• One of my clients has just discovered 
the Bermuda Triangle which surrounds 
some Public Domain programs. He came 
to me after he had put heaps of effort into 
a series of computer programs which do 
separate tasks and cost nothing or virtu-
ally so Unlike most of the Public Domain 
software I use, none of what he got will do 
the task for which it was designed, let 
alone the one for which he hoped to 
modify it. Still, he learnt a lot about what 
he wanted and we were able to choose a 
bunch of conventional software which will 
do it. 

• One of the things which amazes me 
about the computer industry is its ability 
to move forward while focusing on the  

past. What am I on about? That stupid 
Caps Lock key (or Alpha Lock on the 
Macintosh). Why doesn't the industry 
come into line with business and the type-
writer industry and revert to the Shift 
Lock? Only programmers and a few others 
have a use for a Caps Lock key. And these 
days, most programming languages ac-
cept upper and lower case. 
• Phrases such as 'iron horse' and 'horse-
less carriage' seem quaint today and 
rather caught up in the past — not just 
our past but the past of the era when the 
phrases came into use, just after the 
motor car and steam engine appeared. No 
doubt future generations (or even our 
own) will look back on such phrases as 
'electronic mail' and 'bulletin board' in the 
same way. 

Bootstrap 

Went out for a spin in one of these 
fancy new cars with a talking com-

puter the other day. It didn't take long to 
sort me out. The opening expression was 
Welcome aboard, as soon as you're set-
tled and have your seat belt on I'll let you 
start me up.' On went the belt, in went the 
key, on went the ignition with a rundown  

on what I could see before me on the digi-
gages until 'I need no more warming up, 
so when it is safe, we can move off'. 

By the time I had been told 'Your XYZ 
Super Supreme (I'm not permitted to re-
veal the brand but it was big, luxurious 
and Japanese) is in motion' I had had 
enough. A few kilometres down the road I 
realised that they had done a very good 
job of Australianising the computer. 

All the way it called abuse at other 
drivers, pedestrians plus random breath 
testers, motorcycle cops and so on. Sev-
eral tickets for abusive language later I 
handed it back to the distributor 

A sample from its Oz phrase book fol-
lows: I told you you'd get booked,' 
Bloody women drivers, wogs, aggressive 
men, sloppy Australians, Mexicans.' It said 
this last one to a car with Victorian plates 
in downtown Sydney. Never again for-me, 
particularly after the stuff it yelled at other 
brands of cars which came too close to its 
infra-red distance sensors. 	0 

o Michael Burlace is an independent computer 
consultant operating from the Sydney Informa-
tion Technology Centre (Itec). He may be con-
tacted by writing to PO Box 57, Broadway 
2007 or by phoning (02) 281 2111. 
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THE ACCOUNTING 
PACKAGE 

THAT MEANS 
BUSINESS 

Just look 
at what 
you get! 
• General 

Ledger 
• Creditors 
• Debtors 
• Stock 

Control 
• Purchase 

Orders 
• Invoicing 
• Forecasting 
• Custom 

Designed 
Reporting 

• Mailing labels 
• Statistic 

Reports 
• Unlimited 

Inventory 
and Services 

1 

MAIL ORDER PRODUCT REQUIRED (TICK APPROPRIATE BOX): 
I 0 Dac Easy Accounting $220 0 Dec Easy Port $70 ❑ Dec Easy Word $110 

Dac Easy Tutor $50 Dac Easy Base $110 O Dac Easy Mate $100 O Pop Up $80 
ma
l 

BYRNE & STEWART MAC 13B/1184 

Dac Software has become the leading small business software 
supplier because they deliver VALUE. 

Now they can do even better with the newly created Dac-Easy 
Accounting Version 2.3 for 
Australia. This new generation of 
accounting software delivers 
tremendous power with 
unprecedented ease of use. A totally 
redesigned interface for Australian 
business with extensive use of 
Messages and Prompts is a feature of the new programme which 
will enable you to quickly process your books. Dac have increased 
the performance and connectivity of Dac-Easy Accounting by 
moving to the C programming language. 

Simply send In this coupon with the correct money, plus $7.50 for courier, to: 
MACE SOFTWARE in Sydney or Brisbane. 

.0 BANK CHEQUE MONEY ORDER 0 BANKCARD D VISA 0 MASTERCARD 

laccouNtN0.0000 DODD 0000 0000 

NAME EXPIRES 

ADDRESS  POSTCODE 

A new simplified installation routine comes complete with a 
sample company to help the user visualise both the operation and 
design of the system. 

Dac continues to put YOU first. 
Customer satisfaction is their 
measure of success. Numerous 
reviews attest to the indisputable 
quality of all Dac products and 
their support staff are the most 
professional in the industry. 

The efforts of the people at Dac will allow you to quickly profit from 
Dac-Easy Accounting. Circle 134 on Reader Service Card 
- Order early. Just some of the improvements 

over Dac Accounting Version One 
• Dramatic speed improvements • Improved 

reporting features • Unlimited Sales/Consultations by 
department and individual • Windows show debtors 

balance/outstanding invoices, etc • Instant help 
screens • Global Accounts • Point-of-sale invoicing 

• Comprehensive manual with accounting primer 
- Plus much, much more 

SOFT WARE 
For the name and address of your local dealer phone: 

BRISBANE Mace Software, 23 Sylvan Road, Toowong Old 4066 (07) 870 3600 
STD FREE 008 77 7509 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
Lotus 1-2-3 is a trademark al Me Lotus CarporstIon 

I 
I 

I Gin, STATE 

PHONE  SIGNATURE 

"This  is the  greatest  bargain to  come 
down the software pipe since Bruce Paige 
accidently sold Lotus 1-2-3 fir  $39.95" 
— Nelson Ford, Certified Pub/ c Afyon n n  (  kepi(' wer) 



'filiffwviffrilr!WWW1k.'- 

Don't worry 
about the future. 

Microsoft 
and 113kfare doing 

that for you: 
Your IBM PC runs on an operating system 

written by Microsoft. 
Today, Microsoft is working with IBM on 

the next powerful generation of software. 
This will give you the power to use the latest 

chip technology to its very fullest potential. 
So now you know: the heart and soul of your 

IBM PC is actually Microsoft. 
Doesn't it make sense to choose the same soft-

ware IBM chooses? Whatever your business, 
Microsoft offers an impressively broad range  

of superior applications: document processing, 
spreadsheet, data base, project management, business 
graphics and much more. 

With Microsoft, you can continually up-grade 
as soon as any improvements arrive. So you will 
never be left behind. 

Microsoft. As solid a choice as IBM. 


